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. INTRODUCTION

This-study is primarily about the deliverif social services

in urban edUcation: his4bry of their origins, implementation,

and silnifiance. Between 1890 and 1920, America's urban schools

graduarlY adopted numerous educatiOnal neXPeriMents1 that promised

to transform the iharadter c;rpublic education. ;Slowly'and un-

predictably, disparate voluntary associations of Men and, women in

dozens pf cities coalesced into movements for reform,,pressing°

A the schools to assure novel responsibilities. The distinction
. ,

between public apd private duties, so carefUlly articulated 143,'

pfeviouh Years,soon lopt its clarity. COpsion, uncertainty, '

and conflict over the purposes and scope 0e public education
__

divided-educa

unt

ors And laymen alike.. ?Iith the schools seemingly

gripped by 'len ng forces for changer contemporaries under-
o

. stood that educatiohaldoolicy makers had reached a Cruci his-

torical juncture.

:'he prospect of major change always produces contrasting

public respores. Innovation spafks optiMiS6 in those searching

for a better,future but simultaneously deepens fears in others

longing for an irretrievable past. By the 1890s, public educa-
r

tors like all Americans fackd aew pgoblems and challenges:

4 increased levels of drban growth,` industrial transformation,
- ,

,

and tic diversity. Although educational reformConstituted

only a'sin4le preoccupation of the eercod, there was striking

. interest in the neighborhood school after the depression of

. 1893, andjthis naturally shaped the course of social service

reform; Men and women from diverse social, ethnic, and occupa-

11backgrounds joined competing organizations devoted to

educational change. However much the.i0,groups differed on

I

I

,t specific means and ends, theyaWpromoted the-expansion.of the

social functions of education and the extension of public re-
.

sponsioilitie4 in o areas oncd/bon sideredprivate. Out of

voluntary group agitation there emerged widespread and contro-

versial innovations that later became familiar aspects of.the

commo school. t

Familiarity biLeds more than contempt. It also unddrmines

.
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one's historical sensitivity. As Bernard Bailyn wrote, the his-

torian's gregtest challenge' is to recognize that the past is ."not
r

incidentally but essentially different from the present" and that

the paths to ille.presentmere often winding, unpredictable; and

filled with impegiments.
1

Few people in 1890 could have sketched
r.

the exact contours of urban education thirty years later, even

though the central characteristics.of twentj.ith century educa-

tion slowly emerged ami the conflicts and debates of the Pro-

gressive era. It was a seminal period in the history of social

servide reform, and, yet reform'was never the simple unfoldiw

of some comprehensive' plan to remake the world of schooling. To

impOse clarity and design where none existed is to deny the com-

plexity of human action and disebrt the lives of a generation d'f

men, women, and children.

Educatio 1 reform was the product of community consensus. and
.

conflict on a iraportancc,,,of schooling and the nature of social,

change. Every Americin city possessed. its own particular reform

posture, its gown blend of unique persorlelities and dominant indi-.

victuals. All cities had community trouis' that agreed on tIe

desirability of "reforming" the schools and.yet strenuously dis-

agreed on how this should be achieved. One thing was clear,

beyond Ull the divisions among individuals that surfaced: the

state, not the family, would becoml a more powerful source of

social welfare. Whether Socialist:or n9n- Socialist, club woman
A.

or unibn leader, reformers asked how rather .than whether the

state, should intervene in children's lives.'As the schools

assumed new responsibilities, they increasingly grew in social

significance and nurtured rising expectations among tax payers

And community leaders.

Hence it is not surprising that by the 192ds America's urba

school systemseemed fundamentally unlike its former self. The

schools had not only expanded in size but also in the .omplexity

of services they offered to local communities. Many schools, for

example,- inaugurated programs to improve children's health. Med-

ical inspectors, nurses, and dentists-were added to the school

staff, and the adoption of school breakfasts and lunches.consti-

vi
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tuted another break from the past. Another private responsibil-

ity-- children's recreation and summer activities- -also became

part of public' regulation and scrutiny. ay the turn of'the

century, local cities 'witnessed .a full-blown movement for muni-

cipally funded vacation schools and school playgrounds. And

then, in a popular movement that seemed to harken-back to the

days of the rural district school, activist citizens from all

Walks of life pressured school officials for social centers, to

help make the nekghhoorho-' -school the nucleus of neighborhood

life and social and intellectual stimulation for young and'old.
2

To follow the sometimes tortuous, uncerta in path of social

service reform requires the reconstruction of the larger move -:

ments for educational change that reoriented mass 'instruction

during the Progressive era. Forthe history of educationalFor,the

and expansion is inexplidable apart from the Context

of the times and renewed contemporary faith in the powers of
/

schooling. In bc,th theory and practice, urban.schooiing and

youth policy changed rapidly during this period. Juvenile courts,

for example, challenged_tlielegitimacy of older,, responses to

criminality and behaviorial-deviance among youth. Similarly, as

thoisands of immigrant and native/horn poor .clamored for more

secondary instruction, leading policy makers altered the high

school-curriculum, retaining the academic and collegiate'segmentis
' 4

as elite preserves. vocatidhal pressures fragmented the curriculum

as well as the social life of-the common school, and it rested on

alleged scientific advance as well as sociA/ prejudice. Guidance

counselors employed I.Q. tests to glace students in junior high

school programs and thereby presumably fi.t students into appro-

priate academic slots.

Few aspects of urban schooling remained untouched during the',

Progressive period. Despite JohnDewey's efforts, of course, most

classroom instruCtion remained traditional: teacheip mostly dis-

pen:pc' information and maintained order while-children memorized

their lessons and recited them 41D1 exchange for a.grade. Authority

and regimentation stayed nonstant, indeed flourished, in a new

educational environment. Armed with a battery of charts, diagrams,

vii



and achid'Vement scores,, guidance officers determined which groups

and classes of students shared particular-classrooms. Besides

such changes in bureaucratic procedures, the very character of

formal school governance altered dramatically during the early

_ twentieth century. The elimination of ward representation on
. -

school board-ermined neighborhood localism and enhanced the

leadership potential of cosmopolitan urban elites: professionals,

businessmen, manufacturers, elite women, and college professors

and admlnistrators. These individuals-increased the power of

superintendents (themselves schooled in the values of efficiency,

scienafic management, and Protestantism), and intensified con-

flict over schooltiolicy in local communities.

Social change was therefore an unmistakable feature of urban

education in, the early twentieth century. Whether one emphasizes

the rise of curricular innovations, social service programs, or

the nature of school governance, a large number of significant

changes altered the character of schooling for millions of

Americans. No one disputes the long range importance of "Progres -,

sive" reforms,, but historians differ widely in assessing their

origins and meaning. For liberaldscholars like Lawrence Cremin,

for example, social service reform was part of the larger "_trans-
.

formation of the school," a process of democratic and humahe out-
- I 41,

pouring of- reform sentiment in behalf of disadvantaged Americans. 3

To radical revisionists'lika Paul C. Violas, the character of

ieforms like playgrounds and lunches demonstrated that so-called.

altruistic reformers only'wanteci to oppress and control the

'children of working people.
4

In between these perspectives,

readers can find a wide range of interpretations,on the meaning

-and importatite of various educational reforms during the Progees-

sive era. -just as liberal; have bgeh criticized for their opti-

mistic pronouncements on the relationship of schooling and human

progress, so too ave the' revisionists been-criticized for their

sometimes'simplis-ic, social control oriented models of political

change and education policy..

This history of tFie introduction of social services in schools

at the turn Of the century reject's thew4iberal position that
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educational chinge invariably produces humane results: clearly

the origins and effects.of ahy reform are more complex and am-

biguous than that. At the same time, many recent histories I

1

I

occasional newspaper reports, minute books of voluntary assoc-

based on social oontrol theories also over-simpl2fy the past.

They o.:ten do soNy focusing on the ideas and actions of elites,'

by excluding detailed examinations of outcast groups, and there-

.
fore by ignoring the 4alectioal elature of social change.

This study deais with the idehs, actions, and importance

of the many men and women who participated in educational reftm

movements in urban education between.1840 and 1920. Most of, the

study involves the most signitidant years of the history of

social service reform, the period separating the depression of

1893..and the Palmer raids ofWorld War I.., Focusing on four

different cities, it evaluates the influence of.some well-known

social and educational reformers as well as morg obscure indi-

viduals, people whose thoughts were generally recorded only,in
o

iations, and petitions to local school boards.

Uncovering the process by which urban chool systems assumed

additional social ::unctions during the P essive era is my

principal concern. By studying innovation in.different environ-
%

ments, I have tried/b.' identify how different political tradi-
4Aw.

tions, etanic mixes, bureaucratic schodl.arrangements, and indus-
.

trial settings contributed to the shape,of new se vice programs

in different communities.. While looking for answe svin different

environments, I still have asked basically the same gueStions:.

Why was there such an upsurge of interest in school reform by she

turn of the century? Specifically, Which social groups and

contmunity organizations lobbied for which qanges? How fundamen-

tally_different was the chara ter of urban education in 1920,

compared, to tree decals before? In particular, how widespread

were various services that expanqed the social role of public

schooling, how willingly (and readily) did parents and children.

utilize these services, and what difference did they make i/

their lives? /)

Searching for the origins of social welfare prpgrams in

ix 1 0
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urban education in the early twentieth century.requires discovering

how social change occurs and ultimately affects institutions and

their clientele. More than anything else, this involves explain-

ing why so many,diverse voluntary groups--women's organizations,

parent associatiors, labor unions, Social Gospelers, and Populiist

and Socialist parties--once played such a seminal role in school

innovation. Most histories of urban Progressivism still give

considerable attention to the perspectives and actions of school

board members, superintendents, and other educational elites. One

cannot underestimate the importance of: theNI. individuals, but

school innovation was a dynamic, interactive enterprise involving

diverse and varied community groups. The extant records of the

era that shed light on social change in education"whether trade

union and Socialist newspapers'or school documents or the manu-

script collectiOns of urban activists--reveal that reform was

very complicated phenomenon. Ideas on school reform burst forth

r from every conceivable corner of the community during the Progres-'

siv era. Even though every idea did not receive full attention

or
/
/public approval, reform in its many expressions was more .than

simply a triumph of imposing elites or a victory by "the people."

Urban schoolrreform in the intr icateProgressive era was an incate

procf.:s of accommodation between different community organizations

and school leaders.' Progressive reform did not simply flow dcwn-.

ward from civic elites to the public, or outward from the schools

to the community. Neither did it simply spring forth from below.

In Certain areas'of innovation, the schools red the cause of

reform. ?This clearl'y occurred; for example, in the dissemination

and tse of achievement and intelligencests, which were formu-

lated and perfected by school administrators and educatorS'and

gave "scientific" legitimacy to ability grouping, tracking, and

reforms like the junior high school. In these and other' areas,

local citizens responded to the actions of the schools. Yet, in

other spheres of reform, school leaders often lagged behind

voluntary and lay groups agitating for change. Numerous service

innovatiodt like playgrounds, social centers, and penny lunches,

for example, were initiated first by people outside of the school

x
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system, by merrand wo

tt
en who were not formally trained educators

but who nevertheles pressured a?ficials for changes in school

policy. mo

Local community groups were vital elements in the history of

social service reform and social change' generally in the Progres

sive'era. Some voluntary associations had a diverse membership'

and eclectic interests; others had a narrower' social base' and

confined outlook. At any rate, educational change cannot beo
.

completely understood without examining the composition and

a4ivities of grodps like women's clubs, labor unions, radical-

political association4, parent-teacher associations, and other
. .

brganizations that shaped public policy% Since social change

in educalion in the Progressive era was often championed by

these groups, their histories are central and not 1404,e4rItal

aspgts othe history of educational transfiguration. whether

organizations were comprised of liberal reformers or urban rad-

icals, local Progressives viewed schooling as a leading instru-

ment for social improvement. Since,their visions of how to

improve society often differed enormously it guaranteed that

conflict in many different torus characterized urban educational

policy making in theearly'twentieth century.

Turn-of-the-century reformers who had diametrically opposed

political and ideuaogical perspectives--like radical Socialists

and business efficiency advocates- -often endorsed the same school

innovations. Their reasons for doing so, of course, differed

enormously, negating the quick assumption that everyone who
. .

endorsed the same program had identical intentions and motive-
.

tions. .To cite a single example illuminating this issue, Social-
.

ists were often the first.organized body in Europe and the United

St'-es to endorse state funded ?Reels for school children. American

socialists, like their counterparts abroad, endorSed school lun-

Aches to help compensate poor children for\the unequal distributibn

of wealth caused by capitalism; it was a matter of social justice.

Efficiency reformgrs, on the other hand, viewed the programs

as a form of capital investment:\ way to build healthier and

stronger citizens to defend'and support the existing system. Which

4e
si

6,
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perspective predominated in,the creation of innovations: Did

new programs like social centers or health services fulfill the

needs of one ideological interest group but not another? To

what degree did innovations actually function as competing reform

groups intended? NA

One strategy in assessing the origins, implementation, and

significance of social service and ProgressiVe school reforms

is the use of detailed case studies of the "grass roots." Tradi-

tionally, the leading historians of American education have in-

vestigated schooling in a single geographical region: the North-

east. Currently the most influential urban educational histories,,,

for example, xamine-Boston and New York. Moreover, the most

significant comparative and state level studies of schooling are

on Massa)husetts. Long an innovator in education& development,

the Northeast has properly had its full share of attention in

shaping the history of American schooling: But because of this,

large deficienc's exist in our understanding of education. and

social change in the Midwest, the South, and especially the Far

West.
5

My rationale in writing a multi-case history of significant

school innovati Is in_the Progressive era beyond just the East

Coast is two-fold. In the tirst_place, single case studies can

sometimes reorient historical research. -Mo.e often, they run

the risk of becoming isolated from larger histoilographical con-

cerns and of ,eneralizing widely on the basis of limited evidence.

More comprehensive histories that cover a large number of cities,

on the other hand, have tended to ove.look regional differences,

have downplayed educational diversity, and have insufficiently

rooted local change in its immediate political and social context.

This study hopefully offers a wider basis for generalization,

since it explores more than one city and ranges outside of the

urban Northeast. It simultaneously tries to situate local changes

in the context of immediate as well as national developments.

The citieeasic to this study are Rochester, Rew York;

Toledo, Ohio; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; and Kansas City, Missouri.

These cities had their own distinctive political, economic, and

13



social character. They also generated an enormous volume of

relevant historical documents that provide the foundations to

study riationally felt. social changes in an in-depth and system-

atic way. Without driving the issue of historical "uniqueness"

to an extreme, I hope to dray/ out both the unusual andsrepre-

sentative features of these particular cities in the history of

4 Progressive school reform. Choosing urban areas of different

sizes, ethnic mixes, and political raditions help illuminate

2. those factors that promoted the successor failure of particular

r

(

1

reforms. Too often even 'today national policy makers presume

that diverse urban areas can be serviced by uniform social pro-

grams.

Rochester, New York, has a prdminent place in the history
. -

of Progressive era schodl reform, particularly in the area of.

social services. Rochester was the leading American citytin
4

the promotionof social centers, a popular innovation that many

civic groups championed thrditghout th on. Rochester's

reputation flourished because of he ctivities and influenc'

of Edward J. Ward, the so-called er of the social center

movement; Ward became a national leader in social service

expansion. Through his well. publicized conflicts with local

ward boSses, who vigorously opposed the social centers, Ward

turned the national social center spotlight on his°adopted city.

In many rr -ris, Rochester is uniquely suited to the study of

social ,e innovations. Its reform leadership formed close

bonds with civic activists in many cities. When the Socialist

party assumed pOweibin Milwaukee in 1910, for example,.party
4

tileaders hired Ward as an advisor in social center development,
/

and one of Ward's associates later operated Milwaukee's Socialist

Sunday Schools.

Toledo, Ohio's significance during.the Progressive era rested-
PO

on fundamentally different grounds. Throughout the Progressive

era,' Toledo attracted national attention because of its famous

mayors: the charismatic Samuel M. "Golden Rule' Jones (1897-

1904), and his close friend and successor, Brand Whitlock (1905-

1913). To contemporaries and later historians, both men symbolized

xiii
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a grass-roots expression of "social justice" in the early twen-

tieth century. Indeed, Golden Rule Clubs formd across-the

country after Jones popularized his. viws on brotherly love and

the Social Gospel. Jones and Whitlock pressed for many new V

f\ social services ih the schoOls, following and often furthering 4

movements initiated by labor groups, women's clubs, and P:T.A.'s

in child welfare reforms such as social centars, playgrounds,

and penny lunches. After Jones' deatn in 1904, Whitlock beLme

the acknowledged leader of the local Independent Movement, a

third party efffort that was central to Toledo politics until

1913. While the republican Party do inated in Rochester Texcept.

for occasional challenges from upstart/Socialists and liberal

Good Government reformers), a,vigorous variety of third party

activism prospered in Toledo throughout the Progressive era.

Milwaukee /provides another attractive city to study social

change in the schools. Just as the attempts of Jones and Whit-

lock tb establish a city of, brotherly love brought Toledo its

share of attention, so too did the activities of organized labor ,

and the Socialises party make Milwaukee distinctive throughout

the Progressive era. Like Toledo, Milwaukee had a large immi-

grant population. More than th t, the Social Democratic Party, )

whose strength rested primarily n thejoCal trade unions, cap-
.

tured the city administration in A10, markiag the first time

that Socialists succeeded politically in a large American city.

Compared to Toledo and Rochester, Milwaukee had a highly politi-

cized and militant trade union movement. Formally aligned with

the Socialist party, the trade unions agitated for many educa-

tional innovations and social service reforms. By electing their

own members to.the solpol board and cooperating with other civic

groups, they became a remarkable and -onsistent force for reform

rarely found in American cities during these years.

Compared to the political traditions and reform impulses in

Rochester, Toledo, and Milwaukee, Kansas City provides still

another important setting for examining the history of schopl

services. Unlike Milwaukee and Toledp, an entrenched two-party

system firmly ruled the city_and was never effectively challenged
4
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1by any coalition of third -party dissidents. Even more so than

(In Rochester, the major political parties both reigned and ruled.

Largely comprised of native-born citizens, the citt lacked the

ethnic cast of most Midwestern or Eastern cities: It therefore

offers a unique opportunity tq determine how a different popula-

tion base influenced the shape of school policy. Kansas City'sCi

edudatjonal history'also directly contrasts with these other

three cities be&ause its school board was already smalland

centraZized by the 1870s. Itlanderwent administrative'central=

izatiOn much earlier than most cities, producing a network of

educational control unlike the systems found in nineteenth-

century Rochester, Toledo, and Milwaukee.

In all of these cities as ii. much of the urban nation,

, educational innovation became an integral facet of Progressive

reform. A wide range of indivielais turned.to the schools as a

possible sburce_of human'betterment. In many respects edUca-

tional innovation reflected the rise of a new social spirit in

the /890s and a widespread belief that the urban school shotild

be a seminal force in the education and socialization of young

people. Because of the school's perceived importance, men and

women with any different political orientations sometimes corn-
.

peted and sometimes cooperated to realize their visions Of

educational and social improvement. School policy, the final

product of community agitation, reflected pervasive and highly

visible social conflicts which were themselves rooted in the

class, ethnic, racial, and ideological differences separating'

school officials
111

and competing-voluntary interest groups.

46pefully, a detailed analysis of the piocess of decision-making

.in multi-urban settings illuminates the nature of these conflicts

and ,reveals how they were expressed as policy in an era of educa-

tional reform.,
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"In this country, to a more just sens a for a higher pur-

pose than in any other, the youth are the pro rty of the State.,-,
l

Charlez W. Hill, the perennial President of the Toledo school

board, was rarely equivocal, and local newspaper reporters in

1855 eagerly reprinted such quotable statements. The twin be-

lief that schooling was organized benevolence and that children,

were state property was never universally accepted in antebellum

America: But it prevailed. in the minds of those' whose opiklions

mattered: Whig polit&cians and school reformers like Hill.

Through their efforts the state actively intervened in schooling,

drawing more and more chilArn within its purview. By the mid-

nineteenth oentury, the nation witnessed the proliferation of local

and state institutions affecting the education, socialization, and

control of youth: houses of refuge, orphan asylums 'and, except

for groups like the American Indians and Southerniblack slaves,

an expanding network of free, publicly financed schools.
2

If

youth were not the property of the state, they were increasingly-

one of its special concerns.
4'

The state did net by and larg, force children to attend schools

ip the nineteenth century.: Local educational agencies, representing

a vast, decentralized system of schooling acNthe nation, lacked

sifficient means tb compel attendance, though they admittedly sha-7

ped patterns of administratiVe control, pedagogical methods, and

the curriculum. School enrollments o§e dramatically in the cen-

tury after the American Revolution, an numerous AMericans by the

time of the Civil War believed that education offered the best

means for alleviating social distress and unifying the nation.

"In the absence of effective state power to compel attendance,"

writes David B. Trick, -Maus was mostly a voluntary social move-

ment, the largest instance of decentralized institution-building

in American history. "3 To prominent school reformers--those who

Would direct the course of educational innovation in local areas--

public schooling was a grand social invention, representing the

best interests of the state. like Charles W. Hill typically

applauded the rise of state intervention in children's lives,

acting as if "the state" and its evolving educational institutions

1
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represented everyone's interests. In fact, early urban school

reform, like every offer form of governm,Ttai action in the

nineteenth century, was an expiession of the particular class

and social interests of the leading Lac reformers in places

like Rochester, Toledo, NilWatikee, and Kansas City.

When various community organizations in local cities pressed

for a wide range of Progres sive social reforms in the 1890s1 they

encountered a school system and supporting political network

fifty years in the making. The men and women who formed the

backbone of grass-roots reform fced a world of established cus-

toms and iAstitutional arrangements. Anlk study
IL
of turn-of-the-

century school reform-7which once again addressed fundamental

questions of the state's role in children's welfare vis-a -vis

the family--must therefore necessarily begin in the antebellum

period. Only by following the social and intellectual ediltours

14,,pf.early school reform can 9ne appreciate the new ground that was

broken during the Progressive era, when the public school': assumed

greater control over,the medical, ,recreational, and general social

welfare of young people. To comprehend why so many competing

interests would struggle for mastery in the schools requires a

recognition of the class and ideological dimensions'of the his-

tory of the common school.

Nineteenth century school reformers were hardly the advance

guard of the modern welfare state, and they should not be placed

in this light. There was never any simple linear progression

between past and present. Nevertheless, the leading antebellum

school reformers in America's cities definitely involved the state

educational development in novel ways by extending and exp&ing

its power. In that sense they constituted a link between past and

present, for they set important precedents for even farther state

interven on in children's welfare. Nineteenth century school

reformers xtended the reac h of colonial statutory precedents on

the state's right to educate children and,the more general notion

of parens patriae, the state's role as parent to the 4

Most importantly, the creation of'expansive school systems nat-

ionally testified to the heightened responsibility of local school

19
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agencies and, correspondingly, to the declining significance of

the fa*.mili in education. Popular conceptions of the relationphip

of the state to public welfare altered notice-ably in response to

widespread social 'changes in the antrellum years as wet1 as in

the Progressive era. Like all forms of governmental activity,.

educational policy emerged out of the struggles of those who

held contrasting visions of education and the larger social

order.
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Parental Deliverance And Childhood Salvation

Ouf teachers often'deeply feel '''t4 need
of moral support in their arduous and
perplexing labors. They need the sympathy
of parents in frequently doing a work that
belong's tp the family and fireside. They
have to contend with vices that have had
their origin in the hovel and street; and

to make a youth love virtue and hate
vice, learn habits of industry and hate
idleness, whose course of training has
all been the reverse of this--is the
difficult task we demand of the teacher.

1

1 Milwaukee Board of Educipion, 1861

1
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In the Spring of 1854, a ship chugged across Lake Erie with

precious cargo for the citi7ens of Toledo AlthOugh the town

founders predicted that the city wojebe an international

,crossroads for trade, industry, and culture, the Propell Toledo

'did not convey jasmine and lace or even, glittering metels. Instead,

the Toledo Blade_announced the arrival of something far more useful

to this bustling commynity: a 4,300 pound schoolhouse bell. The

bell was soon placed in the tower of Toledo's expensive new high

school along side a brass Town Clock, "which will strike the hours

upon this ponderous bell, and announce the time to the inhabitants

of the city and for miles ,around it.P 1 With each dial spanning a

diameter of seen feet, the clock became the capstone of the new

school system, now less than a decade old. .The scholl board

Ippointed a "Keeper of the Town
`41.

Clock" who later received extra

compensation, as the Secretary of the board of education recorded

in his minute book, "for keepins...all School Clocks in or er."

With its usual flair for boosterism, the Blade saw in the events

the unfolding of a new civilization; here were indisputa le symbols

of progress hnd improvement. And. no institution would contribute
4

more to the coming of this society than the local neighborhood

school.

The preoccupation with locks, whistlbs, and bells as public

regulators of daily living as striking throughout the nineteenth

century. Children in Tolddo as elsewhere began and ended their

school days with bells; if their parents Were factory workers, they

too understood the significance of morning and evening whistles.
II

That clocks ticked incessantly in neighborhood school marked the

triumph of the values of tholse'who led the movement for early

school reform. For the men of affairs who laid'the groundwork for

the nation's urban school systems actively promoted many commercial

and philanthropic projects: canals, plank roads, railroads, libraries,

lyceums, and, when time allowed,- public schools. In many respects

the schools were one of the most difficult challenges confronting 6

these builders of a new social order. There was considerable

,1 2ti
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popular allegiance to thedistrict system, which gave parents'a

strong voice in school affairs, and the majority of 'taxpayers

and parents saw little need for change: But from the perspec-

tives of new community leaders, that only meant that there would

a be more editorials to write, more meetings to attend, more frequent

memorials to draft for the state legislatureilest the chil4ren cf.

the community be condemned to a$life of ignorance and immorality.

Between the 1840s and the 1860s, aggressive community'leaders
J

in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and then Kansas City more actively
*FA

involved their municipalities in educational development. Systems

of schools emerged on the urban frontier. Unlike a forthcoming .

geneKetion of Progressives, however, these leaders di,d not believe"

that local government (or government at any level) should normally

establish programs that, say, went beyond basic,instruction and

catered Wothe health or. recreational needs of young people.

However much the powers of the neighborhotd school in producing'

virtuous citizens were extolled injorivate correspondence and

public addresses, its actual scope was narrow compared to the

'future. However much school reformers both in the antebellum and'

Progressive eras, for example, stereotyped the poor and foreign

born as dirty, unkempt, and unhealthy -- somehow physically unfit

;or the common schools--the Progressives alone hadthe legal and

public sanctions to ameliorate these dilemmas through social service

programs. And yet the antebellum reformers had set new educational

wheels in motion;'P ropelling the state forward as a more powerful,

force in the education arld socialization of youth.

Despite the claims of many local historians, the school sy3tems

that emerged in antebellum Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee,'and Kansas

City were not the result of some movement for American "democracy."

Put simply, school reformers were intensive, energetic, and acquisi-

tive individuals who had broad visions of commercial and later

industrial empire. Their biographers, usually cloie friends,

approvingly called them "capitalists." The characterization fits

the subjects well. Endorsing ,the principle of state intervention

in schooling and in the political economy, local school reformers

were usually Whigs Nil almost always town boosters as'they fought

6 23
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for tax-supported systems of education.
3

They continually cajoled

contented parents and suspicious taxpayers, urging support for

their righteous cause. Despite these efforts, th plain people

or local mechanics, never rose up to demand new systems of state-

supported education for their childreh. Instead, elite members

of the.professional, economic, and sociarclasses controlled the

timing and pace of educational innovation. 4

Newspaper men in city after -city boosted the .cause of school

reform.and transformation. They welded programs of state

intervention in schooling with dynamic schemes of internal

economic improvement, shaping as well as reflecting the desires

pre an emerging civic elite. Personalities differed somewhat from

placelto place and Democrats .often aided the effort, but everyone

held buoyant visions.of the future of school and,society. Henry

O'Reilly, an Irish immigrant who edited Rochester'; first-news-

paper \in 1826, exemplified the spirit of urban boosterism. Most

,notably, he pressed for numerous economic and civic improvements

frpm the expansion of the nearby Erie Canal to the replacement of

district schooling with a comprehensive and centralized system ofo

eaucation. This editor, banker, and later inventor agitated for

many of the citizens' meetings which considered the establiShment

of a sch601 board in the early 1840s, when Rochester's population

already surpassed twenty thousand. Like many contemporaries, °

feared that vice, crime, and sedition would proliferate
,

"without s Stematic efforts to combat hem.
5

,

In T ledo, the Whig and later Republican Slade, founded as a
\

tri-weekly in 1847, similarly agitated for a full system of public
! .

iMprovement\s. One favorite idea was the linkage of the Wabash

Canal in.th hinterland with the Erie Canal to the East through

the shipping lanes of the Great Lakes. Hosmer Graham, the Blade's

editor, characteristically wrote that "in this age of improvements,

this great, aid all important subject of educating the whole people,

the masses, should not be lost sight of nor neglected." For although

his city still possessed fewer than four thousand inhabitants, he (
realiz that canals and the iron bands' of the railroads would soon

integrat enterprising communities into national marAts. And

7
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certainly the nation's expansive plans of "Internal Improvement"

seeted incomplete without a Corresponding network of education. 6,

The rise of urban school systems was largely.the result of
F

the activities of these advocates of internal economic and social

development.. Already by the 1820s Rochester was heralded not as

the next Syracuse or Utica-but as the future Pittsbyggh or

Cincinnati. Toledo's boosters similarly hoped that sound business

leadership wou'd transform the area's "high, isolated banks ofclay,

and muddy, busty ravines" into the nucleus of a "laige commercial

city."7 Lofty expansionist dreams, based primarily on economic'.

developments prevailed in every aspiring, metropolis. Thl Democratic

piess of different cities gloried in the coming of the American

ivperium, but Whigs in particular set the ideoloCy of social andB

economic expansion into full motion. The Milwaukee Sentinel, for

example, assured its small community in 1845 that the area was

"destined to be the chief commercial and manufacturing city of

this WESTERN EMPIRE." 8 Like Henry O'Reil,ly, his Rochester counter-

cart, gufus King of the Sentinel was an early member of the 'local
a

school board and an avid promoter; and civic booster; King was also

Milwaukee's first school superintendent. A member of the Wisconsin

Constitutional Convention in 1847, he enjoyed state-wide political

influence and became a regent of'the University'of Wisconsin.
9

Decades after urban school systems began in New York, Ohio,

and Wisconsin, Robert T. Van Horn's inspirational editorials for

Kansas City's Whig and later Republican newspapers made all of

these men seem like amateurs. That the "city" had approximately

four thousand residents in 1860 mattered little. By mid-decade .4

Van Horn aad the community business leaders that lured him to the

bend of the Missouri River were'trumpeting the virtues of their

promised land. An itinerant printer with an undistinguished past,

the editor was well suited to become one of the West's leading

' civic promotgrs and champions of schooling. He worked as a young

man on the Erie Canal, where he learned of internal improvement

first hand. goon after Van Horn rightly predicted th,it the nation

was on the brink of vast commercial expansion.

8
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Like the famous William Gilpin.-of Independence, Van Horn

labored to dispel-the common characterization o* the Vest as a.

Great American Desert. Instead, he Eerteived an American,version

of the Garden of Eden, one filled with national and international'

\markets supported by a vast system of railroads crisscrossing his

fair city. But the American paradise required more than trains

wand banks, buyers and sellers. "Here will soon be the commercial

center of a vast and energetic population," Van Horn acknowledged

in the Kansas City Jotrnal of commeirce in 1869, "and it is proper

that the means of education, scientific and literary, should keep

pace with the\progress of material wealth and advancement.."
10

Education was the handmaiden of economic development, and as a

result of his clear and bountiful vision, many historians of

Kansas City naturally emphasize the remarkable influence of this

'famous booster on school reform. 11

Boosters were not abovellasrepresenting the state of education

in local communities. When it cane to mass instruction, they

condemned district schooling and most forms of private initiative

in education. In their.eyes, district schools were as ineffective.

in educating the people as the pay schools, select schools, and

the itinerant school master. The whole method of educating children

was too irregular, too informal, and too often subject to p'arental
. discretion: parents determined how, when, and whether their off-

spring would be educated and schooled. Too much,seemed left to

chance to those who equated parental choice with social chaos and

disorder. Like every editor who prayed for metropolitan status,

Van Horn complained in 1867 that Kansas City lagged behind other

urban areas in educational progress. He even claimed that there

were no schools in the city; ignoring the existence of some district

schools and a variety of private institutions. Nevertheless, Van Horn

warned that children languished in an atmosphere of vice and ignorance:

"We can furnish them billiards and whiskey, but we have no public

schools."
12

In Tol io, the superintendent of schools further claimed that

beforeacentralization the "schools were 'without form and void,' and

the pr late schools were so private as scarcely to be known even by

2G



the man who took the census; orto-be_found in the memory of 'the

olde51. inhab3tant.' Toledo must have had an incredibly inept

census worker, and lack of evidence made the superintendent's

posit:.on 'wi'hout substance and void.' Still, editors repeatedly

emphasized that internal improvement plans would be undermined

unless parents abandoned the existing educational arrangements.

But parents seemed lethargic and resistant to change; they refused

to be delivered from the burdens of controlling their children's

education. Naturlly perverse, they looked to the past. instead

of the future. And so newspaper writers in city after city called

for "citizens' meetings" to rally people behind a more centralized

and directed system of education, in line'with the march of

commercial and economic progress. These meetings testify to the

elite origins of mass education. ,

Historians of these four cities have described the men-4o

lobbied for centralized schooling in many ways: they were "civic

minded" elites, "public minded" citizens, ane urban statesmen.
14

Perhaps they were all of these. ContempoI ries, however, more

accurately described themras "men of affairs," a literal phrase

signifyi;,g one's membership in a select economic or social group

that shaped general urban development. Citizens' meetings which

promoted the establishment of school systems were not attended by

a cross-section of the community, but by emerging or newly-estab-

lished community leaderi. These men were dominant civic leaders

active in all spheres of urban politics, and they certainly were

unrepresentative of die lower classes. Blake McKelvey, for example,

has demonstrated t Henry O'Reilly and other enterprising commercial,

dad professional inte\bests led the march against the district system

in Rochester. I. F. Mack, a prominent Whig and custom miller in a

city whose. prosperity ,:onsiderably rested on flour production and

trale, served as the city's first school superintendent in the

early 1840s, testifyir.1 to the connections between commercial

development and educational change. 'However much the local Working-

man'4 Advocate encouraged the working classes to pay more attention

to their children's formal education, there is no evidence that they

initiated early school reform.
15
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In Toledo, the citizens responsible for ,school reform in the

1840s were also highly select individuals. Prominent among them

wts Charles W. Hill, a Whig politician, --,11)&road promoter,

attorney, and City Clerk in the 1830s who subsequently served as

the President of,the school board for decades. knothet Whig and

advocate of state intervention in Caucation, Daniel Swift, was

locally renowned as the contractor behind area canal construction.

Edward Bissell, who joined them in Taliedo's citizens' meetings,

built the first mill in the city .(still called the "Corn City" for

its corn processing, compared to Rochester's reputation as the

"Flour City"); otherwise he was active in harbor improvements,

railroAd development, and land speculation. Dennison Steel, a

Democrat until he joined the Republican ranks in 1854, was an

attorney, a commission,merchant, and a council member in the 1840s,

besides having investments in lumbering and ship buiiAlsg. Along

with other mercantile interests. these men were. the acknowledged

founders of Toledo's emerging School system.16

Similarly, civic elites concerned with comprehensive internal

improvement laid the foundations of Milwaukee's schools. When

school related meetings were organized by Rufus King and the Sentinel

staff in 1845, Dr. Lemuel W. Weeks too)e command of a movement that

incltided the major professional and economic interests in the new

city. Like King a Yankee by birth. Weeks was a promoter of improved

harbors and railroad development, a pioneer merchant in the grain

trade, and a real estate speculator. An admiring friend and

biographer recalled that he was "fond of making money, and as fond

of spending it," and wis "one of the most industrious men that ever

lived in MilWaukee."
17

The inner circle also included another

Yankee, Increase Lapham, whose national reputation as a scientist,'

was exceeded only by his local contributions as an urban booster.

Lapham's father was one of the contractors for the Erie Canal, and

young Weeks subsequently became prominent in the construction of

Ohio's network of inland waterwayi in the 1830s. After his arrival
N./

in Milwaukee in 1836, he accumulated Considerable property and

prestige. The men who built the local schools were not all native

_.born-r-heweverj this-faMolis city of immigrants also produced prominent

4
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`ethnic leaders as well. Moritz Schoeffler, the Democratic owner and

editor of the firstGerman newspaper in the city, the Wiskonsin-

Demokrat, and Richard Murphy, a leading Irish politician, were also

influential in ftaming the early school laws through these citizens'

meetings. Whether foreign born or native, elite leaders overcame

public indifference and opposition and inaugurated a new educational

order.
18

Despite Milwaukee%s later Socialist trade union reputation,

local mechanics and laborers were not visible elements in the

estabi'ishment of a 'unified system of schools in 1846. The age

of regular trade union involvement in school reform in these cities
ti

still lay in the future. Similarly, the architects of Kansas City's

schools in the 1860s included the famous Van Horn, William Sheffield,

a leading attorney and civic promoter, and some of the most influential

bankers and merchants in this boom town. It is therefore under-

standable that in 1869 Jonn Phillips, Kansas City's first school

superintendent, specially thanked "our leading citizens" for their
-

help in advancing the cause of reform.
19

These men guided the pace

of change and hape of schooling in their new city.

School super ntendents, school board members, and other nine-
,

teenth-century edtkators adopted the booster spirit as their own.

They saw economic development as desirable and spoke of population

growth and additional school buildings as enthusiastically as boards

of commerce applauded an increase in Ade: They publicized the

positive connections between economic prosperity and educational

growth, and never as an afte thought. President S. L. Rood of

the Milwaukee board of education commonly noted in 1849 that a

sound system of education attracted the "better class" of immigrants

who would stimulate commercial enterprise. Urging the construction

of more school houses, he wrote:,-"To the question so often asked

by persons upon their visit to our city, 'What is the state of

eduction among you?' a more satisfactory answer must be given than°

ca no now be done, if we wish our city to continue to prosper and

flourish."
20

President Clarles;41. Hill of the Toledo school board echoed

these sentiments in 1855, affirming the connections school promoterp

12 29
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perceived between education and commercial'prosperity. When his

administration was attacked for mismanagement and for squandering

tax dollars on palatial school buildings, he simply responded that

the school board "should be held responsible for a large per cent.

of the increased populhtion bro't to your town and the enhanced

value of your town property. "21 A-booster sheet for Kansas City

argued in 1879 t. t families with school age children would love

the area for its schools and commercial proppects: "Here you will

find od schools; and, at the same time, not be shut off from

business opportunities."
22

.Was it not true, according to the

Democratio Times, that Kansas City was "the queen and imperial

mistress of the West"? Or, as J.V1C. Karnes, one.of the city's

leading attorneys and a powerful school board member, asserted in

his Presidential address in 1880: "Every year is an improvement

on the previous one. Our educational growth` is keeping pace with

our commerciai.
.23

School representatives, therefore, commonly equated rising

school enrollments with regional economic development. During the

early years of these school systems --- roughly between the 18'40s and

the 1880s for most of these cities--commerce and trade formed the

linchpins of the local economies. The commercialization of agricul-

twe, along with the construction of canals and then railroads to

transport goods and finished products to various markets, ena6led

local cities to exploit their unique geographical position. This

fostered the growth of an interdependent, national economy. Large-

scale industrial crpitalist enterprise did not develop very rapidly

until, long after these four school systems were already establiShed.

Early school reform was not 'the product of factory developlunt but

the result of agitation by mostly pre-industrial Commercial,

professional, and civic elites whose successes laid the basis for

later industrial expansion. By 1880, however, manufacturing became

increasingly integral to these local economies. By then Kansas

City already had $2.1 million invested in manufacturing establish-

ments% compared to $5.5 million for Toledo, $13.1 million for

Rochester, and $18.7 million for Milwaukee.
24
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The conservative a..as of the urban elites who constructed

these school systems are easily documented. Proving their ubiqui-

tous claims that educating and socializing the masses led to

commercial advancement and economic growth is far more difficult.

Certainly educational boosters at the time,belieqed that schooling

had positive social effects. The schools became a valuable way

to inculcate social beliefs that supported political stability

and the established order. The schools were quite explicitly

perceived as a handmaiden of economic growth and the best possible

solution to the immorality of the'street and the problems ofprents

and children. who ,nedded discipline and uplift. The Kansas City

Times simply restated the conventional wisdom in 1879 by asserting

that ".the idea. is kept prolinently'in view that .the object of the

school is to prepare the children for the duties of citizenship,
%

and to make them law abiding and wealth producing citizens. 25

The establishment of a §ystem of urban schools was one tangible

accomplishment of mid-nineteenth century boosteriiM. The irregular,

unpredictable, and unsystematic quality of education earlier was

discredited,, new formal governing structures were erected, and the

idea of a single, tax-supported network of schooling gained political

legitimacy., Yet history is not simply a tale of how dominant

interests run roughshod over everything in their path; it is rather

the product of the interaction between competing forces and ideas.

Although they often acted from a less toyed position'of power than

elite boosters, parents and children reacted against some of the

dominant trends in the Gilded Age school and accordingly tried to

shape institutions at lf-lst partially to their own personal and

cultural ends, Their struggles are as much a part of the history

of urban education as those of wealthier citizens who more powerfully

directed social transformation.

Some parents, especially Catholics, preferred using their own

meager funds to operate two systems of education rather than to submit

co the public schools. And it was easier to purchase a clock than to

make everyone March to the school house door on time, easier to

proclaim the need to inculcate virtue in youth than to be certain of

success, easier to spea/ k of rising,enrollments as unqualified human

'
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progress than to acknowledge that large numbers of parents and

children dissented fromspecific aspects of the new system.

Beneath the outspoken boosterism of the school and community

leaders lay the uneasy recognition that conflict was a potential

and often daily occurrence in the neighborhood school. All this

proved that every dominent historidal action provoked ad opposite

if not equally todwerful reaction.

II

Urban parents and their children were the. major impediments

in the schoolmdn's quest for' rationality and clock-like order in

the nineteenth. century. Anelcist the schools by all indices of

growth assumed greater social and educational significance. Children

spent more time in these tax-supported institutions, and countless

Americans celebrated the role of schooling in social reform and
I et,

national development. The yawning gap between aspirations and

realities soon checked this unbridled optimism: neither crime nor
,

poverty disappeared, as school boosters promised, and pany parents

rejected the notion that their children-were state property. Conflict

between home and school becime acute. If parents were the natural

guardians of thtir
,

children, as so many people claimed, what right

did the state have to interfere in family relations? How aid one

determine where parental responsibilities began and those of the

school teacher ended? Contemporaries invoked the legal concept of

in loco parentis, which added to the power of the school but which

never fully specified which rights teachers could legally and

reasonably appropriate from parents.

In 1877 tne editor of the popular New England Journal of

Education addre d this central issue like so many other writers

in contemporary ducati nal journals. Arguing first that parents

were indisputaN. the natural guardians of their children, he asserted

that they currently had neither "the capacity; the time, nor the

appliances needed for the right education of the child." This was

nct unfortunate, however, since a well trained teacher was "the

parent's deliverance asie the children's salvation. "26 Few school

leaders or civic boostets in Rochester, Toledo, Milwauk9e, and Kansas
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City challenged this basic assumption or) the meaning of public

education. Parents were repeatedly attacked as immpral, iridiffere

and a hindrance to the fection of local sChool systems. Their

children arri4ed at ool too late, too infrequently, too much in

need of charactek training. Given the prevailing attitudes of thos

who proclaimed the virtues of the clock and ol commercial progress,

it is not surprising that numerous conflicts emerged between home

and school in the pre-1890s.

PUnctuality, discipline, graded schooling, uniform instruction,
]

centralization, and moral training were integral=aspects of early

school reform. Their application nurtured deep antagonisms between

the emerging system and parents. This is not to suggest that parents

and teacher's engaged in daily batkles over important pedagogical

issues, for 'that was never the case. A wide gulf nevertheless

separated school promoters and certain educational clientele. Ih

dozens of school reportsgenerated.in these cities, superintendents,

principals, and lead!hg school'commissioners repeattdly publicized'

the tremendous moral an intellectual accomplishments of the schools,

in contrast to the failings of parents and/Qir children. They

devoted numerous paragraphs to the children "of poverty and crime,"

to the "dangerous classes," and to.the "embryo mob or hoodlum element"

roaming the city streets. In Ohio the immigrant and native poor were

maligned for their alleged ignorance and immorality. "These are the

persons who are most likely to frequent the race-course, the circus

and the grog-shop; who disturb t s a neighboihoods with their

midnight yells; and who subsequently become thieves, pickpockets,

incendiaries, or' the leaders of mobs, and finally die in the gutter,

the almshouse or the prison.
"27

,Nevrrtheless, educational leaders

repeatedly claimed that children with "vicious habits:' could be

redeemed through the Power of schooling.
28

Public school systeliis did not evolve without visible opposition

and dissent. The schools in these four cities emerged It a time

when many parents and citizens were 1001 to district schooling as

well as uncertain about the benefits of a city-wide school board

and g ed and unifirm education. The Toledo Blade complained in

1849 t parents seemed either indifferent sr antagonistic toward
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the Akron Law (1846), which provided for an elected board of educa-

tion and a graded plan of schoOling for many Ohio cities.
29

.Home

and school antagonisms were also registered in Rochester's early

_school reports, which described a residue of grumbling and complaint

by the citizenry long after the district system was dismantled4in

the 1840s.
30

Whig editors in Milwaukee and Kansas City bluntly

explained that in,this inhospitable atmosphere elite leaders had

to take the lead in school reform. When the Sentinel staff dis-

covered high adult illiteracy rates in 1845, the editor quic ly

blamed them on public apathy. "What are the friends of educ tion

doing?" he asked. "Where are the schools wherein are to be educated

the children and youth of Wisconsin?..-.There is a criminal apathy

upon this subject."
31

Van Horn of Kansas City similarly complained

a few years later tatt "not one-twentieth [of the citizenry] have

an int iligent idea of the condition of things, and not one-fiftieth

can be induced'to attend any meeting."33

Van Horn and his peers accurately described the lack of popular

enthusiasm for their -"citi ens' meetings" but nevertheless furthered

the questionable positi y school boosters possessed worthy

ideas on education. Once schools,were formed under-the auspices of

local elites, school boosters habitually treated legitimate pE'entar

concerns with the nature of their children's educatiob as signs of

meddling, interference, and ignorance. The likelihood of social

.and cultural conflict quickly accelerated. The annual rise in

enrollment rates demonstrated that parents valued the education and

training their children received in school; however, they refused

to toe the line on every issue or timidly withdraw from their

children's education. A consensus on the value of education for

children neve sinified any consensus on the nature and content of

school instruction. Moreover, conflict was encouraged by the dependent

status continually accorded tc parents by the schools. Parents were ,

told to visit the schools, but only if they did so) cheerfully, without

-----malice, in full supflegt of whatever transpired in the classroom;

they were told tb have their children in place for the nine s'clOck

- bell, even if that proved difficult; and more than anything else,,

'their were told to cooperate, not to join teachers as equal partners,

tat to cooperate.
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411
Pleas for parental cooperation filled school reports during

the nineteenth century. Parents were supposed to "cheer and en-

courage" the teachers in their arduous labors; they were expected

to demonstrate "an appreciative spirit," and never to engage in

"unkind criticism or ungenerous'suspicion." 33
Like April showers,

parents were supposed to freshen and invigorate the atmosphere.

Dark clouds always intruded, however, since apathy or conflict

always seemed to predominate. -I. F. Mack, the Whig supeiintendent

of Rochester's schools in the 1/840s, typically asserted that "one

of the most discouraging circumstances that has thus far existed...

is the inertia of Parents, or want of parental interest."
34

School

officials continually complained that parents rarelyvisited the

teacher;,rather, "the child is sent away to receive an intellectual

fashioning; and the place where this is done, is rarely, if'ever,

visited."
35

Rochester's school board President in 1862 angrily

denounced the "criminal neglect and indifference of parents and

(guardians in respect to the education of their children."
36

In the

1880s the Committee on Teacheis in Rochester, Which handled citizen

complaints, asserted that much of'its"-"onerous and unpleasant work"

would be eliminated'if parents took the time to visit their child-

Len's instructors.
37

Leading urban newspapers rallied behind the evolving school

systems and demanded consensus between home and school. They con-

tinually urged parents to visit the classroom, attend exhibitions,'

and witness the annual recitations and examinations. The Toledo

Blade, however, stated in

so "has been a:source of

853 that the failure of parents to do

ttle discouragement to he Board of

Education and? the Teachers."
38

Morale was so low that the leading

pedagogues published, a monthly magazine called The Teacher, expressly
(,

designed "to keep alive the interest of opr citizens in the Schools,
..--,

"39

ifirst in 1854 denounced paren'/for their fai

4
The lea

article in its

and keep them reminded of their progress and condition.

ure to visit teachers and chil4en for their tardiness--a curious

way' to blind public support but proof of the perceived absence of

home and ich6o1 amity. The common assertion that ".Parents should

visit the schools' is trite," wrote Toledo's school superkft;endent
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in 1888. "Few of them do so. Many of them hive no personal

acquaintance with the teacher wt--, instructs their children and

very often do not even know her name... Parents will study the

credentials, the disposition, and capabilities of one Who is to
2

cook their food, keep their books, or manage the horses. 'Ale

soup might be s led, the accounts mixed, the horses ruined!"40

For teachers Ugey fortunately cared little.

Numerous tales of parental apathy-in school visitation and

various descriptions of home and school.antagonisMs enlive

sometimes dry school reports of the nineteent

revealed the everyday forms of conflict and suspici

charaCterized home and school relations. Educa ional leaders

continually underscored the'beneyolent mis of the public schools

and the baneful influence of meddling a muddle-headed parents.

Meddlers ignored the elementary fac at teachers in parent-like

fashion made the schools like "a ha.y home" and that the state .

was really as tender and caring as an loving mother or guardian.

The assertion that schools we reall homes and that the state 4

represented general parental i tere s was undoubtedly incorrect

but expressed the dominant ideals of early school reform. Moreover,

as a Milwaukeean asserted in the local School Monthly, whether one

accepted these arguments was imxaterial, since "the 4ght of the

state over the child is, in a measure, paramount,to that of the

parent," no matter what objecting parents believed. 41

Educational reformers belieVed.that widespread parental apathy

toward school visitation and other .sources of conflict only provoked

misunderstandings between home and school, a situation harmful to

good schooling and all very needless._ When parents and teachers

remained totaistrangers, two major problems were thought to result:

children lied whenever they were offered the chance, and parents

condoned non=attendance and tardiness for trivial reasons. Rochester

parents were often accused of accepting uncritically the "garbled

statements Of their children, and condemn[ing] the teacher unheard...

ChildreR are often roguish and lawyer-like in their stories; and

parents, without investigation, decide upon ex parte testimony. In

this way the child lights the flame, the parent fans it, and often
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great mischief is done. "42 Quarrels between parents and teachers

invariably ensued. The phrase 'She has a grudge against my boy'

was constantly pressed into service by parents, according o

Toledo's superintendent, who said that they were usually i4norant

of the facts 4n school disputes.
43

Elsewhere it was alleged that
i.

is
t

"if some parents were aware how much deception s practiced by

their children, as soon as they are able to write, they would be

greatly alarmed."
44

V
The most tender aspect of parent-teacher relations was

associated with punctuality, attendance, and school discipline.

Clock-like regimen was encouraged not only through the sounds

emitted from two *on bells but also by the way in which school

officials gather _laborate monthly statistics on school attend-

once._ Rochester published detailed charts:_pn the number of hours

of education children lost hrough tardiness and-absence;.the hand-

written minute books of the. Toledo board of education are replete

wi orders for more clocks-alibi bells; and- the Secretary of the

-.Kansas City school board was instructed in 1982 not only to ensure

that all school clocks functioned properly but also to synchronize

time in every school.
45

If parents might be delivered from the

difficulties of educating their children, saving youth from lives

of crime and immorality, the 'schools should at least do'it punctually!

The atistics on attendance and punctuality for-the period

reveal ta the majority of parents complied with the rules. The

actions of non-compliant minority still offended most superintend-

ants, whose school reports overflowed with decimal points on tardi-

ness Aid accusations of parental insubordination. School officials

routinely condemned parents for their lax habits. E. V. DeGraff of

Grammar School No. 5 in Rochester, for example, published some de-

lightful examples of excuses parents lent him in 1367 on their chil-

dien's deportment. In accounting for their children's' tardiness

or absence, parents gave DeGraff such excuses as "Had to run an

errand," "Went to the drug store," "Was minding baby," "Had to

watch for a thief," and that most questionable of all reasons:
4

"Clock stopped.
.46

Principal DeGraff's dissatisfaction was echoed

elsewhere. A survey of Kansas City's principals a decade later
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49

In 1876 he

is to send a written excuse to the teacher every

tardy or absent. When parents protested, he

ho have not stopped to consider the importance

ttadhes to promptness and regularity in matters of

so many school leaders and urban boosters, "business"

touchstone. "The vacillating, slip-shod, go-easy

respected, loved or feared," he added. "He is a

uld be sent back to nature's mint and be recoined." 50

, he always said, was nature's first law./

aders like Greenwood therefore emphasized/the need for

ine and regularity because of the connections they
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perceived between the life of the classroom and the larger society.

In 1882, Superintendent John Dowd of Toledo made this perfectly

clear:

The boy who is found promptly in his place at
school for,five days in the week, for forty
weeks in the year, through a period of from
four to seven years, will always be found,
when he is through with his sch ;1 life, at the
appointed place, at the appointed time, for the
appointed business. He has formed the habit
of being on time.51

Diicipline was,also required' because of the large size of classes,

especially in the lower grades. Average class sizes of over sixty

pupils were not uncommon in these cities; some classes occasionally

reported over a hundred children\cramped into very small spaces.

One investigation in a German neighborhood in Kansas City in 1881

uncovered "160 children packed like sardines%in a box" in one primary
52 "4'.-

class. In these situations, where distractions to scholars

abounded, self-control, punctuality, and adherence to rules and

regulations helped secure social order. So did corporal punishment,

even though its indiscriminate use sometimes led to parental dissent.

But when moral suasion failed, as it often did, whipping seemed

justified and preferable to chaos.

One overworked school marm described her philosophy for-the

Kansas City Mail in the early 1890s with the simple rhyme, "The big

ones I thrash, the small ones I mash. "53
It was always presumably

done in the best interests of the child and moral order. Some

parents probably gave their children thrashings which exceeded

those of the school marms; occasionally, however, angry parents

hauled the teacher to court for what they termed undue abuse of
. .

their children. Every city had its locally famous incidents in

which parents assaulted teachers, teachers returned the favor, and 4

children were Leaten by both; it all made tremendous news. Most

teachers nevertheless expected and received the support of the

school beard if an obstreperous lad received his comeuppance:
54

Few school leaders ever seriously entertained thoughts of

abolishing corporal punishment during these years: Although'it

provoked considerable conflict at times between home and school,

corporal punishment best demonstrated the school's ability to
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control the behavior of children. Those who urged its abolishment

were like voices in the wilderness. .Superintendent Greenwood gave

parents the option to discipline their own childre5, or'let teachers

do it for them, but corporal punishment was still liberally employed

in Kansas City in the 1890s. This does not mean that teachers in

these cities had an insatiable desire to beat children; very often

the majority of discipline cases were directed against a limited

number of children and performed most systematically by a select

group of teachers.
55

Yet the power of the rod was always reserved

for the teacher's use as a last resort to ensure order. In Rochester,

Superintendent S. A.- Ellis in the 187 scoffed at "sugar

theories of child governance, calling them utopian. He proudly

asserted that malty wild "street Arabs" were tamed by the snap of

the rattan. In hitbisinion licking made learning more likely.
56'

According to school officials, therefore, many parents. regularly

failed to rear punctual and orderly children. By refusing to vi:it--

the classroom regularly, parents missed the chance to form close

bonds with the teacher. Moreover, the drive for uniformity in

instruction and in the classification of students also seemed to

. deepen the chasm that often separated school promoters and particular

. educational clientele. In addition to, disputes over school visita-

tion, apathy unctuality, and corporal punishment, parents were

often cri cized for sending their children to school in an unkempt

state an without the rudiments'of scholarship: pencils, paper,

and maps. Additionally, some parents fought for flexibility and

freedom of choice in the curriculum at a time when the schools

sought a single pattern of education, further intensifying debate.

Over a dozen years after the formation of the Milwaukee system,

the school board regrettably revealed that parents still opposed.

a graded and uniform plan of instruction. "Questions of the kind

here indicated have come up frequently' during the past year,"

wrote the board in 1861.

One parent declares that his child shall
not study Grammar', and refuses her a book
even--another says, let Mental Arithmetic.
alone; I want my son to learn to calculate-

. interest. A third, my child must go into a
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higher department, dislike to have her ,

study these primary studies.57

Parents obviously hoped to remain a force in their children's

education. Yet this was generally viewed as "meddling." In this

instance, the school board responded that "our schools are not

for the purpose of scholars carrying a little of this or that

branch of educatidn, according to the caprice of a pupil or

parent...Economy, success, and duty to all, demand th.4. we hold

)n our system of graded schools.."
58

Within a decade or so after these four school systems were

established, children who in another time and setting mi:ht have

been educated together in a single classroom were increasingly

sorted in appropriate departments and grades, usually determined

by the hild's age. Courses of study were adopted, rules and

re t.ons drafted, and children and parents expected to cc--;erate

to make the new system operate smooihly. 58 Some parents who remem-

bered the decentralized, less regimented days of the district school

protested against the new order. In 1870, for example, a Mr.,A. G.

Clark sent a long communicat.on to the Toledo.school board. Clark

was angry that his son, who attended Gramtlar School No. 2 with one

of the school aoatitssioner's children, as sent hone from school

because of his father's refusal to purchase a singing book for

fifty cents called the Golden Robin. While yqung ClarV and some

classmates were dismissedPkthe commissioner's child, who also

lacked the required text, was permitted tb zemain at school. This

only increased the parent's discontsnt. Mr. Clark went on to cor-

plain that the binding on the music book was "very flimsy and the

material poor; That his son had no taste for music, and his daughter

[who attended the same class] practised at home, and for these, and

other reasonsv,wished his children excused from the singing exercises

wand to be e4cused himself from the expense of providing said books.
"60

His petition

permit their

Whether

was refused, as were similar requists by parents to

children to veer from aunifdrm course of study.

this was -a stray example or a common source of dispute

7 it Toledo is un ain. Tarents were rarely well crgani.,.ed and

,undoubtsdly 'many of them lacked the courage to vc,..ce an individual

complaint before .the community leaders serving on the school board.

1
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To complain did not fulfill the universal expectation that parents
.1.61

sho cooperate with the schools, and rat that did not prevent

parental interference. The Milwaukee school board asserted in

1861 that parents-frequently interferred in decisions concerning

what books their children read and which classes t _y attended,

and Rochester!s citizens during the same period stubbornly endorsed

the reestablishment-Of the old district system. And although

parents themselves rarely left many written records of their

thoughts on edudation, they were continually subjected to critical

examination in school reports in all of these cities. Parents,

teachers, and school officials did not engage in daily combat, or

else the state system constructed by the urban boosters would have

perished long ago. What is clear from theNIchoolmen's own reports,

however, is that social change in the form of-new institutional

developments and state intervention in schooling often promoted,

controversy and conflict between home and school. Educators laid'

most of the problems related to social and educational diPocation

at the door of parents, who were regularly perceived as hindrances

rather than as aids in the child's educatio.

A true equilibrium was never reach4d during these years in

Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City betWeen the men of

affairs who predominated in the evolupion of the school systems

and the children and pare.ts who srpposedly benefited from them:

A single system of education would never satisOy people drawn from

different ethnic groups, social classes, and religious ba-grounds.

Parents and teachers never engaged in-full-time dispute, to be sure,

but conflict brewed beneath the surface and erupted on a regular

basis on different issues. The elite origin of the schools, formed

in the booster atmosphere of the nineteenth century, guaranteed
,/

that conflict would infuse many different aspects of school develop-

ment, from the system's emphasis on punctuality and discipline to

graded classes.

That Mr. Clark could be told to purchase a particular singing

book for his children was an insignificant event in Toledo's history,

a small entry in volumes of dusty minute books. The event neverthe-

less symbolized the ascendancyiof an educational system which had .
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not existed three decades earlier. The familiar educational con-

_ figurations many parents had known in their youth--an assortment

of district schools, pay schools, and itinerant school masters,

mixed with home instruction--were gradually digplaced by new forms

of social life. In a relatively short period of time, a handful

of prominent individuals had charted a new educational cou-se in
11,

these citiesCa systeM of tax-supported schools replaced the

unsystematic, unpredictable methods of education in the past. The

attitudes of many parents,.however, remained fastened to the days

when their opinions mattered, producing the conflict and social

tensions that affected the,nineteenth centtry urban school. And

when city boosters and school leaders pursued unpopular moral ends

in state funded institutions, they discovered that social dissent

could take very critical and more organized form.

In their quest for commercial leadership and educational domin-

ance, civic boosters and school promoters in different communities

r1

faced aglimilar dilemma: how to make child)is and their parents

internalize a respect for order, political stability, and faith

in economic and moral progress. The ticking of the clocks, the

adherence to rules and regulations, and the spectre of physical

force in the classroom, revealed the values that they deemed necessary

if their city's development would surpass rival communities. They

boasted of turning their swamps ana forests into the next London

or Paris; they were outspoken about the faulty social qualities of

immigrant and impoverished families; and they were at all times

quite adamant about the moral objectives of schooling. The- educa-

tional systems were built for the people, not by them, and school

readers always willingly commen*ed on how the moral activities of

the school affected the world outside the classroom door.

Town boosters and school leaders it the nineteenth century

certainly offered numerous justifications for the establishment of

a system of schools, including training for citizenship in a republic,

character formation, and the assimilation of the foreign born. How-

ever eclectic their arguments appeared, they usually testified to an i
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1

elitist contempt for the masses, especially the thousands of immi-

grant and native-born poor inhabiting these cities. Immigrant

children and their parents in particular were often called "pests,"

"vicious," and the dregs of society. As one Rochester Whig put it,

America had become "a depository of filth for the old world.
u61

Others were less blunt, but few questioned the imperfections of

the children of the poor.

That education was'a pOtent cure for the vice and crime caused

by lower class life was a central tenet of common school reform.

To question this proposition was tantamount to educational hersey,

certain to produce ostracism and censure.
62

EducatiOn was better

than a standing army, claimed one observer, for "if we retrench

the wages of the schoolmaster( we Must raise those of the recruit-

ing sargea t.
63

Similarly, the Toledo Riede in 1849 asserted

that "schools are absolutely necessary, to fuse together the dis-

cordant materials., and to organize ' otherwise incongenial

elemients of socictv." Without a system of schools, children be-

came "discontents!. useless, and bad citizens.w

It is the Ignorant that are vicious, and it
is Lae vicious that commit the crimes, and .

dt.Istr.:1, the peace, prosperity, and happiness of
or.oiety. What is an educated or half educated
people goOd for? They cannot govern themselves,
much less govern others; and not only so, they
are almost or quite ungovernable...They cannot
be good statesmen', or divines, or lawyers, or
doctor.., erartizans, or mechanics, or tradesmen,
or manOacturers, or farmersand they make very
poor laliorers and worse citizens."

The elements of a sound moral training were varied; the social

imperative was clear.

The :floral aims of schooling, which triggered major social re-

actions in local cities, were demonstrated in many ways: the use

of Bibles in the classroom, the opening of school lessons with

prayer, the singing of religious hymns, and the dissemination of

Protestant values across the city.
65

The schools advanced more

than the Three R's and basic subjects. In accordance with the

beliefs of the school ' osiers, they aiso taught values of social

respectability, political stability, and an acceptance of an

economic system based on profit. Children gained basic skills as
4
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well as encouragement to adopt a way of thinking, acting, and

feeling. When they defined the basic objective of education, school

leaders always highlighted its moral rather than intellectual dimen-

sions. James M. Greenwood, a nationally prominent, no-nonsense

fundamentalist in education, believed that-tge "central thought in

the public school system is not how much grammar, arithmetic, and

geography, but how to train the children--educate them--into orderly,

quiet, methodical citizens.
.66

As he told the Kansas City Times in

1879, equating schooling with the Three R's was the "lowest possible"

perception imaginable and contrary to existing social practice.

Rather, "honest character building is one of the essential functions

of our schools, and so our teachers regard it."
67

From their inception, the schools of Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee,

and Kansas City emphasized the importance of social cultivation as

well as intellectual training. Though mental discipline was occa-

sionally designated as the official aim of instruction, more common

was the assertion that moral training was equal to if not more

import'ant than the training of children's intellectuAl faculties.
40

Rochester's leading Whigs in the 1840s complained that "licentious-
.

ness" among the working people and immigrant masses caused the

Schools to become nurseries of "mind and morals--and in these sub-__
jects all untr. Where is the man in this city who does-not want

,68
his child traihed to virtue and intelligence?.* Toledo's school

board early resolved that,

Good morals being of the first importance
and essential to the Scholars in their
progrers in .useful knowledge, the pupils
are strictly enjoined to avoid idleness
and profanity, falsehood and deceit, and
to conduct themselves in a sober, orderly,
and decent manner both in and out of
School, and to be punctual and constant
.n daily attendance.69

Punctuality, morality, and the profit system were all intertwined

in '1869 when Van' Horn of Kansas City wrote: "No schools,. and a

check is given to our Prosperity, and a fearful blow to our moral

and pecuniary interests.
7

-

0

The claim that education built moral character and deterred vice

and crime was argued ad nauseam during the nineteenth century. The
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children of tke ignorant or vicious classes, it was warned, posed a

threat to themselves and everyone around them, espeCially endangering

the "moral and pecuniary interests" of the city. Henry O'Reilly of

Rochester,. Charles Hill of Toledo, Rufus King of Milwaukee, and James

Greenwood of Kansas City, as well as other prominent figures in school

reform, forcefully contended that education prevented crime and that

all children needed a single set of appropriate values. None of them

would have questioned Greenwood's position in his educational primer

for teachers in 1887, which asserted that children had tWo paths

before them. "One leads outside to the street--to vicious habits,

lying, theft, drunkenness, disgrace, poverty, and wretchedness; a

life without an aim, without a purpose, a wretched failure! The

other leads to success in business, secures the confidence and

approbation of mankind, elevates the race, dignifies humanity, and

brings its possessor happiness and contentment in old age. "71 All

this if one only,chose the path to the schoolhouse door.

Children who passed through the new educational portals discov-

ered that the school staff was often more interested in their morals

than in'their minds. While the schools proilsed to rid children of

their illiteraCy and ignorance, they were more fearful of the moral

condition of youth. "Let mothers remember that there is no sickness

like that of the mind, cramped with ignorance; and no death so dread-

ful as the extinction of all that is Godlike in the soul," claimed

one Rochesterian.
72

A fellow citizen remarked that "good manners in

children and youth are worth far_ more than good mathematics--gentility

than geography.
"73

Anson Smyth, Toledo's first school supers ndent,

was a graduate of Yale's divinity school and the former past of the

wealthy First Congregational Church. /n his early school re its he

always assured parents that schooling would make their children

both respectable and happy, since they learned not only "useful

knowledge" but "what is of the highest possible importance, moral

principlesorder, decorum, truthfulness, purity and virtue. "74

Teachers in all of these cities were expected to help rescue

children from the viciousness of evil association, whether in the

home g on the street. They were regularly screened by teachers' 1

'committees for evidence of their own "moral character," and, as the
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Milwaukee school board related in 1870, were expected to "fulfill

in great part the duties of a parent as well as the technical duties

of an instructor. An acceptance of the trust implies a guardianship

as to the morals and manners of the pupil, as well as to his intel-

lectual development.
.75

Moral training actually eant an inculcation

of Protestant-oriented values, reflecting the re igious preference

of many of the educational boosters and school superintendents of

the period. This particular form of moral training provoked some

of the most volatile protests against the public schools. Conflict

again reared its ugly head.
1

When Catholic parents increasingly attacked the Protestant nature;

of the public schools in this period, school officials simply responded

that the moral training they provided was highly distinguishable

from actual sectarian teaching. These officials were technically

correct, but Protestantism formed the core of moral instruction in

the schools. -John Phillips, Kansas City's first school Superintendent,

characteristically instructed local teachers to educate children in

the "elements of knowledge" gained from textbooks as well as to

"inculcate those great principles of.social morality which, by the

common consent, are conducive to the well-being of society and govern -

ment. "76 That meant, of course, the daily classroom reading of the

Protestant version of the Bible. Superintendents, boosters, and

school officials categorically assumed that the "common consent"

meant Protestant dominance. To the rising 'objections of Catholics

in these c:fties, Who often disliked being taxed for Protestant

institutions, school leaders merely retorted that "the culture

the moral nature is not more sectarian than the culture of the

intellect...nor is the law of love to God and man more sectarian

than the law of gravity--to teach the law of right, than to teach

that two and two make four."
77

It was as simple as that.

Besides the meddling of parents and the sometimes irreverent

behavior of their children, school systems therefore faced a new

challenge.' It was not the occasional and disturbing problems of

tardy children, refusals to buy certain texts, or court cases on

,corporal punishment. The new assault.was better organized and was

led by Catholic parents and prelates who questioned the Protestant,
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nature of instruction required by all the children of the citizenry.

Competing Catholic school systems arose in direct opposition to the

.public schools not because these parents opposed moral training but

becallOe they disliked the particular moral values that flourished

in the public.schools. In every one of these four cities, espec-

ially RoChester, Toledo, and Milwaukee, town boosters and school

leaders locked horns with thousands of Catholic immigrants who

questioned the llgitimacy of the evolving educational order. In

Toledo, for example, the bishop in charge of the diocese ordered

local prieits to deny the sacraments to any adult Catholic whose

' children attended the public schools, which used Prostant versions

1----)

f the.Bible in the classroom. If Toledo's parochial school system

was still not in its infancy, perhaps local priests could have fol-

lowed his orders to the letter and posed an even stronger threat to

the city's public school establishment. 78

Catholics in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and many other cities

demanded the division of,school funds to aid in financing their own

parochial systems. Major newspapers and'school officials criticized

such plans at every possible turn.
79-

It was Bishop Bernard J.

McQuaid of RochesterAowever, who best demonstrated the popular

resistance to Protestant moral training in the schools. Reverend

McQuaid challenged every assumption upon which the school systems

were founded, and he effectively exposed the unique moral mission

of the pUblictschools.
, e

As the first bishop of the Roche er district, McQuaid received,

- national attention in the 1870s when he lect ed and published tracts

against the public schools. He argued t the schoWs were commun-

istic, Protestant in tone, promoters 'of vice, more expensive
.

prisons, arid a burden on the immigrant poor who, he claimed, referred

sectarian instruction in "Christian Free Schools" provided by /heir

own tax dollars. "Parents have the right to educate their Children,"

he insisted, and "it is wrong for the State to interfere with the

exercise of this right."8° By using everyone's taxes for a single

system of education, Protestant town boosters and public school

officials unjustly denied other parents the right to select and

finance their own forms of moral instruction for their children.
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Along with many less famous contemporaries, McQuaid recognized

that the state was not a neutral force in education but represented 0

particular social interests and excluded others. Because of this

he constantly made life difficult for the defenders of the public

schools. When the Rochester school board reluctantly ended Bible

reading and the singing of religious hymns in the schobis in the

1870s4 McQuaid then took the opportunity to attack them as "Godless" I

institutions. The local schools' Protestant cast was partially

shattered, but their new mold was equally vulnerable to his diatribes.

In a series of articlei in the Journal of Education in the early

1880s, McQuaid continued his harangues against the schools. He

demonstrated that crime rates had increased rather than lessened

with the proliferation of public schooling; he again argued that

Catholics were unjustly forced to finance two separate systems of

education;.and he alleged that vice had been encouraged at recess

in the Rochester schools. McQuaid very nicely quoted local school

officials who admitted that the immorlYity of children at playtime
81

plagued the system for years.

McQuaid provoked a very lively local and national debate, driving

Protestants and Catholics into opposing corners. Educators from

across the natiOn tried to counter the Bishop's assertions in the I
p4ges of the Journal. A. D. Mayo; one of the nation's leading school

4

promoters.and an important amateur historian of education, was.ap-

palled by McQuaid's contentions.
82

.Rev..McQuaid placed all of the

defenders of the schools on-the defensive.' He heard sie questionable

statisticsshpwing that criminals had 13ss formal schooling, than

non-criminals, speculation that more.public schools would halt the

rising crime rate, and assertions that the schools were not Godless .

but the repository of all that was good and just in nineteenth-century

civilization. In Rochester, Superintendent S. A. Ellis had the
1

unenviable task of responding to McQuaid's forceful charges. The

best he could muster was agreement that "this question of moral

1training in education is a vital one lying, as it does, at the very

foundation of all true character buiL ing. No system of education,

in fact, is worthy the name that does not lay stress on it. For it

must be admitted that intellectual training

4

alone cannot be relied
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upon to ensure correct living and good citizenship." 83

They were weak rejoinders to telling criticisms. In their

preoccupatioi with legitimating a single educational system for

all children, public school men failed to overturn convincingly

the arguments of critics like IcQuaid. They failed to see that

parents could lelitimately. differ on what constituted proper moral

training and that there was acme measire of injustice in forcing

Catholics to pay for institutions they apposed and often did not

use. All the same, the character of local debates between Protes-

tants and Catholics revealed the centrality of moral training in

nineteenth-century educational thought. Protestants and Catholics

were interested less in promoting intelligence and critical thinking

in children than in saving children from lives of immorality and the

taxpayers from building more prisons; they framed their debates on

education accordingly. McQuaid's faith that Catholic and sectarian

free schools would retard crime was as questionable as the beliels

of hii opponents that their institutions could achieve that end.
84

In both. parochial and public education the moral dimension of

'schooling remained preponderant. Conflicts emerged not on whether

to train the moral beliefs of the child but over what values to

inculcate and how to most effectively promote them.

With the continuing availability of some private. schooling and

the rise of competing parochial education systems in each of these

four cities, educational leaders searched for additional ways to

gather more support fdi the public schools. They feared that too

many parents might be attracted to-parochial schools and other

institutions if the public schools failed to respond to some of

the zrit3.cisme leveled at them. Hence local boosters and school

leaders were forced to make unexpected concessions in some areas

of educational policy. One especially important reform was the

additior of foreign language instruction, particularly German.

While the teaching of Polish, Italian, and other languages in the

schools became a controversial issue in the Progressive era, German

was the chief language whose inclusion in the curriculum sparked

many debates in the nineteenth century. With a large number of

German immigrants inhabiting Rochester, Toledo, and Milwaukee, it



became one further point of controversy and, conflict in the period.

In petitioning for German inaituction in their neighborhood

schools, immigrant parents endeaVoed to make local institutions

recognize the unique cultural backgrounds of many children. Lor'.7-

petitions on the beauty the German language as well as art, music,

and literature were presented to school boaras in dozens of American

cities. Parents triumphed in direct proportion to their numbers and

political power. In Kansas City, where German foreign born residents

comprised only 6 percent oethe tal population in 1870, their

petitions were rejected. In Roche ter, where they accounted for 12

percent of the population, German was adopted as an elective in the

1870s (a time when Bishop McQuaid was particularly antagonistic

toward the schools); but instruction only lasted for A few years. In

Toledo and Milwaukee where German immigrants comprised 11 percent

and 32 percent of the total population respectiyely, German fared

much better.
85

By 1852 German was already taught in one ethnic neighborhood in

Toledo, and state iaws in the 1870s required the establishment of

German classes wheneAr seventy-five freeholders from a particular
-

neighborhabd district petitioned the school board. Ir the late 1850s

German instruc:ion also began in some Milwaukee schools, which served

the nation's largest Germanic population. Debates raged fiercely

between supporters and opponents of German instruction in these twO

cities as elsewhere, but the German school board membersiin both

cities Made it an integral part of the curriculum until World war I.

ThisinstrUttion was provided not because of some idealistic quest

for bilingual education or the preservation of,familiar customs and

languages in a strange land but, as the evidence shows, primarily

because of a desire to assimilate Germans and attract them to the

'public schools.
86

When Gustav ,trumpff, a Garman-born tzt assimilated President of

the Milwaukee school board/ defended the teaching of German from

nativist attack in the 1870s, he spoke little of the beauty of the

German language or its culture. School leaders feared that-many

immigrant parents would attend the thriving German academies and

private schools that still served the populace in the'1850s. With
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thousands of children in private or parochial schools, immigrants

would avoid the process of Americanization, since they would by-

pass institutions whose chief mission was the training of citizens.

By providing foreign, language instruction, the public scnools

undermined the private sector, strengthened their own position,

and made many German parents happy. What better way to integrate

immigrants into the American mainstream than by luring Germans

into the public schools. It was all very calculating, and

prominent Milwaukeeans regularly applauded the Americanizing

functions of foreign, language training. A knowledgeable Milwaukeean

noted in 1899 that German language instruction was championed by

"shrewd politicians who cared neither for the educational value of

German nor for the beauty of its literature, but who recognized

the...strength of the so-called German vote.
"87

The situation was very similar in Toledo. In the 1870s, a .

local teacher of German in the public pchools recalled that foreign
,

language instibction was a primary way in which "German private and

parochial schools" in earlier decades "were swept out of existence. .88

And Superintendent DeWolf also frankly revealed to theBlade that

German was an ideal way to Uplift the scnools and destroy private

initiative in education. In a letter in 1875, he revealed his

thoughts on the matter. "For many years it has been seen that

only by constant watchfulness and effort could this'important

beneficence, our Public School System, be maintained against a

tide of adverse interests getting every year stronger and stronger."

After considering the merits of foreign language training, he con-

cl4dedthat German was the best way "of enli'sting a large body of

citizens in these schools, who, while supporit6g private schools,

could feel little interest in the Public Srhools.
"89

Once again,

school leaders had undermined outside criticisms and strengthened

the state system.

Immigrant parents definitely applauded the introduction of

foreign language classes in these two cities even if they did not

fully share the motives of assimilated Germans an( others whc sat

on the school board. As long as the children learned the language

of their parents' homeland, Germans in Toledo and Milwaukee c...re
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satisfied. As in every area of educational policy, the history of

German instruction was shaped in an atmosphere of conflict and

debate. Competing pressures--parental desires for foreign language

training, and school promoter desires to undermine the private

educational sector--forced the adoption of a new program in the .

public schools. Educational development during these decades was

marked by intense conflict; it was hardly an era of consensus

politics. Onsome issue citizens organized their followers and

fought the public system, best exemplified by the Catnolics who

built competing systems and futilely attempted to divide the school

fund-. Many other parents fought the schools single-handedly. On

any given day they might complain about the use of corporal punish-

ment, discipline, punctuality; language instruction, and even the

cost, quality, and utiN, of Golden Robin singing books.

In this atmosphere debate, a handful of prominent individuals

had nevertheless constructed a single system of publicly-financed

schooling in local cities within a few short decades. They had not

shaped history just as they pleased, but by the i890s these systems

had already withstood challenges and insults from vicious homes,

contrary parents, tardy children, angry Germans, and even Bishop

McQuaid. These systems would goon encounter a new generation of

critics, ranging from class-conscious workers to club women to

municipal Socialists. Conflict remained central to urban life, and

al a result the'schools would be greatly affected by competing

visions of the social' order in the late nineteenth and early twen-

tieth centuries. School leaders and c;ty boosters soon encountered

what became known as the age of Progressive refoom:
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The 1890s was a seminal decade in the history of,the common

sanool: Like every instituLion in American rife, the urban school

faced an unrelenting torrent of social criticism. Few immediately

realized it, but mass instruction hal reached-an important histor-

ical juncture. From the depression of 1893 to the conclu on of

Norld War I, a widerange of urban activists beat steady paths to

the school house door. When they were through, there was no

denying the existence of tangible educational transformations.

Increased enrollments, new curricular programs, innovative social

services, and changing patterns of administrative control were

some of the obvious indicators of change.
1

By strengthening the

holding power of the schocil and extending its reach in new

directions, the state became an even stronger influence in the

social welfare of youth than antebellum reformer's would have ever

imagined. And, as in those earlier years, school policy in the

Progressive era was shaped by-local citizens who warmly endo. -ed

the value of schoolinebut strongly disaar_ed over what const_

tuted desirabl...1 educational change.

One of the moscsfiscinating aspects Of educational chang: at

'the turn of the century is uncovering_its complex origins. To

assert that change is a "complex" phenomenon does not preclude

the fact that dominant problems, confronted every citizen in a

particular historical era. Nor does it eliminate the need for

the historian to identify the transforminr, ideas.of periods of

rapid change.
2

Rather, a recognition of hi corical complexity

reminds the.histoqan that ochool policy then as, now, resulted

from the various degrees of consensus and conflict, accommodation

and resistance, that characterized different individual's responses

to pressing contemporary problems. For example, almost every

urban educational policy maker in the Progressive era faced three

basic problems: the intensification of urban growth, the riirse

cf corporate capitalism, and changing patterns of immigration. It

was difficult to ignore, in ostrich-like fashion, such fuiridamental

sources of change, and the character of the school's response to

them resulted from the decisions made systematically by important

policy makers.
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In tracing, as this study does, the evolution and implementa-

tion of various social services in the schools, one inevitably

confronts the task of recapturing the human dynamics of change,

of explaining not only how and why new ideas spring forth in

the min s of.men and women, but also of determining what differ-

ences so ial invention made in the lives of ordinary citizens.

SchoOls did not respond capriciously to the changes transforming

the larger society but, like all human contrivances, reacted to

the, imperatives of key decision makers. Rather than making tne

bland generalization that schools changed because the larger

social order was altered through urbanization, industrialization,

and immigration, one must ask more specifically: Exactly who

was respRnsiboft for increasing the social functions of education

during the Progressive era? What were the underlying intentions

and aspirations of reformers? What alternatives existed to the

policies that became institutionalized? What role did forMally

trained educators, compared to various lay people, play in the

expansion of state intervention in youth policy? More basically,

why did so many people seek the particular reforms as they did,

whed they did?

Since the 1890s markea the origins of municipal Progressivism,

most of the answers to these questions are hidden in the social

dynamics that were unleashed in city after city during that excit-

ing decade. It was, as contemporaries recognized, an intense

period filled with enormous contrasts and contradictions: the

passing of the frontier line and the expansion of cities, an era

of.depression and then prosperity, Peace and war, and movements

of increasing numbers of people to the city from rural areas and

Southern and Central Europe. The iTeriod saw the intensification

Of monopoly control over the economy, as well as the prevalence

of strikes, boycotts, lOokouts, and other examples of labor -

capital discord that helped give birth to themost powerful

Socialist movement tn the nation's history. Just why men's and

women's minds changed so dramatically in the 1890$, leading to.

corresponding changes in urban '-ool policy and social welfare,

remains thus far an unsolved ridule in the history of Progressive
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reform.
3

The emergenCe'of competing,interest groups in school reform

in the Progressive era reflected the modern struggle of different.

classes in Westein capitalist nations to utilize the state for

their own particular ends. As Ralph Miliband argues in The State

In Capitalist Society, despite all the hearty claims of individ-

ualism and laissez faire advanced in many capitalist countries,

More than ever before men now live in the
shauow of the state. What they want to
achieve, individually or in groups, now
mainly depends on the state's sanction and
support. aut since that sanction and support
are not bestowed indiscriminately, they must,
ever more directly, seek to influence and
shape the state's power and purpose, Or try
to appropriate it altogether. It is for the
state's attention, or fpr its control, that
men compete; and it is against the state
that beat the waves of social coAflict. It
is to an ever greater degree the state which
men encounter as they confront other men.
This is why, as social beings, they are also

political beings, whether they know it or not.

Some citizens might have been disinterested in what transpired in

urban school reform on the grass roots, but neither they nor their

children could remain unaffected by contemporary educaticnal change

and social service reform.

A



Progress And Poverty

The age is going ahead at a/
two-forty pace.

Kansas City Joufnal of Commerce,
1875 e

'What are you doing to help the
unemployed who walk the streets
night and day looking for a
handout?

Kansaty Mail, 1893
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By 1900 cities like Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas

City possessed many of the characteristics envisioned by town

boosters of the antek llum and postbellum periods. Industrial

metropolises stood w ere Indians lived only a century before.

Men like Robezt T. Van Horn, who was still active id Kansas City

politics in the 1890s and had predicted this industrial transfor-

mation, were heralded by local residents and historians as prohets

of a new social order: Although the pattern and pace of urban

growth and industrial change varied from city to city, Henry Adams'

famous claim that the dynamo had replaced the Virgin birth as the

symbol of civilization at least seemed plausible. 1
For every

doubting critic of the new industrial order, there were ccuptlesq

men of affairs who carried the booster gospel .nto the new century,

proclaiming that the new order represented moral and economic

advancement. Instead of recognizing the contradictions of progress

and poverty, they instead viewed accelerated mo ements to the city,

factory, and school as obvious indices of human progress.

Industrial leaders and elite social observers rarely discussed

the human dislocation and suffering that accompanied late nineteenth-

century progress. Booster publications and local, newspapers routinely

app3auded\the rise of the "Great Industries" of their particular

communities and staggered their readers with rows of statistics on

industrial and commercial gsowth.
2

For the champions of industrial

capitalism, the men who owned the weans of new forms of production,

society seemed to move onward and upward. Little was said by either

industrial elites or local chroniclers of change of the sweat and

tears wrung from the men, women, and young people in the factories,

or of the painful adjustments required of ruraf folk and ethnic

groups to time discipline, or of the rise of social classes that

alienated and divided citizens in every city. They acted as if

the Wbaeds of trade and chambers of commerce had single-handedly

fashioned an expansive economy. For nple, Milwaukee boosters

in the late nineteenth century quit asArted that a city

could not "rest content...upon purely commercial pursuits," since
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"prosperity" and "future growth" were entirely "dependent in a

large measure up)i-the success of its manufacturing industries."
3

Although progress and poverty flourished simultaneously during

the period, boosters perceived the world through rose-colored

glasses.

The emergenceof a more intensively urban, industrial society,

,which set.the backdrop for,the origins of Progressive school reform,

occurred so rapidly in the late nineteenth century that even local

boosters viewed it with a mixture of awe and delight. A German

businessmaniin Milwaukee in ,886 sounded the common refrain that

in a few short years his town "had become a genuinely important

industrial city.
.4

C ass statketics on urban manufacturing high-

lightlight these tremendous social transformations, the onset of a new

way of life. With a larger industrial base than cities like

Rochester, Toledo, and Kansas City, Milwaukee experienced a

spectacular growth in the number of manufacturing establishments

by the turn of the century.

. Milwitukee already had manufacturing facilities of varying

size in 1880. Within two decades the number quadrupled. In addition

to the continuing. importance of its famous breweries, the city

regained -"its world leadership in leather processing and also became

a competitive force in the steel and iron industry. In 1900 almost

one ou ery five workers in Milwaukee industry were iron and

steel workers or mployed in closely-related machine shops.
5

eavy industry was centered in the city's South Side, where Polish

ants competed for unskilled jobs in the rolling mills and

est lished ethnic communities in this otnerwise heavily German

city. In a relatively short period of time,' Milwaukee had a

sizeable industrial working class, workers who exchanged their

labor for a wage and who did not own the Means of production. The

number of "wage earners" engaged in manufacturing and mechanical

jobs increased from twenty thousand to approximately fifty thousand

in less than twenty years. Over $110 million was invested in

manufacturing in Milwaukee in 1900, well over five times the amount

of investment twenty years earlier.
6

Rochester's growth during this period was also very impressive.
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Long notelOcor its beautiful nurseries and horticulture, the Flower

City increasingly became a Factory City. It had less than half the

capital investment in manufacturing of Milwaukee in 1900 because of

its smaller population base, but it.had nevertheless tripled the

number of manufacturing establishments in two decades. One-half

of, the gainfully employed citizens of Rochester in 1900 worked in

manufacturing and mechanical endeavors, a figure which was slightly

higher than the percentage in Milwaukee.
7

Unlike Milwaukee or

Toledo, however, Rochester was never a major center of heavy

industry, a fact which had important effects on the nature of its

labor movement. Travelers in this city did not see puffs of smoke

from steel mills or blast furnaces but heard the humming of sewing

inachines and conversations, n the price of shoes.

Like many New England cities, Rochester became a regional

.....--..-...01;

cc.,nLsa of clothang and shoe production. Census figures reveal

that one out of every four men and women with occupations in 1900'

worked in the textile industry. 8
WitNithe rise of industrial cap-

italipm, as Socialist Eugene Debs eloquently argued, these "men"

and "women" were often redliced to "hands" in the productive process,

part of the.larger degradation of modern work:

In,the capitalist system the soul has no business. It Cannot
produce profit by any process of capitalist calculation.

The working hand is what is needed for the capitalist's tool
and so,the human must be reduced to a hand...

A thousand hands to one brain--the hands of workingman,
the brain of a capitalist.

A thousand dumb animals, in human form--a thousand slaves
in fetters of, ignorance, their heads having to run to
hands--all these owned and worked and fleeced by one

o
stock-dealing, profit-mongering capitalist. This is
capitalismI9

,Debs' insights accurately captured the perspect4ves of Rochester's

business leaders, heirs of the booster tradition. Business elites

embellished local publications with their own names, pictures, and

biographies, saving a line or two for their "hands" while remaining

silent on their anti-union sentiments.
10

The changing character

of *the local economy, however, decidedly shaped Rochester's labor

movement. While Socialists infiltrated Milwaukee's strong trade

union movement by the turn'of the century, Eastman Kodak and related
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industries diversified Rochester's economy in the same period, and

it was increasingly known as a white-collar, non-union city. 11

Sparked by tkena.t.tgas boom in Northwestern Ohio in the

late nineteenth century, Toledo also engaged in an aggressive drive

for industrial supremacy. Its 440 manufacturing establishments i:.

1380 mushroomed to over one thousand/ n 1900 as Toledo's'business

community made an important bid fo ional econcmic dominance.

With less than half of the population of Milwaukee in 1900 (and

smaller than Rochester), Toledo had only one-third of the manufac-

turing establishments of Wisconsin's largest city. Like Milwaukee,

however,,it developed considerable heavy industry; it had almost

the same percentage of workers engaged in the steel and iron

/industry .(16 per cent).
12

Just as heavy industry was centered in Milwaukee's immigrant

South Side, Toledo built its steel and itzn plants in one corner

of town on the East Side. This area was separated from the rest

of the city geograt.hically by the Maumee River and culturally by4

its unskilled Hungarian residents. Part of the East:Side was

called Birmingham, since its drab skies and working-class appear-

ance resembled England's famous industrial center. The Hungarians

largely manned the steel plants and' made Birmingham their home.
13

Toledo

gels

o became widely known for its glass production, particularly

throu the work of Edward D. Labbey, and its'proximi,ty to Detroit

furthered its economic expansion. The city annually provided

millions of dollars worth of parts and accessaries for the auto

.:Idustry after theturn of the century. Less white collar than

Rochester, its labor unions were certainly more aggressive than

those of Rochester but timid compared to their Socialist counter-

parts in Milwaukee.

Robert T. Van Horn's boasts during the Civil War that Kansas

City would soon become the crossroads for Western trade and manu-

facturing have been publicized by many historians as archetypes of

frontier journalism and the nineteenth-century booster spiixit.

Seemingly every small-town editor marveled at the benefits of

local geography, climate, the .labor force, and his community's

accessibility to markets to try co lure capital Investmert for

4` ,
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future growth.' The only difference between Van Horn and hundreds

Jf competitors is that Kansas City had triumphed when so many

competitors had failed. A tiny trading post in 18504kKansas

City witnessed dizzying rates of economic and social expansion

in less than forty years.

CoMmerce and trade rather than manufacturing per se remained

the key prop of,Kansas City's economy. The percentage of workers

engaged in manufacturing and mechanical pursuits in 190(0 provides

a rough though useful index to how Kansas City differed from

Milwaukee, Rochester, and Toledo. Approximately 25 percent of

its total male and female laborers worked in inipstrkes, compared

with 35 percent in Toledo, 45 percent in Milwaukee, and 50 perceno
in Rochester.

14
That does not mean that industrial growth was not

present there, for the rate of capital investment in the city's

manufacturing development between 1880 and 1900 was higher than.

the other three cities: an amazing ).260 percent. Such notable

efforts at industrialization'should not disguise the fact that

Kansas City was still primarily a center of commerce than a

manufacturing town. For example, in 1900 Kansas City and

Rochester both had slightly more than 160,000 people. Rochester

nevertheless had several hundred more factories with double the

capital investment; it also had twice as many wage-earners in

manufacturing jobs. Kansas City was singly less industrial.
15

While Rochester was famous for its textiles, Toledo for its

glass and mills, and Milwaukee for its beer, tanning, and heavy

industry, Kansas City was'a vital entrepot for Western trade. It

was a gateway to the West and all of its alluring markets. For

this reason, by 1900 the largest group of the city's workers (38

percent) was employed in occupations related to trade and trans-

portation, much higher than either Toledo (32 percent), Milwaukee

(27 percent), or Rochester (26 percent).
16

In addition, Kansas

City's extensive stockyards by the 1870s reflected its importance

in the meat-packing industry, which continues to this day. Rail-

roads transpOrted thousands of cattle to the city annually, and

hog slaughteting and meat processing assumed considerable promin-

ence. By the early I990s, roughly half of the factory workers was

46
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associated in some way with industries owned by Armour, Swift,

and their competitors. The flavor of the Wild Weit, with tales

of cattle drives and roundups, remained vital to local folklore

and civic identity well into the new century.

Local boosters always characterized the meat packing industry

as another example of business acumen in exploiting the area's

"natural advantages" in geography and in promoting "their econom.0.:

anal judicious utilization."
18

Yet it is clear that in Kansas City

as elsewhere industrial growth only triumphed through the labor of

men , women, and youth who inhabited these communities. Techhology

was useless without a strong and reliable work force. Industrial

progress was predicated on the movement from the farm to the city

and on the waves of immigration that similarly transformed local

communities. The lives of these people, who ultimately produced

the wealth but did not egually share it, were absent from the

countless business publications that continually boasted of

material and moral progress during the period. The evolution of

liberal and more radical reform movements in the 1890s--which

17

focused in part on the school's place in public welfare--stemmed

from these economic and social changes, on a growing recognition

that not all citizens enjoyed material progress and that 'in some

instances the human price of technological advancement had been dear.

Population grew at a'frenzied pace in these cities in the late

nineteenth century. With a population of over 115,000 in 1890,

Milwaukee was the largest of the four cities, followed by Rochester

(nearly 90,000), Kansas City (over 55,000), and Toledo (over 50,000).

This ranked order remained essentially stable in 1900, except that

Kansas City narrowly surpassed Rochester's size to earn second

place. The percentage increase in population between 1880 and

1900 for Rochester (182 percent), Toledo (263 percent), Milwaukee

(247 percent), and Kansas City (294 percent) typified the movement

to the cities that contemporaries witnessed as immigration from

Europe intensified and millions of rural citizens sought new homes

and opportunities.
19

These cities grew in size, in industrial

complexity, and in the kinds of residents who brought life and

profits to local communities.



There were notable differences in the varieties of people who

inhabited these four cities just as there were variations in the

kinds of industries and commercial developments that sustained their

economies. A closer look at the character of these people in 1890,

just prior to the onset of various reform movements ushering in the

Progressive era, reconstructs some of the 8/uman flavor and dynamics

of these communities. Cities were made of more than iron and steel,

or mach!ne shops, foundries, and garment factories. There was more

to life than the driving rhythms of the machinery and the ubiquitous

Morning and evening whistle. Clashing against the sights and

sounds of the factories were older cultural practices of the thous-

ands of foreign-born residents and displaced rural folk who now

called these cities home.

By 1890 Milwaukee's ethnic heritage was quite distinctive.

04% Fully 39 percent of the total population of 204,000 was foreign

born. Known as the Deutsch-Athens in the mid-nineteenth century,

Milwaukee retained a strong Teutonic cast since nearly one,thisd

of the total population was born in Germany. A'distinct ethnic

culture flourished in the Northwestern and Western parts of town,

though Germans lived throughout the city.
20

Bayrd Still has

appreciatively written that "there we're public buildings that

might have stood in'Strassburg or Nuremburg, ornate residences

that were influenced by the German Renaissance, and German faces,

German signs, Teutonic speech.
.21

Germanofoods, music, shooting

clubs, and singing societies as well as the ever present beer

gardens provided camaraderie and recreation. Incredible as it

seems, Milwaukee's beer gardens in 1890 had 4 seating capacity

of over 105,000, room enough for over half of the entire city!

In the world of business, and politics, in the schools and press,

Germans had made an unmistakable mar) on city life.22

Dozens of different immigrant groups inhabited Milwaukee, but

it was still primarily a German city. The "new" immigration of

Southern and Central Europeans had not yet altered the character

of the population, though their visibility would increase drastic-

ally in the Text decade. Once politically influential and a

chal/enge to German hegemony, the Irish became a small part of the



total population, and they generally resided in the poorest, least

desirable section of town: the Bloody Third. By the end of the

nineties, the Italians, who accounted for less than one percent

of the population in all of these cities in 1890, would move into

the Bloody Third and make it their new home.
23

Visitors to the industrial South Side encountered additional

signs of the growing importance of the new immigration. Over the

years the South Side became a haven for the Poles. The Census

already demonstrated that they were 5 percent.of the population;

few realized that they would surpass the Germans as the leading

ethnic group within three decades. Intensely Roman Catholic,

these largely unskilled newcomers quickly established segments of

their own culture, and built a large parochial school system as a

bulwark of their faith. There were fraternal orders, singing

groups, and athletic clubs for the men and rosary societies and

other activities for the women. Travelers to the South Side

could find only names "that end with a sneeze," as Ignatz rivaled

Fritz as a leading name in, Milwaukee.
24

After Milwaukee, Rochester Was the next city with a significant

percentage of foreign-born residents, totaling 30 percent of ,:he

133,000 residents in 1890. Here, too, the Germans represented

the largest foreign-born group-in the total population.(13 percent).

As in Milwaukee, the Irish beg' n to lose their once visible role

in municipal politics. The Poles and Italians still accounted for

less then 1 percent of the people econd-generation Germans

continued to exhibit considerable influence Rochester after the

1890s, as old and new immigrant groups strug ed for cultural

dominance. Walter Rauschenbusch, whose fathe was earlier a

prominent German newcomer, became internation ly known for his

writings on the Social Gospel. And men like It saac Adler, also a

second generation German, were leading lights in Good Government

and educational reforms at the turn of the century.
25

As in Rochester and Milwaukee, Germans constituted the largest

foreign-born group in Toledo in 1890, constitu4ng 15 percent of the

total population. The Poles, however; later surpassed the Germans

as the major ethnic group in the Progressive era just as they did In
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Milwaukee. While the GerMans were scattered across much of Toledo,

the Niles primarily settled in two separate communities, in the

Northern and Southwestern parts of town. Polish foods, dialects,

and traditions added variety to civic life. The Hungariams

another important new group, worked in the grueling heat of the

steel mills on the East Side. 'There they lived also, in an enclave

separated from the rest of-Toledo by the Maumee River and by their

own indigenous culture.
26

The new immigration increasingly altered

the composition and flavor of urban life, as Italians, HungaPlans,

Poles, Czechs, and other nationa14.ty groups arrived by the thousands

II/

these'cities.

While thousands of first and second generation immigrants,

inhabited Milwaukee, Rochester, and Toledo in the 1800s, Kansas

City was a bastion of the native born. In 1890 only 16 percent of

its population of-132,000 was foreign born, compared to the higher

rates in Toledo (27 percent), Rochester (30 percent), and Milwaukee

(39 percent). Kansas City-7.100.15-less industrial and less foreign than

these cities. Its demographic structure was very distinctive, since

it had a higher percentage of blacks than the other cities and'only

a small percentage of German. (5 percent) and Irish (4 percent)

Iresidents.27 The great majority of its residents were native born;

Southerners in particular swelled its population after the Civil

War. .And only after the turn of the century did a new immigrant

group, the Italians, finally surpass the Germans as Kansas City's

-largest ethnic population.

Even though the Poles and the Italians comprised only a small

II -

proportion of the residents c_ these ities in the early 1890s,

their increased visibih.y brought them scorn and ridicule in the

native press. That these cewcomers were often poor and Roman

Catholic did not help them; neither did their unfamiliarity with

the English lan4uage and native customs. When the Kansas City mail

asserted in 1894 that "foreigners who don't know the constitution

from a brick house should not be naturalized," it provided an early

glimpse of the animosity toward new immigrants that culminated in

the National Origins Acts three decades later.
28

The Italians in

Kansas City were openly derided in newspapers. "No one can pass
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through the (central city] market without being caught hold Of and

- importuned in some foreign dago gibberish to 'buya de banan,"de

beacha.' 'de potate,'" complained one angry citizen who feared fcr

the safety of American women.
29

Called the "dusky sons of the Orient" by those who slent

through geography class, the Italians and other new residents were

stereotyped as murderers, drunkards, and thieves. Rochester's

Democrat and Chronicle and Kansas City's Star endorsed immigrant

. restriction as early as 1894, especially for the new immigrants.

Illiterate, poor, and ignorant of American ways, these newcomers

reportedly formed the pool of recruits for "labor riots" and were

an "embarrassment" to the entire country. "The Russians, Poles,

Portuguese, Hungarians, and Italians who come to America...as a

class are not desirable as citizens)" wrote an editor in Rochester.

They do not easily assimilate with the American People, but form

classes and communities among themselves, greatly increasing the

difficulty of administering law and order."30

'although everyone was not welcomed with open arms, these

newcommers all contributed to the accelerated growth of an urban

industrial society in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas

City in the late nineteenth century. "The age is going ahead

at a two-forty pace," wrote one Kansas Citian, and change included

the conflicts produced by ethnic diversity. Growth in commerce,

industry, and people was everywhere apparent and with, -it came

visible forms of conflict and division: school policy always

reflected this elementary fact. By the turn of the century, urban

boosters continued to assemble mountains of facts and figures fcr

capitalists to prove that their cities were lovely places to live

and congenial for more intensive monetary investment. In 1903

tne Milwaukee Merchants' and Manufacturers' Association, taking

a passage of Jicke Hard Times out of context, prefaced its .

annual booster pamph et with the utilitarian position that "facts

alone are wanted in life. Plant nothing else, anal root out

e-erything else. You can only form the minds of reasoning animals

upon facts. Stick to F :ts, Sir."
31

According to the perspf.t1es

of the boosters, the facts of history were clear: '.urban Americl



1

grew stronger, richer, and better. Yet the contradiction of

poverty amid wealth, scarcity amid abundance, was not lost upon

many critics in th, Nineties who found' themselves living in a

period of hard times.

II

The nineteenth-century booster'spirit has been well preserved

in popular images of the 1890s. It has often been remembered as

the "Gay 90's." a time when the bicycle craze fascinated the nation

and when the Boy Orator from the Platte, William Jennings Bryan,

began his colorful-efforts to capture the Presidency. It has

Certainly been portrayed as an exciting time and one of achievement.

School children still read about a famous charge up San Juan Hill,

learn about the swift military victory over Spain, and a..-e told of

the :eturn of prosperity after the election of William McKinley.
32

Like the industrial and population statistics of local cities,

these are surface impressions that fail to convey the grim social

realities and ethnic, class, and social conflicts that existed

:during the decade. Progress and growth were achieved at tremendous

human cost.: In particular, the men, women, and children who lived

in rural and urban America in the Nineties mostly faced hard times

at a time when injunctions'were liberally used against labor unions

and private chari,ty was the primary source of relief for people in

distress. Farmers, especially in the South, suffered from increased

poverty and land tenancy. Urban workers often lost their jobs,

their homes, and the ability to feed and clothe their children ade-

quately. Not all members of the working class, of course, were in

such desperate straits. Unemployment nevertheless reached epidemic

proportions, and a period of so-called gaiety and national achieve-

ment produced America's modern Populist and Socialist movement3.
33

a

Booms and busts were common to the nineteenth-century econo-

mies of Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City. None of the

depressions of previous decades, however, matched the s:'-arity and

social import of the economic malaise that gripped these cities be-

tween 1893 and 1897. The major social transformations that occurred

schoO1 and society in the early twentieth century were rooted in
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community developments of these critical years.
34

Despite assur-

ances by urban boosters that growth was imminent and would mean

universal prosperity and progress, unemployment among the tirban

masses reached critical heights. And, with the rise of radi,:al

social and political movements, many believed that the nation

had reached a turning point.

Those individuals who engaged in incessant soul searching

and ultimately questic-&.! the legitimacy of certain aspects of

the establishe.1 order--Jacob Coxey, Eugene Dens, the Social

Gospeler:,, the Populists, and suffrage leaders--were regularly

denounced as "cranks" and disturbers of the peace by the Republican

and .)emocratic press. "This age is peculiarly prolific of the

'genus, crank,'" wrote a Kansas City paper in 1893. "Wild eyed,

howling, vicious, and preposterous cranks abound. You see them

every day. You meet them on every corner. They pop up in the

rostrums, in our pulpits, and as frequent17 in our legislative

halls."
35

Some of what critics dismissed as crankism was really

the first stirrings of a new social conscience.

The depression nurtured many alternative visions of economic,

social, and educational reconstruction. Critics exposed many cf

the contradictions of capitalist society and tried to mobilize

large numbers of men and women in the quest for a new society.

Against the bravado of the Van Horns and the city boosters arose

competing voices which asked why poverty .haunted a land of plenty,

why corruption festered.pn school boards, why some children went

to school with tattere,l clothes and empty bellies. These have

always been unpleasant questions, and the "cranks" of the Nineties

infuriated many in their search for answers.

The central tenets of what can be called early Progressive

school reform developed during these depression years. The men,

women, and organizations that promoted novel ideas on educational

change in these cities through World War I--and who are the focal

points of upcoming chapters--often first appeared cn the local

scene in the Nineties. They set in motion many of the ideas and

social perspectives that not only challenged existing educational

practice tut also shaped future progressive thinking. Proare!ssive

53
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schooling was not the brainchild of the mutational establishment;

on the contrary, later analysis will demonstrate that it grew in

spite of the existing educational leadership in local cities.

For example, new social` services like vacation schools, playgrounds,

soc:.al centers, breakfasts and lunches for the poor, and many other

innovations promoted by grass-roots Progressives commonly originated

outside of the public schools through the varied activities of

sett.lement workers, women's club'volunceers, parent organizations,

labor unions, and Populist and Socialist parties.
36

The rise of experimentalism in education, the increased

emphasis on expanding the social role of the .schools, and greater

attention to bettering parent-teacher relationships constituted

some of the central features of Progressive school reform the

municipal level. They emerged as vital issues during these year:

'as external reform forces interacted with each other and with

school officials. Women's clubs, Socialist parties, trade unions,

moral reform groups, and other organizations wc-e primarily respon-

sible for many of the notable elUcational changes of the next few

decades; grass-roots reform movements resulted from the interaction

of many different forces and did not flow from a single source.

Suffice it to say at this point that the origins and dynamic of

local school reform lay in this process cf interaction between

competing school and community groups that became highly visible

in the hird times of the Nineties. The depression wasone of the

major sources of the reform spirit of the Progressive era.

The depression of 1893 was catastrophic for an increasingly

urbanized and industrial nation that so publicly prized economic

and social progress. There was untold suffering and distreis that

never became a conspicuous concern of census workers or the authors

of local business tracts. Instead of causing citizens to iespadx

or to hinder the broadening of their social perspectives, the

depression seemed to cause significant numbers of men and women

to think critically about the causes of social distress'and the

role of schooling in bettering the human condition. This happened

despite the fact that local newspaprs wrote glowing editorials cn

the future commercial and industrial growth of their city long

54



after the realities of the depression seemed to invalidate their

bloated positions.
37

For nearly five long years these cities

were gripped by depress: n, by an event that so dominated the

lifestyles of citizens that it challenged many of them to re-

evaluate the conditions of material and social existence. Many

men and women who entered the Nineties with confidence and faith

in their society left it with g.awing doubts and hope for a better

social order. For many people the Depression became the single

most important event in their evolution as social reformers or

urban radicals.

As the principal means of formal communication between citizens

before the age of radio and television, local newspapers regularly

disseminated selected infGrmation to the people on the progress of

the economy, the state of politics, and the health of the nation's

social instit ens. Whether Republican or Democratic, or even

independent, newspapers during these years firmly supported private

enterprise, private property, and the emergent capitalist order.

They all dismissed anarchism, socialism, ana communism as alien

ideologies and unacceptable .theories of inferior thinkers. Because

they,,all tended to support the market economy in times of crisis

(Republicans and Democrats attacked each other, not the economic

system), newspapers poorly et.nveyed the gloomy news of depression.

When the first business setbacks occurred in the spring of 1893,

even national analysts frankly admitted that the'eountry was

totally unprepared and ill-informed on the crisis. A market analyst

for the North American Review asserted that the depression "startled

us like a flash of lightning out of a clear sky."
38

One prescient

writer b'.ieved that although panics had afflicted the nation in

the past century, this one "will go into history as distinct from

any that preceded it."
3

,

9
Events proved that it was a werld-wide

depression of enormous magnitude, reflecting the growing inter-

connections between America's capitalist economy and internaticnal

trade.

7Irban newspapers accustomed to writing in ter: of growth and

Spiraling commercial sales were oblivious to the impending lisaster

and later hesitant to admit its existence. The Tcledo Blade, tl,e



former Whig an now the Republican standard bearer, published in

the old spi t of frontier boosterism. Toledo in 18,92 was no

longer the "Future Great," it pointed out. "She is the Present

Great. She sits like a queen here by the !!aumee, with happy
40

peOple, who are her jewels. Within a year the depression had

impoverished many of the royal sul-jects. Editors in Kansas City

characteristically predicted continual growth and prosperity all

the while disaster approached. in early 1392, for example, the

Democratic Star described the country as a:boundless continent"

which provided opportunities for every hard-working, sober resi-
41

dent. The Star's opposition paper, the Kansas City Mail,simi-

larly envisioned an auspicious future. "Kansas City starts out

the fall of 1892 with a better prospe:t than it has had in five

years. The indications are that an era of prosperity is dawning."
42

When the first national businese failures resulted during the

following spring, editors in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and

Kansas City either''gnored them or dismissed them as aberrations.
a

Throughout the early summer of 18915, for.example, the Star warned -

against pessimism and predicted glorious economic revivals.
43

The

reality was very different. After Seeing numerous articles por-

traying growth in local trade and industry, Kansas Citians were

Informed of the obvious: the onset of depression. The influential

National of Kansas City collapsed in early July; several

smaller banks soon followed its fate. By the end of-the monte

layoffs in local industries were expected and public confidence

In the economy declined. Even the Star now recognized that it was

"a tin of financial disturbance and popular apprehension."
44

The depression affected other local economies at early as

September. Noting the widespread starvation among workers in

Cincinnati, the Toledo press feared that millions of haid-working

prAucers were becoming "an army of tramps and paupers."- "With

such scenes in a land where crops have been abundant, where nature

has passed forth her richest treasures, where there is every indica-

tion of outward prosperity, there is evidently something deplorably

wrong."
45

A month later the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, a

powerful Republican organ, typically blamed the financial crisis on



free trade and the nemocrats. Whatever the cause, it fully acknow-

ledged that "we do not have to go far from nome to note hard times."

By the fall even the conservative Milwaukee Sentinel could not

relfute the existence of growing unemployment ane widespread 'In-

The prevailing hard times forced many urban citizens to account

for the widespread poverty that coexisted with obvious national

wealth. Too many people were Unemployed and actively searchina

for work to blame the situation on intemperance, laziness, or

sinfulness, the traditional explanations for persOnal failure.

There were claims and counterclaims on the extensiveness of the

depression, but most social observers agreed that suffering was

widespread and too great to be explained through personal

deficiencies. The economic syst9 seemed on the verge of total

collapse, as conditions reached a crisis s.tage.
47

By the autumn of 1893 of Rochester's tailors and shoe-
.

makers,were unemployed. Equally gloomy figures characterized the

building trades. Since clothing production was central to

Rochester's economy, the decline in sales caused by tight money

and unemployment elsewhere greatly affected the shape of the

local labor market. "The poor we have always with us," wrote

Rev. William C. Gannett, a liberal Unitarian minister, "but this

lw we have with us more than usual."
48

When a handful of jobs

on . aicipal public works projects opened in early 1894, an "army

of unemployed" stood in line hoping for the chance to earn their

daily bread. tedthin a few months an estimated ten thousand workers
9

were out of jobs, or one third of the entire labor market.

Workers in Rochester and other cities fortunate enough to

retain their jobs faced wage reductions and a precarious future.

_parity workers increasingly had difficulty trying to separat

tramps -rom the "respectable poor" who simply could not'find work.

Local judges, however,'seemed to solve the problem by sentencing

some of them to terms in the` penitentiary and workhouse for

without workman's compensation or adequate insurance, able bod1.1d

men and women often had to swallow their pride and accept vari:),Is

firma of private ard ,,ublic relief. Charity funds .sere freTxnti-

"s



Insufficient. The Rochester Humane

and people and early reported that '

with work without the machinery, or

on.
u51

The Ileople's Rescue Mission

Society cared for abused animals

we find ourselves overwhelmed

the 'funds to successfully carry

on Fron Street, which p

vided meals, lodging, and religious sermons in exc ange for

on its rockpile, was unable,to match the demand duri the res-

sion. Historian Blake McKelvey has revealed that more people

received "theology and turkey" at the Mission during the Christmas

of 1895 than ever before. 52

Conditions in Toledo, Allwaukee, and Kansas City were very R.

similar. Approximately one third of Toledo's workers was unem-

ployed in 1894, an unprecedented percentage in the city's history.

The Blade would have preferred hiding the darker side of progress

but(finally ran front page stories on poverty by November of 1893.

Already nearly 2,500 people received charitable relief; and 360

individuals on the average applied daily for food and medical

assistance at the city infirmary, ten times the number of requests

for the preceding year. 53
Moreover, everyone realized that distress

was even more extensive. The majority of workers, of course, were

not at death's door or aimlessly roaming the city streets, but

thousands of citizens across the nation were too proud to accept

outside assistance, historically a sign of pauperise* Toledo

observers explained that many people "would rather die of hunger

and cold than ask for food and clothing." Many citizens feared
0

that pauper status would cause the state to intervenes and remove

their children from their care. "There are many who go hungry

to bed...because they fear their children will be taken away from

them, and they would rather do anything than be separated. "54

Milwaukee suffered the same forms of economic dislocatiln as

Rochester and Toledo. An estimated 35 to 40 percent of the forking

population was unemployed during the depths of the depression.

Layoffs, reduced wages, and despair were the lot of many. David P.

Thelen, for example, has shown that the Milwaukee County Poor List

had varied from year to year but never exceeded leveret] hundred

families before the depression; it reached an unprecedented 3,423
cc

families in the winter of 1894.- And, again, one cannot compute

58
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tille deprivations of those whose pride stood in the way of asking

for aid. As late as the 1930s, Emil Seidel, a wood carver who

was Milwaukee's first Socialist mayor in 1910 and a product of

his times, recalled the untold suffering of the period, even

though_114 was lucky enough to hold his job. It was a familiar
---

tale, for numerous radicals and moderate reformers alike acknow-

ledged the effects of hard times on their social conscience.
56

"Hard times is the cry of everybody nowadays," wrote the

Kansas City Mail in the summer of 1893.
57

The Star agreed,

saying that there was already "a tendency to speak of 'the un-

employed' as of a permanent, recognized, and even organized

class." "The air is vocal with the dismal voices of demogogues

who talk as if this were Poland or Siberia."
58

While failing

to identify these "demogogues," the editor accurately noted the

rise-of various forms of social discontent as the depression

worsened. Like charity associations in other cities, the

Provident Association continued to make fine distinctions be-

tween the "worthy" and "unworthy" poor, which meant that relief

was selectively dispensed. Tramps who reportedly pretended to

nest workers temporarily unemPloyed were refused assistance

and s t packing.
59

"Tramps now line'the highways as they did

the [depression] winter of 1874 and 1375," wrote one older citizen.

"Walking commentaries on our vicious financial system."
60

The obvious gap between rich and poor and the specter of class

conflict and mob violence remained constant subjects of public

discussion in these cities. Again, it was the atmosphere in which

concerned men and women reconsidered their op-nions on who benefit-

"

else's problem, and they otherwise comprised a constant drain on

ted from existing arrangements in school and society. Impoverished

Italians and Hungarians who wandered along the canal towpath in

Rochester were chased from the city or broughtibefore the maqis-

trate for vagrancy.

local charity fonds.

Located relatively :lose to the Colorado coal and silver range,

Kansas City was inundated with miners and other unemployed workers

61
Urban police officers commonly escorted

tramps and paupers to the edge of town. Tramps were always someone

59
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from surrounding states who sought jobs but instead faced police-

men's billy clubs. One angry Kansas!Citian complained of this

unchristian treatment of fellow AmeOcans, "When they reach

Kansas City we send a squad of polidemen to the railway yards

to meet them and to tell them to get out of town...The poor
1

fellows (then] ask for something to/ eat. They are coldly

turned away; they are told the cite has nothing for them. Was

that humane?"
62

Kansas City had enough troub

own citizens. Within a few month

siOn, about 150 people without v

evening on the floor i

group left another t

attracted almost four thousan

work, stood in a long line f

the ba

k its pl

e trying to find jobs for its

after the onset of the depres-

sible means of support slept every

s ,"- nt of the police station; as one

. A job notice for fifty laborers

applicants. "Idle men, willing to

three blocks, waiting for a chance

to secure employment." The foreman in charge of the hiring claimed

it was "the biggestgest demon ration I ever saw. "63 The local Social-

ist Labor Pnry announced in the winter of 1895 that "never before

in the histOry of mankind has there been so much suffering from

hunger and privations of all kinds alongside of luxury and abun-

dance of nature's gifts and the products of labor." 64
Poverty and

progress marched arm in arm, though much of the suffering and pain

was hidden in so many obscure news reports and in the proceedings

of different civic meetings. Not all workers or citizens were

miserable, impoverished, or converted to radicalisr, by these events,

but for many the realities of urban existence were grim and uncertain.

The depression finally ended in 1897. Local newspapers like

Rochester's Democrat and Chronicle hoped that the "calamity howlers"

who had stirred up discontent would be silenced.6' They were not.

Many men and women who had never actively participated in social

and educational reforms made their initial commitments to activism

during these difficult years, and local cities weze never quite

the same. Women's clubs and suffrage leaders were expecially potent

-ou_-ss of innovation in every city. A Socialist trade union move-

ment emerged ir Milwaukee that gave it a radical heritage surpassing

most municipalities. Kansas City's parents' and mothers' organizations
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tried to take power away fr(n Superintendent Greenwood and an

entrenched elite on the school board. Samuel M. Jones, a Toledo

businessman and teetotaler turned Social Gospeler, hoped to

reshape social and industrial relations along the lines of the

Golden Rule. Little wonder, then, that some frustrated

citizeLs threw up their arms in disgust and proclaimed: "This

is the age of cranks."
66
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1

A Joiner Of Clubs

"Crankness" is the latest work, as
applied to cranks of tie female
persuasion.

Kansas City Mail, 1893

All hail! to the new woman, the
pioneer of a social revolution.
Let us open every field of labor
to her invigorating presence, but
let us not forget that nature is
stronger than any creed or custom
and that any woman is a possible
center of domestic happiness and
peace...Love is the power that
rules this universe.

Mary E. Law, Toledo club woman,
1899
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"Once upon a time, in a beautiful &ity situated on Lake

Michigan, there lived a little girl who was a perfect nuisance,"

recalled Lizzie Black Kander in a paper before the Wed.lesday

Afternoon Club in Milwaukee in 1902:

Time rolled on and on, this little .girl grew and grew
And then--she married and still she grew- -
And the selfsame "spirits" that did simmer and brew
And caused her teachers to fret and to stew
Now bubbled and boiled and then overflew!!
She crocheted wonderful tidies for sofa and chairs
She made paper flowers for birthdays and fairs.
She made noodles and struddles and knit sox by the pair
And e'en sewed rag carpets for bedroom and stair.
But, alas, things have changed, she sews carpets no more
For her "spirits" have taken an upward soar.
She's a Joiner of Clubs-, Women's clubs by the score
Oh, husband, fond husband, your.fate we deplore!
She settles grave matters--she tries to save souls
And would you believe, she now votes at the polls!;

Thus, with characteristic wit and good humor, Lizzie Kander chron-

icled her own rise as a "new" woman in the late nineteenth century.

She personified the activism of many women who helped usher in an

age of Progressive reform during the depression of the 1890s.

Like so many of her generation, she helped propel women into the

whirligig of municipal politics and social service reform: as

Milwaukee's leading settlement-house worker, a school board member

for two decades, and an outspoken pacifist and champion of reform

during the difficult days of World Wir T.

Living in a troubled but rapidly expanding urban and indus-

trial society, activists like Kander occupied a crucial position

in the evolution and implementatio of early Progressive school

freforms. Women's organizations at flourished on the grass

roots unquestionably gave urban rogressivism much of its strength,Z
stamina, and moral fervor. Once largely ignored by historians of

the period, the women's club movement of the early twentieth

century is typically highlighted in every new volume on women's

history. Cne recent synoptic interpretation, for example, explains

that women increasingly joined voluntary associations after the

Civil War and that by 1900 "they turned more freq..ently to the
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state" as the key element in socal policy. While foreign

commentators including Tocqueville had long recognized that

Americans were joiners, sometnng new was clearly underway in

the Prugressive era.

Greater recognition of the ortance of women in Progres-

sivism and of their advocacy of state intervention has not
. ,

necessarily enhanced historical understanding of the dynamics

of change. This is especially true in the area of school reform,

where women's influence was highly visible. Even though women

were influential sponsors of child welfare reforms, they faced

numerous compdting.groups who also sought increased state

intervention on behalf of youth. How did women's conception of

the role of the state compare with that of labor unions, Sobialist

leaders, or businessmen and professionals on local school boards?

What types of consensus and conflict existed between dominant

women's organizations and elements of grass -roots reform? How

dic these disparate groups find themselvis traveling on various

roads to reform, all of which led to the expansion of the social

functions of modern school?

Contemporary analysts of social change at the turn of the

century, like later historians, recognized women's prominence in

educational reform but failed to explain where their influence

began and ended compared with other groups. For example, in a

popular text on school administration in 1908, two nationally

respected educators, Samuel T. Dutton and David Snedden, argued

that "perhaps no one factor has doh, more to give popular educa-

tion a place in the thought of the community than the actiity of

women's clubs. These organizations, so numerous and so ernest,

have both in their meetings at home and in their great federated

gatherings always made education in its various forms their

chiefest topic.
3

And, then and now, many individuals realized

that women had a more pronounced role in school reform than ever

before. Women's associations helped initiate many of the social

welfare reforms that became commonplace in urban education; their

members were the central figures in early discussions of the "new"

education popularized on the national scene by John Dewey, FraFcis
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Parker, and Joseph Mayer Rice; and they were continually forces

to reckon with in local communities.

Organized women were an ever present factor in certain aspects

-of school decision making by the early twentieth century. Along

with a number of other reform organizations they often cooperated

with, they championed a wide range of innovations then considered

advanced and "Progressive": vacation schools, playgrounds, social

centers, school breakfasts and lunches, manual training and

domestic science programs, parent-teacher vsociations, and a number

of other programs.' With the passage of school suffrage laws that

affected. cities like Rochester, Toledo, and Milwaukee (though not

Kansas City), women served on school boards for the first time

and finally shared power with men who had customarily viewed school

governance as their exclusive domain. Women may have taught in

the schools in overwhelming numbers, especially in the lower grades,

but nale ward leaders mostly controlled the urban schools of the

nineteenth century. Between 1890 and 1920, as Lizzie Kander said,

things changed, and the appearance of the neW woman in the Nineties

was a crucial element in the origins ,f municipal reform. 4

Historians of Progressive educational reform often emphasize

the importance of the "new middle class" school superintendents

who augmented their power in educational policy through school

board centralization reforms in the 1890s.
5

Considerably less

has been written about the centrality of women and voluntary

organizations in administrative and curricular reform. This is

partially explained by the wide use of school reports and main-

stream educational journals that, often emphasized the importance

of male administrators in initiating innovations. These materials

served as the official record of the process of innovation; they

often slighted the role of the private sector in educational

experimentation and ignored much of the local context for reform.

The history of school innovation during tnese years is integrally

bound with the history of activist women, whose hopes and dreams

and successes and failures are hidden in diverse kinds of local

materials on school and society.
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The ascent of the "new" woman to an influential though not

dominant position in educational change was totally unexpected

in places like Rochester, Toledo 4:_lwaukee. and Kansas City.

It was as unexpected as the depression which accelerated the

formation of competing voluntary associations and henceolompeting

views nA educational policy and the state. As a result of the

depression, as well as the changiag character of the middle and

upper Class household', new organizations developed that soon

overshadowed the smaller and older literary women's clubs that

already existed in these cities. Tne "society" women who

dominated in theleesclhaf groups promoted general intellectual

improvement by studying pcittry, history, philosophy, music, and

art. They showed little interest in the larger concerns of the

working world, favoring persoral develJpment over social reform

Their behavior mirrored perfectly the prevalent notion that

politics--the rough and tumble by which publi policy evolve\--

was exclusively for men, for one looks in vain in school proceed-

ings before the 1890s for petitions by them or o r indications

of their interest in urban education. Milwaukee's superintendent

reported in the 1870s that some women planned to investigate their

schools, but then they were never heard from again. 6

The Toledo Blade wrote in 1890 the.. the existing literary

clubs were snobbish little affairs wholly divorced from the active

lift. of the city. E'en the many church related women's organiza-

tions, tied as the, were to local neighborhoods, displayed more

interest in social issues. The Milwaukee Sentinel likewise claimed

in 1891 that locally "there are several 'sets' which carry on

separate lines of social activity, and the members of each are

quite satisfied with their own position and associates, ana make

no effort tc get out of their own 'set' and into any other." 7

society women or the East Side, like competi.g church groups,

remained'apart. The Kansas Cit: Star likewise contended that

women seemed un$uited for the strenuous life of politics. "Women,

as a rule, have little taste for politics," claimed one of its

editors. "The peace and quietude of tne home present to them much

stronger attractions than the excitement and turmoil of the public
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arena. They are not fitted by nature for contact with the wor

and participation in its strife and rivalry.' The editor could

not have been more mistaken.

During the hard times emanating from tne T-2nic of 1893, women

emerged AS potent sources of social change and reform. Three years

after the Blade attacked clubs for their elitism and pretentious-

ness, it asserted that "Toledo is becoming noted for the number and

variety of its club organizations. Every one must have observed

the rapid growth of the 'club spirit' within the past few years,"
de'

which happily d toted the rise of "a broad, liberal, metropolitan

..9spirit. Rochester over forty clubs', most of them formed

during the depression, organized into a Local Council of Women,

causing one citizen to boast without evidence that "there is

probably no oth.ir city of its size which supports more women'q

clubs."
10

Such statements stagnated through common use.

Like thriving newspapers in many cities, the Milwaukee

Sentinel and its rival Daily News welcomed the arrival of the

new women. Regular women's columns soon appeared in local papers,

providing news for the curious and footnotes for future histor-

ians on the social and educational ideas of organized women.

Women editors, who themselves often belonged to activist clubs,

frequently reprinted speeches and addresses, information on

membership dues, and the date, time, and location of the nex:

meeting. Starting in October and running through June, the club

season was the source of considerable controversy and news cover-

age throughout the Progressive era. Kansas City's newspapers,

which previously dismissed the orgaaizations and women's activism

as a mere wh.m, now warned the school board to beware of women

with fire in their eyes. "The school board need not invest in

chest protectors or lay in a stock of revolvers," felt the

working-class Mail, "but it may live in,.,ourly expectation of

a visitation nevertheless."
11

The most important women's associations that agitated for

school reform in the Progressive years asse led in the early

1890s. The Women's Educational and Industrial Union, modeled

directly after organizations in Buffalo and oter cities, early

r\
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revolved around the dynamism of Susan B. Anthony, the national

matriarch of the suffrage movement and one of Rochester's senior

citizens. Formed in 1893, the Union was a direct descendant of

the Ignorance Club, a self-effacing though elite literary group

that had become Rochester's first modern woman's organization

in 1880.
12

The Union was to Rochester what the Woman's Educa-

tional Club was to Toledo: the leadipg feminine organization

for school reform. This Ohio club formed near the erd of the

depression, when local women vainly tried to elect a woman to

the sc' of board. Unity meant strength, wrote the Toledoan who

defined the club as "the first-weapon of primitive man" but "the

last of Twentieth Century Wouhin."
13

Milwaukee and Kansas City also had notable female organiza-

tions. The Woman's School Alliance was especially'distinctive

since it was the only club in all of Wisconsin that was solely

interested in school affairs. First organized in 1891, the

Alliance reassembled two years later when the depression

impoverished thousands of Milwaukeeans; from an uncertain

existence the group evolved into the most powerful woman's organ-

ization in the local schools. At the same time there emerged the

Social onomics Club ar_i numerous social reform groups that were

active t roughout the next three decades in this growing metrop=

olis.
14

Similarly, Kansas City witnessed in 1894 the birth of

the Athe eum, whose name belied the non-literary interests that

guided t group over the years. Moreover, every one of these

cities h their first organized and permanent parent-teacher

organizations in the 1890s; they were heavily dominated by women.

By 1920 Kansas City was the world leader in parent-teacher organ-

izations, with over 10,000 members. 15

Except for the Woman'F School Alliance of Milwaukee and local

P.T.A.s, women's organizations were never exclusively concerned

witn school reform, though,most cf them held education as a dominant

interest. Like all organizations, :tubs had their own division

of labor. Most of them had departments on education, literature,

industrial change, domestic science, city beautification, and

legislation. Many of the prominent activists in these cities



aggressively sought Women's suffrage. Susan B. Anthony, for ex-

ample, formed early suffrage organizations in Rochester as well

as in Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City. Anthony was an excep-

tional figure but typified the zeal of lesser-known figures like

Mary E. Law and Emily Bouton of Toledo.
16

Many club activists found suffrage less attractive, yet these

organizations provided every member with useful outlets from the

restraints of the hcme. The club was a place of refuge from

children and husbands and a means to discover one's hidden tal-

ents. The women's clubs and mothers' organizations became female

community meeting places: friendships were strengthened, solitary

individuals found fellowship, and everyone escaped from the nar-

rowness of domestic life for a few hours. There were social teas

and lectures, papers and informal discussions. Here one could

gossip about trivial matters as well as unite for a new school

activity. Here women who were unaccustomed to ptblic speaking

overcame some of their shyness. And here, too, many first con-

fronted the contraaction of progress and merty, an experience

that often proved exhilarating. For these reasons a club like

the Kansas City Athena'um quickly mushroomed from a few dozen

members in 1894 to several hundred women and was called the

local "women's university."
17

The personal motivations behind these joiners of clubs were

Immensely complex and varied though rot inscrutable. For example,

Li..zie Black Kander was a member of the Woman's School Alliance

-7121d lwa 's leading settlement worker. She was driven by a

mixture of intense idealism, love for the poor, and fear for her

middle-class Jewish standing. The child of Jewish immigrants who

secured a comfortable livelihood in Milwaukee, Kander was moved

bythe spectacle of immense human suffering and the gap between

rich and poor which accompanied nineteenth-century progress.

Speaking to her classmates at her high school graduation exercises

in 1818. she called for public control over the industrial giants

to procure social welfare. "The wealth of the nation is in the

hands of a few Individuals who are accumulating more every day,

while the poor are becoming more and moreAliserable," she bluntly
Loo
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argued. "We are forgetting that truth, honesty, virtue, and love

are far more valuable to the happiness of ma.lkind than extrava-

gant modes of living. "18

With such a strong conviction in support of social justice

so early in her life, it is not surprising that Kander's speeches,

correspondence, and settlement house reports over he next several

decades revealed an intense concern with the victims of indusrial

progress. At the same time she acknowledged that helping others

was simultaneously a form of self advancement. She feared that

the thousands of poor Russian Jews who inhabited late nineteenth-

century Milwaukee would hurt the reputations of assimilated Jews

like herself; she was also'frightened by the prospects of new

outbreaks of anti-Semitism of the sort her parents had once

faced.
19

In the 1880s she thereupon joined a Jewish Ladies'

Sewing Society to mend tattered clothes for recent immigrants.

Together with the School Alliance in the 1890s she gathered shoes

and clothes for underprivileged school children ld also .began a

"Keep Clean Mission" in the densest Jewish immigrant neighborhood

to teach cleanliness and morality. This Mission soon evolved into

her locallykrenowned Settlement House.
20

Kander was popularly know the "Jane Addams of Milwaukee."

Even critics who thought her libera ism and pacifism were tainted

oy some of her Socialist friends sa she had "a heart big enough

to mother every child in town."
21

It was a compliment she could

appreciate. She spent decades a- a school board member agitating

for new social service programs in *he public schools, programs

like penny lunches and supervised laygrounds. She demonstrated

the efficacy of these programs f4 the children of the poor a
)

the settlement and increasingly vied them as desi.able objects

of public policy for all children. y.emarknbly honest about her

own fears of a threa ened loss of Eicial status, se tried to

naduratt others about al rather than personal origins of

immigrant poverty. "The people are really not to blame, they

are the result of tyranny & oppression, of the persecutions that

have been heaped upIn them from generation to generation," Kander

always noted.
22



A confirmed teetotaler, Kander respected the social role of

the saloon in working-class LifE and attacked temperance agitators

and those who endorsed immigra: restriction. In defending immi-

grant lifestyles from bigots and extreme Americanizers she par-

tially'transcended some of her own middle-class prejudices.
23

Her preo upation with the immigrant poor also made her marr,

t a rea tor a very dif icult one, especially in the early years

in 1890s, nce he husband wanted his wife at home. Finding

little moral support at home, Kander confided in her diary. One

entry in 1895 registered her dismay that "my husband hates to

have me speak or think much about...the poor little children &

their-mothers" at the Mission.
24

information on the lives of other women similarly

demonstrates th sometimes highly individualistic reasons for

participation in service groups. While /Olinger women like Kander

represented the newer generation of female activists, Progressive

women's organizations also contained many older suffrage leaders

who used the clubs in part as possible vehicles for full citizer-

ship. Susan B.'Anthony was already in her seventies when she

helped form Rochester's Women's Educational and Industrial Union.

She agitated for the group along with younger suffrage leaders

I
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e Helen B. Montgomery, an irrepressible reformer who became
1

11
first woman school board member in R.ichester in 1900.

25

Miss Anthony had joined temperance groups, lobbied with labor

organizations, and even gone on trial in the 1870s when she cast

her ballot in a local election. When found guilty of voting,

this highly principled woman refused to pay the fine and was given

a :suspended sentence.
26

For Anthony as well as thousands of less

famous women, suffrage and broadened roles for women in higher

education and society general'v were, in their words, matters of

"simple justice." Service clubs were a means to that end. Rosa

Segur, a pioneer suffrage worker, German immigrant, and promin-
,

ent club woman in Toledo in the Nineties, typically inter*eted

school suffrage as a "crumb" but agreed with many that legisla-

tion and clubwork aided in the struggle for full citizenship.`'

Particularistic motivations notwithstanding, women for the
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first time were able to escape from the restrictiveness of the

home, particularly the middle and upper class homes from which

many club members came. The rise of labor-saving devices which

they could afford and the declining birth rate over the nine-

teenth century freed many comfortable women from the fireside,

physically if not emotionally. Middle and upper class women

benefitted enormously from their release from mundane domestic

responsibilities. The availability of prepackaged and prepared

foods, improved water supplies, electric lighting, atd rudimentary

washing machines revolutionized their homes, as a consumer phase

of capitalism emerged in the late nineteenth century. 28
House

work remained largely women's work, but the clubs they formed

became bridges to the larger society, and it often took an act

of bravery to'cross them.
0

Helen B. Montgomery of Rochester epitomiied the outspoken

nature of the new woman. The perennial PrAident of the Women's

Educational and Industrial Union, she was a social gadfly by the

1890s. A popular public speaker, she spoke to 1 or organiza-

tions, Socialist groups, and other voluntary asso

assortment of topics. On more than one occasion

ciations on an

Montgomery was

attacked as a Socialist since she endorsed the national ownership

of the utilities and condemned the conspicuous consumption and

antisocial behavior of the Vanderbilts. Real Socialists, of

course, quickly pointed out that she was not a member of their

party. Yet one of Rochester's leading Socialist radicals still

defended her from abuse in 4.897-aad--praised-Oter:.for her spunk and

"xeen in'ight into economic injustice."
29

Montgomery boldly attacked the 16641-curmudgeons Who commonly

complained that club work ruined the value of many housewives.

"We are tired of the flabby philosophy that there was something

unwomanly in any matters outside our own doorsteps," she retorted.

"The time is past when women are content to pia; with dolls, or

devote themselves to'their little calling list, and the association

of a few social friends. "30 Aontgomery's allies in the Women's

Educational and Industrial Women, like women across the country,

similarly defended the existence of the clubs and their role in
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educating their minds and broadening their social views. 5.

William C. Gannett, who was the wife of a liberal minister,

typically asserted that "the club not only widens the horizon,

but tends to openminded and good tempered discussiop of widely

divergent opinions. "31

Women in various cities emphasized the value of the clubs

in furthering self-awareness and understanding a changing social

life. One of Toledo's prominent club.women, Mary E. Law, ran a

local 1.indergarten training school and narrowly lost in her bid

for election to the school board in the Nineties. For her and

many others t!-se clubs were invaluable, despite recurrent disap-

pointments at the polls. "The club woman," she claimed, "has

found that breadth of culture comes from the association from

women of different classes and pursuits and that selfishness

and exclusiveness tend to narrowness and provincialism."
32

Everywhere Progressive women agreed. In their clubs women

debated the merits of the tariff, free trade, Socialism, child

labor laws, suffrage, and other timely subjects. any shy women

grew in self-confidence as they engaged in debate and discussion

with their cohorts. Invited speakers, both men and women, intro-

duced novel ideas into the lives of the club members, &'.allenging

old perspectives and offering fresh perspectives on contemporary

problems. Because of the social and personal benefits, millionS

of housewives ultimately joined turn-of-the-century women's

clubs. It was, of course, an age of organization, from the

business monopolies above to the trade unions below who fought

for control over the work process and the fruits of production.

Now women formed an additional force which could possibly shape

local ,olitics and the direction of social institutions. in 1890

organized women were an insignificant factor in urban educational

policy. For the next three decades, however, they influenced

evert}, important administrative change, curricular reform, and

social service establishes in local cities. The history of urban

school reform in the Progressive era became inextricabl- related

.....\\-

to the history of this women's movement.
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Through various means-women were locked out of the political

proceqs of school decision making in the early 1890s. In Kansas

City they lacked the right of school suffrage. Wisconsin per-

mitted school suffrage for women, but Milwaukee'' school board

was appointed by male aldermen. In Toledo and Rochester, where

the boards of education were elective, the male=dOmi6ated

Republican and Democratic causes controlled ward nominations,

so school suffrage was we .ened as an instrument for positive

change. Women's clubs therefore became the collective arm of

11

thousands oL reform minded cit..zens whose political dependence

on men otherwise sapped their strength. If women could not

vote, wrote one Kansas Citian, the mothers "will demand to e

heard from in a different way, and the school board ma, disco e

to its horror what way it is. The mothers will arrive probably

with blood in their eyes."33

What remained uncertain in the Nineties was not whether

women would organize, for the prominence of their associations

was a matter of public record. There was common agreement that

"this is an era of organizations--of clubs, societies, and

11 associations,.devoted to purposes the number and scope of which

are bewildering."
34

The main issue was how women- -even middle

and upper class women- -could justify greAterl'articipation in

a male-dominated world, retain their socially conditioned

feminine and domestic traits, and use the pc.wers of the state

foi public good. This required a convincing and acceptable

platform of reform, one which enabled women to venture beyond

the seclusion of thn home and to question the validity of the

existing educational order. By the end of the Nineties the

die had finally been cast.

To comprehend fully the zeal with which women promoted

social service reforms like vacation schools, playgrounds,

breakfasts and lunches, social centers, medical inspection, and

other forms of state intervention in children's welfare in

the Progressive era requires an understanding of the ideology

of this women's movement. Club women were not disinterested
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reforLters but acted upon a coherent body of ideals that, as we

shall later see, varied greatly from the beliefs of organized

workers, t--de union leaders, Socialists, Populists, Social

Gospelers, and ether Progressive reformers. Nearly all grass-

roots Progressives found themselves on a road to greater state

involvement in schooling and welfare, yet different groups

traveled alternate routes to their common destination. Most

organized women did not share the daily experiences of the

skilled workers facing monopoly capitalism, or the vision of

a Heaven on Earth that inspired Social Gospelers, of the

Socialist faith in the coming of a fundamentally new - social

order. Some women would indeed be greatly affected by these

considerations as reform movements gathered momentum in local

cities, yet they had to resolve their own contradictions: how

to be feminine and domestic while being politically active,

how to defend the home while espousing more state intervention

in family life, how to cater to the perceived needs of the

poor even though they were not poor themselves.

The creation of a new form of domesticity was tie heart of

the ideological world constructed and inhabited by Progressive

women. Women did not ordinarily refer to themselves as "citizens

or "taxpayers" in their petitions to the school board, as their

male counterparts so often did; more frequently, they invoked

the image of parent or mother to justify their meddling in men's

affairs. Hence they used a seemingly traditional faith in the

power of motherhood as the cutting edge for social activism.

The General Federation of Women's Clubs, which was the naticaal

organization that united thousands of women's associations frm

every state, was popularly known as that "Great Mothers' Organ-

ization."
35

The forerunner of the modern PTA was the National

Congress of Mothers, which assembled in the final days of the

depression in 1897. And from national journals of opinion to

local publications like the ToledO Blade, one found the common

statement gnat "the hand that rocks t4e cradle is the hand that

rules the world.
"36

Or at least should rule the world. Mother-

hood became the war cry of-those who m)face to face with the
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male ward bosses who controlled the urban school.

The nineteenth-century consensus that women's place was in the

home was gradually reinterpreted in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee,

P

and Kansas City. In the past the belief hat women were the

defenders of the purity and safety of the home was sufficient

justification for denying them a place in city politics. By

the turn of the century, subtle changes in women's interpretation

of domesticity helped propel them to larger involvement in muni-

cipal life. Women in the vanguard of urbar educational reform

advanced the age-old argument that they had soecial talents in

child nurture. Now, however, they altered the meaning of domes-

ticity -to justify leaving the home and engaging in many public

activities. What the new woman opposed was not domesticity

but a static interpretation of women's rights and duties. in

the rural past, when the processes of production and distribu-

tion centered in the home, it was argued, mothers could best

protect the home by remaining near the fireside. Because of

urban and industrial transformation, parental control over the

children's food, clothing, and schooling was diminihed, neces-

sitating corresponding changes in maternal behavior. Motherhood

now meant expanding the home's boundaries to include the entire

community.

The new woman often sounded like an old woman in her nlati-

des -dt"t2te -wonders of motherhood, thereby disguising genuine

changes in women's ideology and often the class dimensions of

feminine reform. "A partnership with God is motherhood,"

claimed the elite West Side Mothers' Club in Milwaukee. "What

strength, what purity, what self-control."37 Despite _ ..me-

honored assertions, women were nevertheless changing their

actual social practice and reaching oui in 'Lew ways to school

and city. By expanding the definition of the home to include

more than an individual household, urban women proved that

homemaking and so' :ial activism were not incompatible but part

of a domestic continuum. "The environment of every woman is the

home, wherever she goes she carries this u'th her," wrote'thp

President of the Wisconsin Federation of Women's Clubs in 1900.
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"The time has come, however, when it is not enough that woman

should alone be A home-maker, she must take the world itself

a larger home."
38

Since external forces produced and con-,

trolled the basic amenities of life, from the food and water

to the clothes, heat, and light, motdern motherhood necessitated

expanding the four walls of the home out into the street until

they reached city hall.

Home-like metaphors dotted the speeches and writings of

municipal club women. Helen Montgomery of Rochester character-

istically interpreted widened opportunities for reform as a

prerequisite for sound motherhood and citizenship. "It is not

enough that the house is kept chi, if the street be wrong, and

the ward unhealthful.," she asserts in an interview in the Demo-

crat and Chronicle in 1896. "There should be a broadened house-

keeping, to extend out of doors and all over the city. All these

things will help women to gain full enfranchisement." 39 . What

rights do mothers have in regard to the public school education

of their chiLdren?" asked some angry representatives of the

local Political Equality Club to the ward leaders on the scnool

board.
40

When they learned that they only had the right to vote

for school commissioners- -who were always men since the party

caucuses were male-dominated--the women quickly retorted that

modern mothers could only ensure children's welfare if they

stepped beyond their own front door.

The Woman's Suffrage Association of Toledo, whose roots

extended back tc 1870s,.was revitalized in the Nineties when-

new legislation gave women the right to vote on school issues

and serve on boards of education. Its members-argued-that modern

motherhood required women to vote to defeat the ward bosses. As

the Blade revealed in 1894, these activists had started to attract

women to their meetings who "had probably never attended a suffrage

meeting, and had never publicly expressed any opinion on public

affairs."
41

While moving out of the traditional home sphere,

these women were slowly refashioning their domestic identity.

Mrs. John Kumler, for example, demanded at one of these meet-

ings that "she should be allowed to vote because she did not think
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it right or just that her influence over her children should end

at her doorstep. She desires to vote'esp -2ially on school affairs,

that _..cnool officers shall be elected, who are qualified to act

in the best interests of the youth of the city."
42

In response

to those who believed that voting and larger involvement in

social and political life were unfeminine, an unmarried suffrage

activist responded that "the true woman.is no less womanly, no

less conscientious, in the performance of her home duties...than

the woman of a hundred years ago, though the expression of this

devotion may wear A different aspect."
43

Women indeed expressed their devotions in new ways. They

often notified men in every city that they refused to stay home

and out of public view. Mrs. Charles B. Whitnall, a liberal

reformer who later joined the Socialist Party, announced with

other members of the Milwaukee Woman's School Alliance that

"ours is a great work in a never-ending cause, a cause which

will never die so long as a child lives on this big earth."
44

However much women disagreed on total suffrage and the Socialist

movement, club women were inseparable on issues related to school

reform and the welfare of urban youth. Historians have always

emphasized that the Progressive era discovered the adolescent,

but the interests of reformers in youth ranged across all of

their age levels to adulthood. Certainly the education of.the

children of the poor and of immigrants of all ages in addition

to adolescense was a preeminent contempokary concern. At any

rate, the new domesticity was steeped in images of mothers'

role in child nurture, home care, and schooling. "Nine-tenths

of the_ work they _hav;._under taken, " _wrote the historian of_ the

women's club movement in 1910, "relates to children, the school,

and the home."
45

By continually emphasizing their insights as parents and

mothers in child welfare and education, many club women assumed

that they were It ally superior to men. They perceived themselves

as an uncorruptible, purifying force that would cleanse urban

politics and overturn the rule of immoral men. Dr. Mary Munson,

a new woman from Toledo, advanced the usual position in 1894 that
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romen had historically borne the burdens of the "philanthropic

work of the world." "When she enters the arena of politics

she will not be untrue to her woman's nature. Laying aside

partisanship, she Will rise to the full dignity of her respon-

sibilities as the mother of the race."
46

However much their

actions weakened their clam of non-partisanship, women per-

sistently argued that they were immune from base political aims

and always represented the higher interests of the child.

Women were the healers, the guardians of children, and the

protectors of hearth and home. Like women's groups elsewhere;

the Woman's School, Alliance in its constitution emphasized "the

great and good influence that women may exert in a community. "47

And everywhere it was assumed that women could rise above personal

prejudices and class background to secure the common good. "Women

would vote more directly for what would concern the highest inter-

ests of the schools without regard to politics or to party," argued

one suffrage leader, who somehow ignored the fact that women's

organizations were intensely political and in the vanguard of new

and c ntroversial educational ideas.
48

Another female reformer

more sensibly asserted that even if women could not purify urban

government, an unlikely occurrence, certainly "women cannot make

politics any worse than men have done."
49

The tew domesticity, therefore, provided necessary ideological

justifications for women to broaden their housekeeping responsi-

bilities. Thatdid not mean that this automatically convinced

male politicians to share power with them. As a result women

usually found themselves forming alliance'S,not with the men on the

adhota-board but with the females who predominated on the teaching

staff. Club women assulted the system on two fronts: they pres-

sured ward leaders to adopt their experimental programs in the

schools and also struggled to build alliances with neighborhood

teachers. Though not uncritical of the prevalence of singsong

teaching methods and the liberal use of corporal punishment in the

schools, organized women championed better working conditions for

women laboring in the classroom. Women's groups throughout the

Progressive era were in the forefront of efforts to inbrease
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teacher's salaries, reduce 'class sizes,. and bring parents and

teachers into closer associati.n.

Every prominent woman's club intereste'i in social service

had an ,stive scho61 visitation committee. The educationl

committees of the Women's EducationN1 and Industrial Union of

Rochester, the Women's Educational Club of Toledo, the Woman's

School Alliance of Milwaukee,sand the Athenaeum of Kansas City

were comprised of volunteers who visited the schools and tried

to establish close ties with neighborhood teachers. -"These

visitors were thorns in the sides of many ward commissidners,

but they laid,the basis for modern parent teacher associations.

School officials throughout the nineteenth century 'lad urged

greater school ale hoMe cooperation. Women now took matters

into their own hands with little encouragement from the educa-
\

tional establishment. They investigated everything in ,the

schools :rom the cleanliness of the floors to the ntiMbert of

children per classroom. They ultimately formed a gallery-like

assembly at many school board meetings in the Vineties. 50

One reason why many of the organizations from the Nineties

survived for so many decades was that many of tgeir members were

former teachers. Fired from their jobs upon marriage (for, as it

was said, domestic obligations took precedence over careers),

they nevertheless retained a keen interest in_schoofing. Club .

women therefore had considerable empathy for the urban school

teacher, whose plight was once theirs. In that way, middle and

upper class women could partially transcend t'eir current class

position by fighting for better working cfnditions for their less
.

favored sisters. Without tenure or guaranteed job security,

teachers could be removed from office for almost any reason, and

marriage precluded the continuation of their teaching careers.

Class sizes still hovered above fifty per class in the-lower grades

with low pay'as a reward, so teachers often sorely needed friends

on the outside of the schools who could sustain them in their

arduous jobs.. More systematic attention was now given to the

plight of the local teacher than ever before.
51

The prominence of formgr teachers or wives of current male
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teachers in these cabmen's clubs helped cement stronger boAds

between home and school. Since many of theseformer teachers
_

.
..

were now mothers" they took an even greater interestkh the
.

,

welfare of the schools. Of-tke fifty women on the educational ..'
.

..
.

committee of the WOmen's gducational and Industrial Union in ,

o

Rochester, most were mothers and former teachers who Used their '

I

experiences to engage in neighborhood reform. The'UnSch '

characteristically'held its meetings on weekends to accommodate

the maximum number of teachers- who attended its.conferences.
52'

I
Former and current teachers were well represented on.the Women's

I

-Educational Club of Toledo and the Athena4Um of Kansas-py. .,

.

Mary E. Lawof Toledo, for example, wafsanative Toledoaft, a .

former grade school teacher, andAen the founder of a local

kindergarten q agettettrainin school. When clubwomen and suffr 1

r

. .

com plained to lccal school boards, they based.theirFriticiams
.

4

on personal experiences &and reoenf contact with'acttial school
I

conditions.
53

,IA brief examination of the backgrounds of the members of .

....
. , .

the- Woman's School Alliance of Milwaukee drawn from,the earliest

membership data available in 1.897-Irev:als some of the social 11

origins of voluntary group membership' 'Formed in1891 ana,re-
I

, . ,

organized two years later, the Alliance was the outgrowth ottao,

series of "Mothers Meetings" that some literary club members
1

, . .
:

. .
.

organized in the 1880s. --,-Chroughout the Progressiveera the . q

.. ,

championing a number ofissopiat welfare reforms. Like organize- - , I

Alliance was in the thick of educational debate and innovation, '

.

tions in other cities, the Alliance applauded the work of women

tL% in school reform. The preamble to'its ronstitutions ted that . I

the Alliance's chief concern-was with "investigating'CCnditionS,
.

studying methods of instruction, and promoting the best .interest
.

of our Public Schools.
"54

Clubs like the Alliance often regarded themselves as "repre-

sentative" organizations. Under closer scrutiny the backgrounds-,

of members assume greatei clo.rity, revealing the basis for the

growing conhec4ons between home and school. Of the 170 members

in 11397, 155 have bee uncoveed,n the city directory. Teachers
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(17 percent) and the wines of male teachers (9 percent)' formed'

28 percent, or almost one-third of the entire membeiship; they

constituted the largest segment of the association. The next

largest groups included the wives of businessmen and manufac-

turers (20 percent), professionals like physicians, lawyers,

and dentists (17 percent), agents and salesmen (8Rercent),.

'percent). The wives of skille4 workers (hatters,

,'painters, etc.) formed 10 percent of the

and realtors (7

brass finishers

organization.55
Joe

exactly how many of these. members were former teadher3 is

unknown, but the Alliance continually pushes for better ties with

local schools and physical and educational improvements in the

poorer neighborhoods. AlliAnce members were primarily from the

elite East Side,, t

ship, and the'wor

traditional source of literary club member-.

-class South Side. The most prominent'

teachers who were embers wor:ed In some oi-Vilwaukee's _Aoorest

areas, inhabited largely by unskilled Poles. One very active

member of the Alliawqrwas. Mary.F. Flanders, who was the principal

and former teacher at the Jones'Island School. A close friend

and supporter of Lizzie&Kander, Flanders regularly blasted the ,

school administrItiOn for the unsanitary, rickety, understaffed

facility in hex district.
56

Jones Island was an impoVerished area inhabited by Germans

and Poles, many of.who!were,employed as fishermen. Photographs.

oaf the area from the turn of the century show closely-packed,

tenement-like houses hugging, the Lake Michigan shore. *Miss

Flanders championed better home and/school elations,,supported

4 several successful parent tsbociatitans in e-mid-Ninet_LeS; and

continually lobbied ofor local:improvements. Many of the teachers

in the Alliance similarly workedinpc6r neighborhoods,,for

although the ward system in theory promised to serve each district
A 't

equally, the schools in the poorest areas, especially near the

South Side, were almost always the most understaffed, overcrowded,
.

and least aesthetically pleasing. Many of the Alliance'members

did not have to worry about losing their jobs-when they complained

co the school board, yet enough teachers and'wives of male teachers
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were members tonsure that their petitions were based on thorough

knowledge of local conditions. Scnool visitors, if not the area

children, always did their homeWork
57

Members of the Woman's School Mange and otheroorganizations

openly aefended parents' and mothers' rights as well as those of
w -

the teacher. They were sensitive to the problem of determining

how to unite.parent and teacher in the'best *nterests bf the,Ehild.

A member-of the Women's EthicalirClub in 1896 caused a stir in'

Rochestec,when she told a principal that "often teachers forget

that the first.allegiance ofthe child is ta'its parents, amt..'

while parents may not in all cases keep up with the times...their

opinion should always be listened to,with the greatest deference

in the presence of the child. fl58

In this instance the prindipal retorted that teachers and

principals disliked interference and meddling by parents., De'Fpite

such disagreements, relations betwer-n Rochester women's groups and

teachers in the Nineties always seemed ( .al; the school.board's

claim that school visitors world be regarded by teachers asspies

was unfounded. When a reading-school c mmissioner attacked the

teaching staff in 1898 for trying do co trol textbook selection,

a perennial source of'graft.from the book companies, the Women's

Educational and Industrial Union wickly defended the teachers for

asserting their rightS against the All male 'school board.
59

Such outspoken behavior was a reflection of the Progressiveu4

woman's new ideology of domesticity. Identifying strongly with

their parental and maternal traits, women broadened their con-

ceptions of home responstbilities.and tried to foment An educa-

tional awakening among the citizenry. The quest for WI'at the

Kansas City Athenaeum ,:alled a "wider educational spirit" in

the community continued throughout the 1890s. The Citizens

Educational AsSociallon of Rochester sounded like so many other

organizations when it tried "to encourage every other means of

popular education, to bring about needed reforms in the adminin-
.

tration of school affairs, and to maintain an active interest

among the people in-the matter of general educacion.
"60

Women

club members .were critical of traditional teaching methods,
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'excessive discipline, and other non- progressive elements of

schooling. In these and other ways they triad to energize large

numbers of people behind the cause of reform.

Women wanted to cooperate with.teathers as well as to focus
L.

. attention on the rights of parentsiand 'ch ±ldren. When teachers

ignOred'these eights, they were occasionaAly chastized, sometimes
0

severely. "One of the strongest criticisms against our public

schools, is the total' ignoring of the, lights.of children and

parents when they come in question with those of teachers,"

complained one of Toledo's leading suffrage fbadeN.,,

T4e axiom of many Toledo" school -teachers'
is: "The King can dO no wrong, I am the
King." When parents have appealed to
'meee.rs of the board of educatiOn, their
gilevanceeihave usually been turned over
to the teachers' committee, under whom
parents' rights have almost always been
il.61

Thiscgrievance was penned in the heat of battle between Local

women and the male school board. It was dnusual4y cri.tical in

its tone and atypical_ of female reformers' attitudes toward'

schoolmarms. But its extreme stance reflected'the frustration

..cf.those who were through varioUt-, means barred from public office

and who feared that their control over children ended when they

sassed through the school' house door

For the most part women's clubs 'were sympathetic to teachers

though eager to transform the schools along the lines of the "new

education," a phrase coined in earlier decades but increasingly a

goal of reform organizations in the Nineties. Their cleakrel was

less with teachers, who they realized would bessential allies

in any progressive campaignL thari with the male power brokers whp

implemented programs and guided school policy. Soon these joiners"'

cf clobs boldly confronted ward bosses, superintendents, and the

leading' men of the city. Women's ability to portay themselves as

simply mothers defending the home belied their talents asliodtspoken
.

political agitators and obscured their role in expanding state

responsibility for social Welfare.
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By the id-nineties organized Women were alke'ady firmly

convinced that modern housekeAping necessitated' updated ideas on

domestici When they entered the male domain of school politics,

;however, they quickly learned that Progressive school reform)would

be difficult and would reqiiire wore than appeals to the new

motherhood. In Kansas City, which had a, small,

elected at.large,:women lacked school suffrage, so they had to

elite' school board

pressure male leade-.-s to implement their ideas. Although'the

. Milwau,(ee school board was based on ward lines and Wisconsin $1'

, women enjoyed school suffrage, the local board was appointedby

the all male city council, which had little interest in the women's

movement. The prospects for Rochester and Toledo women seemed

brighte since their ward-based school, boards were elective and

women enjdyed suffrage on school matters. The major rub was that

the Republican and Democratic machines controlled the nominating

process, and the local politicians never nominated women. Women

were frtistrated at every turn.

Women refused to despair despite these obvious roadblocks.

Tliky firmly believed in themselves and mustered the courage to'

confront unexpected challenges. Organized women and civic minded

mothers were regularly insulted for their harebrained educational

ideas, told to go home and wash their dishes, and leave, the

rarified atmosphere of schooledministra 35on to wiser men. Club
. .

women nevertheless refused to withdraw om the public arena; they

stood their ground-and squarely faced:their opponents. They visited

the localschoOls, discussed-the latest educational ideas, and

even funded some experimental programs at the settlement houses

like lunches, playgrounds, and vacation sChoolel When permission

was,ranted, they ultimately ranmany of these programs in selected

neighborhood schools. They formed mothers' clubs with kindergarten

teachers who wer. imbued with Froebel's faith in the moral super-

iority of otherhood. Starting from a weak powet bade, the new

4, woman helped bring the new education to many citieb.
62

The new education directly challenged the basic tenents of

nineteenth century pedagogy. In itp earliest years in the Nineties

a ole
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'the'new education emphasized individuality, mild forms of

pline, and an and to excessive memorization, recitation, and

testing; also endorsed the addition of innovative subjects

like manual training, domestic science', kindergartens, and

nature study. Like most of the subjects'already is the school,

these subjects were once the responsibility of the home, but

organized women. and reformers in general called for new forms

of municipal intervention in thelives of youth. They believed

that the state should have a larger parenting role in social

welfare, 'a natural position for' anyone guided by theories of

expansive motherhood- E3

Searching for different ways to 'expand they power beyond

their own homes, organized women faind countless outlets for

their activities during the depression. Despite all the boost-

erism that inf ed the public literature of the period, the

contradictions f progress and poverty were everywhere apparent

as large numbers of able bodied people were denied work. The

old, the weak, and the destitute were in ii6ec4a1 need during
J

these- difficult times, yet women tUrne0a again,aitd again tote

child, not only to their children but especially to the Children

of the p5or. As one Rochesterian put it, there was now a "growing

realization of the value of the matrnal spirit in society--the

concern of all for the good of all mothers and children." "It

is no longer my child,4hiS rights, his comforts--but the rights

and comforts of all children," since "what concerns my neighbor's

child, Concerns me; a wrong or injustice to childhood anywhere in

the city touches every mother in the city. "64

Growing parental criticisms of the educational establishment

surfaced in the most unlikely ?laces. Even before the depression

had affected local cities and before Joseph Mayer Rice or John

Dewey had written their famous essays and books on the new educ4-

tion, ordinary parents in places like Kansas City had attackedl

the worst aspects of focal schooling. In late December,18b2, an

unnamed parent wrote a critical letter to the editor of the

conservative and Republican Journal of Commerce,,the booster paper

made famous &Robert T. Van Horn. Soon a raging controversy
A
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flared between parents and Superintendent .lames Greenwood. At

firdt slLghtly deferential to the school administration, the

letters became so strident that tlie editor refused to publish

them after several weeks. Out, of the debate came some of the

earliest stirrings of Progressiv& reform. 65

rents complained in a series of, letters of'their dissatiS7

factio ith the schSol sysAmr They_wereparticularly incensed

by the system's emphasiskontigid discipline and rote memoriza-

tion in the classroom and their effects on children's health.

' One parent cited an outbreak of the St.

disease which reportedly resulted froM

gadg'rind" and the tonstant "worry over

Vitus Dance, a nervous'

the "daily routine and

school'lessons."6(; Others

complained about the constant: grading and testing and the ubiqui-

t s.for6s rdquired when ct!ildren were tardy or absent. When one
1

.

c1child complained that "I gbt ten demerit marks this ,forenoon just

4because I didnkt kelp my eyes in one certain place
i

his mother and her neighbors. "Ever child i, n the

to be a machine. Aone asserts any individuality

larks in 'form,' and his promotion is'endangered.,.

ie angered

schpol seems

he gets demerit

.Is that educa-

. tion, which leaves the child's individuality undeveloped, or
1

,crushes it out altogether? ShOuld-odf schools make automatons,

educationally, o:- our boys and.girls?'
,G7

S'uper4ntendent Greenwood was never afraidto.state his 1

opinions localb, on any number of subjects. He never hid in the

shadows or avoided

4
a confrontation. On the contrary, he strutted

thrpughf town impe ably dressed with toplat and cane as he made

his rounds from-school to school. He was a sight not easily for-

gotten. He was also impatient with out ide criticism and privately

called Francis Parker, ,john Dewey, and o her innovators fools.68

The Kansas City school board gave Greenwood almost full reign in
.

administering the schools during his forty years at the helm. He

had an interesting way of dealing with parents: he stacked them

when they seemed apathetic or. else attacked them when they dis-

agreed th him. He always deflected critidism on him or the

system bacqupon the parents themselves. Only when one letter
i6e

appeared which likened the schools,to military drill--with "eyes

No.
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..j-front," "hands erect," and "hands folded"--did Greenwood decide

to enter the current fray.69

Greenwood blasted parents for not appregiating the value of

military form as a central part of "character training." During

emergencies.like firesparents would. certainly applaud "instant

obedience and military movement" ,which would "save li'res and

prevent the disastrous trampling.of a mob." Moreover, discipline,

corPoral punishment, and toeing the line (hat is, the lines.formed

bzy wooden floors).prepared children for the sough and tumble of

the competitive world. Greenwood then calculated the exact number

of hours children spen at home instead of at school, supposedly

proving that.parents re primarily responsible for such maladies
.

as the St. Vitus, Dance.
70

Greenwood's blunt rejoinder inflamed local debate: An

"anxious mother" responded that "the dissatisfaclion regarding

the surplus amount of red, tape used is widespread." Children

were forced.to learn long lists of words in exact order, recite

them accordingly, or get marked down. Therewcre "pencil raps"

and lowered deportment grades when children innocently stretched .

'their arms and turned their heads. 71
Some mothers called for

school suffrage laws to eliminate the'Unresponsive male adminis-
-

tragioir Others pointed out that the teachers, who were the

-victimd of conliderahle-negative publicity, were themselves

. victims of the system; they were forced to crush "the natural

' abandon of eager, happy children" as a matter of'survival:

Teachers preserved florae to preserve theif jobs, and the

feminine qualities of love and kindnest toward children were

transformed into rigid methodsof instruction. 72
Teachers them-

selves added tha? through their exposes parents had "struck the

nail on the head." Without tenure provisions, h6wever, even

sympathetic teachers were powerless to change the system.' Critical

teachers,were plat oned by Greenwood toschoolS on the outer edges

of the city.
73-

4

Calls for greater freedom for teachers and individual atten--

tion for pupils were difficult,requests in such overcrowded schools,

but Greenwood and the school board never at epted these idead as
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legitimate concerns. They controlled-the'schooli and uses the

major political parties to isolate themselvesfroutside
critics. Nominations to the school board were manipulated by

aliPartisan cliqle of Republicans and Democrats, a plan that

Greenwood had personally arranged in 1880.74 'Phis clique had

little respect for the women's movement. 'Chili the working
.

c lasS Mail was friendly toward new educptional ideas and "soft"

pedagogy. In l'ate1892 (t championed women's rights, pAental
involvement in the schools, and questioned elite dominance on6 P
the school board. But the paper itself fell victim to the

depression. It went 'nto receivership, changed own'ership, and

ultimately became a outspoken critic of labor unions, socialism,

and liberalism.
75

The Kansas City Star recognized the potential.transformIng

force of the new ideas presented by local parents in the rival

Journal of,/Commerce. After considering them the Star concurred-

with the conservative school administration. Its edito4ial..,

Written during the heat of the educational debate spoke vdSumes:

What has become of the old fashioned
youth who pursued an education with ----^
patient search and vigil long, who
did not mind poor clothes and bare
feet; who was willing to ait'on any
kind of-bench...who-IaicrprOne-------

.

onllis stomach and read by the
. of the fire till far into the night;
who would walk miles in'snow or rain
to borrow a-book and'eliar to return

t

1

0

k

it? Where has he gone &his place,
with all the modern facilities, with
fine school houses anet patent furniture
and furnaces. and cabinets and,black-

o boards, maps and charts, there has come
another who complains of "nerves" and '

"St. Vitus Danes" an.1-for whom fears are
entertained lest he learns too much.76

With the press, the politicians, and the school administration

united against them, mothers and sympathetic parents turned inward

and formed the largest network of parent teacher associations in

the world by 1920.

J'
Women had similar problems with the school administration ih

,Milwaukee. The appointed, ward-based school board formed a phalanx

89
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against the Woman's School'Alliance and the new 'education. Only a

, handful of men broke ranks and supported the women. Alliance

. members regularly attended school board meetings in he Ninetiei,

where they petitioned for better Sanitary methods, the adoption

of manual training and domestic science, nature study, and the

abolishment of corporal punishment. Many \6f their programs were

Aimed,at freeing children from some of the book-oriented aspects

of schooling,and

fbrrhand and eye
4

innovations were

at'providing more activity-oriented programs

coordination and muscle development. These
S4

neither class biased nor trade oriented, for

when many of them were finally adopted in some form ofter the

turn of the century they were found in every elementary school

. In the Nineties, however, the Alliance specifically championed

Ar- the needs of the poorest districts of the city. 77

to Like many urban women's groupA; the Alliance focused on

many problems related to school sanitation in the Nineties. A' r
few months after the.Alliance organized, its school visitors

surveyed sanitary sonditions'in the entire city", like all

municipal housekeepers-who promoted better health for all school

children. .Vsitors discovered that the poorest districts were4

also the areas with therhirest levels of unsanitary conditions

and ip,ant mortality. The worst-environment in their opinion

was at "the Seventeenth district school at Bay View, which is
-

located near tie nail mill and nuddlimg mill of the I:linois

Steel Company" on the South Side. ObtfoxiouslUines "and great

volumes of black smokefilled the air" of the clas;rooms "almost
78

constantly" during their visits. Alliance members correspond-

ingly damanded that the men onthe school board correct these

vile conditions.

The Alliance had even more complaints about the Tenth is.qrict,4

School. Located in one of the most densely populated, working-

class sections of Milwaukee, the school ,had a ventilating, system
..-.

whose intake du is were located over "privy vaults and manure

heaps.". The'"di"gusting otiors" wil.ekoso bad that "even the janitor
,

..

cannot endure, to remain at his post," wrote the Alliance. :'The

teachers are pale and languid and assert that their roomslare
. ,
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filled with deadly Microb0. The rooms4of the younger children

are directly over vile cT'osets, and it is the greatest wonder that

sOme epidemic does not break out among them." The school was

so overcrowded that some classes met in the cloak rooms. For

their concerns with children in the poorer districts, the Alliance

received many pledges of support but even more red tape. The .
AN

women were routinely told to pressure the city council, which

funded the sshool board, or to harass the Board of-Public Works,

which was technically responsible for school repairs.

,T4 Woman's School Alliance was such a'protean source of new

ideas that the President of the school board labeled them "impetuous"
. .

and fellow committee members.who responded to their frequent charges

called their reports "misleading and incorrect' and "their sdgges-

tins impracticable."
80

Board members never successfully refuted

their reallexts,ithough they often dismissed them, and it would hW-fe

admittedly been difficult for any school board to implement their

ideas rapidly in the hard times of,thesNineties. The Alliance

demanded the abolishment of corporal punishment, which was refused
o

even though it did not involve money but differences between

advocates of stern and "gentle" Measures of correction. The

Alliance also, desired more pay for elementary teachers, adjustable ,

de ks for all new schools._ playgrounds, sewing classes, manual
11

tra fling, and more kindergartens. It was permitted to run some

experimental programs and to hold its meetings in various local

schools, which in the long run provided an inroad for those who

later chamOioned the use of schools as social centers. The

Alliance's' successes were modest, for it presented new ideas to

a body of men who,were satisfied with the old ways.81

Largely as a result of the support given to the women's cause

by ofluential dailies like the Sentinel, the city council finally

appointed a woman tp the school board in 1896. The Alliance

representative received a token position that Was popularly re-

garded by ward leaders as a joke. She was placed on an unimportant

committee and sequestered from the board yet reportedly impressed

some with he zeal and attention to detail. In the Ninetie'S this

appointment was simply a recognition of the increased visibility.

91
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of the-new woman. The first woman on the Milwaukee scho-1 board

did little to alter.etablished educational policy, but the

Appointment marked the beginnings of a long tradition of female

rgpresentation in the local schgol administration. 82

Even this Void accomplishment by the Alliance occurred o"er
>

the objections of many small and i rge businessmen, manufacturers,

and professionals on the schoCil board as well as many Germans

who opposed the suffrage movement and women's rights generally.

When the Alliance first pushed foryoMen on the school board, the

Sentinel announced that "the trouble is that the Germans are

against it solid; not only those wit'-' the full German traditions, .

but those born here in America. They think women are only good

to perform household dpties and you can't make them believe any-

' thing else. 83 To them housekeeping should be res rioted to the

private home.

One German ward leader argued that "we ddn't want them around

when we are carr'ing on business. It is a thing for men to do:..

It is crowding out the men to let the women in. "84 Some men Alt

their prejudices against women as school officers over tne years

and cane to respect them as equals. But among the many powerful

German dailies 4' the Nineties only the independent Freidenker

ignored ethnic opposition and fully supported women for the school

hard, emphasizing their purifying influence4ftd,domestic and

child-rearing talents.
85

Throughout these years t;;11-1-lance's

chief accomplishment was stirring up discontent and serving as a

fou.lthiri-of new ideas that challenged the legitimacy of the

existing educational system. Their ieaas were novel and there--A

fore somewhat refreshing if not always accepted by the status quo.

If mothers and women in Kansas City aad Milwaukee faced walls

of opposition in their respective cities, the-same was true for

reformers in Toledo and Rochester. In both cities the ward-bas

school boards were popularly elected and women by mid-decade d

the right to vote. Unfortunately, school superintendents in both

cities followed the lead of the school board and opposed the

innovations and soft pedagogical ideas of the female agitators.

Toledo's women faced harassment at the polls, the usual ridicule
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of German.wardleaders, and mare heat than they could sometimes

stand. Rocheste;'s school officials even conducted a. smear

campaign against women like Susan B. Anthony and Helen Montgomery

and their friends in the Women's Educationaltand Industrial Union.

In an uncommon display of'solidarity between labor and middle

and upper class women, the women's pranch of the Knights of Labor,

the Women's Suffrage Association; and Womenls Christian. Temperance

Union appeared before the Toledo Schcol Board in 1892 and re-
a

tquested its endorsement of a 1E11 pending in the state capitol

A at Columbus on women's school,suffrage.s The board deliberated

briefly, then openly refused. At the timemembers of the American

Protective Association, an aggressively anti-Catholic organization

in the Mid-West and in other parts of the country, lead considerable

influence on tkuchool board. If not members of the secret

organization themselves, the leading elite members on the board

sympathized with nativist views. The President of the school

14. e board, for example, was Guy Majt, a Republican and an extremely

wealthy linseed oWmanufacturef who publicly denounced Catholics.

Major and his cohorts disliked the proposed suffrage legislation

since it would' enfranchiseethousands of Polish Catholic -women

who wanted to pass legislation to divide the school fund. Major

in particular hated Mary Law, a Roman Catholic club woman who

, was highly united by 14-fTers for the school board:.86'

1 The 'r -d's refusal to_endorse womer.'s suffrage - naturally

infuria.e 2 local reformers. Along with other state suffrage
1.

organizations, women's groups continued to lobby for a suffrage
.

. .

bill un .1 they finally succeeded in 1894. For the next few years

TA 1do ub women then endeavored to force the Republican and

Democratic parties to nominate some women to the school board.

, After considerable haggling they finally did so. Getting women

electe&waS anothel maIor entirely; ward heelers heckled and

jeered riost women who appeared at the polls. While "visions of

the coming Utopia flitted about in tie fancies of the women" upon

learning,of the new suffrage bill, the realities of political life

quickly demonstrated that they were still in Toledo.
87

A

Party lieutenants in several Toledo precincts refused to let

1. 10
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womea register to vote. Once registered, other women were still
---not permitted to vote, Ther e, were widespread reports of"missing,

ballots and voter fraud on election day. The "/hew woman" had

appeared at the polls in 1895 for all to see, claimed the Blade,

but the elections were foregone conclusiOns. Women were heckled,

insulted, and told to leave politics to the men. An increasingly

powerful figure in the schools at this point was Thomas Tracy,

since Guy Major had left the schoo'. board to become Toledo's

mayor. Tracy was a wealthy attorney, banker, and Republican.

A woman challen4e4 him for his position,at one point, but "Tracy's

heelers crowded the"polling plpces, spitting tobacco juice, and

ridiculing the women as they.deposit[ed] their ballotq.
"88

The

closest women ever came to serving on the Toledo school board

in the Nineties was in 1898, when Mary Law lost in her electoral

bid by fifty votp.'

Like the women in Kansas City, Milwaukee, and Toledo, thdse

in Rochester similarly agitated for numerous reforms ranging

from the abandonment of corporal punishment to higher pay for

teachers to manual training and sewing classes. Rochester's

women typically ran some new programs at their own expense, re-

ceived'some municipal funding,to implement their,ideas, and

r
generally labored in a hostile environment. The superintendent

and the school board vie wed them a stroublcoakers and Socialists.
F.

One ward, leader in 1898 said that offering sewing in the schools

was as sensible as teaching "blacksmithing" and "potato digging."

It would only encourage other cranks to support lunatic ideas

like the constructiqn of swimming schools in the schools for

recreational purposes. Dangerous ideas indeed!
84

The Women's Educational and Industrial Union encountered

problems with the school'boa2d from the beginning. The President

of the school board in the early 1890s, Henry Noyes, was an attor-

'' ney and long-time member wif had publicly opposed all fads jld

frills in education. The effort to teach everything, however de-
.

sirable, in the schools must end in miterable_failure," he warned in

1890.
90

It was the great misfortune of the Women's Union that pre-
..

cisely when it pressed for educational change Noyes was appointed
1
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superintendebt, Joseph Mayer.Rice, who wrote a se,i,es,of'famous

mucraking articles on urban education in The Forum in 1892 and

1893, spurred the women on through some local lectures on reform.
,/When he argued that *he American schools "sagrifice everything

to the hammering process and take. little account of the nature

ffor sympathies of the student," the women viewed it. as a call

to action.91 To the contented. school board,- it only meant

trouble.

ThrouZhout the 1890s SuperiA'tendent.Noyes- and' the school

board basically ridiculed the new education nd only permitted

the establihment of a few manual traini and domestic science

programs at public expense. 'Helen Montgomery and her friends

publicized the benefits of the nJw education in various lectureh

and community meetings and urged Noyps to expand thp kindergartqns

to all parts bf the city.?, Noyes and his cohorts bent on scme

issues but never broke'into a positiOn of full acceptance. Noyes

made the sensible point in 1897 that new was not necessarily

better, then refused to accept any criticisms on existing programs

or methods of education. The belief thatsewing trained "t*

whole child through brain and eye andihand" was treated by the .

school boari as ludicrous.
92

And when the Women's Union -further-

enjoined :he school board to abolish the required state regent's

exam, since it was a Jiazarceto the health of teachers and pupil's

and a "fogy" of the "old system of education," the animosity

between the female reformers and the school board only deepened.
93
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A

"Parents have frequently expected'our public schools to extend

instruction outside their proper limititions," wrote a special

school bc..c1 commit` -: in Rochester in Lesponse to .~advocates of

thenew education. The committee then proceeded to attack the

Women's'ilmon on every pedagogical point. The silly suggestion

to treat children "with sugar coated kindness""bpi corporal

punishment was a threat to authority and "a gredt\mistake." Little

children, even those of "tender years," shoul not.)"do as they

please." Similarl. manual training and domes Lc -science-instruc-

tion belonged in the home, not in the school.94

The committee then equated the new education with socialism

95 112
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and state paternalism and -eaffii-med their allegiance to the old

education.

Fortunately, the school authorities
have not yielded to the socialistic
demand that the schools be made a
panacea for all ills. But the point
we particularly wish, to make is that
our public schools can not be used
to relieve parents of their responsi-
bilities.95

Long_ after the ward system was abolilhed in many cities, this

claim that new programs and progressive ideat robbed parents of

their indepefidenae and responsibilities to their children would

resound in the speeches of those who continued to oppose the new

education. Through these debates, citizens previewed some future

social confticts in the schools. The battle lines between the

old educAion and the new were formally drawn in many cities as. ,

the Nineties dre*---to a clOse.

Advocates of'social service reform in
.
the schools often re-

fused to face,the thorny issues raised by the spectre of_increased

state intervention in social welfare. Organized women,'like

refOimers, assumed that they were motivated by altruism, by the ,

need to correct glaring -injustices and, to shape public policy in

enlightened ways. Everyone searched for that elusive end called
f

.

the public, good. And yetOwomen never adequately,answered the

charges of those who asked Whether the state could expand its

power without inevitably reducing the power of the family. Those,

who '.re critical of the rite of municipal welfare work in the

schools, even if they did not approve of the methods of ward

heelers, agreed with them that the state had lo moral or legal

right to intervene in fahily relati:Ons. Parents, not the state,

should provide the food, recreational activities, health and

medical care, and other services advocated by grass-roots reformers.

Once power began to flow to the state, it was argued, it would be

impcissible to halt the erosion of parental and individual re-

sponsibilities. S
iorganized woken who advocated more intensive state intervention,

particularly in the lives of the poor, on the other hand, viewed the ,
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situation from their own classiihnd ideological vcntace points.

State intervention was simply the municipalization of motherhood,

a way to balance private and public responsibilities for youth,

and it helped the middle and upper classes uplift, the entire

civilization. A speaker to the National Congress of Mothers at

the turn of the century put the matter succinctly. Your children

belong to me, to the neighbors, to everybody else, to every one

with whom thdy come in touch." .The poor in particular had to

learn that "YoU c n not keep them to yourself.,..They are only lent

to you to care or, to help, until they can stand on their own

.feet and live their lives independently of you." 96
The state

would stand belreen poor parents and their children, and school

welfare programs would provide children with the opportunities,to

escape from their impoverished environments and live independent

lives. The state would not become a iew parent] on'.y a temporary

providers 160

One might have asked such a woman of standing if poor parents

had the.same jurisdictional rights over her children, butreformers

rarely broached that subject publiclY. They presumed that the

poor stood in a dependent position Ithose who had reached at

least middle class standing. Progressive women, for all their

obvious compassion and sympathy for the plight of the poor, for

the overworked teachers and women workers, always assumed that

they knew what was best for all of the children in,their community.

In the end, as will soon become evident, liberal women'sclubs

never became as radical as ward leader4 in Rochester and other

cities feared, and their paternalism generally outweighed their

,) Socialism. With some notable exceptions; women accepted the

legitimacy of the larger social system that would force some

people to become dependent on state welfare, just as they had

often been earlier dependent on private charity. And yet organ-
_

'zed women, because of their refusal to move beyond liberal

-perScriPtions for educational reform, fought strenuously for

some social welfare services for, youth, sometimes for all children

but especially for the poor. Whether or not social justice could

be achieved within the existing capitalist framework of society

97
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remained the central dile a of social service innovation and

Progreisive politics. se

Women, however, were not the sole champions of the new

education and social service in cities like Rochester,

Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City during the Progressive

Socialists, Populists, Social Gospelers, and. labor unions tha(

also contributed to grass-roots Progressivism also shaped the'

new era of reform. Over the next three decades women interacted

with many of these groups on a variety of is s affecting the

wc1fare of urban yputh, remaining central to the enure reform

process. UZbin so-leo=

l
44received muc f its drive,lbcommitment,

-aland interest iyhildren from.th 1 who were content with a

public tiile no higher than municipal housekeeper. I

Richard Ely of the UniVereiWof Wisconsinthe trends

of the flay then he noted women's growing importance inThe Coilhg

City in 1902. "Whenever you see any peculiarly excellent work

going forward in the twentietncentury,city you may be sure

that the women have 'something to do vi/j.th*it," he assured his
4,..

rehders. "They are cold land unmoved when we talk about Municipal

government as business, but when.we bring forward the household

ideal they think of the children, and when they-are once aroused

you may be sure that something is go ing to happen! "97 Something .

clearly happened in the 1890s. Women learned the art of associa-

tion; later they learned how to gain even more power in shaping

school policy. In spite of all the elements that went into the

shaping of Progressive school reform, it wa. nevertheless veryf

much a woman's movement.ement.
s . .
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The women's club and parent association movement lized

important community trends of the 1890s. Often the most p ominent

grass-roots activists of the ProgressiVe era firs attracted

serious public attention during these turbulent ears. Labelled

by some as cranks, faddists, and trouble makers, representatives
. ---,

of emerging voluntary groups soon offeredsocial and educational

.11
prescrip4dns for contemporary political ills. A new generation

.,

of political activists, comprised of both men and women ranging

II

from liberal to Socialist, gradually attained greiliater visibility

in local cities. And it is in the personal life histories of
"':-..

II

individuals like Lizzie Black Kander of Milwaukee and Samuel M.

Jones of Toledo that onekdasoovers ,the human motivations that

1

11

drove people to espouse refosm. ,Instead of finding the impetus

for change within the schools, in the lives of "new middle class"

superintendents or other school *officials, as some hist.erians

have emphasized, the student of Progressive school reform must

look beyond the school House door and enter the dynamic world of

urban voluntarism. Much of the history of late nineteenth century

school reform is found in the innumerable voluntary group meetings,

protest rallies, and other conduits into which flowed a new social

conscience'.1

TIO increasing-involvement of women school reform was

therefore only one aspect of the'evolution of educational reform

and social invention in the late nineteenth century. Like all

broadly based movements for change, Progressivism was remarkably

diverse, involving more than simply those who aspired to municipal

motherhood. Additional groups firmly interested in public policy

also .formed during this period of progress and poverty. Specific

laboling populations like skilled workers, for example,ldemanded

more control over the work place, Lore respect and dignity the

world's laborers, and tangible improvements in local school systems.

Socialists also strenuously searched for avenues of influence,

seizing the historical moment as a suitable time'to test their

leadership potential In turn, various Social Gospel ministers,

100
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numerically weak but oratorically vigorous, strained to reconcile

basic Christian ethics with an ekisting social (Alder that now faced

the prospects of class wax. These voluntary groups were divided

by genuine ideological and 2olitical diffe ences; they all 'had

4 their own assumptions and presuppositi about the social order

and their role.in it. And, for the next thirty years, these

groups played fan enormous part-in th ormblation of, educational

policy.

Together these various interest,. groups formed the core of

grass-roots reform in places like Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee,

and Kansas City during the Rrogressive era, re so many groups

in Western nations undergoing advanced capitalistic development,

ti

these men and women--workers,:;Socialistg, Populists, Social

Gospelers, and urban liberals. among others--faced each other in

the political ar a and vied for the control of the state and

pubic policy. They not only met facesto face insountless school

board meetings and public debates, but they alsso utilized the

available means of formal commuedcation to popularize their ideas

across the city. Long.underutilized as a source in educational

history, the newspaper became a prime vehicle for disseminating

information to the people, who read the dozens of local competing

newspapers in their homes, in restaurants and'ONm%gardens, and

during their lunch hour. Voluntary groups who wanted the state

to look upon them favorably took, their politics seriously. While

they continually emphasized their differences with competing

groups, they neverthelesd cooperated with others when they believed

in the efficacy of a particular curricular change or ocial service

reform. When the history of 'Social service reform gradullly un-

folded, it revealed,that the existence of a dialectical tension

between opposing social interests greatly contributed to the

complex dynamics of urban school reform.

Beyond all the obvious differences £n intent, emphasis, and

visions for the future, a basic almost, unquestioned assumption

4
united all of these diverse groups: the state and its various

institut on , and not the familj, would have a more important role

in chil s education and welfare in the modern world. As in the

. 5
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past, the problem became where to draw the line

private responsibilities. In the end, however,

come of voluntary group activity was to enhance

between pu4;lic and

the practi'cal out-

the role of the

,neighborhood school. The social functions of the schools were

extended and expanded. New programs and services appeared in the

schools, forever changing their purposes and role in urban areas.

With their holding power and general i uence augmented, the public

`schools soon became key social and educational instityrfions,

touching more .children's lives in more ways than
10
the unding fathers

of mass instruction could have ever imagihed.

The multi-faceted nature of grass-roots Progressivism hecate

one of its defining characteristics throughout the late nineteenth

and early twentieth century. Already in the Nineties, many contem--

potary social commentators tried t4 determine the futgpe direction
.

of the numerouwvoluntary and political associations that struggled

for civ4x recognition and dominance. Prominent newspaper editbrs,

for example,asked whether different community interests would congeal

i to & cohesive movement for social and educational reconstruction

o sp/inter into so many fine pieces. In this vein the Toledo

Blade wondered in 1895 whether dissidents and "faddists" could

c discover some common basis for political unity, whether groups

like "fhe Prohibitionists, the Populists, the free silver' at 16
/.

to 1 advocates, and all others, [could] join in one conglomeratioe

o 'reform. "'2 Although, this RepubliCan editorAeir to a well

'estab shed booster tfa4ition of yesteryear, believed that each

group was too preoccupied with its own narrow ends to 96operate

with others, the essential question remained: Could social and

educational' critics motivated by different aims, and shaped by'

different cultural backgrounds and life experiences, join together
4

on some common basis in the interests..of improvin; society?

A wide and diverse range of voluntary groups therefore sur-

faced invithe depression decade that all had the potential to shape

long range educational policy. At the /same time that women dedanded

expanded housekeeping responsibilities and even political MIlity,

local'Populist, Socialist, and working-class movements arose on

the left. At the same time, of course. conservative and nativist

if
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S
groups emerged on the bright like the America'n Protective Associa-

tion, one extreme response to the unsettling problems associated

with changing patterns of immigration to American cities. In

the largest sense, the period was an agesof organization, as

contemporaries continually remarked in local newspapers and

magaiives. Individuals mobil ized their forces collectively in

response to the changes associated' with immigration,'urban growth,

and the triumph of monopoly capitalism. Just as American industry

underwent massive .movements of consolidation and centr alization

through pools, mergers, and,monopolies, so too did large numbers

of ordinary citizens join together cp.protect their'interests and

advance their ideas in the public sector. On the local level in

the area of school reform, for example, liberal women faced the

challenge of those groups who had moved beyond liberalism and

favored the creation of a Socialist society. Whether all ol

these "faddists" and "cranks" would-find some basis for mutual

association remained a pressing concern not only in the 1890s

but througboat the Progressive era.

Surprisingly* cooperation between liberals and radicals on

many (though not all) educational issues, soon became a distinctive

trait of grass -root reform. With power dispersed along many lines

of activity, a single group could not be successful in many areas

of school reform without accommodating to some of the demands oft.

other community interests. In the Nineties there were already

glimpses of the social cooperation that would soon characterize

local movements for reform. The congenial behavior of liberals

and more radical reformers was generiilly highlighted, for example,

when suffrage leaders like Susan B. Anthony actively endorsed la8Zr

unionism, when politicized women in Milwaukee in 1888 helped agitate

for a workingmen's party, and when, in 1892, the Knights of Labor

in Toledo supported the petitions of women's clubs desiring' school .

suffrage.
3

This was a preview of the sort of civic interaction,

that typified Progressive reform on the urban grass roots. Only

when disparate groups sacrificed parts of their own reform programs

and participated in broader efforts at social amelioration, only -

when,people drawn from different classes, sexes, and ideologi$s
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temporarily coalesced, did voluntary associations overcome their

isolation to forge a "movement" for municipal reform.

Women's clubs and female-dominated parent organizations,

along with the help of many voluntary associations, established,

many social services. like vacation schools, playgrounds, and

other innovations and tried to improve home and school rela-

tions. Yet over the years activist women increasingly lived

in a highly charged political environment that was shaped by

more radical forces'than local communities had ever seen.

Municipal reform ranged beyond the women's movement,, which was

an integral 60110 single part of local efforts at social amel-

io:ation. Women wdre not unaffected by larger movements for

reform. Through a common practice of interaction, some women

traveled a familiar path from liberalism to Socialism as the

years progressed. This change often occurred through associa-

tion with more ideologically sophrsticatedogrouis as, for

example, the Social Democrats of Milwaukee or Christian

Socialists like ...Golden Rule" Jones of Toledo.4 And men in
lk.

turn had to deal with the programs and ideas developed by the

many club women in their cities.

If the New Education was partially a testament to the ener-

gies of the New Woman, it also drew selectively upon the ideas of

more hiqh14 politicized and deeply rooted working-class elementd.

Nascent Populist, Socialist, and working-class agitators in the

Nineties, especially when joined by radical ministers, offered

more critical assessments than\women 'of the capitalist order and

therefore had more daring plans for social ihprovement, By

supporting policies to overcome economic and social injustices,

these individuals often moved beyond libeial reform. They more

openly condemned the contradictions of a, society that could produce

paupers and millionaires, gutter snipes with holes in their shoes

and ehtldren of plentlf. Moue than the liberals, radical reformers

more vigorously questioned the hierarchy of, wealth and power that

controlled American society, and asked whether the state coald

fundamentally eliminate obvious inequalities and tip the balance

scale in favor of the poor.
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In all of these cities during the Progressive era, specific

trade unions and third party groups became more articulate, more

vi ibly critical of society, and more insistent upon increased

intervention in education and social welfare. FOr these

grOups as well as for activist women, the Nineties was a decade

of hope, planning, and* aspiration, with a'furl field of endeavor
o ly open before them. What is striking, of course, is how all

of these different voluntary association representatives, drawing

upon so many rich and civerse ideas andtexperiences, turned to

the child during these years as an object of ref9rm. Socialists

and progressive teade unions in all of these cities, but especi-

ally in Milwaukee, became vigorous and outspoken partisans for

children's welfare. Religious oriented radicals who hated the

effects of capitalism just as vocally, if for different reasons,

also joined the rising chorus of reform. 'Golden Rule" Jones of

Toledo was renowned throughout OA country for his activities as

mayor, and he was only one of the more famous grass-roots Progres-

sives who became dedicated to reform in the depression of the

1890s. Trade union activists, Socialists, and advocates of the

Golden Rule soon left their imprint on the evolutiOn of grass-

roots reform.

II

The sheer numerical increase in the wage earning class that

resided in these cities by 1900 guaranteed that it would have some

role in municipal politics and school reform. Industrial statis-
i
tics at the turn of the century revealed that there were over

15,000 wage earners in (ansas City and Toledo, 33,000 in Rochester,

and 48,000 in Milwaukee.
5

Just as capitalists consoi4dated their

busihesses through pools, trusts, and mergers, unions helped some

workingmen contribute to the organizational spirit of the tiAtits.

Whil.2 sounding somewhat deterministic, one historian has argued

that "the organization of labor to resist the depredations of

organized c.pital was the historical imperative of the industrial

working ca "6 Ay oripanizing themselves for their own protection

ard advance, the skilled workers who formed trade unions in the
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nineteenth century-the-oarpentars4 the cigar makers, the beer

bottlers, the sheet workers, and other laborers- -soon devel-,)ed

social perskctives that invariably shaped their beliefs on the

common school.

Unions, of course, represerted only a fraction of the entire

labor fords and constituted a type of labor aristocracy. Still,

unions nevertheless enabled one important segment of the wage

earning class to struggle for social improvements and school

reform.
7

Throughout t4he early Nineties, local cities became
P

more cognizant of their working -class populations. Organized

labor especially attracted attention, since its members sometimes

espoused unorthodox ideas like Populism and Socialism during

those years. With the growth of a sizeable industrial work

force, many individuals wondered whether the class conflicts

of European cities would be replicated in this country, threaten-

ing political stability and social order. Like so many contem-

porary newspapers, the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle sensed

that the depression thoroughly undermined p,Iblic order, for many

workers were "setting class agitinst'class" and hence were failing

to see 'hat the "relations and interests" of labor and capital

were "so co-extensive and mutual."8

These fears were not unwarranted. There was already tangible

evidence that confrontation rather than compromise could inform

labor-capital relations. Besides the thousands of lesser known

conflicts, nineteenth century Americans were fully appraised

through newspapers and magazines of the violence at Haymarket

Square and at the Pullman Strike. And so, with such shocking

reminders of the existence of class division, the relationship

of workers to radical political ideologies became a major public

-issue by the early Nineties. The Democrat and Chronicle, for

example, remarked in 1894 that even Rochester had a vast "indus-

trial army" and claimed that "in this city Anarchists flourish as

they do elsewhere." On. Anarchist exchanged heated words with

a local minister, and the newspaper reported that "the man was of

the regular Anarchist breed, shaggy whisxers, compressed lips,

wizened eyes, retreating forehead, and falling chin, and dressed
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in Boor apparel."
9

Although few of them were Anarchists or so

uncomely, 20,000 citizens marched in a Labor Day parade, which only

symbolized the emerging self-consciousness of the working classes.

The Toledo Evening Bee similarly fc wed the pro;ress of May

Day and Labor Day celebrations before concluding in 1899 that

Toledo was divided into two groups: "Tpchanics" and the "so-called

middle class."
10

It was a reluctant recognition of the economic

divisions that eventu,ily might lead to Industrial warfare.

Milwaukee, whose 'Socialist working classmovement will be exam-

ined shortly, already experienced considerable social conflict.

Ih the May Day Riots of 1886 skilled and unskilled workers clashed

with the' Wisconsinplational Guard. Less industrial than other

cities, Kansas City also had its share of boycotts, lockouts, and

artisan strikes. Surprisingly large and enthusiastic Labor Day

parades convinced the Star that the town at the bend of the

Missouri River was now "a workingman's city."
11

A major issue in the 1890s wags whether the trade unions and

the great mass of unorganized workers could build an alternative

to the traditional two party system. .Trade union leaders in

particular complained that,working people lacked political power

commensurate with their numbers. °Socialist workers went a step

further, arguing that the major parties sdhorted the capitalist
r

system and therefore kept workers economically and politically

dependent. They pointed out that-workers did not control their

own working environments or vital governing structures like the

school board. Radical trade unionists, however, had to face the

unpleasant fact that most trade unions were apolitical; labor

leaders opposed direct involvement in municipal politics and

mostly desired bread and butter reforms within the'existing eco-

nomic system. And since the unions were.notable failures when-

ever they did try to enter politics, the Central Labor Union of

Rochester and Toledo and the Industrial Council of Kansas City

typically refused to affiliate with any political party as a

matter of Official poicy. Only in\XilwaLkee, where the Union

Labor Party almost captpred the city in 1888, did workers'

sufficiently organize_ politically and seriously challenge two-
__
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party dominance.
12

When local trade ';pions organized workingmen's parties after

the Civil War, they were repeatedly thrashed at the polls. Their

"apolitical" character in later decades resulted from their contin-

dal rejection by the voters. Rochester's unions dismissed the

usual campaign .promises of the major parties in 1861, opting instead

for theirown "workingmen's ticket" that was crushed on election

Not surprisingly, thereafter-the unions usually refused to

endorse the Republicans or 'Democrats or to organize a new third

party of (korkers.
13

Hopelessness and resignation also weakened

the political will of Toledo's unions when the electorate defeated

a full, slate of candidates of the Workingmen's Party in 1867.,

Citizens in a free market.society thdt.glorified individualism-and

property rights treated labor unions and their political parties

with open, hostility and opposition. Nhen Toledo dock workers -and

other laborersAstruck for higher wages around the time of the Civil

War, the Republican Blade labelled them as "roughs and loafers"

and the Democratic Commercial,dismissed them as drunkards.
14

In

this environment, the Central Labor Union quite logically shunned

all political assocAtions after assembling in 1880, for its trade

union affiliates failed,,,to see how the so-called labor vote could

change the complexion of local politics.
15

Prior to the 1890s, therefore, trade unionism was never a

powerful political force in' these cit ^ =Q except for Milwaukee.

Yet unions were not paralyzed by they. past, only chastened by it.

In the Nineties organized labor became conspicuous, loquacious,

and occasionally daring. It attacked the conditions leading to

the depression and the major parties for failing to liminate the

immediate problems of hunger, inadequate housing, overcrowded

schools, and unemployment. Increasingly marry trade unions posed

the question raised by a Kansas City worker in 1893: "When will

working people and producers learn that republican and democratic

politici ns are both tarred with the same stick? They worship

only Mammon and care for labor only on the eve of an election."
1G

Urban radicals repeatedly declared that a vote for the established
0

parties was a vote for the status quo. Neither Republicans nor
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Democrats offered alternatives to the emerging corporate order,

and their perpetuation only sealed the doom of the wage earners.

What was needed, it was argued,, was a rising working=class con-

sciousness to transform Oben politics.

Beginning in the early Nineties, representat\ es of organized,

labor developed critical political perspectives that ultimately

reevaluated the legitimacy of every public institution. In 1.892 ...s.

the Secretary,of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters And Joiners

acc 31d Rochester's business elite of ignoring Christian ethicS

and human rights tnrough their callous exploitation of labor.

"No country offers the advantages, to tricksteis to amass fortunes

while they oppress the poor that this,countrydoes,".Ciaimed this

popular speaker Usi various laborl)gzoups. "Great capitalists who

go to church to-day, and sit in cushioned pews while they listen"

to the teachings of the Golden Rule, "and say amen to it, will

tomorrow cut down the wages of their employees-ten per cent. "17
-

,

Other Rochester workers simply called local capitalists their

"natural oppressors and robbers," an easy position to take with

roughly one-third of the work force unemployed during the depres-

.sion.
18

As one radical agitator asserted in an address to laborers,

the millions of unemployed should unite against the capitalist

class, since workers "will never hear the ring of a dollar which

has not been wrung from the swf [their] brow." 19
.

Even organizations like Rochester's Central Labor Uniol,

which resisted foriaal alliances --with the Socialist Party and

affiliated with the non-radical American FederatiOn-of Laleor,

proudly argued as a. resu'it of this pro-labor agitation that "all

wealth is the result of labor...The working class, is, therefore,

the only socially necessary class in the world. Wherever a non-

producing class exists it must live parasitically upOn the fruits

of the toil of the producing class.
"20

Curing the early Nineties

the Central Labor Union of Toledo also overcame its usual politi-

cal reticence and condemned the.board of education for employing

non-union labor in schoolhouse construction and attacked the major

parties for their usual habit of not nominating a working man for

the city council.
21

As one worker and Populist warned, "the giant
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Labor will not alwaYsoleep, and he is alrdady stirring from his

lethargy and girding on his armour for a fight at the ballot box.

In Toledo, Rochester; and other cities, labor groups greeted

national trade union heroes like Eugene Debs with open arms when

they addressed the citizenry, ;Lich to the chagrin oftDemocrallt

and Republican oriented newspapers. Along with Mayor Hazen Pingree

of Detroit (a hero of the poOk.) and Governor John Peter Altgeld

of Illinoii (who pardoned the Haymarket anarchists), Debs was one

of the most popular political figures in labor history, even

after he converted to Socialism during his stay in prison during

the Pullman strike in 1894. His visions of a'Cooperative Common-

we)lth were ridiculed by defenders of the established capitalist

order but offered hope to the millions of workers who knew poverty

as their only standard of living.
23

"The citizen of the ten thousandth ccitury," wrote the Working-
,

class Mail of KanS'as City in 1392,: "will probably look back to the

present period as a most barbarous one, in which men were guided

in'their business and social intercourse by the most heartless

principles. The theory of the survival of the fittest nowadays

covers a multitude of sins."
24

The abysmal poverty suffered

some and the high rates of unemployment'directly impinged on the

welfare of the various strata of the working class, who were the

most vulnerable to economic dislocation. The spectre of class

war loomed large in every city, and newspaper editors reluctantly

documented the angry tone of public speeches at labor rallies,

celebrations, and parades.

Typical was the description of a libor rally of 1,500 workers

in the depths of the depression by the Rochester Democrat and

Chronicle. Following a mass meeting, these workers marched

through the city to the beat of fife and drum; holding placards

which,read "Wealth for the Few, Slavery for the Many" and "Vote

down the Humbugs." One poetically-inclined worker penned a ditty

with referenges to the idle rich: "The idler gets the oyster, the

worker gets the shell; the idler goes to heaven, the worker goes

to hell. Do you vote for shells?"
25

Conservatives tried to edu-

cate workers on the benefits of American citizenship, the errors
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of-mass activism and Socialism, and the high wages received com-

pared to laborers abroad. During hard times much off the rhetoric

fell upon unsympathetic ears.
26

The labor press in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas

City appealed for social justice rather than charity as the

depression took its toll on human comforts and basic human needs.
,7

While reform - minded women increasingly tried to solve some impor-

tant problems in the schools--the dilemma of undernourished and

ill-clad children,'dogmatic teaching methods, and overcrowded

classrooms--Progressive workers were more concerned with elimi-

nating the causes bf these and similar social defects; they

wanted to eliminate the causes rather than merely the results of

poyorty and undemocratic government. As early as the 1890s, there-
,.

fore, the various elements of grass-roots Progrestivism demonstrated

their own distinctive attitudes toward social amelioration and

public policy. Mc,re so than organized women, working-class

associations urged citizens to move beyond liberalism.

Rochester Labor, for example, asked not for reforms per se

but a basic recognition of the rights of labor, equal opportunity,

and collective ownership of the means of production. The editor

of Kansas\City Labor endorsed the Socialist Labor Party in 1895

and claimed that "liberty is the theme--the lack Of it the

occasion. The dream of [the] earth's oppressed millions is yet

to be realized: Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, "27 The Midland

Mechanic 14tewise asserted that if workers searched throughout

history, th y "will find no age inen the robbery of [the] earnings

of the mass s has been more systematic, more shameless...than today.

There was n vet a time when the worship of great riches, however

badly acquired, was more open than today."
28

Everywhere a glaring

contradictiOn surfaced: "labor produces all wealth and provides

the iuxeries of thevricho but it clothes itself in rags, lives in

hovels, is denied justice and ridiculed by plutoctacy."
29

As working-cliss anger deepened, trade union criticism of the

two party System that claimed to represent all citizens but seemed

more responsive to "plutocracy" accelerated. This nurtured alter-

. native ideologies tnat found expression in new third partieS.
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Becoming outwardly political was a difficult undertaking for workers

in many cities. Many urban radicals realized that the Republicans

and Democrats, while tied to the Prevailing economic order, had

political legitimacy. Union members struggled against the apoli-

r tical character of their own organizations and tried to convince

workers in general to abandon the major Parties. Socialist workers

in Rochester, for example, addressed thousands of laborers in

open air meetings, pointing out the similarities of capitalist

. Republicans and capitalist D4mocfats. Agitators asked if it

. mattered whether workers were crucified on a cross made of gold

or silver, i; reference to William Jennings Bi'llan's famous speech

during"the presidential campaign At the peak of the depression.
30

William Lippelt,a radical trade unionist, implored -her workers

in 1399 - "to abandon the two old capitalist parties and ally with

the Socialistic-tabor crusade in the interests of justice and

humanity..
"31

The Populist Party in Toledo similarly urged laborers to

reject the major parties at the ballot box in 1094. The editor

of its newspaper, The People's Call, was like many labor activists

,namored by Marx's writings, anehe asserted that "some.of us havt

carried torches for one party and some for the other. In this

way the wage slaves .have played into the hands of their masters

and nullified their voting strength."
32

But the Federated Trades

Council of Milwaukee, still not formally Socialist but certainly

leaning in that direction, utilized this environment of social

protest most effectively. Of all of the laboring groups in these

cities, She. Trades Council biFame the most highly politicized and

ultimately the most successful third party power IL:municipal

affairs. It was the most consistent and organized working-,class

force against capitalism in ell of these cities.

The Milwaukee labor experience was admittedly somewhat atyp.:.

ical for American cities since, as one historian has written, "the

alliance of labor and Socialism in the outstanding fact in the

history of unionism in Milwaukee. Though Socialism achieved not-

able success in other cities, nowhere was its relationship with

labor as strong and enduring as in Milwaukee."33, Tracing how the
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Milwaukee Socialists organized labor into a third party force

reveals some of the special attributes needed for -the successful,

entry of working people into politics. Other cities, as we have

seen, had the potential for similar trade union and Socialist

agitation; the Milwaukee trade unions realized this potential.

Workers inrother cities had their awn dynamic qualities, but
.

Milwaukee's socialist working class appeared on the political

stage with a special air of bravado and sense of destiny, full

of new ideas for educational and social reconstruction. Their

history highlights pot only the contributions which specific

working people made to school reform and, social criticism, but

also underscores the dynamic character of.grass-roots Progres-
,

sitrism in one particular municipal environment:

"Cro

O
III

failures or industrial disturbances may at any moment

launch upon us an army of the eunemployed and unfed," warned a

'frightened contributor to the Nation in 1899, who added that under

these circumstances "the red flag lurks just around the corner."
34

For it was during the long years of the depression that Populism

and Socialism offered urban Americans alternative mass ideologiesq

that competed for the affections of unemployed wage earners,

troubled ministers, and other citizens whose consciences were

pricYed by the suffering in their midst. During the Nineties

Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City all had their own

Populist and Socialist parties. They struggle. with different

degrees of success against the established press and even local

policemen who sometimes disrupted radical meetings.
35

More

importantly, thirl party dissidents fought against the weight of

historizal tradition, their largest obstaCle, since it supported
tI

the legitimacy and viability cf the two party system. In addition

to the activism of the New Woman and outsp4ep working-class leaders,

therefore, left -ding political parties that would also sanction more

state intervention fn children's welfare POW fOrmed, greatly contriE,.

uting to the cause of grass-roots reform.

MiIwaiikee's beer bottlers, Local No. 213, reflected the spirit
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of the times when it endorsed Marx's plea: "Workingmen of the

world unite, all you have to lose are your chains. "36 ?ashioning

the tools for this job was difficult, even for skilled artisans.

How could working people drawn from different ethno-cultural and

religious backgrounds form a solid phalanx against their employers?

How could artisans and common laborers possibly join hands in a

class-based assault on privilege? How, radicals asked, could

unions that considered themselves,apolitical now coalesce into

third parties that would challengetthe capitalist system?

One Vehicle for reform was the Populist Party, an agrarian

organization whose roots extended back to the Greenback struggles

in the 870s. -Best remembered histotically for its rural heroes

like General Weaver of the People's Party and colorful figures

like Mary Ellen Lease, Ignatius Donnelly, and "Sockless" Jerry.

Simpson, Populism flourished in many urban areas in the early
.

.

Nineties; it was a short-lived though vital third party movement

th4t permitted alienated voters' to vent their frustrations against

the regular` parties. With a largely wo:king-class base, urban

Populists grappled with the problemsof Industrialism, contributed

ideas and personnel to.evolving Socialist movements, and provided

citizens with a forum to articulate and publicize their views on

icho6ling and the capitalist order.37

Repdrters for the Rochester. Democrat and Chronicle in 1894

e exposed the difficulties the local Populists encountered in forging

a durable political movement. A typical meeting "was made up of

the believers in about all the ismSheld by people outside of the

two great parties. There were Socialists, Anarchists, Prohibi-

tionists, members of the Workingmen's Party, Populists, Alliance

. men, and everything else there. "38 41n an ef...ort "to conciliate

the Afferent factions," as one Populis4.: admitted; the party plat-

form incorporated a wide range of demands: free textbooks and

pencils for children, the municipal ownership of utiliWAs, the

enfranchisement of women, and the direct election of Senators,

all typical demands of the urban Populists. The Populist/pub-

licized these sabjects,long before the major parties showed.any

N. real interest in them. But Populist cranks and dissidents were
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politically astute yet numerically weak. Far in advance of public

opinion, they were certainly no match for the established parties.

For example, the Populist Party of Toledo enjoyed few electoral

triumphs, and its rgembers were best known for bolting into the

meetings of Good Government Clubs, hoping to convert these liberals

to radicalism.
39

A

Reputable newspapers p lished many editorials that equated

Populism with anarchism, f e and a leadership of ne'er-do-

wells. Because Populist Socialist parties were so similar

in terms of clientele and immediate social demands, editors had

difficulties geparating one from the other, no hatter how much

they hated both of them. The Kansas City Star waived the civil

rights of radicals, since a man ."carrying a red flag...should be

arrested" like a drunkard "or dangerbueman who is flourishing a

deadly weapon.
.40

Despite such warnings, .Kansas City's radicals

remained colorful though politically outnumbered. Drawing upon

the workers and small shopkeepers who hated the "trusts" and

"special interests," as theenemy was frequently termed, the

Populist Party ticket in 1892 rer,eived its largest support from

the Jackson County0Farmer's'Alliance in the countryside and a

handful of Kansas City's trade unions. Party membership peaked

at only several hundred individuals. Anclthen the Populigt

challenge was further weakened through. internal bickering and

factionalism. Soon the nativist American Pr'otective Association

infiltrated into several Populist cells and began harassing Roman

Catholics rather than, as previously, the local plutocrats.
41

By 1896, the urban Populists of Rochester, Toledo, and Kansas

City had been unable to lure gnificant numbers of voters from

the major parties. The Party had provided a home for some dig-

.. satisfied citizens, and the Republicans and Democrats would later

incorporate some of its programs into their own political platforms.

Of course, leaders of the major parties never adopted-the ideo-

logical cast in which-programs had earlier been framed. Yet the

initiative, the recall, and the referendum, universal suffrage for

both sexes, the income tax, and other innovative ideas first stirred
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systematically in the minds of the Populists. While Republicans

and Democrats spent considerable amounts of time, money, and

energy during these years debadng the merits of protective

tariffs and free trade as cures for an ailing economy, the urban

Populists dismissed the notion that these issues fully addressed

the problems of an urban and industrial civilization: When the t

Populist Party fused with the Democratic Party in 1896 and became

publicly identified primarily with free sieer, it was &...r4zpud-
.

iation of the complex set of programs and ideas that had energized

Populism on the grass-roots level.
42

Until Branch One of the Social Democratic Party of America

was established in 1897, the local Populist Party had been the main

voice fok Milwaukee' Lssident workers and Socialists in the early

Nineties. Compared to Rochester, Toledo, and Kansas City, Milwau-.

. ,

kee's.work force was more ideologicalletophisticated and politically

influential due to the unique character of its trade union-movement.

The Feder4;d Trades Council Was formed in 1889 and united a wide

number.of skilled workers from different ethnic backgrounds.

Skilled Germans nevertheless formed the driving element in Milwau-

kee unionism and Socialism. HoWever difficult it was to make the

trade unions the economic arm of Socialist political movements in

other cities, that task was accomplished during the economic crisis
-

between 1893 and 1897. As a result, Milwaukee would have consider-
,

able Socialist pad working-class leadership in the schools during

much of the Progressive era.
43

Socialist working-class successes built upon the existing

political traliitions of this heavily German city and particularly

upon the labor and capital struggles that occurred there in the

1880s. As early as 1875, newsboys and working-class dissidents

hawked copies of Der Sozialist on street cower s .0,1ong with the

trade union papers of groups like the Knights of Labor, an

important force in the Eighties. Moreover, Milwaukee experienced

May Day Riots in 1886, when a number of workers engaged in massive

strikes. Called in to preservepublic order, the Wiconsin Na-

tional Guard aggravated local problems, and the troops soon fa ed

skilled and unskilled workers who marched through the city stiee
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.` armed with rocks, sticks, and clubs to defend themselves. The
010

militia fired almost without warning upon one group of workers,

killing or wounding several citizens, including a man feeding

his .chickens and # young lad dragging his feet to school.

410, Angered by the imprisonment of strike leaders and the antagonistic

-n4ture of the two major parties in the incident, dissidents formed

- the Union Labor Party in 1.888, narrowing missing in its bid to

control the city.
44

One outstanding fact sealed the fate of the Union Labor Party:

Socialists voted for their own competing ticket, weakening the

labo.7 vote just enough'to enable the Citizens' Ticket., a fusion of

Republicans and Democrats, to squeeze into office. Not only did

this fusion effort convince-many workers that there was, no essen-

tial difference between the Republicans and Democrats, it espec-

ially alienated the laborers from the Socialists, whose few votes

had prevented the workers' party from defeating the dominant

parties: Between 1888 and 1897, political leaders like Victor

Bergera school teacher-turned-Socialist propagandist, tried to

mend their differences with the trade unions while affirming the
? A -

need for a third'party of'workers. When the depression threw

nearly 40 percent of Milwaukee's laboteri out of work, the condi-

tions were ripe for change and were actively-seized upon by astute

political strategists.
45

The several thousand members of the Flderated, Trades Council,

a growing hotbed of Socialist ideas, summed, up. the new feeling of

the trade unions in 1894 with its poem, "There Must Be something

Wrong." It reflected the influence of the depression on its reform

spirit and highlighted the contradiction of American progress and

poverty.

When earth produces free and fair;.
The golden wavy corn;

When fragrant fruits perfume the air;
And Fleecy flocks are shorn;

Whilst thousands move with aching need;
And sing the ceaseless song;

"41e starve, we die, oh give us bread!"
There must be something wrong. 46

"No Bread, No Work!" was the common refrain in the streets, Claimed
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..one disillusioned Comrade.
47

"The bosses buy or build costly
.

mansions, while trey rob their workingmen and pay them starvation

wages," wrote another champion of the unemployed. 48

\o. One satirical advertisemtpt in the Artisan Day Souvenir

ublishedby the Federated Trades Council in 1894 said it all:

WANTED

An unlimited number of male human beings,
called 'men' by the superficial, who
are willing to march through mud, sleet,
and snow, and break one another's head.
Must be poor.and have mortdaged homes and
farm. Unemployed also desired...No
person who uses brains for the purpose of
thinking will be admitted. Brains were
made for the use of brigands and cut-throats
only. Upon the acceptance of applicants
they will be divided into two hositle cagy

.

and labelled 'democrat' and 'republican,'
and while their wives bend over the wash
tub, and their babies cry for bread, they
will be fighting one another, when they are
not searching for work, or when inot engaged
in'picking the scrap from slop barrels.49

All interested applicants for these positions were urged to contact

the "Demo-Repo Executive Committee, Wall St., New York."

If brains were for brigands, the Milwaukee trade unions and

the Socialists exemplified organised brigandage. Under, the dynamic

leadership of Victor Berger, a German-born dissident who edited

the Socialist Wisconsin Vorwarts after 1393, the trade unions and

the Socialists resolved their differences, laying'the basit for

their growing influence in civic life after the turn of the century.

After the separate failures of the Union Labor Party'and the
. .

Socialist Party in 1888, Socialist and trade union groups slowly

aligned in third party efforts. In 1893 the Federated Trades

Council, the Populist Party, and the Socialists endorsed the

"Cooperative Ticket," which wa:3 a Populist workingmen's.party

that endorsed democratic political devices like the initiative,

refer dum, and recall, free textbooks for children, the municipal

own_ship of utilities, the abolition of the contract labor system,

and the eight hour day. Electoral successes were few, but workers

I



sharpened their own political consciousness, finely honing their

intellect as they conceived of a society controlled not by the

major political interests but what they termed a party ®f

proletarians.-
50

As the editor of the German-language Vorwarts, Victor Berger

applauded the progress of the Populist Party. An active Party

member, Berger continually urged it to move further to the left, .

.

believing that "the People's Party contains the basic elements

of an Anglo-American Socialist Party." 51
Through their active

political support of the Populist Party for several years, the

Socialists demonstrated that they could be trusted and would not

abandon the workers as they did-in 1388. However, Berger and

his associates simultaneously tried' to popularizp'and legitimate

Socialist ideas in Milwaukee. They met,. in the Nineties in a

;ozial-Demokratischer Verein, in various Turner athletic groups,

and in the Mannerchor, a popular singing organization with many

working-class members.
52

By 1896 the Vorwarts demanded that the Populists endorse a

"more doctrinaire" program for "progressive political action,"

namely, a statement on the goal of establishing a Socialist

state.
53

When they refused, Berger vigorously attacked the Par-

ty, which expelled him for his uncompromising stand. Berger's

actions were largely based on his realization that3the Federated

Trades Council was finally ready to support Socialism. By 1897

the Socialists had their own party, many former Populist members,

and the endorsement of the Trades Council. In a somewhat prema-

ture obituary, Berger soon announced that "the Populist Party is

dead, it lives in Socialism."54

From the turn of the Century to the 1940s the Social Demo-
..

cratic Party was the political arm of the Federated Trades Council

and the embodiment of grass-roots Progressivism in Milwaukee.

Event; later showed that the Socialists could reach out beyond

the4 German, skilled labor base, cooperate with women's organi-

zations in many school service reforms, and .still offer, fresh and

biting commentary on school and society. Largely a third party

force during its lifetime, the Social Democratic Party provided

R
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considerable leadership in the schools and in municipal Politics

generally. Populism did survive in Socialist think. 1g, Ps Berger

had noted, exemplified when the Social Democratic Party *dopted

many of its programs. But, the S.D.P. added some of their own and

integrated them all into a tight ideological framework. 55

The Milwaukee Socialists and the Federated Trades Council

were unique among Populist and trade union movements in the

sense that they participated in immediate working-class demar,ls

for new social progra.s but never lost sight of their more radical

_ads. Like the Social Democrats, many labor groups helped form

the vanguard of educational reform in the Progressive era, endors-

ing school service reforms like free lunches, social, centers,

playgrounds, medical and dental inspection,. and other innovations.

The majority of non-Socialist trade union groups often saw these

reforms as end in themselves. Compared to the Milwaukee Social-

ists, these associations were less powerful, less aggressive, less

saccessful,politically, less willing to entertain explicitly non-

capitalist iaeologies. In most cities after the turn of the cen-

tury, when the majority of Progressive reforms in education were

implemented, radical% were on the fringe of local organized labor

movements; in Mittaukee they occupied its center.
56

When the Soeial.Democrats and the Milwaukee trade unions

formulated their ideas on school and society after the depression,

they did so in a self-consciously radical framework. They quoted

Marx's political maxims freely, sometimes with reckless abandon,

'rat they continually tried to adapt his,ideas to'an AmeriC'an.

environment. They would not have ale.! direct power o'Oer school

reforms until 1909, when they elected their. first official repre-
,

sentatives to the school board. Like.women's organizations, they

were still developing their ideas and trying to prove their worth
-

to themselves and to the community at large throughout the Nineties.

By the turn of the century, however, the Socialists were

widely identified with a number of social d'hd political demands.

In the area of schOoling, for example, they fought for some of

tpe Populists' favorfl eforms: the use of the schools as com-

1uaity centers, the distribution of free textbooks to childrdn,
' .

Ott
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arid public lectures for adults.' The Socialists and the Federated

Trades Cogncil in 1900 unantMously adopted the following resolu-

tion on education, steeped in "he language of class struggle:

Bear in mind that of all things feared by
the expropriating class is Knowledge when
possessed by the wage-slave. Knowledge
is power. 57

The local Socialists took-a broad perspective on social issues and

saw the radical efforts as "the American4expression of the inter-
,

national movement of modern wage earners for better food, better

houses, sufficient sleep, more leisure, more education, and mire

The Scult ur e. "58 PP ocialists continually evolved in terms of the

types of programs they endorsed, from the direct election of the

waukee school board to the ca ).l for the abolition of the

I

women's clubS-7had an element of historical autonomy and indivia-

U ited Stases Senate! One could never accuse them of being

p litical mossbacks.

It is important to differentiate the Various elements of

grass-roots Progressivism as they organized in the Nineties.

Each reform group--from the Populists to the Socialistsrto the

uality that should be appreciated and 'membered: At the same'

time, of course no group was an island unto itself, U, naffected.

by the'actions of others or sequestered spcially from the

dominant forces of the age. Comparisons between the Milwaukee

Socialists and tne average women's organization illuminate this

point. Although groups like the Woman's School Alliance and the

Social Democratic Party formed during the depression, the W.S.A. 1

leadership and membership never shared the long range perspective

of, say, Victor Berger, who in 1895 predicted in'the Vorwarts

that Milwaukeeans would be living in a SocialiSt state within.

fifty years.
59

Women's organizations did not commonly discuss
4

the need fore the redistribution of wealth and income or for

working*clas7 control over the means of production. They rarely

even discussed Marx's ideas on proletarian revolt and certainly

never considered themplves Socialists. That does not mean that

the women were unmoved by the spectacle of poverty or of under-

nourished and ill-clad street waif$ and gutter snipes, for they
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had a notable social conscience at a time when many Americans

adhered to crude Darwinian theories of social survival.

The differences between organized liberals and organized

iadicals did not lay so-much in the immediate social
0
programs

they endorsed but in their long range views. Where women often,

saw reforms as ends in themsdlves, Socialists saw them as means

to larger political revolution and social transformation. Vary

few women functioned out of the intellectual framework that shaped

the Federated Trades Council. The Council routinely argued in

1900 that "when wealth producers live in poverty and idlers roll

in luxery, it is very evident that the indus ial system which

permits such conditions must be wrong, and equires a change,"

and it also affirmed that "as the power of capital combines and

increases, the political freedom of the masses becomes more and

more a delusion.
"60

For all their genuine sympathies for the

poor and for the children of worke5s, liberal women never des-

cribea their associations as the Social Democracy viewed itself- -

"a proletarian organization in opposition to capitalism.
"61

Liberals shard a deep concern-with the immediate programs desired

by working-class and Socialist groups. They also lacked a full -

fledged commitment to larger radical ends.

It is of course unreasonable to expect that these m(4.e

comfortable women would have shared the ideological perspectives

of factory workers, for these groups had enormlusly different

personal life histories and experiences.. Yet the differences

between groups that often cooperated in municipal reform must be

appreciated and respected. A number of different-motivations,

personalities, perceptions, and interests converged in the making,

of grass-roots Progressivism. Reformers came to support social

invention and state intervention fot different reasons. To women

the schools were often perceived as an outlet for their domestic

talents,:a place where,their maternal abilities could bring about

desiral.de changes. Even though they would later often ally them-

selves with Socialist workers for particular school innovations,

women viewed the schools in their own unique terms. Socialists,

. on the other hand, saw their involvement in the schools as one
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more battle against capitalism and its supporting social,institu-

tions. Socialist parties, it was argued,must fight to control

the schools and ru" them in the interests of the wage earners.

Grass-roots Progressivism, therefore, had its middle class and

feminine as well as working-class and Socialist roots, growing

together in the Nineties like entangling vines that crossed but

did not always join. The riof the Social, Gospel and progressive

religion added the final stimulus to the growth of municipal reform.

v IV

"N.arly all forms of charity and human betterment began in the

souls of men and women who had the substance of religion-in them,"

wrote Rochester's famous Social Go4Aler, Walter Rauschenbusch, in

1914. "Their impulses o mercy cr anger may have been uninstructed,

but at least they saw and struck before science or government moved

...P13 things being eglial, a man of re'igious faith and temper is

always wiser and stronger. The religi as souls are the master

souls.
"62

Throughclt the depression new religious and moral imPul-

sef. Inspired grass-roots Progressivism. Joining women, workers,

aid Socialists in the! protests of the Nineties was a number of

ind.vidls who tried to square the realities of urban and indus-

trial li:e with Christianity and especially the ethics of Jesus

Christ.

Whether religious ideals helped resolve the problem of

progrfss and poverty was frequently debated by women's c ubs,

labor unions, and Socialist parties during these turbulen ears.

That only added to the complex nature of the origins o

school reform. Interested citizens wondered if the ancient Maxims

of the Gol:em Rule and the teachings of the Sermon on,the Mount

had any importance in the modern world. Though the Social Gospel

and irogressiire religion appeared in Rochester, Milwaukee, and

Kansas City, it nevertheless was most visible during the mayoralty

of Toledo's Samuel M. Jones (1897-1904). Just as Milwaukee politics

highlighted the centrality of Socialism and working class agitation

in municipal reform, Tc"o exemplified the religious sentiments

that contributed so much to the origins of Progressivism. Nick-

4
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named the Golden'Rule mayor, Jones became Toledo's most important

educational reformer before the turn of the century.

American Protestantism had reached a crisis stage in the

late nineteenth century, and Jots' rise to power and national

fame occurred within that context. The social clapses produced

by industrial capitalism fragmente the attitudes of urban citizens

toward their religious institutions. Workingmen abandoned the

Protestant churches by the thousands in the Gilded Age yet re- 0

tamed a fervent faith in fundamental Christian ethics which they

believed were ignored by the modern church. As Henry F. May and.

other historians have well documented, Protestant churches over-

whelmingly st on the side of capital and order in labor

disputes and n the process alienated large numbers of working

people. Min eters routinely ineighed against labor unions,

Socialism, rchism, and radical calls for the redistribution

of wealth a power in the market place.
63

Arthur M Schlesinger long'ago noted that the Gilded Age

Protestant ohurc had become "an institution where ill-clad wor-

shippers were unwe ome and whltre the Nazarene himself would have'

been snubbed.
"64

By the Nineties many workers who abandoned the

two party system as well as the church found solace and solidarity

through their involvement in unions and third party movements. ,

Working-olass_critics continually attacked the selling of church

pews, the alleged capitalist, doTination of formal religion, and

the failure of Protestant' churches to base. their institutions on

fundamental Christian values like brotherhood, justice, and a

regard for the welfare of the poor.

At a meeting in Rochester in 1893 several hundred workers

hooted "jeers and sneers" against the church when one agitator

reported that ministers refused to open their institutions as

lodging houses "It was very evident that the majority of those
,

prespnt had no friendly-feelinl for churches or ministers," c on-

tended one partitipant.
65

But that did not moan that working

people were irreligiout. "We.believe in the fatherhood of God

and the brotherhood of man," asserted Rochester's leading

Populist, who went on to attack those "good people who pray for.
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the laboring man one day in the week and prey off them six days."

The time must end when one class enjoyed "themselves at the.

Lord's table and fill[edj themselves with wine and bread while

the other class is compelled to do the fasting."66

In city after city, working men and others educated minis-

ters and priests on Christian ethics and the anti-Christian ways

of the modern church.' Toledo's Central Labor Union in 1893

patiently listened to the Populist gubefnatorial candidate. He

was given a hearty round of applause when he called for an end I

to nativism, business monopoly, and religious prefildices that

divided Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish workers. ,This Populist

then attacked the churches for their failure to champion the

side of labor and the teachings of Jesus. "The gospel of Jesus

dealt more with the labOr problem than with soul saving," he

claimed.

The Master, himself a, carpenter, had
formed aqabor organization, which
acted for the benefit of soul and body.
The twelve not only studied economics,
but struck the labor problem, and the
Master saw that the only way to deal
with the money changing robbers was to

14X. drive them out. Then the bosses of the
dominant political party set their
!heelers to work at the beck of the
bankers, and three days after they
crucified the SaVior.b7

Was repeatedly emphasizili Jesus' woking -class roots, his

obvious support for labor unions, and his life among the common

people. His life sharply contrasted with the Institutions founded

in his name.

The members of the Federated Trades Council in Milwaukee,

whose SocialisticAtendencies caused Catholic priests to attack

thenuas atheists, Struck the common blow against the established

churches. -If the churches, like Jesus, believed in brotherhood,

why did they attack strikers and print their sermons on non-union

presses? "While urging upon.their faithful followers the practice

of sympathy and charity for their fellow men, they conduct their

business alt gather on the mercenary and skin-flint principle.68

The working-class Kansas City Mail asserted that since the church

1.25
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"has for tten the simplicity and love
4

founder,"Jesus, its under," the

"church roper has almost lost its hold upon the working people
Nr

and the vast undercrust of society which has no visible means of

earning a liiring.
.69

A contributor to the Midland Mechanic later

in the decade argued that Jesus was murdered for his sympathies

for the poor, a point ignored by most ministers,*and he further

contended that "any branch of the church that is not in the van
7

of progressive reform movement has outlived its usefulness."-
0 ,

The bombastic assertiveness of leading trade union leaders

and third party advocates was an unprecedented challenge to the

authority of Protestant ministers in local communities. Religious

statistics for 1890 indicate that less than half of the people

of Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City were communicants

in the various church sects, and the outspoken criticisms now

lodged against them demanded thoughtful responses. The percentage

of communicants of the entire population ranged from a low in

Kansas City (24 percent) to higher figures for Milwaukee (33 per-

cent), Toledo (40 percent), and Rochester (44 percent).
71

More-

over, in the latter three cities, Catholics, who emphasized church

attendance more than Protestants, formed over half of the commun-

icants listed in the Census. While these were still overOhelmingly

Protestant cities, new Catholic immigrant Poles and Italiins in
4

particular added to their religious diversity. The estalflished

institutions therefore faced challenges from newimmigrant popu-,

lations as well as angry Protestant workers, setting the stage for

the Social Gospel.

Advocates of the Social Gospel in local cities tried to over-

come a generation of hostility between workers and the Protestant

churches in the 1890s. In Rochester, for example, Blake McKelvey

'has demonstrated that prior to the Nineties "workingmen were more

frequ4ntly admonished than defended" from the pulpit.
72

Ministers

in the early 1890s viewed labor unions as anarchistic led and Devil

inspired, and workers were often called drunkard*. "The men who

cry the hardest against capital are those who are beggared by

profligacy," annouhced one Protestant minister in 1890.
73

In 1894
.

a local Baptist agreed that workers were alienated from the, church,
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but nevertheless placed the burden on the workers to end their

estrangement from God's messengers.
74

.Although a number of scholars have correctly identified the

Social Goj61 as an essential ingredient in Progressive reform,

Herbert G. Gutman.first recognized that workers themselves devel-

oped the basic tenets of social Christianity.
75

And while the

reform impulse for urban Progressivism was indeed a product of

new religious views that sympathized with working-class struggle,

scholars haye overemphasized the power of the Social Gospel within

the churches. Social gospelers were a tiny minority within the

clergy. The majority of ministers in these cities opposed\

innovations like the "civic church" and the "institutional church"

which were supposed to bridge the gap between religious institu-

tions and the working class. As Rauschenbusch himself aptly

recollected in Christianizing the Social Order in 1912, "We were

few and we shouted in the wilderness. "76

There were of course numerous, now forgo ten efforts by liberal

clergymen to radicalize their peers ari help usher in the millen-
,

ium. After searching thror the historical record, however, o

must conclude that workers more eiistematically championed the
.

SoCial Gospel than the clergy. In all probability the basic

Christian values of brotherhOod and justice held particular meaning

to wage earners during this period of acute social tension, economic

disorder, and dissatisfaction with the established political system.

Moreover, ministerial advocates of the Social Gospel often had

publicity far beyond their n rs. Their outspoken support for

labor and even Socialism certai ly made better press thanothe

usual Sunday sermon, but 14bera and radical ministers who championed

the working classes were, like so many other cranks and faddists,.

marked men.

Every city had a handful ofministers who openly attacked

capital and cast their lot with the masses. Rochester had its

Rauschenbusch, Toledo had its A. G. Jennings and George Herron;

Milwaukee had its sympathetic Methodists and Baptists, and so dicf

Kansas City. Men like Rev. Stephen Northrup of Kansas City tried

to recapture the simplicity of Christianity, building an
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institutional church in a working-class district-"devoid of spires

and steeples and the usual marks of a church edifice." 77 sermons

were pitched to the laboring people, halls were opened for union

meetings, and sympathetic ministers continually searched for ways'

to impress citizens with the ethical basis of Jesus' teaching:

"the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man." 78 h

The Rost famous religious figure in these cities was perhap-.

Samuel M. Jones, a Toledo businessman who held 'quite conservative

views until the depression altered his social conscience. He was

not a minister--indeed, he stopped attending church and was repeat-__ --

edly condemned by the Pastors' Union--but he nevertheless exemp-

lified the religious impulse within grass-roots Progressivism and

demonstrated how these values contributed to increased emphasis

on'social invention in the urban schools. Jones was one of the

most popular figures in Toledo's history, a folk hero whose memory

lived on for decades after his death in 7904. He was the cuttipg

edge of educational and social reform in Toledo, revered by the

working classes as well as by women's groups that applauded his

Christian activism. By *_Le turn of the century one of the handful

of radical mayors in the urban Midwest, Jones was the secular

embodiment 'of the New Religion and one of the most colorful Muni-

cipal reformers of his generation. 19
.

Jones' early life Obscured the qualities that would make him

the leading Progressive critic of capitalism in Toledo in the

1990s. His life went from rags to riches. Born in Wales in 1846,

Jones settled in New York with his parents as a young child, re-

ceived a common school education totaling thirty months, and

worked in a saw mill. When the opportunity availed itself, this

enterprising lad soon found himself emploted on a steamboat in /

the Ohio Valley. Hoping to find his fortune, he then traveled

to the:boom oil fields of Pennsylvania, instead'finding an indus-

try which exploited men with long hours of work for relatively

short pay. Jones migrated from town to town in search of work,

at one point sneaking out of a boarding house without paying his

bill. Though his personal experiences wi.:11 poverty did not

initially cause him to question the legitimacy of the capitalist
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order, he never forgot "the fee'ing.df utter desolation that pos-

sessed me as I walked up the street of the bustling town, with

my grip in hand, iot knowing how or where I was to pass the

night.%8
, 0

,, Luckily, he landed a mechani 's position in a local boom

town, survived by living commun y in a tent with several

workers, and ultimately abandoned Western Pennsylvania for a po-

sition in Lima, Ohio, the site of another oil boom. By this 4ime

Jones inventecra revolutionary device in the oil industry called

a sucker rod,.which drew oil from the ground with great` efficiency

and ease. He moved to Toledo in e early 1890s, where he mass

'invention at the Acm Sucker Rod Plant. By the middleon,rdbmted his r
of the business depression, Jones wag transformed from an ordinary

manufacturer to one of the leading radical thinkers in theifity.
81.

-.

Instead of finding total happiness in,Toledo, Jones was
\

shocked when he confronted the lAasic contradiction of American

society: progress ana poverty. ,Jones had not lived a sheltered

life. He had seen numerous men begging for work in the oil fields

and had himself lived for weeks on little more than bread and

beans. None of this, however, prepared him for life in the city.

Although his plant was relatively small, Jones received hundreds

of pitiful appeals for work as the depression deepened across the

city. An unlettered woman made a typical plea:

having heard so much about you and your
kindness to the Obor, I come to yout.. -

please do not think we are [sic] biggars
for we are not but uur father aboVe tells
me to lay this before you my husband as
no work and has had a felon on his
for' the last eight weeks and you ow what
that-means for a poor man with three
children to keep clothing almost gone back
in ourrent and hardly enough to eat some
days now my husband is 'willing to work and
is a good christian but sickness and no
work has brought us where we are...32

As Jones later recalled, "I think the first real shock to my social

conscience came when the swarms of men swooped down upon us..I

never had seen, anything like it; their piteous appeals and the very

pathos of the looks of many of them stirred the deepest sentiments
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of compassion within me. I felt keenly the degradation and shame
.

of the situation."
83

Like the Socialis& wogking-class poet of Milwaukee, Jones

believed that something was fundamentally wrong. He therefore

aggressively searched for explanations to the problems of unem-

ployment and poverty. A regular church attendant, he considered
. .

the usual belief that poverty resulted from the intemperance and

indolence of the workers Nmselves, finding it a poor explana-

tion for the plight of the hundreds of men who begged him for a

job. He told Henry Demurest Lloyd in 1897 that perhaps ten

thousand people were unemployed in Toledo alone. "The rather

anomalous spectacle confronts usthat; while the streets are full

of idle men, our banks are full of idle money. "84 "Poverty,"

he wrote, "is too widespread a disease to account for it by cata-

loguing a few individual frailties...To blame the unfortunate

creatures themselves, to pharisaically poin6-ho their lack of,
.

thrift, their large families, and so forth, is to treat a large

subject in a trifling way.
u85

During the depressi(n Jones found answers to contemporary

social problems in ancient Christian beliefs. He believed that

the practice of the Golden Rule and the basic tenets of Jesus!

teachings would establish a veritable Heaven on Earth. Soon after

his arrival in Toledo, Jones led a study group formed by Toledo's

most radical minister, Rev. Geor4e D. Herron of the First Congre-

gational Church, who, later became one of the nation's leading

Christian socialists and a member of the Socialist Party.
36

Jones

turned to the Bible, to Marx, to Tolstoy, to Whitman, and to a ("a..

host of Social Gospel writers whose essays now appealed in reli-

giouwand lay periodicals. He invited fetinists and radicals to

Golden Allle Hall to address the workers and interested citizens.

He even visited Fhicago's Hull House, and Jane Addams claimed that

he was the only person ever to receive a standilg ovation from a

radical study group that met there in the Nineties.
97

His ideas

were simple but were ultimately endorsed by labor unions and

women's clubs across his adopted city.

Besides corresponding with reform leaders -nd Socialists
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across the country, Jones read and reread the Bible and particu-

larly the Sermon on the Mount, now his greatest source of intpira-

tion. He becime convinced that the only solution to injustice was

the application of the Golden Rule and brotherhood ideals to

everyday experience. He clime to agree with trade union leaders,

Populists, and Socialists who felt that Christianity as expres-

sed by Jesus' life was poorly represented in the modern church.

"It seems to me the Church, instead of getting a few out of the

world into a place of safety, needs to do as Jesus did; get

himself into the world, in order that it may save all."8 He

tepeatedly blamed the churches for their failure to lead modern

campaigns for social justipe, and announced that "I believe in

Equality, my dear brother...I believe that poverty and crime are

results of, social injustice, and above all, things, we ought not

to call our civilization a Christian civilization; fOr when we

have a Christian civilization according to Jesus, we shall have

the Kingdom of Heaven here upon earth."
81)

Jones first applied his nevi beliefs at 19 factory. Social

service became his chief concern. Unlike other Toledo manufac-

turers, he viewed industrial time discipline as dehumanizing and

.alienating. He therefore replaced the time clock with a tin sign

that hung on the wall that read, "Do.Unto Others As You Would

Have Them Do Unto You." The Golden Rule, this infamous crank

argued, was the only rule needed anywhere in society, including

the factory. "My belief in Equality," he asserted, "has led us

to undertake the experiment of running a shoe without 'bosses,'

'rules,' I believe the way to make people better

is to believe in them, to trust them, rather than to 'boss,'

'rule,' govern;' or 'force' the:R."9°

;Jones was very disillusioned with how factory life separated'

men into employers and workers and how men loved Mammon rather

than each other. He repeatedly asserted that factories made

profits but "unmade" men by treating them as mere "hands. "91 Tr)

undermine class distinctions and industrial abuses, :ones estab-

lished the city's first industrial health plans for workers, paid

vacations, profit sharing, higher pay, and a shorter work week;
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and he inaugurated picnics and excursions to the parks for workers

and their families. Then'this poorly schooled but highly educated

.man started to write weekly sermonettes to his workers, always

emphasizing the iniquities of capitalism and the importance of

human brotherhood. Jones set up the Golden Rule Band, Golden

Rule Settlement House, and instead of expanding his factory at

one point established a free den Rule Park and playground for

area children. Social ervice became the dominant note in his

life.
92

Itis not surprising that several labor unions applauded

Jones' emergence as a Christian businessman, something Jones

himself regarded as a contradiction in terms In a capitalist

society. The Toledo Union first urged Jones to run for public

office. Here was a Tan who ate his meals with his workers, joined

them in their singing society (and entertained them with his

violin), believed in the Golden Rule and actually tried to imple-

ment it in his factory. Here was a man who would defy the

ministers, manufacturers, Chamber of Commdrce, the major newspapers,

and various institutional voices of respectability and contented-

ness, and still easily get elected to office. In 1899 he won

nearly 70 percent of the vote despite theif5ct that all of the

above groups opposed him and that he ran without the support of

either major political party.
93

He became a symbol of third party,

working-class, and Socialist-like protest in Toledo in the 18908,
A

a unique example of the for cos that converged in urban grass-roots

Progressivism.

Jones' desire for a Kingdom of God on earth was only...the most

dramatic example of how religious enthusiasms motivated a number

of reformers in the depression years of the Nineties. Jones and

hie Christian brethren told "the tale of a new time,"

Of a world that surely will be,
Whea men live as comrades and lovers,

All rancor and hate under ban,
And the highest and tyliest title

Will be that you re known as a man.
94

Affirming his faith on numerous occasions on the dignity of all men

and women, he championed a full program of municipal socialism



during his tenure as mayor, and in particular denounced nativist

groups, anti-black prejudice, and anti-suffrage organizations. 95

As he told one minister, "I see in every human life a child of

God, and as I look upon them, they all appear i6 me as People,

just People, some of them have had opportunity, thousands d

millions have never had any. "96

Christian ethics, therefore, was a salient factor in

evolution of this important Progressive reformer. It was part

of the exciting social developments that changed Rochester,

Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City in the 1890s, a contributing

force to the social and intellectual milieu that ushered in an

age of educational innovation and school reform. The groups that

formed in the Nineties--the club women, the Populists, the

Socialists, he resurgent labor unions, and the Social Gospelers--

provided'much of the impetus and leadership found in these cities

by the turn of the century. Individuals ranging from ordinary

parents in school associations to articulate Socialist publicists

like Victorx Berger of Milwaukee would interact on many school

related issues during the Progressive era, as third party partici-

pation in school reform in local cities reached an all time high.

The precise way in which outsiders could become insiders was the

unsolved riddle at the dawn of the new centur16.
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A "Better Class" Of Men

For years. the school directors
have all been representative
men, of good business and
social standing

Kansas City Tir 1882

The salvation -f the country is
in the school ,,hildren, and no
standard of character and ability
can be too'high for membership in
the board of education.

A Rochester Good Government Leader,
1897
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'1rban Americans in the late nineteenth century (:aced numerous

reform groups that tried to 3et U.. course for social thange in

school and society. In addition to the nativist programs of the

American P ctective Association and the radical proposals of the

Social De acy, contemporaries encountered the demands of the

"new woman" and the platforms of the urban Populists, the pleas

of Good Government leaders and the realities of ward politics.

In reaction to capitalist consolidation of business enterprise,

which now reached all time highs, trade union leaders, Socialists,

and urban radicals endorsed a wide range of new state policies:

stronger business regulation, democratic political devices like

the inia,:ive, recap., and referenda, and even the collective

ownership of the means of production. Numerous panaceas, from

Henry George's Single Tax to immigrant restriction legislation,

offered hope to many citizens seeking reform or stability at a

-ime of social-division. Citizens from all walks of life con-

fronted the prevailing problems of industrial alienation, urban

squalor, and unresponsive schr)ols.
1

By the late nineteenth century, urban citizens realized that

social change was an unmistakable feature of everyday life and ci

'that school innovations reflected the trend toward large scale

social transforaNtion. This wfs not lost u6on newspaper editors,

magazine writers,` politicians, and ordinary citi;ens. Urban and

industrial lifestyles now challenged rural and agrarian modes of

living, ,changing patterns of immigration swelled the population'

tide, and struggles between labor unions and business leaders

over control of the work place inspired insurgent third party

movements. Every social institution was scrutinized and criti-

cized. Just as the two party system in politics, capitalist

dominance in the economy, and male control.of public governing

h arts were questioned in some quarte14, the existing system of

school governance similarly came under attack. Since most school

innovations, social service programs, and other aspects of the

"new education" were inaugurated at a time of administrative

I
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centralization in education, the changing nature of governance

became central tO the history of all subsequent changes in urban

schooling at the dawn of the ne4, century.

In"many res'ects, ichool board centralization was the first

major educational policy issue confronted by various elements of

the grass-roots in the early Progressive era., For this reason,

the subject of school reorganization--a pressing matter in local

cities by the depression years--deserves serious consideration.

For changes intthe educational governing structure influenced the

rate at wnich certain programs were established, funded, and inte-

grated into the Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City

. school systems.
2

New programs depended on who controlled the

schools, how power was distributed, and whether reformers had

influence with those in positions of power or served on school

boards themselves. The major social reforms in the schools

commonly labelled by many contemporaries ac"proaressive"--play-
__,

grounds, nutritional services, medical and dental inspection,

manual training and domestic science programs, free lectures,

social centers, district high schools--resulted from the inter-

action between various grass-roots reformers previously enumerated

and school administrations that were increasingly centralized.

These innovations, therefore, cannot be'understood apart from their

relationship to significant administrative changes that occurred

by the turn of the century. The establishment of decentralized

programs and services in the schools happened at the very time

that llcal representation on school boards declined in favor of

city-wide interests.
3

Historians of urban education in the Progressive era have

properly identified school board centralization as a fundamental

social change in modern history. Community reformers of the recent

past have mightily labored, often unsuccessfully, .to eliminate the

administrative ream, of the early twentieth century. Students

of Progressive educational change generally interpret the "reform"

of urban school boards as a major victory of, by, and for the

upper socioeconomic class. Primarily representative of the

professional and business elite, reformers , _tiated political
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charge to assault,yicalism and undermine the political influence

of lower and middle income groups in the schools. David Tyack,

for example, equates the ward system of school governance with

"the people," and he concludes that the "administrative progres-

sives" consolidated their power through centralization and en-

forced their will upon a diverse population. William Bullough

similarly asserts that school board centralization reflected an

elite trend in urba1 politics in the early 1900s that led to a

massive decline in "popular participation"tin the schools.

Clarence Karier, citing the pathbreaking scholarship of Samuel

P. Hays on the social consequences of school board centraliza-

tion, concludes that Progreisive era reforms effectively removed

"the poor anethe disinherited" from power.
4

These interpretations as well ab otiers rt.ject the traditional

liberal belief that Progressivism was a mass movement to democra-

tize American life, and their 'critical assessments nave enriched

our comprehension sl school innovation in an era of rapid social

change. What is missing in their' analyses, however, is a recog-

nition that women's, organizations, labor unions, and Socialist

Parties had tangible effects on school programs and curricular

change despite the fact that not all of these groups equally

endorsed or profited from school board centralization. Moreover,

although the ward system of representation on'city school boards

has Peen depicted as a superior model of school governance com-

pared with Progressive era boards of education, it is an exagger-

ation to equate the former with "the people" and with "the poor

and disinherited."

Like their successors, ward leaders could,be illiberal, in-

sular, petty, vindictive, and parochial, as well as fair, thought-

ful, and responsive to the public will and local neighborhoods.

The ward systemorrovided avenues of social mobility and respect-

ability for ethnic leaders as well as nativist bigots like G

ikMajor of Toledo, the local champion of the American Protec k

Association. Centralized school beards similarly counted among

their'numbers arrow minded efficiency experts as well as out-

standing So
\o

women like Meta Berger, who defended werkina
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clasp interests on the Milwaukee school board for three decades.

Women of different political persuasions made strides under the

centralized structure that were unknown under the ward system.

Fewer cosmopolitan elites served on school boards in these

cities under the ward system than was true of Progressive era

boards, but the pre-18901were not necessarily the golden age

of urban school systems.
5

Whether or not one accepts all of the recent historical gen-

eralizations on urban school reform- -which has contrasted the

democratic localism of ward -based school boards with the elitism

of their successorsthe research of Hays and Tyack,in particular

has deflated the liberal notidh that centralization necessarily

produced progress and justice in American schools. On the contrary,

elites who engineered the removal of neighborhood control in the

schools and emulated the corporate structures of business enter-

prise in revamping educational governing boards had little

pathy with,localism and direct neighborhood influence on policy.

In trying to make the schools more business -like and efficient,

these champions of "non-partisanship" denied thc-ir own political

ambitions and disdain for less powerful interest groups,but,
,

important, pretended that educational policy could somehow rise

abover politics. Indeed, they acted as if state and public policy

represented public interest and not their own peculiar needs. In

so doing, these admirers of business monopolies and centralized

governing structures actually tried to seal off political dissent

from the public arena and denied the salient potation that poli-

tical activity attained in late nineteenth-century Amerits.

To argue that school related issues could become "non-partisan"

therefore not only masked the political designs of increasingly

powerful civic leaders in local communities but also served as an

ideological defense for anti-do-icratic behavior. For the school

centralizers were not disinterested reformers; instead, the/ openly

admired led were often themselves memters of an emerginig corporate-
,

oriented elite. They realized that a highly politicized electorate

could counter their growing power. g turnout had already

reached its historical apex in this s;ountryt and the various groups
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who emerged in the delvssion Nineties were hardly apolitical but

keenly interested in shaping state policy. One historian, besides

noting the remarkably high voter turnout during the period, has

remarked that electioneering, politicking,and political enthus-

iasm generally was an ever present social phenonemon. Whether

or not they waved tht b y shirt, contemporary Americans took

their politics, seriously: "Handkerchiefs, playing cards, mugs,

posters, buttons emblazoned with candidates' names and party

symbols poured forth in an unending stream. 6 And, with the rise

of radical groups Like the Socialists in the 1890s, business

reformers quite naturally devised strategies to neutralize and

hopefully eliminate col -ending political interests. They con-
,"

tinually called for "non-partisan" solutions to highly partisan

problems and argued that their ideas contributed to the so-celled

higher interests of the school and the larger community.

The national trend toward school consolidation at the turn

of the century was clearly reflected in political developments in

Rochester, Toledo, and Milwaukee- In 1900 Rochester's elective,

ward-based board was replaced with a-five member board elected at

large. Toledo's ward bAsed board similarly fell from power in

1698. A year earlier, Milwaukee's unusually large, council-

appointed ward boardAwas reduced to a twenty-one member board;

it was still ward-based but now it was appointed by a special

four-man commission, chosen by the mayor. Unlike these three

cities, Kansas City already ht:d a small, city -wide elected school

boar( since the 1870s, and its schools enjoyed a continuity of

board structure and elite leadership unknown in most Americah

cities. But thesemovements for school board reorganization in

/ I

0

Rochester, Toledo
.
And Milwaukee were characteristic structural

changes of the period, and they were full of import for the many

future innovations in the schools. By the turn of the century,

power relationships took shape thct would continue to affect all

aspects of local educational policy for many decadea.
7

Compared to the obviously elite character of Progressive era
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school boards, the ward-based school boards of the nineteenth

century'are commonly seen by hist rians as bulwarks of democracy,

opportunity, the poor, and the oppressed. While condemning

Progressive era school boards for their elite backgrounds, many

writers equate educational governance before the 41eW era of

4
centralization with representative democracy. ay comparing and

contrasting board membership-in these cities for three separate

census years (1870, 1880, and 1890), however, one can highlight

the atypical social backgrounds of local school board members

even before educational governing structures were further,central-

ized at the turn of the century. Examining board membership at

ten year intervals misses noncensus year membership but reveals

long range trends in the social composition of school representa-

tives.

What is strikirg about board membership over this twenty year

period, in Rochester, Toledo, and Milwauke.1 is not the number of

laborers or ordinary citizens who served on school boards but

rather the preponderance of businessmen, manufacturers, and

professionals. A so-calledage of representative democracy was

overrepresentative of the elite classes. All of these cities

were becoming more industrial and therefore more working class"

during the period between 1870 and 1890. But school board member-

ship did not noticeably include increased proportions of unskilled

wage earners, skilled artisans, or white collar workers. In fact,

unskilled laborers who comprised the bulk of the labor force never

even served on these school boards. Tn addition, before the 1890s

women in these cities were disenfranchised, blacks were never nom-

inated for office, and school boards weretherefore always all

male and all white.
8

Ward-based school boards were never comprised of the poor and-

dispossessed. They were primarily the bastion of small entrepre-

neurs or established businessmen, professionals, or manufacturers

who actively engaged in a wide range of civic affairs. President

McKelvey of the Rochester school board in 1992 charactetistically

asserted in his inaugural address that "most of the members of

this board are businessmen, -L1T men of experience in the management
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of affairs," and he urged

ents to proper use as publ

in four words -- business on

McKelvey's contemporaries.

honorable business and pro

them to put their private business tal-

ic servants.
9

"Our policy can be stated

business principles," claimed one of

"The board contains successful and

fessional, members."
10

Without benefit

141

of detailed collective biographies of their peers, these men Still

spoke with authority. In 1870 businessmen and professionals

comprised 71 percent of the total board membership, a figure which

increased to 83 percent in 1830 and 88 percent in 1890. Though

several white collar workers were found on some of these boards,

they contained only two skilled workers, a carpenter and a

machinist.
11

The situation was remarkably similar in Toledo. The Roches-

ter school board was elective, ward based, and increased in size

from fourteen memners in'1370 to sixteen members in 1890; 'eoledo's

school board was similarly constituted except that it grew in

twenty years from eight to nine mmbers. 12
At the same time

Toledo's business and professional membership was never smaller

than 87 percent of the total number of members at each census

year. Toledoans who were fortunate enopgh to get nominated to

office by the mzjor parties and then elected to serve were com-

monly referred-to as "gentlemen" by contemporary writers. 13
One

biographer, in reference to the decades-long presidency of

Charles W. Hill, wrote with a characteristic sense of noblesse

oblige that Mr. Hill made the perfection of the schools "the

great hobby of his life,)
.14

It was indeed only one of his many

diversions, for Hill was a land speculator, lawyer, politician,

and original founding father of the schools in the 1840s. Less

boisterous but equally telling was the appraisal of the wealthy

Cermet. school board leader, Charles ZIrwas, of Toledo's school

board in 1890: "All the members at the present time are men who

are themselves actively engavld in business affairs."
15

The likelihood of broader public representation was only

slightly improved on Milwaukee's school board, which grew rrom

eighteen members in 187^ to twenty six members in 1880 to thirty

six members ten years later. Milwaukee's boards were appointed

1 .°
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by local aldermen rather than directly elected by the people. 16

The size of the board, however, is somewhat deceiving, since

most of the important educational policy decisions were made by

--the executive committee, which only included half of thp total

membership,for a 'given year. And even though Milwaukee had an

estimated 38,000 wage earners by 1390, the city school board was

still dominated by business and professional interests; they

comprised 77 percent of the total membership in 1870, 11 percent

in 1880, and 75 percent in 1390. As in other cities, white collar

workers like petty clerks, cashiers, and bookkeepers in small

businesses, banks, and manufacturing plants had much better

chance to serve than workers in'less prestigious positions.'

Skilled workers were less likely to be found on the school board;

and unskilled laborers were noticeably absenf.
17

The degree to

which these workin3 people sought election to the school board

is unknown, but Milwaukee's system of representation clearly

favored businessmen and professionals.

The great virtue of the ward system in each of these cities

was its geographically representative character, since all class-

es, races, and sexes were not proportionally represented. Local

citizens occasionally expressed disgust and anger at the men who

repredented them (especially in Milwaukee, where the school board

was not popularly elected). Still, the notion that each section

of the city should have its own representative enjoyed wide pop-

ular support. In theory each local ward was equally important

in decision making. Yet the theory did not always match the

realities of school politics. By the 18§0s,,Populists, Socialists,

trade unions, and liberal women together crfticized the misappro-

priation of funds, condemned the, poor, physical conditions of

working-class schools and neighborhoods, and in the process demon-

strated that not every section of the town was treated equally.
18

Giving credence to this position, for example, was the last report

ilsgued by Toledo's ward-based school board. Writing in 1896, a

prominent board member complained that the'business districts had

comfortable, well-lighted, and ventilated classrooms. Working-

class children in the outlying wards, however, often held make-
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shift classes in "grocery rooms, empty stores, saloons, churches,

alleys, and basements.
.19

A closer examination of those who served on nineteenth-Century,

ward-based school boards in places like Rochester, Toledo, and

Milwaukee better explains why certain individuals took advantage

of opportunities for educational leadership. Ward school boards

were bastions of the imall'businessmen and professionals who had

considerable visibility and prominence in local neighborhoods;

of ethnic leaders who were not laborers but entrepreneurs and

champions of business enterprise; and of neighborhood elites proud

of their locale and in search of wider personal and social advance-

aent. None of these cities ever had governing structures which

permitted the industrial laboring classes to have much direct

influence on official school policy. At-large elections simply

ensured the continuation of this Undemocratic condition in the

twentieth century.
20

The Rochester Democrat and Chronicle in 1398 cynically called

the ward school board a "preparatory school for would be alder-

men.
.21

Cynicism aside, school board membership gave many aspir-

ing political leaders their first footholds in Public life.

Numerous mayors, aldermen, county supervisors, and other public

officials used school positions as springboards to greater poli-

tical inflUence. The German-born Emil Wallber, the mayor who

called out the Wisconsin National Guard 'dur ng Milwaukee's Bay

View Riots in 1886, earlier served on the sc ool board. Milton

Noyes, Rochester's school superintendent in e Nineties, was a

lawyer who held the longest tenure on the ward school board. Guy

'Major, a candy manufacturer and linseed oil producer, gained prom-

inence as a nativist hero of the American Protective Association;

his 1.igh visibility on the Toledo school board, where he attacked

Romanism in'the schools, helped usher him into tne mayoralty in

the mid-Nineties.
22

The examples for different cities can easily

be extended. With short tenure, the typical school board member

under the ward system often viewed his position as a way station,

a temporary office which would promote future success in social

and political life-
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Fo the majority of individuals, school board membership was

often either a'badge of social distinction or an indication of

ambition or aspiration. That is not to demean the motives of

individuals who sought recognition for themaelveb or for their

ethnic group or social class in the larger political community.

Like the men who had constructed these school systems, ward

leaders were men of affairs--often neighborhood rather than cos-

mopolitan elites, perhaps- -but they were usually unrepresentative

of the lower classes and exclusionary toward women and racial

minorities. The bus.inessmen who served*on sch boards prior

the onset of at-large electiOns were ordinari of large

manufacturers or major capitellists (though they were represented

too); rather, they included the local jeweler, the grocer, the

proprietor of the small cigar shop, even the local saloon keeper.

They were not dispossessed men but small capitalists and entre-

preneurs who dispensed beer, candy, fruit, groceries, and news

to their friends and neighbors; they were individuals whose

businesses served as crossroad meeting places for neighborhood

discussions on public subjects and whose visibility and material

success made them natural candidates for political office. In

many ways, therefore, the early school boards reflected the social

backgrounds(of those who helped commercialiqp American life in the

Gilded Age. By the same token, later school boards reflected not

a nation of shopkeepers but rather the new wave of large scale

businessmen, industrialists, and professionals who'increasingly

dominated the nation's political economy. Men who had risen'

through the ranks of the ward system rightly saw further central-

ization as a hindrance to their social mobility, an insult to

their neighborhood, and a denial of opportunity and representa-

tive government.
23

A definite shift in the types of representatives who served

on urban school boards 1.n Rochester, Toledo, and Milwaukee occur-

red after the turn of the century. The local florist, grocer,

hardware store owner, drugstore cashier, machi.'is, or railroad

clerk who might hove successfully served on ward school boards in

many cities earlier lacked the personal and organizational
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resources necessary for success in at-large elections. Their .

personal contacts with voters were limited to a small geograph-

ical area and social group. Moreover, the support of the local.
ar

watd heeler did little to influence the voters in cities with

*over 100,000 citizens. Hence it is not surprising that white

MeAL
and blue collar workers, who had only modest success un%ler the

ward system, were even less successful in many cities in the
r

Progressive era. Milwaukee was one exception, since the

Socialist working class ultimately Controlled one-third of a

fifteen member board after 1910. In other places like Kansas

City, which had at-large elections since the 1870s, workers had f
never served on school boards from the earliest diys of the

schools, and trade union efforts to change the situation in an

age of administrative centralization produced negligible results.

In many respects Kansas City's school board in the nineteenth

centylry was a sign of things to come in mass education. .0n its

small, at-large elected -board in 1970, 1880, and'1890, 100rercent

of the positions were filled by businessmen and professionals,

with a majority of the former in co an4 .While small numbers of

white collar and skilled workers served on ward-based school

boards in many cities, Kansas City had an elite-dominated board

from the very start. The first school board in 1867, for example,

was comprised of William Sheffield, a prominent attorney who with

Robert T. Van Horn orchestrated several "citizen's meetings" on

education; Edward H. linen, the Vice-President of the leading

financial ipititution of Kan as City, the First National Bank;

Thomas B. Lester, a physician who became the President of the

Missouri State Medical Association; Joachim A. BaChman, a wealthy

merchant; and Ephriam Spaulding.and Henry C. Kumpfh,*prosperous

realtors. Census data for 1870 indicate that the average total'

wealth of these men was over $25,000, a'sizeable fortune for these

years. Moreover, their total wealth was slightly less than the

Average wealth of the first twenty two members of the Kansas City

school board.
25

"No other city in the country has placed continually Year

after year first cle.ss citizens on their school boards," exulted
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the Democratic Times in 1883.
26

In 1891 the Kansas City Star

applauded 94perintendent Greenwood's earlier role in convincing

the Repubi,ican and Democratic parties to divide fie school board

between themresulting in 1t bipartisan board which was usually,

called "non-partisan." "Kansas City took one of its occasionally

wise steps when it raised its public'schools above the arena of

party strife," claimed the Star. The schools were not plagued

"by,the demands of saloonkeepers or any particular brand of

business industry, by lifelong Democrats or lifelong Republicans,

or by pigheaded individuals whose only claim to consideration is

tnat they have always voted the straight ticket, and probably

never have read it."
27

by the turn of the century leading Kansas

Citians commonly wrote that the schools stood above "politics"

and party strife, that only "the best and most honorable citizens" ,\
could serve, and pat a school board election was "an honor be-

stowed only upon men of the highest standing in the community." 28

Working people and ordinary_AOrriens interpreted these

-developments very critically. In 1894 the Working-classiMail

published its usual but ineffective plea for new blood on the

school board, and trade unions throughout the Progressive era

who were snubbed by the major parties and defeated in third party

bids aptly termed the school board,the "Mutual-Admiration Soci-

ety. "29 Their resentment was well founded. Only,thirty seven

different individuals served on theiKansas City school board

between 1867 and World Wart 1. Manylindividuals on the board

enjoyed decades-long tenure. Almost all of the sas Citians

on the board were businessmen a , professionals, ith large scale

businessmen and financiers ,:learly in the lead; on y one white

/collar wor)eer, a railroad agent,, served on the boar during these
30

five decades.
*

A collective biography of thin Mutual Admiration Society for

these decades demonstrates that the average board member was

usually elected to office in his early forties, was often native

born (but usually not born in Missouri), and a man of considerable

means and prominence. .Even foreign-born members were wealthy and

representative of the upper class.. Several members of the board,
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like Patrick Shannon, E. H. Allen, Henry C. Kumpfh, R. H. Hunt,

E. L. Martin, and Charles P. Chace were mayors of Kansas City iry

the lace nineteenth century; many of the lawyers elected were

Presidents of the Kansas City Bar Association; and numerous

merchants were Presidents of the Board of Trade and the Commerce

Club.. Though the board was officially designated as non-partisan,

it reflected as well as promoted the political ambitions and

dominance of select individuals. These school board members had

' considerable social standing and political influence within the

major parties; they were a metropolitan elite who formed an

inner circle of prestige and power.
31

The elite status of the Kansas.City school board over the

decades was promoted by the early establishment of at-large

elections and a small school board, and it anticipated future

trends in urban school governance in the Progressive era. Who

-should rule has always been a central issue in the annals of

history, and it was never more important thaff in urban education

in the Irogi.essive era, when third party, Socialist, and working-

class supporters clamored at the schoolhouse doOr with a variety

of educational and social demands. The demise of the ward system

in Rochester, Toledo, and Milwaukee was swift, decisive, and full

of social import. The fall of the ward system and the rise :f

Progressive school boards were ominous political developments as

the Nineties finally drew to a close.

III

While presistently critical of Good Government leaders through-

out the 1890s, the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle finally admitted

in 1899 that their plan for a small, city-wide elected school board

deserved popular support as WelLas encouragement from the major

political parties. "Public sentiment will unquestionably approve

any change which has for its objeOt the divorce, so far as may be

practical, of school management and politics. The systemrof ward

representation now'in vogue necessarily gives undue-prominence to

ward politics in educational tatters." The ward boards were marred

by "scandals" and were "cumbersome and ineffective," while the
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proposed reorganization, would yield "a more capable class of men."
32

In Toledo, both the Republican Blare and the more working-class,

Democratic Evening Bee concluded a few.years earlier that their

city's ward based school board had also outlived its usefulness.

ThevDemocratic organ repeatedly enumerated the multiply stns com-

mitted by the board. Particularly distressing were the machina-

tions of the school book monopoly, that "slimy octupus whose

tentacles wind through and around all branches of our school

system."33

Administrative change was also a pressing concern in Milwaukee.

In 1897 a four-man commission appointed by the mayor sliced the

existing school board in half. Thi. § reform produced a twenty-one

meaper board chosen alOng ward lines. Still, the selection pro-

cess yielded administrative officers wit'l more elite backgrounds.

One critic argued in the Educational Review in 19001 that this new

board, compared to the older sines, "fails to be in as close touch

with the people at large; is self-sufficient with reference to

its attitude towards some educational problems; and is composed

of the 'better classes,' so-called, a somewhat flexible and

indefinite term, but used here to express wealth and social and

Political prestige--as opposed to demodratic methods and democratic

ideas. A board which goes ,to power by virtue of appointment by

and [sic] thr'i another board could scarcely be otherwise. 34

W` -then one looked in Rochester, Toledo; Milwaukee, or a host of

-other cities, urban school governance had 13,-1n reorganized by the

early twentieth century. Traditional structures crumbled in an

increasingly inhospitable atmosphere.

The details surrounding school board reorganization naturally

varied in different cities, but the pattern of social change was

unmistakeable. The ward system in the Rocnester schools was dead

by 1900. The same thing happened two years earlier in Toledo and,

in 1897, Milwaukee's council-appointed system was similarly

eliminated. Political scandals, financial corruption, and inef-

fective leadership by ward leaders, when coupled with the rising

force of the reformers, spelled doom for the old ww4s. A new

generation of protessionals, businessmen, and especially manufac-
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curers who were well represented in Good Government organizations

ushered in a new age of school governance. They were aided by

various grass-roots Progressive women's clubs and even temporar-

ily by new political upstarts like Samuel M. "Golden Rule" Tones,

Women reformers in particular remembered how rudely they were

treated by ward heelers, who spat at their feet when theyred

to vote, ripped up their ballots, and ridiculed them when 1.1-ley

tried to expand their housekeeping talents in city government.

At the turn of the century women learned that -evenge was

sweet.
35

The actual amount of malfeasance in office by ward'leaders

prior to reorganization is notoriously difficult to estimate.

Good Government leaders, aptly called the "Goo-Goo's" by their

opponents, harped upon the need for "more efficiency and less

politics" and corruption in the schools throughout the Nineties.

The Goo-Goo's certainly had their own axes to grind, but chican-

ery and corruption were not unknown under the old system.- As

David Tyack has written, "The 'corruption' so frequently charged

should not be dismissed as simply a code word for anti-immigrant

or anti-Catholic feeling--though sometimes it was just that. .36

School contracts, teaching positions, janitor vacancies, textbook

orders, and school supplies generally were a lucrative means of

personal e:onomic advance. In the 1830s Rochester's school

commissioners used pseudonymns on business contracts in order to

advance their own interests at the expense of the taxpayers.

Billing procedures were slipsnod; teachers were often forced to

pay for their jobs, lacked formal tenure, and were hiso intimi-

dated when they tried to vote after school suffrage was'estab-

lished for women.
37

Every city could tell the familiar tale of

how nieces and nephews of school commissioners were favored in

school appointments; or of how businessmen who submitted the low-

est bid to complete work far the schools never received a contract.

Dozens of school contracts in Rochester and other cities were

vetoed by the mayor because boards often failed to advertise or

accept competitive bids.
38

Conditions had so deteriorated in Rochester by 1890 that the
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city council condemned the school commissioners for "reckless

extravagance and loose business methods."
3D

It then hired a

special investigator to examine the commissioners' books and to

explore various charges of peculation. John Bowers, an attorney

who later joined the Good Government League, found a total

disregard for itemizing school accounts, numerous examples of

fraudulent payments, and sworn testimony by teachers that they

had paid for their positions. The President of the school board

was Milton Noyes, the future superintendent anJ an ally of the

city's notorious Republican boss. He shrugged off the wide

I/

publicity agai..st the ward system with a few profound words.

"Intelligent criticism by the public and press is not so much

against the system which renders peculation possible," he pointed

11
out, "but rather against the selection of such Commissioners as

would make such conditions probable."
40

11
QuLte mysteriously, nearly a thousand documents gathered by

the prosecuting attorney LAsappeared right before the grand jury

convened. The ward leadership had won its first round against

an incipient Goo-Goo. Flush with success, school officials now

more forcefully condemned those who only uncovered "petit larceny

I/
on a ten-cent basis" and could not even prove minor allegations

in court. Ward leaders refused to be "gibbetted at the crossroads

of public opinion."41 To show that it had not lost its sense of

humor, the school board then resolved to purchase a safe in which

I/

to store their precious documents. This symbolic gesture of

defiance only steeled the resolve of the opposition.42

Contracts, teaching positions, and school house construction

I/ in Toledo also provided lucrative sources for graft. By the late

Nineties normally competitive Republican and Democratic newspapers

together regarded the war' system as an anachronism. The most

scandalous affair emerged in 1897 when Superintendent A. A

I/

McDonald, a married man, was seen in a Cleveland hotel win a

prostitute. He wls supposedly on a "business" trip and she was

reportedly a gift from the American Book Company. When the school

board refused to censure, discipline, or remove McDonald from

office, it caused a scandal across the city, producing vitriolic

I/
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speeches from the pulpit and lurid headlines in the press.
43

The ward aldermen ean passed a mock resolution which read,

"Resolved, That as the board of education has, by its action,

lost the respect of all citizens and there is no further reason

for its existence, that the governor be requested to call out

the militia for the purpose of-shooting all the members." 44

Milwaukee's.school board had a special way of handling its

own corrupt public servants, adding fuel to public discontent

and legitimacy to some of -t..he Municipal League's criticisms of

the ward system. Over the decades citizens had read occasional

complaints in both English and foreign language newspapers of

graft and corruption in the schools. There were charges of

fraudulent billing practices, conflicts of interest among busi-

nessmen on the board of education, and the perennial problem of

nepotism in teacher hiring and prolption. Nothing, however,

matched the Scn snberg affair that began i.,- the late Eighties.
45

August Schattenberg was a well respected German who served

as secretary of the school board. He was also a crook. In less

than two years he stole over $40,000 from the operating budget

to cover sizeable gambling debts, money which was sorely needed

for the overcrowded schools. What infuriated many Milwaukeeans

was not simply the discovery of malfeasance but the response of

the school board to his behavior. Ward leaders exhibited notor-

iously bad taste when they cancelled classes and ordered sO4001

flags at half mast on the day of Schatl'enberg's funeral; he had

committed suicide when his misdeeds were uncovered, leaving no

one for the district attorney to prosecute. Parent and citizen

groups held indignation meetings across the city, many principals

and teachers refused to cancel their classes for the fallen hero,

and a resolution by the city council to censure the school board

for its actions failed by one vote.
46

One educator in the

Wisconsin Journal of Education wryly noted: "the old story is

repeated--'t good fellow'--gambling--misuse of funds--'doctored'

accounts--theft--forgery--suic.ide.
47

Through such actions by the ward based school bo,,_ds of

Rochester, Toledo, and Milwaukee, advocates of school reorgani-
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zation along the lines of "efficient" and "non-partisan" adminis-

trative governance gathered additional strength. Paralleling the

rise of the women's clubs, Socialist and Populist parties,

resurgent trade unions, and Social Gospelers in the Nineties were

Good Government Clubs which evolved in cities across the country.

Dedicated to civil service reforms and business efficiency, these

organizations were dominated by new business and professional

interest groups. In Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and other

cities, they led the charge against ward leadership in the schools.
48

Joseph T. Alling, a young liberal industrialist who ran

Rochester's largest adult Bible class, helped form the local Good

Government League in 1893. The League advocated efficiency and

honesty in city government, especially the schools. During the

same year both the Good Covernment League of Toledo and the

Milwaukee Municipal League also organized; both groups fought for

the principle of civil service in municipal hiring practices. As

early as 1892, Kansas City also had its own Municipal Improvement

Assodiation; it was later renamed tee Municipal Reform Committee:

Though "ward politics" had never affected their schools, these

Kansas Citians as well as their peers in other cities wanted to

revolutionize municipal government, whether in the city council
e9chambers or in local boards of education.

As in so many other areas of social and political develop-

ment, the Nineties was once again a key period in the changing

nature of urban schooling. Administrative changes during these

years greatly affected the nature of educational reform for the

next two decades. While, working-class, third party, and female

challenges against the existing social order were registered

throughout this decade, a reaction to the excesses of the ward

system and possible political threats from below motivated new

business and professional forces to consolidate their control

over specific aspects of education and politics. "Good govern-

ment," "efficiency," and "non-partisanship" were the slogans of

these elite groups in their war against the ward bosses, but

their underlytng commitment to the preservation of a hierarchical

social structure ultimately made then enemies of ail urban radicals.
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Just where the various grass-roots' forces would align on admin-
.

Istrative reform was a critical historical issue on the 'ocal

Urban scene.

Iv

Disillusioned Rochesterians suggested vari sys to elim-

inate ward politics in the schools in the early Nineties. In 194

the Women's Educational and Industriil Union urged the election of

a University of Rochester professor to the school board to help

raise the standard of decision making.
50

A recently revived

Citizens Educational Association, comprised mostly of University

of Rochester faculty members, returned the favor and urged the

establishment of a five member board, with the stipulation that

three members of the board would be eleited at large, that two

would be app...inted by the mayor, and that at leapt two representa-

tives would always be women.
51

The Rochester Herald, in turn, offered the alternative con-

ceived by time Republican boss and current mayor, George Aldridge.

Aldridge agreed that the school board was too large and unwieldy,

dispersing authority and undermining accountability. Attorney

Bowers' investigation and the school board's response testified'

to the need for immediate action. In a spirit of public service,

Alc proposed a small board which would be appointed by him.

Sint. ,e Rochester school board was overwhelmingly Republican

in the Nineties, Aldridge's plan seems to have been to reduce the

size of the board, keep it Republican, and extend his personal

control over the G.O.P. Aldridge's future actions demonstrated

that he had little fear of centralized administrations, or under

the right circumstances they were even easier to manipule.e than

larger ward-based bodies. For now, however, his party newspaper

expvIssed the popular view that "upon one point all are agreed.

The present board of education is too large for practical purposes,

and radical changes are absolutely necessary."
52

while the =publican boss, the Goo-Goo's, the Women's Educa-

tional and Industrial Cr.ion, the Citizers Educational Association,

and the city council discussed ways to dismantle the ward-elected
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1.

board, the school commissioners responded with expected anger and

refused to entertain any ideas of reorganization. They took their

stand on the principle of geographical representation in democra-

tic polity. Ar the same time, whe- the city council suggested a

plan for a smaller board in 1894, the present administration

responded that it would only introduce "politics" in the schools. 53

As the pressure mounted for social change, from the demands for

new subjects by women's organizations to more threatening propos-

als for administrative reorganization, the ward board

to argue that the present system held "the affections

citizens" and that a change from ward elections would

continued

of our

constitute

taxation without representation. President Brownwell added in

1895 that contrary to some reports "there was no public demand

for a change in our school system.
.54

By 1898 some form of administrative reorganization seemed

imminent, regardless of the wishes of the existing school-board.

Despite considerable evidence to the contrary, ward leaders con-

'tended that they were never consulted on any proposed reorgani-

zation plans;,in fact, prominent school board representatives

vocally attacked any proposals for change and discredited some

attempts within the board to compromise with their enemies. 55

At times the ward board sent out contradictory messages to the

citizenry. On the one hand, it usually asserted that the ward

system was unassailable if democratic government continued, And

on the other hand ittsometimes took the opposite position., In

1898 the board president attacked reform legislation but added

that "all concede that a small board, consisting of three to five

members, whether elective or appointive...might result to the

city's benefit. "56 While ward politicians failed.to act in

concert, their enemies struck quickly and decisively.

Rochester's ward -based school board was the victim of a

political ''agreement sk.tuck between Bc,ns Aldridge and the Gond

Government League. By mid-decade the loo-Goo's had gathered

sufficient strength to deny the Aldridge machine several municipal

offices, including the mayoralty. The schools were a convenient

and lucrative source of patronage for loyal Republicans, but
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Aldridge derided to cooperate with the Goo-Goo's on the issue of

school centralization in exchange for a free hand in other areas

of municipal politics. Good government workers drafted the 'Dow

Bill in 1898, which provided for a five member school board

elected at large, to take effect in 1900, and Aldridge then

helped shephard it through the state legislature. In May

1898 Aldridge personally explained the virtues of the Dow'hll

to Governor Theodore Roosevelt, who signed it into law.
57

Aldridge's lon4evity as a political boss in Rochester in

the Progressive era rested gn his ability to adapt to :hanging

social forces and to utilize'them for his own ends. At the very_

time in which he was destroying the ward basis of school repre-

sentation, he increased his control over the Board of Estimate,

which approved the educational budget. In that way Aldridge gave

to the GoO-Goo's with one hand and stole power away from them

with the other. Moreover, Aldridge deftly altered part of the

Dow Bill when it reached the state printer. Without consulting

the Good Government League, he added a clause that gave his old

Republican crony, Milton Noyes, a guaranteed position as super-

intendent on the reorganized board. The Goo-ff,Goo's were incensed

by this political sting. Only after the new board demonstrated

that Noyes had been dipping into the school fund for personal

uses was he forced to resign. A master politician, Aldridge had

eliminated a pack of fellow Republicans from the school board

through his alliance with Good Government forces on centraliza-

tion, but in the process he had actually dealt himself a new

hand.
58

Like Rochester, Toledo similarly witrfessed a fatal blow

against ward representation in the schools late in the 1890s.

During earlier years of the decade various proposal§ surfaced in

how to best restructure the school board and remove it from

"politics." As in other cities undergoing comparable social re-

construction, it is clear that reformers were simply replacing

one form of politics with another.
59

The Toledo Board of Educa-

tion typically opposed administrative reforms and called for a

preservation of the existing system, This was unlikely since a
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number of different proposals to establish a "non - /artisan" board

gained momentum during these years.

Guy Major presented the first serious recommendation for

political change in 1896. Like'Aldridge of Rochester, Major was

a local Republican leader. Unlike his New York counterpart, Major

built his support in Toledo on a somewhat narrow and ephemai

issue: anti-Catholicism. Nativism had a recurrent appeal to the

voters throughout the Progressive era, having its strongest ex-

pression in Toledo during the mid-Nineties when the American

Protective Association helped catapult Major to the mayoralty.

Major hated Catholics as well as suffrage leaders and women's

organizations that meddled in school affairs during this earlier

tenure on the school board. As a strategy to re ve the few

remaining Catholics from the school board, he p oposed that the

mayor henceforth appoint a small board and replace the ward

structure. Women's cubs, trade unions, Populists, and even the

Chamber of C rce joined hands and prevented the passage of

Major's "ripp r bill" in Columbus.
60

Within o years, however, Good Government reformers used

the pretext of Superintendent McDonald's escapades in Cleveland

and the eptposure of various forms of peculation in the schools

to destroy the ward system. Like Rochester's reform movement,

Toledo's effort at administrative reorganization ultimately en-

joyed bipartisan support and approval from business, manufacturing,

and professional interests.
61

In the name of efficiency, progress,

and educational advance, normally rival editors like Robinson

Locke of the Republican Blade and Negley Cochran of the Democratic

Evening Bee popularized the cause of administrative reform.

"There have been jobs in school books; jobs in school buildings;

jobs in furniture; jobs in everything that could be subject to

jobbery," claimed the Blade in a typical denunciation of political

logrolling and corruption in the schools.
62

"Purify the schools.

Dump the politicians. Fire out the book and supply companies.

Get rid of bribers and men who want to be bribed. Wipe off the

slate. Clean out both-factions. Run the schools in the interest

of the scholars," added Locke's usual adversary, the Evening Bee.
63
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Through dozens of articles and editorials, these major news-

papers vigorously assaulted ward leadership in the schools. They

featured stories on specific examples of malfeasance, of inter-

ference in decision making by the American Book Company, and of

low morale among the teaching staff. In that way the press

cultivated a congenial climate for reform, one which permitted

a relatively small band of citizens to convince the legislature,

to approve the Niles Bill in 1898. Named for the Democratic

legislator who drafted the bill, it replaced the ward-based

board with a five member school board elected at large without

party designations on the ballot. With the support of Good

iovernment reformers and various Progressives, cne Niles Bill

was widely heralded as the turning point in the history of the

schools and the beginning of a new era in educational adminis-

tration.
64

A number of prominent members of the Tol2do Chamber of Com-

merce formed a delegation in Columbus to support the Niles Bill,

including George W. Writner, a realtor who was its Secretary,

and W. H. Chase, a business executive crith Aetna Insurance. Aid-

ing the cause were a number of suffrage leaders and the new

Christian Socialist mayor, Samuel M. "Golden Rule" Jones, who

wanted to infuse the spirit of "non - partisanship" throughout

municipal government. Jones fully realized that none of the

leading commercial organizations shared his larger concerns with

social and educational reconstcuccion, and the Chamber of Commerce,

wealthy cor negations, both major parties, and many businessmen

ultimately denounced his pro-labor campaign platforms.
65)

For a variety of reasons, however, Jones also, attacked the

ward system and supported administrative reorganization. He was

attracted to the idea of direct nomination, which meant that any

citizen with several hundred signatures on a petition could r..111

for office. Jones was himself the darkhorse candidate of the

Republicans for mayor in 1897, but he soon left the party and

refused to run on any party ticket for his remaining political

career; in 1899, he captured every ward in the city without the

support of any newspaper or endorsement by any political party.
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Jones saw the removal of school offices from the clutches of the

Republican and Democratic Party as an exercise in direct democ-

racy and the only way in which women might gain election to the

school board. When the Niles Bill took effect in 1898, almost

forty individuals ran for office, more than was true dnder the

ward system in the past, and several of the candidates were

women.
66

The Central Labor Union was deeply divided on the reorgani-

zation plan. X vocal minority of the affiliates of the organi-

zatzon applauded the idea of direct nomination, but more prescient

workers declared in the Toledo Union that "organized labor can

do more in individual wards toward the defeat of an enemy than

in the city at large.':
67

When "Golden Rule" Jones endorsed the-

eight hour day, the municipal ownership of utilities, the end

contract labor by the city, minimum wage legislation, pensions,

child labor legislation, and public works projects 'for the poor

and the unsm9loyed the trade unions stood firmly by his side.

Many letters in Jones' manuscript collection indicate widespread

trade union endorsement for his political stands, and ne became

a hero of the laboring masses, one of the most beloved figures

in Toledo's,history. But on the reorganization plan of 1898,

labor leade more foresight than Jones. It was to the

Golden Rule yor's credit that he joined with parents groups,

women's organizations, and the Central Labor Union in 1904 and

successfully petitioned the state legislature for some district

representation on the school board.
68

Many ward school members in Toledo, like their counterparts

in Rochester And Milwaukee, fought strenuously to preserve the

old order. Some small businessmen rightly sat their personal

avenues of political advancement blocked by the Niles Bill;

others undoubtedly disliked the loss of patronage, kickbacks,

and powe.- 4ta'.. Made ward Leaders respected men in their neighbor-

hoods; and still others opposed the reorganization scheme on

democratic principles. William Tucker, for example, denounced

the reformers as elitists and demanded the preservation of the

existing educational goerning structure. Tucker was t',e
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President. of the William McKinley Club, the President of the

school board, a prosperous attorney, a banker, a philanthropist,

and a city postmaster from 1898 to 1916. He resented the much

publicized claim that all ward leaders were grafters and he

vigorously opposed the Niles Bill.
69

"I believe that the nearer you can get to the people in the

. matter of selecting of members of our board, the better it will

be, otherwise our American system of choosing officers is a

failure," he contended in 1898 in a speech against school

reorganization.
70

Tucker warned that tne rich would dominate on

future school boards, "while the out-lying districts and the

districts containing the great laboring portion of our citizens

would ben lected, and these sections are the ones that

especi ly need representation...for the wealthy and well-to-do

classes re able to secure proper educational advantages for their

children, while the poor people are compelled to rely upon our

public school system."
71

While preferring district over ward or

at large elections, Tucker did not explain how inequalities

based on class and sex would necessarily be altered through his

plano'but in time labor leaders and Progressives like Golden Rule

Jones fully agreed with Tucker on the undesirable social conse-

quences of small, at-large elections.
72

Like the ward poards of Rochester and Toledo, the method of

selecting school commissioners'in Milwaukee reached back to the

1840s yet proved vulnerable to Good Government centralization

rem in the late Nineties. By then the Municipal League of

Milwaukee had a reputation as one of the most potent Good Govern-

ment associations in the nation. With the aid of William Geuder,

a prominent German and Republican leader on the school board, the

Municipal League in 1897 convinced the Grand Old Party to endorse

legislation that eliminated the system by which board members were

appointed by local aldermen; in its place stood a twenty-one member

ward-based board that was appointed by a special four-man commis-

sion named by the mayor.
73

The plan was condemned by the emergent

Socialist trade union movement as well as by more moderate working-

class groups and small entrepreneurs attracted to the Populist



Party. In both the German Socialist Vorwarts and the Populist

Daily News, citizens encountered biting commentary on school

centralization that never reached suGh heights in many.cities.

The aldermen-appointed, ward-based school board of Milwaukee

long opposed any shift from the status quo, especially the popular

election of its members. The board was insulated from public

opinion in the sense that it was snot directly elected by the

people. In that way ward members were as distrustful of the

electorate as the Goo-Goo's, and they opposed the persistent de-

mands of working-class groups for an elective school board. From

the 1870s to the early twentieth century, when it helped estab-

lish direct elections, the, Socialist working class in particular

rallied other grass-roots organizations against all appointive

schemes and in favor of more democratic structures. 74

In 1872 the Milwaukee school board typillly attacked

working-class pressure for a directly elected board, claiming it

woul,_ only draw the schools into a "political arena."
75

In the

late 1880s and early 1890s the appointed board rejected similar

suggestions for reorganization by external pressure groups. Still

smarting in the mid-Nineties from the popular backlash over the

Schattenberg affair, the ward board was further criticized when

citizens exposed a number of shady financial and real estate deals

involving schoolhouse construction. Moreover, the board now had

to deal with "faddists" and School Alliance women, the Municipal

League, which wanted civil service extended to the schools, the

Daily News and the Vorwarts, which , ted large, ward-based boards

that were popularly elected, and the Milwaukee Sentinel, a par-

,ticularly powerful voice for Republicanism and Good Government

values.
76

The ward-appointed board had its back against the wall and

only aggravated the situation by refusing to compromise with

external forces for reform. It regularly insulted members of the

Women's School Alliance for their meddling and soft pedagogical

ideas; it rejected all the proposals of the Municipal League; it

opposed suggestions for direct electiori since it would foster

"politics" in edu_ation; and it voted against a proposal which
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would have prohibited nepotism in hiring practices.
77

The board

.hat refused to bend was broken in 1397, even though many grass-

roots Progressives opposes the appointive aspect of the Municipal

League's reorganization plan. One of the main objectives of the

Socialist working class in Milwaukee in the next several years

was to dismantle this reform and provide direct election of the

school board. The Socialists were ultimately aided by many

women's organizations and,parent groups, including the Woman's

School Alliance, and it was one of their major successes later

in the Progressive era.'

The Populists and the Socialists were nevertheless the only

consistent opponents of the Municipal League in Milwaukee in the

Nineties. Neither group liked the aldermen-appointed nature of

the :urrent board of education nor the belief that a four man

commission would adequately promote their interests. Ideologic-

ally distinct, the Populists and the Socialists often endorsed

similar educational programs during these years: free lunches,

textbooks, more district high schools, lecture programs, and the

free and unrestricted use of the neighr)rhood school as a comp

munity center. These largely working-class groups wanted the

schools closer to the people, and they disliked the idea that

politicians from the other side of town would control the mayoral

commission and choose their school representatives.
78

1

Upon learning of the commission plan in 1997, the Daily

News called for the establishment of three separate district

school boards in,Milwaukee, directly elected by the people, who

would also elect a larger, ward - based, school board to guide the

educational affairs of. the entire city.
79

The Municipal League

rejected the plan as inefficient and the school board called it

impractical. The Socialist Vorwarts had less well developed

proposals' but similar contempt for the Goo-Goo's. Along with

the Populists, the Socialists attacked the allegedly "non-

partisan" commission as a fraud, since the mayor packed the four

man commission with elite members of society as well as his Gwn

political partisans. "If we understand the facts correctly, the

object of the law was to steer highly political people sway from
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the school hoard," wrote Victor Berger in 1397. "But it's obvious

..hat this"capitalist reform' should be limply relegated to the

manure heap of political life."
80

These articulate forms of oppc..*itio., did not prevent school

reorgan.zation in Milwaukee. And, az-, in other cities, clubwomEi.r

whose supposedly non-partisan and feminine quali'ies poorly

equipped them for the strenuous job of school politics aired in

the demise of older patterns of school governance. Women's clubs

would often cooperate with trade unions, Socialists, Populists,

and other political organizations on a wide range of social service

refotms in the schools in the Progressive era, but in the Nineties

they oppoied these groups on the question of school board reorgan-

ization. Drawn from more comfortable classes, women were less

concerned with ward or district representation, and they drove. the
c>

stake deep into the heart of the ward system whenever they were

given an opportunity. -They never forgot how ward leaders had

insulter' them, ignored them at party caucuses, and intimidated

them at the polls. The New Woman had little to to-e with the

destruction of the ward system, which she rightly perceived as a

bastion of maleness and i4 deterrent to the new housekeeping.

In Rochester the Women's Educational and Industrial Union,

the Local Council of Women. and various suffragettes forcefully

backed the Dow Bill in 1898, and HelPn Montgomery in particular

ra11.4..e.' support against the old system.
81

Toledo's Emily Bouton,

a central figure the Women's Educational Club and other organ-

izations, joined with Mary Law and other clubwomen in support of

the Niles Bill a year earlier. Shunned by the major parties in

the Nineties, Toleds women viewed the direct nomination features

of the reorganization plan as the only hope for female represen-

tation on the school board. Miss Bouton in particular likened

the local fight for reform to Jane Addams' more famous struggles

against Johnny Powers, a powerful ward adversary.
32

The Woman's

School Alliance of Milwaukee, tired of its token position on the

sdhool board and properly suspicious 0: loca: aldermen on the

area of women's rights, similarly cast 4ts lot with the Municipal

Leagrz. The Socialist working class would help radicalize many



of tn, members of the Woman's Alliance over the years, finally

encouraging them to push for an elective school board. In the

Nineties, however, the Alliance seemed to enjoy its victory over

the ward bosses.
83

By the turn of the century, then, women as well as more

influential Good Government reformers restructured school admin-

istrations in Rochester, Toledo, and Milwaukee. They built the

framework with which parents, reformers, and radicals of all

stripes would have to contend in the twentieth century. The

question of who would formally rule in urban education in these

cities was partially settled as the new century dawned. The

consequences of administrative change would reverberate not only

in the early decades of the twentieth century but continue to

this very day. At-large elections of school boards comprised of

small numbers of elite individual: dominate contemporary urban

schooling, and it is one of the .-reat ironies of educational his-

tory that this mode of school governance was perfected in a so-

called age of improvement and progress.

The ward-based school boards of the nineteenth century offer

one alternative to the present model of urban school governance.

This older system never guaranteed that all classes, sexes, and

races would have proportional representation. It did ensure,

however, that every section of the city would have at least one

local representative on a central board. Ward members were not

comprised of the down cast victims of industrial capitalism, even

though district or local representation remains a viable El'inciple

in democratic theory. Ward boards were plaguedwith problems

related to patronage, tyranny over teachers, graft, and alliances

with corrupt business interests. Centralized school boards, of

course, wereAnever immune from these problems, and it is difficult

to believe that the Mutual Admiration Societies that existed in

many cities after the Progressive era were distinct improvements

rn their predecessors.

1S
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"The thought of social service is in the air," claimed an

advocate of social centers in the School Journal. "It is a well
I

defined sentiment. Where should this sentiment be seen crystal-

1lazing into action? ove all places in the common schools."

Certainly the common scrillbols among other important social insti-

tutions were cast into a whirlwind of reform and social change

during the early twentieth century. The crisis of the 1890s,

indicated in widespread community and social strife and reflected

so well by struggles over school centralization, was only a

harbinger of future controversies in urbJ:n education. Whether

school reformers on the grass -roots sought social service, social

control, or both, individuals who had little else in common agreed

on the need for immediate alterations in educational policy. And,

tetoeen 1900 and 1920, the major partisans of grass-roots Pro-

gressivism finally reached political maturity. Women's clubs,

parent teacher associations, labor unions, Socialists and warriors

from the Populist crusade, neighborhOO groups and city wide organ-

izations, as well as professional and busi- ss associations, en-

gaged in continual rounds of conflict and debate over who would

shape, control, and benefit from the local neighborhood school.

The study of Progressive reform has for too long :entered

on uncovering a particular "reform type" responsible for the

multitudinous changes of the early twentieth century. Some

scholars have variously interpreted Progressivism as a movement

of the "new middle class", of businessmen and corporate elites,

of men and women searching for lost status, and even of the immi-

grant masses dominant in large urban areas.
2

What is striking

about the study of urban schooling in the Progressive era is how

these interpretations oversimplify the complexity of reform during

these years. As much of this study has indicated, reform move-

ments were comprised of different strands of community protest and

activism, and no particular social group or political or occupa-

tional interest can be seen as the full expression of "Progressive

reform." As a result of the interaction between competing v_lun-

tart groups, of course, the state through its local educational

units expanded its role in social welfare. State expansion was
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the common denominator in the activities of municipal Progressives,

though the exact way in which the state should express itself

through educational innovation remained a source of contrcersy

and debate throughout the early twentieth century.

In highlighting one particular social or occupational group

as the key element in urban Progressivism, histor'ans have over-

looked the diverse character of social change cl,_Ing these

seminal years. What is needed is a more dialectical, interactive

interpretation of change. The history of grass-roots school

reforM during theNeyears is not a tale of how one group imposed

its values on the rest of the community. It was a period. of

intense political conflict, when competing groups found them-

selves warmly agreeing on some issues but violently disagreeing

on others. People drawn from different social backgrounds and

with contrasting political perspectives actively participated in

school reform movements from the 1890s onward in cities like

Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City. -hd, as we shall

see, contrary to much current historical literature, the imple-

mentation of school social services like school lunches or social

centers cannot\be easily dismissed as examples of %social control"

or elite reform: the plain fact is that people with di_ferent

motives and world views, like bankers, reform-oriented ministers,

labor unions, Socialists, and other citizens for their own reasons

all desired these educational improvements.

To say that many diverse groups participated in reforms that

expanded the social functions of mass education is not to argue

that each group that did so was equally powerful and influential

in the shaping of educational policy. For example, if laboring

interests were as united a powerful as profession-A and business

interests in local communit es, school board centralization would

never have proceeded with such alacrity at the turf of the century.

And the intentions of scho.:,1 reformers, no matter how divergent,

tell us little about hoW new school programs actually functioned,

what Lley meant in children's lives, and what if any differences

they made in controlling youth or in broadening the bounds of

opportunity. Yet the history of t,e expansion of school social
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services in par,icular was not any simple movement of businessmen,

or professionals, or middle class women; neither was it simply

some simple movement from above or below. A wide range of groups

competed and cooperated on the implementation of new school

innovationt, all of which aimed to enhance the school's power

vis-a-vis the family. Urban schools adopted a vast arra' of

innovations: health related reforms like breakfasts, lunches,

and medical and dental inspection; educational and recreational

reforms like vacation schools and playgrounds; and more multi-

faceted reforms like social centers.

The centralization of urban school boares, one of the mist

vital changes of these years, was never universally accepted by

different community groups as final in the early twentieth century.

There were struggles for more decentralized governing structures

and open assaults on elite leadership in thesChools. But school

politics and educational reform ranged broadly beyond the import-

ant issue of who would control the school board: the neighborhood

or r.ity at large. The turn of the century witnessed the prolifera-

tion of proposals from many individuals who wanted to expand the

social role of schooling. And so, in an atmosphere shaped by

competing elements of the grass-roots, school reform in a very

broad sense remained vital to people from many different back-

grounds in numerous cities. The issue for many individuals was

not whether but how they could improve different characteristics

of the urban school.
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An Age Of Municipal Reform

Haste, oh haste, delightful morning
Of that glorious freedom day,

When from earth's remotest border
Tyrants all have passed away;

When we shall for service render
Service of an equal worth;

Then will all mankind be brothers,
Heav'n then will have come to earth.

Samuel M. Jones

Many believe that the people should
live as dogs and fleas -- that those

who are not sucking blood should be
scratching themselves, and that all
ought to be c,ntented it should
ever he thus.

Missouri Staats-Zeitung, 1903
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The movement for playgrounds, vacation schools, social cen-

ters, medical and dental inspection, nutrition programs, and

other welfare reforms constituted the educational phase of larger k

social and political transformations in urban communities through-

out the Progressive era. The early twentieth ce.itury was one of

those :ascinating eras when people with widely varying backgrounds

believed that social improvement, however defined and interpreted,

was desirable and even possible, especially through schooling.

Any appreciation of educational reform must therefore begin with

the broader 4ocial and political context'for change that prevailed

in places like Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City. For

it was not schoolmen and educators per se who led movements for

Progressive school reform; rather,,'the major sources for educa-

tional change remained rooted not in the schools but in the

communities that sustained them. School reform, of course, ulti-

mately depended on how school boards, administrators, and teachers

responded to many-sided calls for improvement. Patterns of educa-

tional change were nevertheless continually shaped by competing

grass-roots activists and by local climates of reform.

School board centralization marked only the first round of

school reform in the Progressive era. Just as the issue of cen-

tralization repeatedly provoked considerable debate after the

Nineties, partisans for change thereafter would continually inter-

act on important educational policy issues. Always somewhat

dependent upon the novel ideas of various community groups, the

schools werk habitually subjected to scrutiny and criticism on

the grass-roots: by the New Women, the Social Gospelers, acti-

vist trade union leaders, and representatives of the professions

and biisiness. Although different groups often represented par-

ticular social and interests, voluntary associations

led the most important movements for social and political change,

al.ays forming the broad context for educational reform. Liberals

struggled to remove some of the worst aspects of contemporary
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urban life through various social programs; conservatives condemned

them for undermining private initiative and responsibility at the

state's expense; and radicals condemned all of them for their sup-

posedly narrow social vision and refusal tc redistribute wealth

and power in local communities.)

A wide range of individuals in this age of intense citizen

activism viewed schooling as a main vehicle of progress and social

improvement. "This is a great age for the phenomena., growth of

organizations," noted the r ...ester Democrat and Chronicle, and

schooling became a major concern for countless voluntary associa-

tions.
2

izens formed a consensus on the value of schooling

but were still deeply divided on who would determine the pace,

nature, and quality of educational innovation in the modern world.

In the broadest sense, there were two opposite movements in urban

educat2.on in the early twentieth century. On the one hand, admin-

istrative, elite reformers centralized school boards and thereby

eliminated district representation and neighborhood control.

School superintendents in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and other

cities in different degrees soon became more visible and signi-

ficant in educational policy. Control over teacher hiring, the

most visible symbol of the power of ward school commissioners,

now shifted to educational experts. For these and other reasons

many historians follow David B. Tyack's assertion that the

Progressive era was an age of "the one best system," one of elite

dominance and administrative supremacy.
3

Places like Rochester,

Toledo, and Milwaukee only reflected the national trend toward

school board reorganization and centralized control, and Kansas

City's -small school board similarly remained under the control

of elite professional and business interests.

The centralization of urban school boards reflected the drive

for business efficiency in the Progressive era, but it was never

universally welcomed by all citizens. New school leaders increas-

ingly came from elite classes and school administrations grew more

distant from the people, triggering numerous outbursts of oppo.i-

tion from different community interests. Trade unions, Socialists,

and ethnic minorities in particular condemned the reorganized



structure of school governance, viewing the "non-partisan" rhetoric

of Good Government reformers as an ideological cloak that poorly

concealed a personal quest for power. Many women's organizations

who were active in social welfare reforms were less critical of

elite dominance, except when efficiency advocates and fiscal

conservatives ignored the need for additional social services and

curricular innovations. But whether or not different grass-roots

forces agreed on the abolishment of ward representation, all of

these interests joined in an effort to expand the social functions

of urban education. On many occasions these grass-roott forces

retained some of their own unique identities and yet united to

promote a number of new social services in the urban schools.

These reform-minded men and women endeavored in Ceweyian

fashion to make the local school a center of neighborhood activi-

ties and social and intellectual stimulation. Like Dewey, they

hoped to make the school "a center of full and adequate social

service, to bring it completely into the current of social life"

as well as to transform it into a place for "the continuous

education for all classes for whatever ages."
4

Through regular

interaction and clashes between school board elites and lay

reformers of different political persuasions, the missi,In of the

schools broadened to include a wide range of services and inno-

vations. Lawrence Cremin, of course, called this process part

of "the transformation of the school."
5

Whether schools were

indeed "transformed" will be examined more closely in later

chapters, but the schools did serve as a major focal point for

many progressive reformers. For many the schools became the

great lever of reform and social betterment.

Although historians like David B. Tyack have well documented

the thrust of administrative centralization during these years,

little is known about how various school programs and innovations

altered the social life, of many urban systems. For example, the

schools broadened their responsibilities for the health and wel-

fare of children. Vacation schools, playgrounds, athletic leagues,

medical and dental inspection, vaccination, and breakfast and lunch

programs were common issues of educational debate and policy.
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Special schools for the blind, deaf, crippled, feeble-minded,

anemic, and tubercular offered alternatives to state institu-

tions far from home. Curricular innovations like kindergartens,

manual training and domestic science programs, and pre-vocational

classes and trade training also began in many urban systems.

While many cities of small and middling size had only a single

tax-supported secondary school in the nineteenth, century, demand

from outlying districts of the city forced the establishment of

hundreds of district high schools. Evening schools, social cen-

ters, and public lecture programs rounded out the reform platforms

of many community leaders on the school board and in the city at

large.
6

Judgements on these programs widely differed among contem-

poraries, and historians continue to debate their merits. Whether

viewed from the perspective of the past or present, school policy

makers at the turn of the century grappled with problems of far-

reaching significance: from the effort to end neighborhood repre-

sentation through school board centralization to the movement to

expand schooling beyond the Three R's through social welfare re-

form. For historians of social change in education in the Pro-

gressive era, many central questions remain unanswered. Did

Progressive era school boards, now increasingly operating on a

model of business efficiency, deliver to any notable degree

worthwhile services to their clientele? Did centralized school

boards retard or advance the pace of innovations like scwial

centers and nutritional programs? W. working-class or radical

groups effective in any particular areas of school reform, or

did centralized school administrations deny them influence in

shapinc, public policy? In what ways and on what issues did women

and different voluntary associations interact on school matters

with Socialists and laborers?

The answers to these questions help determine whether the

Progressive era war, as historians have suggested, primarily an

age of elite ascendance or liberal social transformation. History

is of course rarely as straight-forward as lc first appears; it is

full of unexpected twists and turns, odd facts, and unpredictable

SO
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personalities and events. Who could predict the conversion of

"%Samuel M. Jones frOm a conservative manufactUrer to a Golden Rule

mayor? Who could predict that Socialists and Populists, rare

political species in the 1890s, would become integral leaders in

many facets of local educational reform?' Who could predict

whether lay people and grass-roots reformers would counter the

moves of administrative elites and make the schools a greater

source of social service and public welfare? By tracing the

process of interactlen between community groups and school

leaders, one can better appreciate the process of social claange

that affected school policy at the turn of the century. Then

one can better explain whether centralized administrations

treated all parents and children equitably, whether at-large

elections produced leaders who represented a broad spectrum of

the citizenry, or whether administrative reform ensured special

privileges for wealthy citizens.

Against a backdrop of increased industrial development,

changing patterns of immigration, population growth, and newly-

structured school boards, grass-roots Progressives in many
/
cicties

vied for influence in school decision making in the early twen-

tieth century. But here such generalizations must be further

elaborated upon and clarified. Trade unions everywhere made

important bids for political power and representation on school

boards, though only Milwaukee's unusually strong Socialist

working-class movement enabled specific laboring groups to achieVe

success worthy of their numbers. Milwaukee's Social Democratic

Party demons ...rated the centrality of third party forces in muni-

cipal life in the Progressive era. Religious-oriented pressures

for social change also contributed to the development of third

party activism in different cities, especially in Toledo. There

Golden Rule Jones best embodied-the new religious spirit in

public office. Between 1897 and 1904, Jones symbolized the power

of the Social Gospel in urban politics. After Jones' death, his

legacy continued under mayor Brand Whitlock (1905-1913) and the

Independents. They promot4d many of Jones' municipal programs,

expanded them into broader directions, and essentially retained
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1
Progressive schooling as the educational phase of larger political

and social reform.
7

Rochester and Kansas City had contrasting political environ-

ments compired with Toledo and Milwaukee. They lacked such well

defined, cohesive, and successful Socialist, workini-class, or

politico-religious movements that congealed for any notable period

of time. Like dissidents w.d third party activists elsewhere,

Rochester's and Kansas City's Socialist parties and trade union

organizations sought more influence in politics and school

decision-making after the turn of the century\ They fought for

many new social services for children, aspired to leadership on

local school boards, and sought social justice for unrepresented

groups.

Very often these outsiders of the established political sys-

tem failed to unite successfully against the status quo. Boss

Aldridge of Rochester, for example, regularly undermined their

influence. Aldridge grew tired of shared governance with the

Goo-Goo's who served on the school board after thi turn of the

century. By denying them nomination to office through the Repub-

lican party, he eliminated Good Government leaders from the school

board after 1910. As a result, Aldridge controlled the Republican

school board just as he had in the Nineties. Aldridge did not

replace Goo-Goo's on the school board with SoCialists, workers,

or political radicals. Instead, he continued the policy of nom-

inating only a few "best" men to office--as long as they were

loyal and conservatiie Republicans.

Rochester's schools witnessed many curricular reforms and

social service innovations with the encouragement ofiiGood Govern-
,

ment forces, especially in the area of social centers, for which

the city became nationally renowned. But Boss Aldridgeqconsoli-

dated his power against both liberals, Socialists, and trade union

leaders who t1 itened his dominance.
8

Workers and radicals also ,

struggled for representation on the Kansas city school board

during the Progressive era with negligible results. A small band

of elite businessmen, and professionals had controlled the schools

since the 1870s with Superinteh4ent James Greenwood at the helm,
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a pattern that continued in the new century. After Greenwood

retired in 1914, his post was filled by I. I. Cammack, best

known for his opposition to teacher unions and his support for

the Gary plan of industrial education and vocacionalism for the

working classes.
9

First attaining widespread recognition in the Nineties,

organized women remained avid school reformers in the majority

of American cities. Despite their frequent appeals to "non-

partisanship," Women joined voluntary organizations by the

millions by World War I and became involved in numerous politi-

cal activities. Groups like the Women's Educational and Indus-

trial Union of Rochester, the Toledo Educational Club, the Woman's

School Alliance of Milwaukee, and the Kansas City Athenaeum- -to

name only the most prominent organizations in these cities--mir-

rored grass-roots changes across the urban nation. The Rochester

Union and Advertiser did not exaggerate when it argued in 1899

that "there are so many organizations of Women...that it is not

easy to distinguish and keep track of them." 10
Like organized

labor a d other voluntary associations who fought for their

rights in different cities, women were a vital element in grass-

, roots reform.

Social service reforms ranging from penny lunches to social

centers were advanced by clubwomen as well as by the thousands

of mothers in local P.T.A.'s, which were an outgrowth of earlier

mother's unions that formed in many cities by the turn of the

century. Parent groups therefore became'another potential source

for change along with organized labor, religio4 leaders, and

various third parties. Few parents' groups had more enthdsiasm

than those in Kansas City, where mothers and fathers had se much

to gain and so little to lose. Kansas City's parents built the

largest P.T.A. network in the world hy 1920: an incredible 10,000

me ers.
11

Together with other grass-roots forces that had emerged

in the Nineties--like Socialists, trade union leaders, Social

Gospelers, and New Women--organized parents helped frame the poli-

tical environment and context for Progressive change in the twen-

tieth-century'urban school. It is impossible to comprehend fully
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the reasons for the suyesses.arld_failures of these individuals

in reforming the schools Without examining this larger political

environment after the turn of the century. Every school innova-

tion in ta FrogressiVe era depended greatly upon the social and

political.context for cLange that existed in the larger society.*

141

During the Progressive era Toledo became famous as the city

of. Golden Rule Jones. Milwaukee% on- the other hand, was renowned

as the home of Victor Berger, the nation's firstSocialist'Con-
.

gresstan. Jones. was one of the most famous reform mayors of his

day, comparable to his two famous friends and counterparts, Hazen

Pingree of Detroit ind Tom Johnson of Cleveland. A leading peace

advocate and champion of labor unions, women's rights, and Chris-

tian Socialism, Jones symbolized the social jlistice orientation-

of grass-roofs Progressivism. At his death in 1904, 5S,000°mour-

ners paid their respects to the crusader for the Golden Rule.

Working-class poets penned eulogies in his memory., women's groups"'
4

reaffirmed their commitment to his Christian Socialist teachings,

and immigrant groups marched, in line to pay homage to a colorful

leader. ,"Toledo has become notorious as the city of'Sam Jones,

LGolden Rule Jones," wrote a Socialist who disliked him in 1905.
1

"He died a'few months ago before the expiration of his term and

his .name is revered by the thousands in this city. "12

A similar outpouringof respect occurred at the funeral of

a local leader in MilWaukee in1929. In that yew Victor Berger

was killed by a street car, owned appropriately enough by the

private transit company he had long opposed. Now remembered pri-.

marily as the nation's first Socialist congressman and the man who

introduced Eugene Debs to Manx's ideas, Berger was the leading

Socialist, and trade union leader in Milwaukee throughout the Pro-

gressive era. 'A former cattle puncher and school teacher, Berger

in the Nineties edited the Wisconsin Vorwarts, which was the offi- *

cial paper of the Socialists 4nd the Wisconqin State Federation

of Labor. Later he edited the Social Democratic Herald and the

Milwaukee Leader, which were nationally syndicated Socialist
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new.,papers. Like Jones, Berger and the Social Democrats struggled

for widespread social andpolitical reform, making educational

improvements one aspect of Larger grass-roots agitation. In both

Toledo and Milwaukee, movements f'or social improvejnent were fash-

ioned out of the disparate reform elements emerging.out of the

depression decade.
1 3

Althougb Berger's Social Democratic Party ultimately- had more

far reaching and long l asting effects in municipal -A educational

politics, school reform continued to influence Toledo politics

after the passage of the Niles.Bill in 1898. The fight for school

improvements was waged by-Golden Rule Jones and his successor as

mayor ,Brand Whitl '..who assembled'a loosely -knit Independent

movement which controlled Toledo ;rota 1905to 1913. For politial

change in Toledo and Mi ukee was poli4-ical Progressivism writ

small. ,It was one aspect of broader political movements of men.
. f.

and women who either disliked or abandoned Ape Republican and

Democratic parties. Grass-roots Progressives--workers, Clubwomen,

Social Gospelers, and third party dissidents--occasionally formed

significant voting blocks on local sclrol.boards after the turn

of the century. More typically, however,
P

they remained an extra-.

institutional source of social change, pressuring school officials

to impleient what were perceveCas desirable educational changes.

Both Jones and Whitlock effectively integrated a number of

ifferent elements into a movement for political and social change.

Interaction Letween liberals, radicals, and-utopians was the heart-

beat of urban Progressivism, whose pulse throbbed from the energy

released by these two leaders. Reform platforms developed through

the years in Toledo, capturing popular support from the voting

-public. From 1897 to 1913 the Republicans and Democrats were

excluded from the mayorality. Moreover, Whitlock's Independents

controlled the city-council for several terms, until the RePubli-

cads crushed them at the polls. Less Socialistic, flamboyent, and

colorful than Jones, Whitlock nevertheless shared,with his mentor

support for women's rights, labor unions, and the legal rights of

the poor. Through suzh leadership Toledo was nationally renowned

as a city dedicated to human rights and social justice-1 4
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Unlike Whitlock, who constructed a loosely cotpriled poli-

tical organization, G61den Rule Jones was successively electpd

to office on the basis of his personal appeal and his advanced

sccial views. He neverforveda political party, and as a result

it

f

coLdervative Republicans dominated in the city counciland

blocked many of his policies.
15

In 1898 Eugene Debs, .a cldse

friend, Urged Jones.to declare himself a member Of the new

Social. Democratic Party. Jones respOnded that the Republicans

and .Democrats were :"purely cOitaluatic" yet he refused to join

any party.
16

His independent status throughout the remainder

of his life often angered the Left as well as theoChamber of

Commerce, the Pastor's Union, and most institutional voices of

respectability who rejected his Pcsentially Socialistic criticisms

of society. After.running as a dark horse candidate for the

Republicans for maybr-in 1897, Jones gilickly broke with the party

-and ran as an indepileent until his death three terms later.

abilitY to admit his mistakes in endorsing school

V board centralization i0"11698.solidified hj.-s position within the- .

labOemovement. At the same time he also became a hero of local

parent organikations pd.wtpmen'S clubs. A number of these grass-

roots 'forces coalesced around ,him to agitate for pOtitical Ana

educational yeform,,leading the way to the restoration of partial

district representatiO,on the school board in 1904. Dy the turn

of the century, the-reorganized, cOnsolidated school board was

be known for its ethic of -business efficiency ane opposition

to "fads and frills" like 4ndergarteng, playgrounds, the` extended

use of the schools, and other innoyatiens collectively known as

4 the "new education." J. Keneliamiltoni who was 4 ,prominent attor-
-,_

ney and former mayor, dominated on the restructured board from

1898 ,to 1904. He opposed turricular innovations and-anything

associated with Golden Rule Jones. One of the sprnsord of e

Ales Bill, Hamilton was a regular Republican who resented nes'

bolt fror the Grarid Old Party)
18

After the election results of the new school oCard in1898

were tabulated, it was clear that neither women, the working cliss-

es, nor the AdvocAtes'of the'"neW education" would find much
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support from the-educational establishment. All five school board

members were eitheeattorneys or businessmen and were drawn from

the4entral city business districti. As a result the outlying,

working -class wards, particularly the populous East-Side, .were

excluded from representation. The new school superintendent,

William W. Chafers," opposed innovationg and 44pliked outside'

interference.' MoreOver, women who believed tht at-large elec-

tions would promote their interoets watched, Mary E. Law rum

sixth in afield of nearly forty. The mall size of the board
%

effectivelydenied her office: By.1901 this prominent kinder-.
9

4 garten instructor, Auffragb leader, and clubwoman attacked the.

reorganized school board in the Blade-as "a self.perpetulting

machine,which takes its form largely from the domimkting mind,

progressive or non-progressive, honest or corrtIpt."
19 4

Criticisms against the new 'school board mounted inthe eaily

190Js. In 1902 one citizen accused the board of only representirg

the "seal skin districts...while those dist _cs most largely

represented.in attendance:at the schools were obtaining no repre-

sentation." .The Board of Educition-resembled the "Pooh Bah, in

the Mikado.
.20

"Your board does not, represent the laboring class-

, es, of the cite You are all businessmen," protested an angry

labor leader. "You know you never are in touch with the poorer

classes, whose children form four - fifths of the school childrtn."21

Both women and working people as well as entire sections of.the

'city lacked. representation on4the'school board. Tempers/naturally

flared and it. became clear that some form of public redress was

necessary. .

0
With the representatives of the silk stocking districts en-

'

sconced in the" school board, parent.groups joined with Golden Rule

Jones, the Central'Labor Union, women's organizatiOns, and Er
. /

ward leaderslya-icfritam Tucker to demand the reorganization of

the reorganized board. A group called the )midway Civic Club

formed in 1898 and included mothers and f ther_s_
'-

,Side, a working -class area. They strongly op

om the South

at-large elec-
.

tions, favored district or ward representation, and called for the

education." Firs they demanded the endinauguration of the "new
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, of cramming, overtesting, and the use of the rod. 'THen they
. . -

planned to destroy the "oligarchy" in the school administration,

to throttle the

to select' texts

zen's group was

wide membership.

school superintendent and to empower teachers

and school'materials.
22

Ancather parental citi-

the Complete Education Ledyue, which had city-

The League was the brainohild of Golden Rule

Jones and his followers; who by the early twentieth century

called for Progressive Nnovations and school social-services,,

district representation, and'working-class members on the board.

of education. 'Let us get - nearer the people through district

representation, " .wrote the LeagueIin 1902, "and Toledo will take

her stand with cities which are placing the needs of the child

first.'
,23

it ,
The Complete Education League was t main vehicle by which

Golden Rule Jones not on4Iffully expres d his own- educational

views but alto united various graTroots Progressives behind

the "new educatiOn".and the second phase of school"boara ref64m.
4

Jones' Annual: R sas well as his speechesand'activities.with

the League gave- .ull support to the establishment of playgroundo,

kindergartens, social-centers, and other innovations in the schools.

Jones viewed all of these reforms as.. an eApression of Christian

sArvice and brotherhood. He expected!no praise for social se.50ice
- - ,

reformS .)ince, "as I understhnd it, the Christian rhw is service

for service," or another way of defining the Golden Rule. 24 The
1-

service ethic reappeared in his 1801' Annual Report to the city

council, which the local presd typigaliy lambasted for its utopian
.

If

qualities. j'The only us'tification that can be offered for the

right of a .itvernment to exist andsto_levy taxes upon the people

to pay its expenses is that it makes conditio e of life easier

and better for 41e people than/they cou4e withoutd possibly be wiout it.li
Its mission then is to serve rather than to rule by.force. 25

When the school board controlled by J. Kent Hamilton refused

o move as rapidly as Jones ante the Progressives desired, citizens

(::
quickly learfied'that"non-partisan school administrions were

tually espousing particulk political interests. Jones helped

form the Toledo Playgrotd Association in 1899, which collected
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frprivate donations for ,the establishment of the first public play-
.

grounds in Tdledo. The success of the playgroupd movement caused

the organization to change its name in 1900 to the Complete

.Education r. ague, which, it was argued, reileZTVt "the new educa-

tion movement" and the "prOgressive spirit"of the ci.ey.t The)new

title indicated the organization's' desire to 'broaden the meaning

of public education" to. include play, recreation, te4Xed learning

.environments, clp er parent-teacher relations, and a more pleasant
.

%rid harmonious environment for thechild.
26

By 1902 a cdpiributor

.to Cosiplete Education contended that education meant growth and 4
.

. . .
.

,required constant experimentation. The school board, unfortunately,

brazenly defied this principle, "as if filly realizing thIst they

are removed away from the reach of the people; that they are
.c

. -
1

responsible to nobody; that they die safe in their position; and

so they keep pn in their detrimental policy."-o7
4

( e
4

4/ In attacking the elite nature of the scOool board and in

broadening tfieirplans for social /reform, Jones and his followers

solidified their alliances with labor ,and especially with women.
...- , Many subetage leaders like Rosa Segui: one, of the oldest femieists

in the city, were active in viomen's.cldbs and,parent's organiza-'e , *
tions like the Broadway Civic Club, whioh' visited schools, pub-

.-

o / lished critical reports in the local newspapers, and became .

consumer-like watchdogs on educational policy.
28

Jones had not
. .

1

supported women's suffrage\throighout his N,fe but was a recent

convert to the cause, part of his largek transfr'rmation during

the depression from conservative businessman to urban radical.

.

His discovery of the principle-orthe Golden Rule asia cure for.

human mtpery led F&41 to embrace the concep t of human eguali

and brotherhood., An acceptance of the notion of the father ood

of God led him to e spouse the brotherhood of mar) and, as he said

on one dtcasion, i5eas blaiphemous to, think that your fatheir wag 4

better than your nota.er! As he told a correspondent in 1898,

"(W)dlien ars people, and, iry opinion, their ,inariority'(?),

real or imaginary, is due wholly to ,their ecOnomic dependence
tit

upon man; it is an artificial con6tion that will disappear,with

the,better civilization that is coming."29*

N
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Many Toleddans fo9nd. it difficdlt to d'slike a man who could .

-claim,."I believe'inBrotherhood, and my be ief .in it includes

every human'being on the face Of the earth- -the scalawag, the

president, the harlot, the social leader of the,four hundred, the

puny baby, and brutalized plub ugly; they are all'a part of me

aid I am part of them." 30 Jones wrote such statements with such, w.

an utter lack of pretentiousness and genuine

parents' wome , and workers were attracted to

beauty of his arguments. Rosa Segf, Pauline

and_ Kate B. Sherilmod--a;1 suffrage activists,

sin"dekity that many

the simplicity and.

Steinem,, Mary Law,

advocates of labor ./

unions, parent teaoherassociations, and now district representa-

tion on -the school,boad--joined the Golden Rule mayor as he

marched in numerous labor day parades, listened to guest lecturers

on progressive,subjects at the Golden Rula,Settlement House, and

continually imbibed the ideas of Social Christianity. 31

Pauline Steinem, rho was the presidqnt ofthe Council of

Jewish Women and A leading force in the City Federation of Women,

pushed the latter organization until it prmalWadopted the,prin-

ciples of Complete Education in 1900. By the turn of the centay

she was characteristically speaking across &oity on the virtues

orthe "new education" before groups like the Golden Rule Motheis'

Club, which met at Golden Riale Hall. Elected to the school board

between'1905 and 1909 on a Progressive platform,-she was the
.

President of the Ohio Woman's Suffrage Aisodition and advocated

the local Independent movement, parental organizations, and many

political causeS.
32

Kate Sherwood, whose husband was the peren-
.

nial choice of the Central Labor Union to Congres.s, where he.

served for many years, was-herseif a Christian Socialist and a

. supporter of Jones and school innovations. Under the leadership,

of Rona Segur, the Broadway Civic Club also endorsed; Jones' can-

didacies for mayor. None of thete omen were ever able to cast '

0,
a ballot for Samuel M. Jones, but together with the CoANete

Education League, the Central Labor Ut, ward leaders, and other

agitators they successfully restiored-some district representation

to the school board in 1904:
33

Ddring that year tha entire

Hamilton school board was convincingly voted out of office.

l
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Emerging as a prominent'political leader out of the depths

of the economic depression, Jones probably filled multiple voids

in the lives of many Toledoans all the while that he.made educe-
.

tignall reform part of his larger designs for social and political'

reconstruction. Jones actively endorsed the initiative, the

referendum, the recall, asd the direct election of Senators,

urged popular` ,referendums toreplace the ilaydr's veto powers,

and took guns away from the police. While personally, atee4taler,

. he refused to advance temperance polities despite the continual
.

claim that Toledo was a "wide open" town. 34
Jones and many citi-

.
.

:4' lens believed that alcohol was."poison," yet he represented the.
T-

interest of many workers and immigrants who enjoyed their SUnday

beeand favored democratic legislation. For suffrage- oriented

women, Jones represented hope for political ana socialleguality

not generally advancedso strongly in its time. But the question

remains hOw this Welsh Immigrant with his tdbky build; sandy
- -

hair, and ffeckled complexion captured t e enthusiasm of-Rbters

for bver,seven'yeam ilding the basis for a third party move-'

vent that would continue his-palicies until 1913. '

Part of-Jones' Popularity certainly stems from the fact that
/,

he promoted women's rights and labor organizationa at a time when

business was consolidatAg its control of the market place and

denying. these groups any, influence in the shaping of public

By supporting the Second reorganization of the school board, for

,e*aiple,, he tried to rectify perceived injustices of several

groups-z-parents, workers, and women-"-all of whom-were ill served'

by his earlier support for the Niles Bill. More than that, how-

ever/ Jones merged-all the night issues with a'deeplyreligibus

and moral appeil for a more just-social order, a change in human

values away from material accumulation by the few at the expense

of the many. The Pastors'- Union constantly attacked him and con.:

tinually wondered why manNorkers had left the church. *hat

fornal religion failed tOprovide'foetroubled-citizens was per-
.

haps compensated for by their deeplyreligious mayor,_who never

went to church.
35

He provided the comfort, solace, and hope for

a better day that was absent in the typical Sunday sermon that
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,,,-. istll assumed that poverty had personal rather than social roots.

Brand Whitlock, Jones' close friend and successor as mayor,

once wrote that' the support for the Golden Rule resulted J.-ram the

fact-Oat the working classes had abandoned the churches but not

religion. ".The great mass_of the people, the poor.people, do'not

go to church," Whitlock once observed, "they have no interest in

the church and very little respect f "r it, and yet I have disc.o-

vered...among the working people [that] ofthineso quickl? inter-

tiestsIem as the.real gospel of Jesus, i. e:, the ethics, the
36

Jones regularly referred to his office as

which he could proclaim-"progressive and ralical

The ninq Bee in 1903 described a typical Jones
1 _ '

.Rule Halle. "The crowd sang Jones' songs under

the leadership of the mayor, until the.meeting resembled a

Methoaist revival. "38 Such descriptions akong With-Jones nick-.

moral of Jesus.

a "pu pit" fpm

utteran es."
37

rally at Golden.

name help confirm Whitlock's belief that "his meetings were hot

political meetings as they were religious meetings, and he was

not so much a campaigner as an evangelist- -not s, much'politician

as prophet. "39 There was Jones, speaking from open carriages or

at qpen tent' meetings, shouting the Gospel of the Golden Rile

Or there*he was on the street corner, pleading for an end to

capittalism, 4th'his son,aul playing his saxaphone in the back-

grounld to help attract the inevitable crowds.

Jones' death deprived tile city of the most colorful mayors

0 in its history. Progopedtive politics, however, continued 'under

Brand Whitloc'. Greatly' influenced ty thd politics of Illinois

Governor John Peter Altgeld, Whitlock drafted the famous pardon

thatfreed the Haymarket Square bombers. He settled in Toledo

at theclurn of the century, where he formed a close bond with

Golden Rule Jonea.and was locally called "the podrman's lawyer."

He opposed capital punishment, Continued Jones' policy of teplac-

`I ing policemn's.weapcos with light canes, and feaVored Continental

Sundays, women'e,bufirags, trade unions, home rule, and numerous

democratic voting devices! On numerous issues he.stood,on the

stOeof laboruniods, women's organizations, and,parent groups.

Whitlockohampioned the "new education," rebused to invoke\
0'
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injunctions against 1 ing prolonged-strikes, and along with

clubwomen-rallied to the sid of striking laundry workers in '107.

Through his aid these working women reached an amicable settlemgnt,

hits widespread support from suffrage leaders, women's organ-

izations, and, labor during his several terms as mayor.

Under Whitlock's tenure in office between 1905 and 1913,

'Progressive school refdrm remained onlione phase of larger muni-
.

cipal'reform. Ther4were(prelonged fights against boOdlers in

pubic office, struggles for cheap transit fared fOr co4umest

as well as many efforts at school improvement. With aid from

women's groups, Whitlock helped agitate for Ohio's Juvenile Court

law and sought enabling legislation to permit,'the use of municipal

funds-for Social centers, penny lUnches, and oeSer innovations

that were encouraged by women and progressive trade unions. After
.

coauthorin the home rule 'section of the Ohio Construttion in 1912,

he conside,ed his job completed and refused to run forreeleciion.

Heibecime a national hero.for his role in evacuating refugeis from

Belgium during World War I and spent the remainder of his life

fulfilling his ambitions` as a journalist and writer. The circum-
.o

'stances surrounding. the collapse of the Independent movement and

the return of Republi8an rule in A913 is immaterial' here, but -

Whitlock's departure from-Toledo culminated over a decade of third
'party rule in 0the city of the Golden Rule.4

III

While Toledo was nationally recognized for sixteen yea5s of
4

. political independency under Jones and Whitlock, Milwaukee was

even more idely renowned as a hotbed of third party dissent.NI

Politdocal drankism had grown to maturity. For although trade

unionism and Socialism were.integr'il featilres of grass-roots re-
.

form in Toledd, few cities could match the political successes of

the Socialist Party and the la3 r movement in the Wisconsin metro-
,

polis. Theecial'Democratic arty, firmly allied with the Feder-
.

ated Trades Council by the turn of the century, became one of the

most visible expressions of working -class protest against Repu-

licans and Democrats in the nation. WhiA Jones became a popular
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leader in Toledo in a very*short period of time, the Social Demo-

crats perfected a well oiled political machine in Milwaukee which

more gradually gained influence in the city council, the school

board, and the state legislature,' An article on the "rising tide

of Socialism" in the Journal of Political Economy in 1911 followed

the trend,in national magazines and called Milwaukee the key

Municipality in the Socialist movement.
41

Milwaukee is an exceptional city, with a Socialist r6putation

that matqes the fame of its beer. It nevertheless provides an-
,

other instructive yet unique example of social change on the grass
o

` roots. Here as in Toledo school reform was only one aspect of

larger social justice campaigns and was produced by the regular

interaction of women's clubs, parent groups, working-class organ-.

izations, and Socialists. Compared to Rochester and Kansas Cit,y

.and even Toledo, however, Milwaukee possessed the most successful
;'.
'`..,, Lnird party movement, one which was firmly based on thousands of

Socialist trade union members. While. Golden Rule Jones failed to

organize any political party and Whitl k's Independents never

congealed into 147partY'per se, Victor Be ger and the Social Demo-

crats carefylly built a formal, stable, and growing political

network to oppose the rfileciof the established parties.

. *tiring the Progressiye era Milwaukee had one of the nation's

strongest and moat golitical1y astute labor movements. The

Federated Trades Cduncil grew to approximately 35,000 members in

1920. In 1910, the Social Democratic` Party (S.D.P.), the poftti-
o

cal wing.of the Federated Trades Council (F.T.C.), won nationally-,. ,

acclaimed victories at the polls by electing a mayor and a

majority of` the members of the city council and the board of county
,

.

supervisors.
42

- The first Socialist sweep in a large American city,

Ameri-

can

nurtured a state of rising expectations in thousands of Ameri-

can SocialiSts. While Toledo's Independent movement was moribund

by 1913, AilWaukee's Socialist tradition,endured throughout the
...'

first half of 's century, both i the schools, where the S.D.P.

comprised a signIT icant voting bloc , and in city government in

general. When Meta Berger, the wife of the Socialist editor and
`.1- * .

Congressman, became President of the school board in 1915, she
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was not only the first Soc'''ialist in the ?cation to achieve this

sbdistinction, but she al symbolized the growing recognition of

labor's political power.
43

The rise'of'Socialist and trade union le4dershrp,in Milwaukee

was not an accident of history but the product of years of con-

certed effort. The Socialist working .class grew by accretion,

increased its ideological sophistication'over time/ and ultimately
.

represented .0iverse, shifting elements o'f working -people. Frota

their dismal, entry into municipal politics in 1893 to their land-.

slide Actories over a decade later, the Social Democrats increased

their votingstrength each,election year. Increasingly the 'non-,

socialist unions within the F.T.C. were silenced, the trade unions

broadened their loyalty and finandial support to

tional services and programs (which would appeal

classes).4ere added to the party platform, and a

the party, addi-

to other social

variety of new

immigrant groups became attracted to Socialism. A Socialist move-

ment was in the making. When Aine Social Democrats were elected ,

to, the city council in 1904, the Milwaukee Sentinel aptly noted

that "a new element has come upon the field toassertively

pute tfe right of the democrats and republicans to dominate the

politics of the city of Milwaukee. "
44

Contemporaries continually commented on the trade union foun-

dation of Milwaukee Sdalism. One reason for the success'of the

local Socialist party, claimed a partisan in the International.

Socialist Review in 1904, "is its proletarian character% The

members of the organization are workingmen almost to.a man, and

' there:is.no large city in the United States where the Socialist

movement ib so overwhelmingly trades unionist. ,45
David lose,

who was a formidable DemocratiC opponent during his term as mayor,

typic ,Arcompliined that the S.D.P. was forever 6prdtting on

about the rights of.labor, always appealing for the down-trodden
A46

laboring man.' Similarly, the party chieftain, Victqr Berger,

Made the familiar statement that "working-men, organized and
.

Unorganized, constitute the overwhelming bulk--more than 95

percent--of the [local] Socialist part }. "47 Little wonder, then,

that he proclaimed on'many occasions that "non-partisan" working-,
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men were traitors to their class and that the Socialists were

the "partisans of the proletariat."

The eirolution.offan explicitly Socialist and working-class

third party movement that gained solid footholds in politics ana

thf schools contrasts shtply with urban developments 41sewhere.

Socialists formed the majority within he Federated Trades Council

by the turn of the century aqd remained dominant for sevetal.

decades. This situations was not replicated either in Toll,

Rochester, or Kansas City. All of.these cities had their share

of pro-Socialist unions, but the majority of urban trade unions

never aligned with a political party or an4identifiable movement,

especiallx,a Socialist one. Even in Toledo, where the Central

Labor Union 'backed Golden'Rule Jones and formally endorsed many

of the principles and programs-of Whitlock's Independents, organ-

ized labor essentially remained apolitical. Local unions backed

individuals for office and passed humerous resolutions on sundry

issues. They nevert-eless refused to back any particular poli-

tical party and never established their own workingman's ticket.

As one historian has written, the Central Labor Union's startling
../ i

referendUM of 1908 that backed the state Socialist ticket was not

only a surprise to ..1ntemieirarles but an aberration in their long

history.
48

Compared to her cities, the creation of7iIlam -term, suc-

cessful, and explicitly Socialist third party in Wisconsin

leadin city was an unusual political development. Golden Rule

Jones was undeniably a Christian Socialist, and he readily a,'-

nowledged that the two party system buttressed capitalism. But

Jones hated the very idea of political, parties, preferred the use

of direct nominations by the people, and thereby incurred the

wrath of the local Socialist Labor Party'and the Social demo-

crats.
49

Jones used the word socialism in many ways, often
/7

,eauating it with Social Justice, Social Democracy, and Brother- (

hood. As he argued in the Social Gospel in lq01, "I am a Social-

1A. I believe in Brotherhood and can only find peace in advo-

cating those principles that will lead men to live more brother-

ly."
50

The voters of Toledo were satisfied with his explanations
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and'even if regular 4epublicans and Democrats rejected them.: While

very similar to Socialist parties in the programs theyendorsed

and in their social views, neither Jones nor Whitlock joined the

Socialist, Party, opting instead fs3r the principle of political

independence.
51

This does not meankthat the Milwaukee Socialists were poll-

tical purists who only accepted the support of true believers.

Victor and Meta Berger, Emil Seidel, Daniel Hoan, and the many

kmen and women in the movement were non-doctrinaire though commited

to the establishment of a Socialist state. As Roderick Nash has

argued, they tried to Americanize Marx by adapting his views to

a non-European environment. 52
Living in a city with immigrants

and Catholics, liberal women's organilations, and a Ntrong German

trade union tradition, they tried peacefully to build abroad ,

based, multi-ethnic organization that would appeal to men and

women of all economic classes. In;1901 the F.T.C. unanimously

adopted the following resolution,liwhich testified to its willing-

ness to cooperate in the cause of reform and still retain a vision

of the "cooperativd commonwealth": "Resolved, That we call upon

all righteous and liberty-loving citizens to unite with ut-at the

4ballot-box in order-that we-may abolish the present system of

exploitation and establish a new and higher order of civilization,

'where poverty, misery, and prostitution, and all the crime and

insanity emz. j therefrom shall be unknown." 53

1.
This em, on gradual, .peaceful social action by all

"righteous and liberty-loving citizens" in tne name of Socialism

was ah important factqr in the emerging strength of:the Social

DemA6ts. They slowly built up their membership rolls, borrowed
.

already popular ideas from non-Socialists when they seemed bene-

ficial to workers, an discovered that in their ability to work

with otheltrslay the key to power and reform. The Social - Democratic

Herald slimmed up the position in 1901 when it favored "a policy of

steady, sqcialistic reforms" over violent revolution, though party r

leaders sometimes proclaimed that bullets might replace ballots if

peaceful social activism failed.
54

The Socialists carefully carved

their own ideological niche in city and national politics. They
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-. distinguished themselves from "reformers" they often hacl to coop-
,

erate with, but who saw reforms as,ends in themselves/ and they

also separated themselves from nationally rzominent Socialists

further to the Left as well as members of the who favored

revolutionary struggle over political participation.

By attempting to builda non-violent reform coalition that

hopefully went beyond liberalism, the - Milwaukee Socialistswer4

attack,%d from the Left as well as from the ruling business elite.

They occupied the somewhat uncomfortable position of popularizing

programs that originated among non-socialist groups. Long-time

Socialist leader Emil Seidel, a wood carw:r and former mayor;

recalled in the 1930s that "some eastern smarties called ours a

Sewer Socialism. Yes,- we wanted sewer's in the workers' homes;

but we wanted much, oh,-.--so very' much more than sewers. We wanted

our' workers to have ple 'air; we wanted them to have sunshine,"

and "living wages," "recreation," and "a chance for every human
55

being to he strong and livea life of happiness." Milwaukee's

Socialists admittedly worked with liberals for immediate "reforms."

Still, only the Socialists never forgot that "no mere reform can

_solve the social problemp; that nothing can save.them or us in

the end but a complete transformation of out economic, system and

its method of production and distribution of wealth." Until then,

however, "all possible advantages for thAtoilers are gained"

through reform, which hopefully helped implant the "final goal

and the noble ideal of Socialism...permanently, in the minds of the

workers."
56

Certainly the Milwaukee Socialists have often been severely

criticized by historians just as they were by so 'many contemporar-

ies: they seem to have pleased no one. Like.:9any'of his white

working-class followers, Victor -0Wger of*-n-demonstrated a

Neanderthal approach to race relations. He gradually tempered

his racism as his views changed slightly in the 1920s, when he j

spokecut in favor of a federal anti-lynching Policy. More typ-

ically, the Milwaukeeans are routinely condemned as overly middle-,

class and reformist in orientation: too interested in the daily

problems of workers and not sufficiently interested in promoting
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actual revolution, Without Underestimating the strer4th of racist

views an many working -class movements in the twentieth century,

one should not ignore, the fact that the Milwaukeeans, despite

obviouv inconsistencies, did link their demands for social change
,

with working-class struggle. As David Montgomery notes, histor-

ians who divide turn-of-the-century4Working-class activists into

reformist and revolutionary camps obscure-rather than illuminate'

"the ideology of the Jlorkere." Very often Socialists and'skilled

workers in nked union struggles over job conditions

to community reforms of desperate-importance to. workers. Nothing

could be more misleading than to identify "sewer socialism" with

bourgeois influence upon the party. The bourgeoisie, and only

they, already had good sewers. n57
Historian James Green concurs

iith this evaluation, noting that so- called movements for gas and

water sooialism,''so easily dismissed today, were ofte;;,working-

class efforts to challenge the designs of business and capitalist

oriented Progressive reformers.

From 1'898 onward, the Milwaukee Socialist party Platform

contained more and more social welfare{ and educational programs,

58

drawing upon the work of voluntary associations and women's groups,

in the Nineties. Education became one of the key issues in working-

class struggle. Party leaders emphasized constructive social ac-.

tion, chastized.doctrinel thinking, and urged all Socialists to

"continually develop, learn, and study" while advancing the immed-

iate interests of_the workers. While sensitive to the charge that

they were "sewer socialists," organized labor increasingly became'

more dedicated to educational reform in ttle name of proletarian

struggle, more vocal in _:chool affairs, and more likely to flex

its enlarged political muscle. By 1905, the Social-Democratic

Herald sensed that the working-Class had finally beaun to streng-

then its forces on all fronts. "The working class have a big

stake in the public schools," wrote a local commentator, "and

r [they] are sufficiently awakening in Milwaukee te'see from now

on.that the educational system is not'abused and misdirected." 59

Indeed, nowhere was the working-class nature of the movement

better rerealed.than in the party's views on education. The S.D.P.
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and F.T.C. did nb' have any diect power over school reform until

1909, when they joined to el-sot representatives to the school

board. Yet their conc "rn with improved education for working-

class cfiildren was recognized_ even by thglir most severe critics.

Educational reforms comprised an integral part of their party

movement and effort to build a Sotialist state. Initial demands

for free textbooks and easy access,to school halls in the Nine-

ties blossomed into much. broader prograMs for school social ser-

ces. Long, glowing statements on the'power of education to

4 cultivate working-class intellect and to nurture Socialist per-

spectives permeated the writings of prominent trade,unionists

and party leaders. Like Socialists. elsewhere, the Milwaukeeans

conducted Socialist Sunday Schools that explicitly tried to edu-s

tcate-working-class children on the need for a new social order.

Still, they primarily focused their attention on the public

schools. Through their mast character and compulsory features,

the schools were seen as a prime way to help prpmote Socialism.

once the proletariatseiAed°control averAhem.

ti

'The Social-Democratic Herald and the Milwaukee Leader,'

which were the official newspapers of the Socialists, continually

focused on the fortunes of. educAion in the city. Editorial after

editorial and resolution after resolution. highlighted the cen-

trality of education in working-class struggle. The Socialists

were the "staunchist friends" of the public schools, "in'fair
.:\

weather and foul"; the schools were "the key with whic)i the masses

may elock the stotehouses of the world's accumulated knowledge";,
h nce the Social Democrats "stand for the public schools and the

widest' extension of their facilities, that very,child may have

61jthe opportunity to get an education. "' In 1917 the Milwaukee

1.eader asserted that no class benefitted as much from collective

activities like health programs or public education as "the pro-
.

letariat. rIt is the only glace...the working class exercises any

real political function and from which it gets any benefits 'worth

while:
,61,

Socialists fought for decades for liberal reforms in school

and society, ma%ina educational innovation a branch of their poli-
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tical movement just as the Independents had:done in Toledo for

over a decade. Yet if the Socialists were willing to cooperate

with liberals, thdy were, not preAred to fuie with them. Poverty,

they realized, could not be eradicated throtigh social services, .

only through a redistribution of national wealth. Over and,over

again, the Socialists made this point clear, as in this typical

r editorial in the Milwaukee Leader in 1913:

Reformers.are willing to amuse the
poor, to educate the poor (on some
things), to do almost anything imaginable
except to stop the causes of poverty.
Socialists are willing to accept7all
these alleviations. They want good
school# and social centers, and public
parks, and pensions and unemployment
relief and everything that can be
devised to make more tolerable the
condition of the workers while
poVerty remains.62

.

At the same time, however, "none of these things, nor all of these

things added, together is sufficient, norfundamentalto the

Socialist."

-By the early 1900s Milwaukee's Socialist movement was not

only surviving but flourishing, gradually building into a force

for political aqd educational change. The Socialists already

had representatives on the city council an3 in the state legis-

lature, .a weekly newspaper to disseminate their ideas, and a

. splendid political organization. The infamoug "Bundle Brigade,"

which could distribute thousands of,party leaflets in several

languages within a few hours, greeted workers at the factory gate

at every municipal elect.l.on% Socialist cills flourished across

the city, tightly bound' into the central body of its democratic-

ally-elected\rulir.g elite.' By 1905 an industrialist and politi-

cal analyst aCburately predicted \that the Republican and Demo-

cratic parties would'soon field a single ticket to stem the

growth of Socialism, just as the major parties had launched a

"Citizen's Ticket" to repel the Socialists and the Union Labor

Party in 1888.
63

Near the .aiddle of the first decade of the new century, the

Socialists expanded their appeal beyond skilled laborers in the
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F.T.C. They spread their ideas to new segments of the working

class and to the leaders of several voluntary g? 41{s. This,

process of expansion and interaction constituted the most excit-

ing episode in the making of Milwaukee SOcialisml a third party

movement therebyemerged as aN.able force in Milwaukee's poli-

tical life, causing a breakdown of the traditional two party

system.' Perhaps the most memorable knd significant part of this

historical process was the attraction_of substantial numbers.of

Poles t'o the Socialist cause. Milwaukee Socialism has always-

been associated, of course, with the predominately German trade

unions.
64

By the tkrn of the century wever, the dermans were

losing their historical predominan in the city's cultural and

political life. The rising Polish population, largely unskilled

working -class families who lived in the southern, industrial

section of town, was replacing the Germans as the major ethnic

group.

The trade unions had not forgotten that Poles were used as
4

strikebreakers in
(

Mil uhee askearly as_the,1870s. Prejudice
I

against these new immigrants seemed to hinder any coalition of

workers. When the Polisa Educational Society petitioned for the

introduction of Polish into the public schools in the 1890s, the

F.T.C. failed to endorSe the plan before the school board,Ind

Polish larspage classes only, began when the Socikl Democrats and

settlement workers on the school board championed this innovation

over a decade later. Then individuals who were isolated from each

other joined together in supporting this reform as German and Pole

put their differences aside, at least tempdi.arily, for mutual

protection and welfare.
65

Tile mf74nt from isolation to cooperation, to a belief that

strength existed in numbers, was a difficult one. The Roman Cath-

.olic Church, historically a powerful opponent of SocialiaM, was
o

central to the lives of many toles in the city. The Church's

influence among the Polish working-class was partially overcome

o by ttle Socialists only with the greatest difficulty. The amazing

thing is that the Social Democrats made antheadway in the Cath-

olic neighborhoods of Milvaukee, for the Catholic establishment
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vigorouply denounced \hem. Parochial school grouPi lobbied con-

.

../tinualiy against they introduction of Polish in the public schools,

Since they fearep that it might undermine the attractiveness of

their oWn institutlons. As late as 1915,,they helped defeat
44,

- ,

Social Democratic resolutions in thedslate legislature for,free
.., 1

textbooks and meals'for chil ren.66 Moreover,.the'Socialists,

and the public schools were egularly condemned in the Sunday
c'

pulpit. The pubschools helped breed Sociilism, vice, and
. .

crime; they "have produce, cl nothing but a Godless generation_ol-----,
----

thieves and hlexkguards," which was not surprising-since the

941a17Dethborats ,,hd sent their children there were "atheists,"
s - 67

.

"beasts," shell's 1.owNst vomit,"-and "free lovers, . -

The Socialists responded that they were good family men,

temperate in eating and dzoi\iking, and enthusiastically supportive

of reforms that wouli protect the nuclear mily now. ling under-
. k

mined by capitalism. The Catholic hierarchy remained sceptical.

Will'Archbishop Sebastian Mesmer, s life-long foe of Socialism, denied

the sacraments, church burial, and other Catholic benefits to

those whd joined the Social DemocratiC Party. It is surprising,

therefore, that so many Poles transcended their religious iden-

tities and risked their souls for a glimpie of a new social order.

And significant inroads into Milwaukee's Polonia were indeed

achieved by the Socialists. When the, Social Democrats swept into

office in 1910, they convincingly triumphed in the city's aMous

fourteenth ward, which was predominantly Catholic and Polish

working class, and they won pluralities in other Polish districts.

Donald Pienkos has demonstrated that Polish Social Democrats

represented thik city in the-state legislature and, to highlight

the long2term effects of Socialism, seven of the twenty-one Poles

elected to the city council between 1910 and 1940 were Socialists.
68'

Diligent effort and mutual benefit sealed this unlikely alli-

ance of German trade unionists and the Polish working - class. The

Polish Educational Society, defeated in its lone bid before the

4, board of education in the Nineties, reorganized after the turn

Of the century as the Polish School Society. Convinced that the

masses suffered under the yoke of the cle gy, the Society was ,.

ti2 1
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intensely anti-Cldrical and devoted to secular education; more-
_

over, its members shared the cause of class struggle, and school

reform already promoted by the Socialists. The Society was led

by a Polish brewery workero Martin Gorecki, who was elected as

Socialist' alderman -at -large in 1910 and later became state

assemblyman.
69

The F.T.C., aware of this split/Within the Polish

communitt, launched a full-fledged effort to recruit more Poles

to the party in 1907 to expand its power base, so the rise of

Socialism Was the product of prolonged effort. The Social-

.

.

-

,

fists began to publish a Polish Socialist newspaper and to infil-,

t

trate the South Side with pamphleteers and Speikers who were care-

furnever to insult workingmen who were still cnurch members.

These effdrtd obvionsly produced results on election day, despite

= all the dire warnings of local'priests and the archbishop. And,

by 1912,'a few thousand Polish children received bilingual train-

ing in the public schools, where they read books provided free by

the Polish Schticil Society.
70

1 \.,
If the alliance of Poles and Germans was a som what sukpris-%

ing occurrence in the new century, the increased infraction of

the Socialists and the Milwaukee women's clubs was a similarly

unexpected yet important political` evelopment. Yet, if atheists

could work with once devout Catholics, surely mechanics could

work with those who were maligned as "petticoated politicians"!

The Socialists, of course, repeatedly emphasized their differ-

ences with non-socialists who were "merely" reformers. Still,
.

both the women and the workers had tangible effects on each

other's political development and reform strategies. The Social-
,

iStiA for example, sensed the popularity of many of the,soci4

welfare programs already financed or suggested by these voluntary

associations--the playgrounds, vaoation.schools, lunch prOgrams,

and social Centers. The enlargement of the social functions of

the public schools became the codoon goal uniting these two'

dissimilar groups in the cause of reform.

Civic associations like women's groups never endorsed the

revolutionary rhetoric and afms of the Socialist working class.,

These groups never'embraced Socialism, yet they played an indis-

pensable part in the rise and distinctive shape of Milwaukee
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politics. These civic groups, wrote a leading Social Democrat,

"much prefer advancing the common good to being mere rubber

stamps of big business." And, he added, they "have not only been
e

an important force for the good but often have piovided the bal-

ance of power necessary.to compel recalcilet officials to stand

on th side ofttivic decency and progresa.
.71

The increased

cooperation of Socialist and non-Sccialist groups for reform was

not foreordained in the Nineties but, like so many people in

history, both soon learned that for better or worse they needed

each other's support. The civic associations left their own

imprint on the Socialist working class, just as they in turn

radicalized many individual clubwomen who ultimately embraced

Socialism. The histories of the Socialist working clats and

these civic groups became closely intertwined.

The transit of ideas and influence between these groups did

not fdAlow a single path. Socialists adapted some of the social

service programs of the women and incorporated them into their

political platforms. The ideas of prominent clubwomen in turn

were reshaped by the Socj.al Demotratic fervor that infected

Milwaukee, just as the romen in Toledo had been altered,by the

Golden Rule. Had they lived in a city .without a Socialist

working-class tradition, some Milwaukeg women might never have

shifted from a non-Socialist reform camp to a more radical per-

spective. The experience of living in a place Where laborers

became more powerful through political organization served as

a catalyst for more systematic rmalysis of social issues and

the problems--and causes--of poverty. In the 1890s many club-
-,

women undoubtedly believed that poverty was a temporary condition

to be overcome through charity and benevolence. 1A.decade liter,

important voluntary association members like those of the Woman's

School Alliance questioned this positiOn.

.' By 1907 a prominent member of the W.S:A.,proclaimed that

school meals were a human right for all children, not a charity

to be dispensed selectively tovthe children of the poor. The

Social Democrats had already argued this position for a few years.

Mrs. C. B. Whitnall, one of the earliest W.S.A. members, publicly

1?-7 (1-'9
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announced her conversion to theSocial Democratic Party inv1908,

shortly afte/her appoin tment to the school board as a non--

socialist reformer. Moreover, Meta Berger, a Socialist school -

board member from 1909 to 1939, formed close ties.and warm

friendedips with settlement workers and liberal reformers in

voluntary groups, ensuring a reliable voice foAthe'expansion

of social sery es and school innovations. During her three

decades in of ice, Berger was often simultaneously an Alliance

official, high ighting the compatibility of Socialism and service

gtoup participatiAon.
72

Hence the Social Democrats both reacted

to as w ell as shaped the dominant reform coalitions that evolved

in Milwaukee.

The growing cooperation and interaction between previously

isolated groups in the interests of social reform were most

evident in the motement for the direct election of the school

board and the school bond crisis of 1909. Golden Rule Jones

helped drive women tOsupport district representation in Toledo

in 1904, and the pAblic esteem ana respectability of the Milwaukee

Socialists i1' climbed dramatically because of their position on

similar.issues, paving the way for later electoral successes.

Socialists' would have preferred only lgorXing with other Socialists,

of coursA and the Milwaukeeans were often attacked from their left

nationally for being opportunists. In spite of this, the Milwau-

keeans eschewed politicalaod ideological consistency and fought

- for the immediate welfare of the city's school children. Reform-

ers--both Sociali;t7i7ja".non-Socialist, clubwoman and worker; Ger-

man and Pope--praOticed the art of cooperation.

tohcernIng the type of school board needed in Milwaukee, the

Socialists put it bluntly in 19Q7: "Shall we have a Merchants

and M n ufattuars' Association school bo d or a people's school

board?"
73

Even though they vacillated on w ether they wanted a

school board elected at large or by wards, the Social Democrats

calledfoc direct elections over the dopmission and appointment(

plan engineered by the Goo-Goos in l897. Many non-Socialists

rallied to the Socialist side. The Social-Democratic Herald

proclaimed:
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We do not mean tosay that if the old
system of appointment of members of the
'board was in vogue that the board would
be any kegs a nest of politicians and
embryo politicians, but we do say that
the present system is no improvement
ovet_the old and that besides it is in
thim sense worse. Because the directors
get their appointment at the hands of a
commission appointed by the mayor and it
becomes a part of the old Party spoils
system. 74

Whether theSocialists would have complained if their own members

had been named to the school board by either ward aldermen or

commission members is of course unknown. Througnaut the early

1900s, however, men like David Rose, the chief enemy of the

Socialists and the partisan of thousands of Catholics, appointed

the members of the commission as mayor and thereby shaped board

membership. In opposing the direct Alection of the school board,

in defiance of the Socialists and then'tost civic groups in Mil-.

waukee, Rose unwittingly drove these individuals together and

helped topple his regime from power in 1910.

Not all of the aplfintee o the school board were unquali-

fied foes of Socialism or outspoken champions of,parochial school-.

ing like David Rose. But there were enough of them., Besides

appointing a large number of Catholics to one particular board,

Rose appointed some of the leading anti-union representatives of

,big business. For example, Thomas J. Neacy, a major industrialist

in the metal trades and a leader 'in the Merchants and Manufac-

turers' Association, used his influence on the board after the

turn of the century to seek parsimony in school expenses in the,

name of business efficiency. The Social Democrats and the new

Milwaukee Teachers Association, which sought higher salaries for

teachets, condemned him as one of the largest tax dodgers in the

city. :,lreover, the F.T.C. unanimously denounced Neacy and his

indust5ial cohorts in 1905 when they established a privately en-

.-Aawed trade school, which the Socialists simply labelled a "school

for strike breakers." The Vorwarts summed up the feelings of the

trade unions when it stated that, "Frankly, the 'people' have no

respect for the workings of the Rose regime, any more than they

N
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have for a 'boodler and a pimp'."
75

Not all of the members of the board were-as intolerable as

Neacy. Victor Berger and other Socialists agreed that settlement

workers and other liberals on it at least sympathized with the

problems of the Boor and advocated mare school programs and social

services. Still, it was obvious that the only way in which the

Socialist working class could gain representation in the schools

was through direct elections--the same way they were already

placing memberi on the city council, and in the state legislature.
/'

After the turn of the pentury, therefore, the F.T.C. presented
o

bills in Madison for the at-large election of the school board,
1with little success. After subsequently learning that the ward

was their best geographical base of power, they increasingly

backed a wars-based, elected board, "so that no matter what ICU-
.

4.. tical party has the upper hand in the city it cannot have com-

plete control of the school board with no vestige of minority

representation. That's the issue!"
76

In some wads, ideological consistency would have been pre-

'served if the Social DemoCrats simply argued that the method of

eleCtinigschool boards was only one aspect of larger proletarian

struggle. That would have nevertheless isolated them from num-

erous non-socialists in Milwaukee who agreed on the need for re-

form, and thereby weakened their chances to assume additional

political power. As was increasingly clear in the shaping of

Milwaukee Socialism, the working class had to cooperate With

other refOrm-minded people to realize its leadership potential.

This was expecially demonstrated when the'Socialists, led the

effort to create itn elective school board after the turn of the

century. Neither the ward leaders of the Nineties nor later

advocates of the commission, plan generally endorsed the direct

election of the board of education: The behavior of thwRose
7

dominated boards nevertheless angered MilwaUkeeans of many

different classes and social positions. Many voluntary associa-

tions- -the W.S.A., die Social EConomics Club, as well as large

'groups of teachers and principals--vigorously opposed a proposal

for direct election offered to the legislature in 1901.
77

Yet
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almost every such visible group favored the elimination of the

commission plan by 1909. Again, in a few short years, Socialists

and non-Socialists had found themselves jointly championinglreform.

Popular dissatisfaction with the appointment plan was obvious

by 1907, when the Social Democrats and these voluntary associa-

tions urged the direct, election of the school board. Even the

Repican and conservative Sentinel, which had enthusiastically

supported the commission plan in the 1890i and had traditionally

opposed direct election schemes, reversed its stand after a series

of polls with its readers overwhelmingly supported reform. Cer-

tainly the context'of city politics early in the century helps-
.

explain why isolated groups united on this issue. During these 4

years dozens of city officials were indicted for graft and cor-

ruption, with many actually convicted of boodling. This legiti-

mized Socialist attacks on 'the major parties. Moreover, the

miserly allocation of school funds by these officials helped

make the prospects of direct elections gradually more appealing

over time. No school officials were indicted, for the abuse of

power rested in the city council, which controlled the school's

funds. For years no schools were constructed, as the mayor and

his associates diverted funds initially earmarked for,the schools

to other pet projects and to their own pockets, leading to in-

Creased overcrowding and citizen complaint.
78

The Social Democrats correctly sensed that the idea of the

direct election of the school bOard had popular support in Mil-

waukee. This was another example of the political "opportunism"

of the Wisconsin Socialists that infuriated more radical comrades.

Locally, the issue of taxation with representation and in parti-

cular minority representation (of women and laborers), the fear

of a pdssible slowdown in the inauguration and progress of school

service programs, and the whole issue of whether the people could

be trusted with representative democracy was hotly debated through-

out the city. Individuals who disagreed on other public issues,

seemed for thc,,r own various reasons to prefer direct election over

the commission plan, Alpthe Socialists realized, many people

opposed the commission plan, favored direct election, and hated
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the S.D.P. One ould easily hate corruption and tax-dodging with-

out sccPpting a Ingle tenet of_Aarx's principles. The Socialists,

however, successfully channelled all of this discontent into a

constructive str"ggle that led to one of labor's immediate demands:

direct election. By opposing graft and promising honest govern-

ment, the Social Democrats again widened their electoral base.

David Rose, nicknamed Dave Roach and labelled the "degenerate

mayor" by labor for his reactionary school policies, used...his

influencePin the council to block direct elections until 1909,

but even he could not repel the reform coalitions that had assem-

bled by the end of the decaa e.
79

In addition to the direct election struggle, the key issue

that then catalyzed a broadly based movement for reform was the

city administration's slashing of school bonds. Besides opposing

the direct election plan, the city council moved at a snail's

pace in providing the:schools with adequate funds. Because every-

one except Mayor Role acknowledged that the schoc-s were grossly

overcrowded, school bond referenda passed,with - omfortable mar-

gins throughout the Progressive era.
80

In 1908, voters routinely

approved a worth $360,000 for nlw school buildings, receiving

at the time the largest plurality in Milwaukee's history. Rose

illegally slashed the appropriation to $120,000. The Social Demo-
,

crats as well as the Federation of Civic Societies, which was

comprised of prominent voluntary associations, immediately organ-

ized indignation meetings across Milwaukee. Nearly 2,000 people

attended some sessions. A School Defense Committee was formed,

petitions drafted for the city council, and newspapers of various

polit al persuasions condemned Rose for his actions. After well

Pub d lengthy court battles, tlOs alliance of Socialists

aAa non-Socialists finally salvaged $245,000 of the original

appropriation.
81

It had been, an uninter:.d alliance, born of the circumstances

of Milwaukee's political life. The clubwomen and dissident Poles

emerging In the Nineties seemed like the most unlikely people to

see. common cause with the Socialist working class. But it had

occurred all the same. Out of the unexpected twists and turns
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of urban politics, out of the growing realization that it was

better to cooperate than to work at cross purposes, there

emerged a broad based political movement whine influence would

peak in the next decade. Between 1897 and 109, a third party

movement arose which now threatened to transform city politics

and the public schools. 4-

In both Toledo and Milwaukee, educational change occurred

in the context of the larger social and p4aitical developments

that effierged ouiof theedepression and continued to shape urban

life in the new century. Jones, Whitlock, and the Independents
4%

fought for district representation, a larger role for women,-

and a school systemithat prciided expanded social services and,

programs. Victor Berger and the Social Democrats in Milwaukee

bui4t a more durable political base and became the force to

which the grassi.roots increasingly looked for political leaOler-

ship. Voluntary associations and third party activists remained

viable if not always dominant forcei for political and educa-

tional change in the Progressive era. Even in Rochester and

Kansas City, where third parties:neverseriously threatened the

two party system, schdol reform reflected the shape of the larger

political environment and was the product of the interaction

between many competing forces.

IV

,

The contours of the age of reform in Rochester and Kansas

City were strikingly different from Toledo and Milwaukee. Under

Goldea Rule Jones and.the Independents of Btank Whitlock, Toledo

witnessed over.a decade of successful political revolt outside

of the Republican and Democratic parties that included new direc-

tions in educational thought a..d school reform. An even. stronger,

more radical, and more working-class movement for Socialism raged

in Milwaukee during the Progressive era, as the Social Democratic

Party and the Federated Trades Council// also challenged the suprem-

acy of the two party system. The ma.er elements of third party I

revolt were present in varying degrees in:Rochester and Kansas

City..___What was-missing, hoWever, was a sustained movement on the
I
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left'-or by liber ls ho could control municipal politics for any

notable period of time. ,Republicans and Democrats remained the

dominant political parties in Rochester and Kansas City at the

very time that politicians elsewhere like Golden Rule Jones,

Brand Whitlock, Mary Law,. and Rosa Segur in Toledo, and Victor

and Meta Berger, Emil Seidel, and Lizzie Black Kander in Mil-

waukee disSented from the established parties and actively

shaped city politics and the, schools.

That is not to say that significant changes in the curric-

ulum and social services'in the schools did not occur in either

Rochester or Kansas City. On the contrary, various grass-roots

organizitions.interacted with the political system and forced

many new ideas upon the school system. Labor groups, Social-

ists, women's groups, and other voluntary associations con-

tinued to agitate for change as they did in many other cities

after the turn o
00"

f the century. Yet the movements for reform

. in Rochester and Kansas City lacked the cohesiveness and the

continuity of the efforts by th ledo Independents and the

Milwaukee Social Demoats. Th was never any strong third

party organization or leader who could unite different group

of people into common cause as, say, the Socialists had done

in Milwaukee. As a result working-class groups, Socialists,

and women's organizations lacked a focal point, an area around
e

which divergent community forces might c !r to'directly assault

the dominant political system. School reform in Rochester and

Kansas City, therefore, was not reflection of the dominant

views of ascendant third party leadership as in Toledo and

Milwaukee but rather the sum total of individual efforts by ex-

ternal reform groups that lacked such long range intergroup

cooperation.

Despite recurrent efforts to rally organized workers into

the politi arena, Rochester's labor movement paled in sig-

nificance/ compared to Milwaukee's Federated Trade Council. With

the depression of the Nineties as a backdrop, Socialists and

trade union radicals tried to set a political spark in the la7

boring classes and other citizens. An Independent Political
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Labor League had already been formed in the early 1890s which

challenged the ,political dominance of the two parties; its

flame was bright but brief.
82

When the Socialists tried to

infiltrate the Monroe Count;, Labor Congress in the mid-Nineties

and build it into a powerfdl,third party unit, they were repel-

led by the unions tied to the American Federation of Labor. The

same difficulties f, the Socialists who tried to seize power .

within the Rochester Trades Assembly, still ba?ion of the

Knights 4 Labor lAte in the decade. Socialists like William

Lippelt of the Tailor's Union as well as socialist shoemakers,

typesetters, and other skilled workers continually urgedpoli-

tical action by their peers with negligible results. Bil'1897,

as the worst aspects of the depression disappeared and these

third party. movements had failed to materialize, prominent trade

unions eschewed political pariicipation and continued to view

their organisations as economic instruments for better wages

and working conditions.
83

In the early twentieth century, Rochester's most prominent

trade union leaders still agitated for political action but rarely

enjoyed electoral success. After 1905, for example, labor groups

engaged in serious political organizing. As usual their politi-

cal forays were unoroductive. The labor presence in the city was

certainly quite visible in the new century. Labor Day parades,

for example, only grew from 5,006 marchers in 1901 to 6,000 in

1906, but by 1907 the number reached-15,000 men and women. It

was in that year, marked by an economic slowdown and a business

pahic, tnat the new Central Traded and Labor Council (the re-

placement for the defunct Trades Assembly in 1900) made its only

serious political bid.
84

Early in the Spring of 1906, the editor of the Labor Journal

reported that the majority of the trade unions in Rochester plan-

ned to join other independents in a third party challenge to Boss

Aldridge. George Aldridge's Republican Party was seemingly in-

vincible in.Rochester and Monroe County politics. An Indepen-

dent League was nevertheless formed which, it was hoped, would

"cause anxiety to 'Uncle' George Aldridge." Urging the municipal
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ownership of utilities4as w-11 as the direct election of Senators,

the initiative, the referendum, and the recall, the League wanted

to "break the bi-partisan alliance existing in this city between

political bossism and private monopoly. "85
The platform was

similar to third party agitators in other cities.. Tffe Central

Trades and Labor Council overcame its usual political reticence

and formally endorsed the In4pendentticket; which caused a

local stir equal to the one in Toledo-when the local unions

backed the state Socialist ticket in 1908.

As the Rochester elections neared; the Journal editorialized

that, "nespite frequent discouragements and the continual pro-

testing of unprogressive and timid members, there is a strong

sentiment among the.trade unionists of the country in, favor of

united political action. Theturther the active- unionist goes

if.to the ever broadening field of labor legislation the deeper

becomes his conviction that the labor giant should exert the

* power he possesses at the polls and cease to petition at the

feet of laKmakers who neither respect nor fear him. "86
This

hope for more politically astute wage workers had sprung eternal'.

in the history of the local labor movement, but 1907 was not to

be their year of destiny and achievement. After two y?ars of

campaigning, the Independent League only succeeded in electing

a union worker as New York's new Secretau-ZT State.

Robtkester's labor press had been filled with proposals for

working-class entry into politics in the early 1900s. Most of

_them were undoubtedly veiled threats aimed at the major parties,

hoping that more attention would be paid to pro-labor legislation

such as factory inspection and the rigid enforcement of child

labor laws. Sociali'Sts were well represented in/ the garment and

clothing unions! a fertile. ground historically for progressive

trade unionism. 'Unfortunately for them, the Central Trades and

Labor Council was controlled by men like Martif Kovaleski, who

was vehemently opposed to the Socialists. 87 In spite of several

efforts by Socialist Party members to better their relations,

there were weak links between them and the mainstream labor

unions, unlike the mutual'interests of groups like the S.D.P.
f'
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and the F.T.C. in MilWaukee. As the city became increasingly

white collar due to the rise of Eastman Kodak- and related indus-

tries in the twentieth century, the trade union base was further

weakened. Third pirty movements then faced even gieater strug-

gles against the dominant parties.

All of this directly impinged on the political development

of the Socialists, who met at the city hall from the turn of

the century to 1911 through the good graces of Boss Aldridge

andthe Republicans:. In their Labor lyceum, formed in 1896,

the Socialists continually attacked their hosts, called for an

abandonment of the ;major parties by all workers, and urged the

establishment of a new social ordet. The Lyceum kept the hopes

for political and social reconstruction 'alive in an environment

controlled by the Republican party and the mediating influence

of the Good Government forces. Socialists assailed the imper-*

fections of the capitalist order and invited speakers before the

Lyceum contributed many radical eriticisms for local debate.

The Rochester Socialists were better debaters than organizers.

They failed to energize large segments of laboring people or

women's groups behind their cause..

Socialists here as elsewhere felt a strong bond with radicals

in other parts of the nation and the world. As the Rochester

Socialist argued in 1907, "the socialists of Rochester are but a

small part of the great international movement, which is the

expression of a world wide proletarian rising against a condi-

tion which renders all workers slaces. "88 Through their speeches,

writings, and occasional publications, the Rochester Socialists

spoke out against poverty, boss rule; -and injustice. While the

Milwaukee Socialists were preparing to take control of their

. city, however, their comrades in New York were subjected to

police intimidation.v Golden Rule Jones had taken the clubs away

from the Toledo police, force, but that policy did not prevail in

Aldridge's Rochester. In 1908 the members of the Italian Social-
.

ist Federation (which was forever being confused with anarchist

groups) were harassed and jailed for "alleged inflammatory

speeches." In reality, on that occasion they were probably only
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celebrating the life of an Italian free thinker and national
ck

hero. Polish Socialists faced the same tactics, and police in

1911 arrested a number of the most prominent Socialists in the
r

city, including a University of Rochester professor, for "ob-,

sttucting the sidewalk,C
89

While Toledo Progressives organized to gain district repre-

e

sentati

t
on the school board, and the Milwaukee Socialists

fough for direct elections and sufficient funding for\he

schools, Rochester lived throdgh the first decade of sohool

' board reorganization. Liberal Goo-Goo's and local women had

disproportionate representation on these, school boards, as Boss

Aldridge instructed the Republican'mayors to place them on the

party ticket in exchange for Good Government support in other

areas of municipal politics. Occasionally a letter to the editor

would surface IIRFally criticizing tp elite membership of the

school board--which included shoe manufacturers, elite club

women, businessmen, attorneys, and Udiversity of Rochester,pro-

fessors--but there was no visible or\consolidated'effort by

excluded'grass-roots forces to secure labor representation or

district membership.
90

Without any sort of effective third party mechanism to

challenge administrative reforms supported by the city's undis-

puted boss and local liberals, SocialiSts and organized labor

Continually failed to place any of their constituents on the

restructured board of education. Liberal men and women gained

representation at the expense of some wrd.leaders as well as

Socialist and working-dlass pdtpulations
1

Lurking inthe back-

ground was still George Aldridge, who s ajed the board personnel

in the new century to an even greater d gree than he had in .the

Nineties, when the ward caucus controllad school nominations.
,

Through centralization, Aldridge had fewier offices to contend

with and he easily made the board practically all Republican--

just as it had been in the previous decade. The idea of a "non-

partisan" school administration was non- xistenin practice in

Rochester just as it was 1.4 Toledo, Milw ukee,. and Kansas City

Moreover, in Rochester school centralize ion made'.the city boss
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even more powerful than before, and the Goo-Goo's were in a very

precarious position even though they remtined in hie good graces

until roughly 1910, when he found them expendable. They served

at the pleasure of Boss Aldridge, who controlled the puree strings

through his influence on the Board of Estimate, and who with other

leading Republicans selected the nominees for,public office. The

failure of prized liberal reforms like the city's famous social

centers was almost foreordained by the way in which Aldridge's

power increased over the schools during the Progressive era.91

James M. Greenwood's Kansas City similarly lacked a viable

third party movement approaching the stature of Toledo's Inde-

pendents or Milwaukee's Social Democrats. It-had all the materP.

ials for a united grass-roots political revolt: competing

Socialist parties, a stable German language worker's paper,vand

a reasonal,iy strong labor movement. With the largest network

of P.T.A.'s in the world and the existence of strong women's

organizations generally, all ofrthe elements might have congealed

to challenge the decadeg:lOng supremacy of Superintendent Green-

wood and the school board. The Republicans and the Democrats

frustrated all critics by controlling all the nominations to

the "bi-partisan" school board on the major tickets, and social

innovation and curricular change often occurred only through

continual agitation from outside the system.

The Kansas City Star claimed as early as 1891 that "the

grievous oppression of labor is no longer possible in America,

for there is a sense of justice among the people which will not

allow it. The whole trend of public sentiment is in the direr:-

tion of an enlargement of the rights and privileges of labor,

and regulations which favor the toiling masses.
"92

The "toilin

masses" found it virtually impossible to engage in any sort of ,

meaningful challenge against the major parties which controlled

their schools. Decades of struggle by some for a representative,

on.the school board only produced disappointment and failure.

This resulted largely'from the apolitical stance of th Indus-

trial Council, comprised mostly of unions loyal to the .F.L.

Whenever dissenting unions within the council pushed the parent

s,4
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body to enter politics, thIY lacked the political savvy and

strength go'translate their sense of political and educational

injustice into victory at the polls. In 1893 many unions in

the Council endorsed a "workingmen's ticket," since "the work-

ing classes of the city had derived no benefits from voting the

party ticket. "93 - The following year they briefly coalesced with

Single Taxers, Socialists, and other dissidents in a Labor Reform

movement, again with disappointing results.

The official organ of Kansas City's trade unions, the Midland

Mechanic, quite typically concluded in this atmosphere in 1898

that "we do not belieVe it to be expedient for a union to take

concerted action in politics. It is not a wise policy." At the

same time workers fully realized that "the absence of political

power to back up the demands of the trade unions is responsible

for the deplorable 'condition of the toilers."94 The working-
_

class,'guasi-Socialist Missouri Staats- Zeitunq warned in 1901

that (Intil workers broke completely with the major parties, they
4

should -not expect,better industrial conditions. If workers

lacked power, "it is their own fault,"'claihed one Witer. "They

can't blame the plutocrat for looking after his own interests. "95

Two years later the Industrial Council tried to heed these warn-

ings on the need for political organization. The majority of

Kansas City's unions formed a Union Labor Party, which had the

Declaration of Independence for its guiding principle along with

specific demands for deMOcratic voting devices and municipal

control of the street railway. By the end of 1904, the inabil-

ity of the new party to assault the existing political structure

marked another dismal effort in the attempted politicization of
4

the labor movement:
96

In leir failure to join together with ille; trade unions to
.

form altrong third party alternative, th4VKansas City Social-

lsts replicated the oituatronoccurring in Rochester and My
other cities. While overstating their case somewhat, his-,

torians Theodore Brown and Lyle W. Dorsett hive noted that

Socialism was rarely taken seriously in Kansas City in the Proz,

gressive era and that "it had no'meaSurable effect on the place
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of labor organization in public opinion.

97
Some efforti, how-

ever, were made by the Midland Mechanic to better relations with

various Socialists. It sometimes praised the leadership ,of the

new Social Democra4c Party formed in Milwalikee, and Christian

Socialism was acommon topic of discussion among labor leaders. 98

Still, it is clear that the paths of Socialist and labor organ-

izers crossed but did not often meet. Most of the members of

the Kansas-City Socialist Labor Party were skilled workers and

union men, but the Industrial Council never endorsed it at the

polls. In fact, when the Union Labor Partyientered politics in

1904, its vote.was split by the competing Socialist, ticket. The'

regular parties, noted the German language Kansas City Presse,

therefore benefited by the slit between these two grass-roots'

forces.
99

The Milwaukee trade unions aid the Socialists had

faced a similar situation' but had tne leadership necessary to

bridge the gap between different sources of reform. In contrast,

the politics of cooperation was absent in Kansas City through-

out the Progressive era.

Trade unions and Socialists in Kansas City in their own

separate ways spent' considerable time and effort condemning the

structure and elite quality of membership of the local school

board. They called for representative democracy but lacked the

power to implement desired changes. The working-class Evening

Mail called for new blood on the school board as early as 1894.

,Th Staats-Zeitung, in turn, made E typidal critique of the

school board in 1899, arguing that it was "supposed to be non-

partisan" but was actually a "closed combine." School members

"are supposed to be .public servants," added the editor, but

"once warmly ensconced in their official positions, they defy

public opinion" and conduct all their meetings in closed ses-

sion.
100

The Socialist Labor Party called the school board

members "absolutely capitalistic," as it unsuccessfully tried

to elect its own members boo office.
101

Radicals recognized that

educational reform was not a bourgeousundertaking but part of

working-class struggle, yet they lacked the power to transform

existing power relationships in their city.
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, Even the leq radical Industrial Council had few good words

for Kansas,City's school board-in the Prbgressive era. -The

, board seemed to enjoy angering the Council 1)1, employing non-

union labor in schoolhouse construction: In 1906 the Labor

Herald claimed that the so-called "non-partisan" plan had been

"foisted" on the citizenry in 1880 '.nd "has resulted in the

buildup of a machine that has no respect for the rights of the

citizens of Kansas City, the pqpils or theireachers." 10 2
Six

years later the Herald reiterated this claim, calling the school

board "self perpetuating, autocratic, irresponsible...instead of

the board- being the servants of the people they have bpcome

masters. "103 In 1916 a member of the Tailor's Union reflected

the pessimism of organ: labor Ott Sii he asserted that the In-

dustrial Council wou4.continle its policy of nominating a labor-
.

ing man for the school board. "Eveh ifhe is not elected, it

will be a vote of protest against present conditions in that

body whiche-as at present constituted,' is an aristocratic body.

You getless out of the Board Education than you do of any

other department of our municipal government. .104

Neither labor unions nor the Socialists) however, were able

to unite into a common front as a third party movement. In 1919

the Industrial Council endorsed the first women in Kansas City

to run for the school board, His. jienry Ess, a prominent club-

woman and civic activist since the 1890s. But without school

suffrage for Women, her friends wereiunable to help her on elec-

tiOn day, and she perished At the polls despite union support.

Women, like udhon laborers, Socialists, and other reformers,

failed to join together Xogether to gain representation on the

school board. The two major parties kept party nominations

tightly controlled and out of their reach. While women were

increasingly found on the school boards in Rothester, Toledo,

and Milwaukee after the turn of the century, in Kansas City

they were primarily limited to agitating with other grass -roots

forces from outside the power structure. In that way .much of

their leadership potential was undermined, even if they succeeded

in promoting a number of the programs of the "new education" in
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the city at the bend of the Missouri.
105

%

In all of these cities, therefore, school reform proceeded

in a larget social and political environment. The shape of

schooling is to
ir
an important degree always a product of its

surrounding environment. Educational policy in the Progressive

-EM like all periods before 46c1 after, reflected changes out-
4 .

:' side thessystem. Without the rise of 7ariousscompeting sources

of reform in the depression Nineties, schooling would have been

subjected to different personalities, social theories, and view-

points. Ncne of the important changes in the configurations of

urban 'chooling at the turn of the century--from school board

centralization to penny lunches--are explicable without refer-

ence to the social forces that gave rise to movements .for change.
s,

,

Women, organized labor, Socialists, and other reformers who first

became visible critics of school and society in the Nineties

remained in different,degrees-influential sources of social
, ,

change in urban education'through the early decades of the

twentieth century. *.

Municipal reform clearly differed in dramatic ways in var-

ious cities. Toledo and Milwaukee had qualitatively different

political environments than Rochester and Kansas City, and there

was no mistaking the difference between a mayor who took clubs

away from the police and one who didn't. Socialists met with-

out fear of reprisal in Toledo and Milwaukee but with expecte-.

tions of reprisal in a city like- Rochester. Toledo's Indepen-

dents and Milwaukee's Social,Democrata partially overturned long

traditions of third petty failure, while the established parties

in Rochester and Kansas City made short work of several challenges
vs

by local political upstarts. All of this provided an environment

in which school reform and c-rricular change would proceed in the

early decades of this century.

The political environments of these two sets of cities there-

forte differed markedly. Now, however, one must turn from an /

analysis-of the politica history of municipal reform to a s i 1

analysis of actual educational policy and practice. Only then

can one determine the differences that varying environments made
------'-)
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in the history of school innovation. For example, did the

existence of viable third parties that were interested in

social and educational reconstruction guarantee the establish-
,

ment of more widespread reforms than were possible in cities

under regular party rule? How did different political develop-

ments affect the timing and pace of educational Change and

social service innovation? How close did specific schools

come to the Deweyian ideal of the school as a center of

neighborhood life and social and intellectual stimulation?

How widespread, for example, were the various decentralized

programs that were established under newly centralized

systems? Only by moving away from the social and political

context of reform, closer to the operations of different pro-

grams and services in varying environments, can one hope to

answer such questions about the immediate and long range

effects of the age of municipal reform on the urban school.

231
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Vacation Schools, Playgrounds, And Educational Extension

Is it not poor economy for the city
to spend millions of dollars of
pub 'c money in the erection of
builds 's for the use of the
children and then to allow these
buildings to remain unusedlor
months, while the children are
runqing the streets, forming bad
habits, and losing a great part
of that which they have gained in
the public schools 'during the.
previoue year?

An N.E.A. address on vacation
schools, 1898

There is much educational value in
a pile of sand..

The Children's Playgrodnd League
of Rochester,41907
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"Recent years have demonstrated the need in this city of a

new kind of education," wrote Charles L. Aarors, an attorney and

the President of the Milwaukee school board in 1910. "The call

of the persecuted and oppressed, of the weak and the delinquent

has been listened to. Despite the fact that the fundt of the

Board were never originally contemplated to supply such reeds.

now so urgent--the School %Board has attempted to cpme to the

rer of neglected and suffering humanity. There was no one

elsi--no other institution or body which undertook to perform

this duty--a duty which devolved upon society itself through

some one of its agencies."1 While worried that the "new educa-

tion' progressed too rapidly against the old and certain that

the schools could not single-handedly cure every social ill,

Aarons strl.L applauded the rapid expansion of the social role

of the schools after the turn of the century. Innovations like

vacation schools, playgrounds, social centers, classes for

stammerers, the blind, the deaf, and the feeble-minded, and

extensive programs in manual training, domestiC science, and

even vocational training had become in a few short years the

*trademarks of a modern. urban school system.

Aaron, in particular believed that "the tendency in this

and other School Boards has been that anything new, appealing
ab.

the Board as inherently meritorious, must be adoptept, with-

out giving due thought to the proper relationship between such

new ventures and the basic principles urcn which the system

should rest, and without proper consideration ol! the possible

result of ctowding out of the systies certain of the old depart-

ments which were'thoreby.injuriously-affected. ,2
-If new was

not always better vid'possibly harmful, descriptions of rapid

change4s in the urilan schools aid considerations of their_over-

all significance were widespreadlin many superintendent's

reports, Oucational'addresses, and newspaper editorialsAuring

the Progressive eraAn ma areas like Rochester, Toledo, Mil-
lt

'wickets, and Kansas Ci . Both professional educators and lay -

pecpii alike tightly underood that they were living in a new

2Ati,
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era, a period distinctively different from the pre-1890s and

full of ilitort for the future. hTen years ago :it was the fash-

ion to call any man who worked for reform and helped to dis-
.

close corruption a knocker," argued the Missouri Staats-Zeitung

in 1906.
3

But now it was bommonly agreed that all e5 'es and

their social institutions were in the wake of the "general re-
/ _4

.form movement sweeping ollit the country.-

Three closely-related educational reforms that reflected

the n*.w spirit for change were vacation schools, playgrounds,

and the general movement for "school extension." The latter

idea included a wealth of programs--such as school gardens,

evening schools, and children's and adult's recreational class-

es--that were all essentially subsumed by contemporaries under
. -

the title "social center." Together with the vacation schools

and playgrounds, the social centers became one of the most im-

portant reforms sought by many grass-roots 'Progressives. Dif-

ferent segments of the grass roots disagreed on the extent to

which school administrations should be centralized and Rroles-

sionalized and whether at-large membership on the' school board 'P.

should eclipse ward leadership. But.all of these' reformers for

their own reasons believed that the school should form\the cen-

tral institution in the local neighborhoods, the starting point

for all efforts at social am..lioration. Despite the obvious

differences between'vazious ej.ements of the grass toots, Social

Gospelers, women, labor unions, Socialists, Populists, and r rent

organizations all championed these new programs. These inncqa-

ti,Rns were dramatic examples of the new spirit of social service

that informed municipal debates in the political arena and helped

alter the urban schools.

An examitration of the implementation of significance of these

various programs in different urban environments contributes

greatly to an understanding of the rise of modern social ser-

vices in education in the early twentieth century. In many ways,

for example, detailed case studies of these and othet innovations

indifferent urban environments explain whether the schools under-

went "transformation" after the turn of the century. it also
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clarifies the degree to which different centralized school boards

and professionalized administrations influenced the rate at whiCh

various innovations entered specific neighborhoods. Examining

the ethnic, class, and racial dimensions of policy maising in

relation to the life of these programs provides clues to the

nature of local? school reform often missing in general surveys

of. the period. How widespread were these innovations? What

factors determined which specific neighborhoods received par-

ticular programs? What accounts for the timing and pace of

change in different urban environments? To what extent was

attorney Aarons correct in asserting that the new education

was "crowding out of the system" older aspects of schooling?

Answering these questions involves an evalua on of-the

impact of several social services as well as greater ttention

to the interaction between those individuals who David B. Tyack

calls the "administrative progressives" and various grass-roots

agitators.
5

A study of vacation schools, playgrounds, and so-

cial centers also enables the historian to analyze critically

.the concept ohlsocial service that guided several new educa-

tional policies. The origins of new, decentralized programs

were assuredly complex. In the broadest sense innovations like

vacation schools and playgrounds were a response to perceived

social problems that stemmed fro urbanization, industrialize-
.

tion, and immigration. Since many innovations like social

centers were championed by groups that ignited full representa-

tion on local school boards, the addition of new services also

seemed to be a reaction against administrative, bureaucratic,

and elite consolidation. By the turn of the century, many com-

munity activists wanted the schools brought closer to neighbor-

hoods that now lacked formal representation, for they believed

that new programs secured social improvement for disadvantaged

children and parents and the citizenry in general.

Many modern historians of education who have analyzed these

particular programs have adopted E. A. Ross's position in Sociai

Control (1901) that school expansion during the Progressive era

as iR other periods was merely a way to control and discipline
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potentially unruly and oi-bulent populations. Established at a

time of acute social dislocation, various innovations attempted

to reintegrate society by disciplining the Children of immigrants

and the poor and by socializing them to Americarivalues. Joel

Spring, for example, in Education and the Rise of the Corporate

State, argues that advocates of -such programs as social centers

identified strongly with.the corporate state and industrial cap-

italism and "tempered their idea of democratic fraternalism with

elitist concepts."6 Paul C. Violas, in, turn, in The Training of

the Urban Working Crass, has similarly argued that Progressive

social service innovations were instruments of social stability.

Programs that "began for seemingly intrinsic and altruistic

reasons" were actually tools of manip4ation and the status quo.
7

The schools of Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee,-and Kansas

City were all affected An different degrees by the establishment

of vacation programs, playgrounds, and social centers. ',These

innovations were integral efforts at commu,J.ty improvement

through school reform. Like urban Progressivism itself, which

was an amalgam of differee- grass-roots forces and third party

movements that crossed piths on many different issues, these

iLaovations r.7ttured in an atmosphere of conflict, debate, and

st.uggle. Their history was not simply one of social control

and elite manipniation. That perspective too often treats

children and parents, especially of the various layers of the

working crass, as mere objects of reform -- static, totally

dependent, and inactive forces incapable of choosing between

desirable and undesirable innovations.

4 Too_often, both litearal historians and re^ent critics over-

simplify the f'.;.:Ives of Progressive reformers. Liberals, like

Cremin tend to equate educational change with progress: reform-

ers sought social justice and a more democratic social order.

More radical analysts, however, offer a more critical but simi-

larly one-sided perspective: reformers were elitists, not

democrats, and they sought social control, not liberation or

equal opportunity. Unfrtv sly,. neither historical school
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% recognizes that "reformers" were a mixed Lot. People with con-

tradictory world views and social and political interests often

endorsed "..ttsame social service innovation during the Progressive

era. That is, to advocate vacation schools, ,playgrounds, social

centers, and additional reforms did not necessarill brand citi-

zens either as champions of control or democraoy. Frequently

different people saw different possibilities in the same identical
oprogram. And, as will soon be evident, historians of all per-

suasions need to connect the history of ideas and the social

intent of various activists with the social history of schools

and* neighborhoods, with' the clients of Progressive educational

reform.

4

II

"Vacation schools have become an important part of our pub,

lie; school system,!' wrote Adele Maz:ie Shaw in a popular series

of articles on education for the World's Work in 1904.
8

Operated

for several weeks in the summef by Progressive women for the

children of the poor, the vacation schools were one of the, best

publicized experimental programs of the Progressive era. Numerous

articles on them appeared in educational journals like the Elemen-

tary School Teacher, in professional journals like the American

Journal of Sociology'in welfare magazines like Survey and Cha-

rities, and in popular magazines like the Outlook and the Review

of Reviews. Local newspapers also extensively reported on the

innovation. Initiated primarily by voluntary associations and

women's clubs, it spread to dozens of American cities,after 1900

and ultimately received municipal funding in many of them. Like

many contemporary reformers, Clarende A. Perry, the efficiency

advocate, viewed the vacation school as part of "the wider use

of ,the school plant," 6 important example of how contemporaries

reshdOed the urban school to provide larger service to the

community.
9

The vacation school becate one of the most successful and

best known innovations of reform-minded women in the early Pro-
f

gressive era. A few vacation schools had operated in Newark and



before the 1890s, but their heyday occurred primarily

'"lafter the depression of 1893 motivated many women's groups to

seek social reform. The role of the private sector, rather than

professional educators, in promoting these schools is indisput-

able. \A well-.known chronicler of the vacation schools and a

national leader of the playground movement, Henry S. Curtis,

wrote in a government report in 1905 that the "work was started

in the first instance in nearly every ate by philanthropic

societies," mostly comprised of women)° The Women's Educational

and Industrial Union of Rochester, the City Federation of Women's

Clubs of Toledo, the Women's Club of wisconsin of Milwaukee, and

the Athenaeum of Kansas City were primarily responsible for

funding and operating vacation schools in their respective cities,

and their activism reflected the zeal of women's associations

elsewhere. With the increased establishment of vacation schools,

part of the new education arrived in town, and it was largely

due to the perseverance and labor of women.

The vacation school, however, was ultimately endorsed by

labcr unions, SOcialists, Populists, and even school officials

,*1 the early twentieth century. While suspicious of those who
4,

viewed educational innovations as ends-in-theMselves, Socialists

viewed the vacation schools and'other innovations as an immed-

iate.form of relief and wel'fare; they were desirable though

certainly less important than a full-fledged assault on the

capitalist dominance over the political economy. Liberal re-

formers more generally saw the innovation as a partial answer .

to the poverty of poor children4s environments. In the Nineties,

liberal women used these schools as an instrument for social

experimentation; such instrumentalisi was the heart of Progres-

sive schooling. "One of the chief functions of vacation schools,"

argued a writer in The For in 1900, "is that of serving as

experiment stations, so that'these schools exert a positive in-

fluence upon regular school methods...The instruction is, briefly,

according to the lib:oratory method."
11

Women in city after city

emphasized tkg experimental nature of the innovation. They also

funded it privately and, with the aid of diverse voluntary groups,
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lobbied for its permanent establishment in the schools.

Miss Beulah Douglas, a very popular vacation school teacher

in Milwaukee, asserted in 1902 that the "work is experiinental:

what is considered best one year maV not be feasible the next.

This elasticity is of great value,-rfor when methods become cut

and dried, growth ceases.
.12

Irk regards. to tie vacation school

at the Sixth District School, Located in a slum neighborhood,

the Milwaukee Free Press concurred with Douglas' viewpoint. The

vacation schools-were in reality "pedagogic experiment stations,"

wrote the paper during the same year. "The new ideas which are

to be tried in this school may later be adopted in the grades

of the public schools if they are found to be thoroughly prac-

tical and feasible. The idea of taking care of the children and

keeping them off the streets he hot summer is, to be sure,

a philanthropic one, but it is not the primary object of the

vacation school. Educators expect much of the vacation in the

way,of solving problems; which have disturbed teachers in the

lower grades for years.'
13

With many of these objectives in mind, reformers established

vacation schools in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City

at the tuft of the century. Typically, women's organizations

receiVed permission frowtheir school board to use particular

buildings free of charge in the summer months, usually for'six

weeks. Because of regulations that prohibited the use of the

schools for other than regular school purposes, women usually

drafted a round of petitions to ward leaders until their proposal

was fi lly accepted. The terms of agreement were fairly simple:

the paid for the teachers and the instructio materials,

the school board provided the building. Under the -conditions

women first created vacation schools in Rochester and Milwaukee

in,1899 and in Toledo and Kansas City in 1901.

Fiscal as well as pedagogical conservatives were always

suspicious of'tbs'ulterior motives of the women who, they realized,

wanted their own positions on the school board and saw the vaca-

tion schools as a way to publicize theiridbas and enhance their

visibility generally in the city. Although many groups clai;ted
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to be "non- partisan," everyone recognized that most people who

used that phiase were actually political activists. As the

vacation schools gained increased public support in the Progres-

sive era, as as voluntary associations gained more membership

on the school boaid;-'the trend was clearly away from private

to municipal funding. By 1910 all of these cities had munici-

pally-funded vacation schools. 14

Women reformers and other champions of vacation schools

used, various. justifications for the establishment of this inno-

vation. They provided lorg explanations of the evil effects of

street associations an children, of the tendency toward increased

juvenile crime in the summer months, and of the potential which

vacation schools had id countering these conditions. "There are

sections of-the city where the streets fairly swarm with children,

noted Rochester's Helen B. Montgomery in 1899. A leader in the

Women's Union and a school board member from 1900 to 1909, she

also added that many children ware near no park, the houses are

small, the streets hot and dusty, the ass-lciations demoralizing. "15

The City Federatior of Women's Clubs in Toledo similarly argued

that the experiments' sch is would teach "the love of nature,

consideration for each other, and wholesome recreation."
16

In

Milwaukee, the Woman's Club Wisconsin and the Woman's School

Alliance made similar assertions on the social order produced by

the schools. The President of the Milwaukee school board, William

Pieplow, a former Populist and associate of Victor Berger but now

a steadfast Republican, wrote in 1909 that the incorporation of

these schools into the public system promoted stability online

Streets. The vacation schools, he wrote, eliminated."habits of

indolence and lawlessness" and the "destructive infection of evil -

associations and enforced idleness." Moreover, they taught "law

and order without the discipline and pressure of the ordinary

school.
17

Many recent historians have accepted such law and Order state-

, ments at face value and presumed that the vacation schools must

have primarily functioned as instruments of social control. What

they have ignored, of course, is the fact that many petitioners,
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1.
faced with conservative, business-dominated:and efficiency -

conscious school boards, had to justify any desire for additional

school expenses in law and order terms. Many women's groups

assuredly believed that their experimental schools would retard

juvenile crime in the summer months, but they were equally

interested in using these schools for educational experimentation.

Moreover, historians often, ignore the possibility that many par-
,.

erste disliked summer crime as well as juvenile delinquency- -no

matter what the cause--and might have preferred supervised

education and recreation for their children than absolute free-

dom; parents too have an interest in various forms of social

control. Many Socialist parties explicitly sought to change

ownership of the means of production rather than to establish

a, capitalist welfare state.
18

Yet they also endorsed new

social services and experimental programs, even though they

didreed with liberal reformers on the ends of social policy. -

Both liberal and radical reformers commonly agreed that

class differences greatly determined how children spent their

summer months. There was widespread acceptance of the belief

that "when summer comes, the rich leave for seashore or moun-

tain; the pooi remain [in the city], perforce of circumstances,

to swelter in the heat.
,19

individualsndividuals with conflict-

ing political philosophies believed that new programs offered
\

s

toms immediate compensation for the larger inequalities children

faced in their lives. Hence the Women's Educational and Indus-

trial Union therefore tried to provide more educational and

constructive experiences not for all children but for "the

eighteen or twenty thousand who stay or town all summer long:

who play up and down dirty st-eets. .20
Emily Houton, a prominent

new woman in Toledo, similarly argued that poverty trapped many

little ildren in the city, which forced them into crime-ridden

environs fi. Society, in turn, blamed the children for their

summei pranks and petit larceny when in reality they hacilnowhere
'

else to play but the city streets. A follower of Golden' Rule

Jones, Souton believed that social services like vacation schools

were a recognition of the Golden Rule and an appreciation of the
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environmental determinants of primer child rearing.
21

Like the

women in the Kansas City Athenaeum, the Milwaukeeane who financed

various vacation Ichools recognized that poverty prevented many

children from enjoying simple pleasures like an out-of-town

vacation.
22

Vacation schools involved 11107:e than the simple controlling

of children. In the first place, contemporary reformers empha-

sized that these institutions had voluntary attendance. Emily

Bouton of Toledo noted that "if they do,not like what they find

there, these goys and girls can stay away" if they so desired.
23

That does not mean that poor or working -class children had many

options in terms of supervised or organized pray, given their

parents' economic status, but the history of the schools in

cities acrossr the natien demonstrates that they were unquestion-

ably popUlar. There is cdneiderable evidence that many parents

and children valued the six weuk sessions, even if historians

dismiss them as example% of the innate conservatism of liberal

reforms. Vacation schools should be . criticized less for their

innate conservativism and more foil the fact , that they reached

very few children of the total population and never greatly

altered the character of the public schools. Demand always out-

stripped supply, however, whenever women's organizations estab--

lished vacation schools. In a voluntary situation, children

and parents would have shunned these schools if they did not offer

some people Useful and refreshing alternatives to the city street.

The popularity of the vacation schools stemmed from their

innovative qualities and relaxed,environments. Programs differed

annmally in various cities. Cities like Chicago, for example,

. emphasized nature study. Others favored industrial subjects or

a mixture of various activities. Still, activities common to

many Cities included field trips tc the country, excursions to

outlying parks, manual training and domestic science, museum

visits, story telling, plays, kindergarten work, and visits

local points of historical interest. Often the casual study

of local history and geography was also pursued through invited

lectures, library visits, and trips through the city. With a
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curriculum that mostly ignored textbooks and emphasized "learning

by doing," the vacation schools offered an alternative to boring

afternoons and to the'singsong drills and recitations and usual

subjects in the regular classroom. 24

. . In reference to the pidgress of the vacation schools in

Milwaukee, Charities, a prominent social welfare journal, believed

in. 1902 that "if attendance is 4 straw showing which way the wind

is blowing in educational methods, no greater endorsement is needed

for the vacation school than the story of the past yeer. .25
The

experimental schools had a magnetic influence, drawing children

from all parts of the city. '1The idea of vacation schools for the

children of the poor.is now accepted by everyone," claimed an

enthusiastic writer in the Elementary School Teacher in 1905.

"The demand for them far exceeds the supply."26 Nearly all of the

earliest vac Lion schools in L.ne_nation were indeed begun in the

poorest, oft immigkant-populated sections of the city; these

places usually lacked sufficient open spaces for play except for

occasional vacant lots and the city street. Even thodgh some

cities like Rochester ang Kansas City in particular were build-

ing nationally-renowned park systems, these spots of green were

often miles from tenement districts and accessible only to those

with money' for carfare. What was needed, according to reformers,

. were more access*le programs of activity in local neighborhoods.

And, in neighborhood after neighborhood where vacation schools

were founded, there 'was literally a rush for the limited places..

eyailable at theee schools, angry confrontations with parents

whose children were denied admittance, and the very success that

womerihad long desired in the field of' municipal reform and child

welfare.

The ward leaders of the Rochester school board had notably

attacked the Woulan's Educational and Industrial Union in the

Nineties as meddlers and faddists. With continual prodding by

the Good.Government League and Susan B. Anthony, Helen B. Mont-

gomery, and their cohorts, the Board finallyijpermitted the Union

to open one vacation school in 1899. Located at the No. 9 school,

an area inhabited pt1incipally by Russian Jews am:Italians, the
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innovation was a complete success. The principal of the school,

Anna Van Marten Jones, wrote that "the eagerness of parents and

children to obtain places in the school was beyond our expecta-

tion.
.27

Five hundred children vied for two hundred places,

producing many disappointments. Children so enjoyed the activi-

ties, especially the excursions to the city's parks, that the

Union and Advertiser repeatedly noted that more children were

turned away annually than permitted to enter the schools. "Pa-

thetic were the appeals for admittance," noted the paper in 1903,

"and so many children turned sadly away from,the building. "28

There were folk dances, story telling, and other programs that

appealed to different immigrantegroups, and the Women's Union

always had more children to teach than they could accommodate.

Toledo's Federation of Women's Clubs began vacation schools

in 1901 with the aid of Golden Rule Jones, the Complete Education

League, and the Broadway Civic Club, a parents' club from the
'

South Side.
29

Like their Rochester counterparts, Toledo reformers

established the first school in the poorest' and most congested

part of town: the East Side. Separated from the rest of the

city culturally by its large Hungarian and ethnic populations,

physically by its imposing steel mills and the gray tint to its

skies, and 'geographically by the Maumee River, the East Side

had the heaviest concentration of industry in Toledo. Even the

names* of some of the neighborhood schools reflected the larger

working-class and the industril,environment as, for example,

Ironville and Birmingham. Pauline Steinem, the ChriStian Social-

ist women's club leader, school board member (1905=1909), and

advocate of the new education, spent countless hours with poor

East Side children in the summer -months. She was the chair of

the vacation school committee of the women's clubs and an inde-

fatigable school reformer. The Toledo Blade, which was usually

skeptical of most social welfare programs, claimed that the

schools were "unsuccessful from every point of view. "30 For every

hundred children who went on a field trip, twice as mrny were

turned away for lack of funds and space. Women were never able

to raise all the money needed to accommodate all the children
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from the district.

The situation was very similar in Milwaukee and Kansas City.

In the latter place the AthenaeumCand the Council of Women's

Clt privately operated the vacation school for over a decade

starting in 1901.
31

In Milwaukee, the Women's Club of Wisconsin,

aided by the ubiquitous Woman's School Alliance, started them in

1899, sponsoring the schools ail the school board began to

fund them five years-later. In 1899 the Milwaukee Journal,

like so many other newspapers, noted the great demand for these

innovations. Many oethe children at the vacation school were

exceedingly poor. When five hundred of them were taken to out-

lying sparks in the city, one observer wrote that "the beauty

of the woods was a revelation of most of them, many never having

been so far away from home before..:it was pathetic to hear
_

their expressions of delight on all sides.-
32

Entire Italian

families went on much appreciated and enjoyable excursions on

Lake Michigan, as the philosophy of .social service and widJr

use of the schools found expression in Milwaukee.

By the turn of the century even the Republican Sentinel

publicized how "one school conducted last summer was filled to

overflowing, demonstrating the great desire both on the part .of

children and parents to avail themselves of the advantages to be

had at these schools.
"31

Much of their popularity emanated from

the relaxed environments, the stimulating activities, and the

enthusiasm of particular tecl..:hers. Miss Beulah Douglas, for

eicample, was an extremely popular teacher in the Milwaukee

vacation schools,. and all of the available accounts of !hex

teaching points to her talents and love for children. Miss

Douglas taught in Miripeapolis during the regular year. When

she visited Milwaukee, children routinely tagged behind her,

hoping for a guarantee that their name would be included on the

vacation school roster.

In 1902 over ieven hundred children from across the city

stood in line for admittance to th, vacation school in the Sixth

District neighborhood. Many of the children were poor and rag-

ged and, as the Sentinel reported, "the youngsters came from all



quarters of the city in twos and threes and in squads of a dozen

or more." For those who were turned away, "the big tears that

ran down their disappointed faces told in epitome the whole

story of Miss Douglas' success in her vacation school work."34

.Poignant scenes like theie melted many hearts. 'School board

members like Jeremiah Quin, who had long opposed vacation schools

as a fad in the_Nineties, visited the-local experimental classes,

became convteced of their popularity and utility, and led the

effort for municipal funding of the vacation schools after the

turn of the century.

Discipline as it was normally-understood at the time was

pever a or problem at the vacation schools, As a writer

argued n the American Journal of Sociology regarding the Chi-

.cagorecation schools, "The discipline in the schools was some-

thing remarkable. No children were sent away permanently for

bad conduct, and there was but little need of reprimands.
"35

Many of the women's clubs petitioned unsuccessfully forthe

abolishment of corporal punishment in the public schools. The

Women's Educational and Industrial Union of Rochester neverthe-

less believed that the vacation schools had demonstrated the

value of relaxed and more informal learning ehvironments and

the benefits of "gentle training." The principal of its school

contended that "the word discipline seemed unnecessary to speak"

because children were so invoi4ed in new activities.
36

The

Federation of Women's Clubs of Toledo took over 15,000 children

on excursions to the parks in 1902 without any unpleasant inci-
.

dents or so-called discipline problems, and the same was essen-

tially-true of the experiences of the women's organizations in

Milwaukee, Kansas City. and other places.
3

Children seemed to,attend the vacation schools with more

excitement than the regular public schools. Discipline was not

a problem in part because attendance was voluntary: children

1who disliked these schoo],s probably stayed away from. C.am. Hence,

those children deemed by some refprmers as potential juvenile and

17 adult' criminals probably avoided social manipulation. Moreover,

given the intense competition to gain admittance, children
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ordinarily viewed tne vacation schools as a privilege rather

than an effort by elite women to manipulate and c8htrol them.

the Sothester Union and Advertiser claimed that the No. 9

vacation school was popular because of "the character of the

institution and work done" there.
38.

Sometimes children so

enjoyed the park excursions, manual training, domestic sciencI76....

and story telling that they attended these schools for six

weeks in the surer without missing a single day. Children at

No. 9 competed for prizes for their work in neighborhood beau-

tification, which included the destruction of caterpillars that

were ravaging the city's trees. Little Ella Davis received a

copy of Grimm's Fairytales for destroying 7,700 cocoons. "The

boy's first prize was equally won by Isaac Cohen and William

Newsclaum, who destroyed so many cocoons that they could not

be ceuated. 39 For destroying an estimated 50,000 cocoons,

Isaac and Bill received a penknife and a baseball.

Many parents, no doubt:' utilized the vacation schools as

a form of summer day care, especially when they were convinced

that children enjoyed the experience. In many 'of Milwaukee's

ethnic neighborhoods, working-class parents often donated money

to the vacation school fund, partially because they hoped that

a place would be found for their own children. In all cities,

local women tried to reach the poorest children, those whose

families presumably could not affort a middleclass vacation

out of town. Hence the children from Milwauker's Jones Island,

a poor fishing village Poles s and Germans were usually given

preference for attendance as well as the Italian children of

the Third Ward. The "Bloody Third was located near the down-

town business district and was characterized by slum-like tene-

ments, high rents, and few safe places for children to play.
40

The Milwaukee Daily which was an outgrowth of the

L or Sows iii the Nineties, commonly asserted that the Poles on

the South Side and the Italians of thetThird,Ward eagerly sent

their children to the ,acation schools. Unfortunately, many of

the children were sent home because of overcrowding. For those

who did attend the vacation schools, teachers received scores
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of letters from appreciative parents. Beulah Douglas received

what she called "pathetic" pleas from children "begging to be

allowed to come to the school" and letters "from the parents

who almost invariably write that they are living in a bad

neighborhood forchil en.
"41

Every year a number of children

were killed in all of. th se cities while playing in the streets

or on railroad tracks, and some parents preferred supervised

Instruction over complete freedom for their children in choosing

a place to play.

Women's clubs in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas

City gradually expanded their programs to at least a handful

in response to rising demand in the early twentieth century.

In the process. of expanding and popularizing the vacation schools,

women's clubs gathered support from other grass-roots organiza-

tions and from the men who predominated on the school boards

In 1907 a number of vacation schools were approved IT the city

cou..cil for the Rochester school board. This occurred because

of a joint petition for social centJrs, playgrounds, and vaca-

tion schools by eleven community organizations, ranging from the

trade unions to the Socialir.s to the Women's 'union. The Social-

ist Labor Party and a leadincy suffragette, clubwoman, and Soc-

ialist- -Mabel Kennon--promised to expand the schools to every

neighborhood when they were elected to office. With such broad

public sup rt from labor, radical, and women's organizations,

Rochester's arious experiments in school extension would be-
I

tome nationally publicized through the work of the local school

extension director, Edward J. Ward.
42 ,

This shift from the private to the municipal..control of

vacation schools was common in many American cities. In Toledo,

IPauline Steinem and a school board altl.ost totally united in

support of the new educatiorimas elected to office in 1904.

They replaced the efficiency- minded school 4c.:_rd that,I had been
I

dominated by J. Kent Hamilton and had opposed the new education

for six years. Within a year after her election, Steinem led

1

1

the effort to establish vacation 'tools at municipal expense.

The city solicitor, however, intervened, showing that the state
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1

school code did not currently permit the use of tax dollars for

school gardens, luhches, social centers, or Vacation schools.

Undaunted, Steinem joined with the Independents and Brand

l

Withlock and chang d the code. By 1910 roughly one-fourth of

hToledo's schools d municipally-funded vacation schools; they

were found in both, wealthy and poor neighborhoods.
43

Women's club members in Milwaukee and Kansas City also

agitated for municipal control of vacation schools after the

turn of the century. The Milwaukee women, as previously noted,

were successful in 1904; the Kansas City women labored at the

task until they triumphed j.xl 1910, when state enabling legisla-

tion finally permitted the use of tax monies for these projects.

Because David Rose's regime in Milwaukee slashed the public

school budget, local school boards that were sympathetic to the

expansion of vacation schools-were prevented from funding more

than a few of them. Py'1910 Kansas City had equipped a number

of neighborhoods with these schools, while fewer were foUnd in

Milwaukee.
44

By this time, however, the vacation schools had

begun to lose much of their innovative qualities compared to

the Nineties. When the vacation schools were adopted in the

Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City schools, they

gradually became less experimental and more directed toward

aiding eildren.who had failed in their regular school lessons

during the year or who needed educational enrichment in parti-

cular classes.

The changing character of the vacation school after the

turn of the century was a crucial part of its history. Thisr

change has generally been ignored by hiitorians, who have ...044

treated the vacation school as a static instituti.on. By World

War I, however, when all of these cities had adoptelrVacation

schools, they had lost much of their earlier strength as an

instrumen'. for reform and educational experimentation. Like

many other new programs of the Progressive era, from school

breakfasts to domestic science classes, the vacation schools

lost their "experimental" character:. The moveme-t from private

to public control over innovations was common to the history of
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Progressive school reform, and in the process experimentalism was

often laid at 4he wayside. While clubwomen at the turn of tht

century often boasted of how unpredictable the work at the vaca-

tion schools might be from year to year, such was rarely the

case in the public schools, which had systematized their programs

from the earliest years of their existence in the mid-nineteenth

century.

There are several reasons for this movement away from the

earlier functions of the vacation schools. In the first place,

many of the new programs that were popularized in early vacation

schools entered the regular schools at the turn of the century.

In Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City, for example,

complete programs in manual training and domestic science that

had been promoted by women's organizations acid various civic

clubs were now established in the schools in part on the stren-

gth of vacation school experiments. Experimentalism soon gave

way to formalism in education.

Nearly every child froi the kindergarten to the high school

now had some exercises in homemaking (for the girls at least)

and manual dexterity. Ia the newly-formed kindergartens, there

was paper folding, simple lessons inform and design, and work
4

witn colors and paints. All the boys and girls from fhe first

to the sixth grades in many of these cities then typically had

occasional work in rafia, weaving,tmore paper construction, and

the use of basic tools. By the sixthior sev*Inth grades, sex

role socialization became more pronounced: '-iris re..eived les-

sons in cooking and-sewing and boys went to shop class. The

process by which manual training domestic science entered the

schools deserves more extensive analysis by historians, but the

vacation school made important contributions to these muvements.

And although some school board members like Charles Aarons

believed that these programs threatened the old syStem of educa-

tion, children met in these classes for only an hour or two each

week. They never dominated the curriculum or "crowded out" the

older subjects as some individuals feared.
45

What was missing in the regular public schools that adopted
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these innovations was the flexibility that had been the trade-

mark of earlier vacation schools. Innovative subjects that

entered the schools lacked the informal and relaxed environments
.

of earlier private school experiments. And the public schools

were not voluntarily attended, so neither were the domestic

science and manual training classes. One often attended these

classes under compulsion just like the more textbook-oriented

subjects that dominated in the schools. Field trips, museum

visits, and inforMal yet valuable learning experiences were

added to the public schooli because of the work of the vacation

schools, but they became an occasional, incidental part of the

curriculum. The public schools absorbed many new a as bf

instruction in the Progressive era but they still ]lent to many

of them their heavy emphasis On textpoOks, discipline, rote

memorization, and teacher authority. In this resrect, the more

the Schools changed, the more they stayed the same. 4
The vacation schools that existed in many urban systems

after 1910 bore little resemblance to earlier programs except

41ffor the f that they operated in the summer. Between 1910 and

1920, vacation schools became more synonymous with modern con-

ceptions of "summer schools": a place to repeat failed subjects

or to do advanced work. They were not especially the source- of

new ideas or experimentation. A special report to the Nationa

Education ASsociation in 1917 entitled Kansastity and Its ch 1

made little mention of the earlier experimental functions of the

vacation schools, except to say that they had once been operated

privately by women. These schools, the report argued, were use-

ful for "backward children" who lagged behind in their regular

work.
46

A report by the City Club of Toledo two years later

emphasized the same trend that affected many cities
47

Everyone

seemed to forget the Initial impu.Lse behind vacation schools, and

whit had once been an exper4ental and non-formal alternative -to

the scho94e had now joined the system.

Contrary to whaAsocial control they 'sts argue, the privately-

funded vacation schools were immensely lar institutions whose

greatest fault was perhaps that they reached. too few children and

4'
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failed to refashion the regular schools. In their earliest days

these experimental schools offered, some children respite from,

the boredom of hot summer days and were applauded by parents

who preferred them over street gangs, loafing, and the many

temp ,ions in city streets and alleys. Vacation schools, of

co never transformed the regular schools even if they added

s variety to, the curriculum. But, like its closely-related

ri4orms of the Progressive era--the playground and the social

center--the vacation school was one of the best examples of

school expansion and extension during the period. It demon-

strated the complex ways in which lay people contributed to the

development of new educe* anal ideas on the grass roots.

III

e effects of urban poverty on children's lives was a con-

stant concern of educational reformers during the Progressive

era. Throughout such works as Jacob Riis' How the Other Half

Lives, Robert Hunter's Poverty, and John Spargo',s The Bitter

Cry of the Children ran a common interest in the effects of

poverty on children's housing, nuttition, education, and overall

car,. Some of the most famous muckraking photographs of the

period show poor children huddling in their dank rooms in tene-

ments, working in notorious sweatshops, or stalking the city

street in search of reoreational diversion. For reforMers of

all stripes there were the problems associated with children

going to lurid movies, joining street gangs, and shooting craps

on the corner. Like the vacation school movement, playgrounds

were parts ally a response to these perceived evili and to threats
0

of juvenile crime, A social concerniof all periods of time but

an especially dominant fear at the turn of the century. As in

so many other areas of reform in the Progressive era, voluntary

associations contributed to another important effort at school

extension, moving into areas that were once considered a matter

of private concern than public policy.

As'the price of property rapidly increased due to the infla-

tionary trends of the day ani'growing populations put increased
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pressures on certain neighborhoods, local cities had the anoma-

lous situation of having and mc:e children but fewer and

fewer safe places for them to play. Vacant lots and common

ground often disappeared, and the most congested neighborhoods

in particular replaced spots of green with.mortar and brick.

Jane Acobs in The Death and Life of Great American Cities has

noted that the streets are often safer and more preferable

places for children to play than parks and playgrounds, but at

the turn of thecentury reformers continued the long battle

against the street that had earlier characteriZed school reform

in the nineteenth century.
48

As one contemporary reformer argued in 1903, "the narrow

streets become like ovens under the scorching rays of the sun,

which beat down from above and reflect from the buildings at

all sides." Moteover, continued this wriier, the streets were

filled not only with questionable characters who taught children

to smoke, drink, and curse--the bane of children's existence for
At

generations--but the streets were also injurious to the children's

health. "Each gust of wind raises a cloud of dust, which analysis

proves to be 95 per cent horse manure, .to fill the eyes and lungs

of the children.
49

The beautiful parks found in many cities give

little regular relief, since they were often miles from tenement

districts and inaccessible for little Children who lacked escorts

or carfare to reach them. Once again, class differences separated

those who had to live in tenements and those who had sizeable

back yards. Children born through no fault of their own in'Con-

o gested districts, according to reformers, lacked safe and desir-

able places to play.

Playgrounds were not, an invention of the Progressive era,

for they existed next to some local schools in the nineteenth

century. Never before, however, had they stirred so much con-

troversy and plans for reform. Numerous organizations forMed in

American cities which had as their primary aim the creation of

playgrounds. And, like so many other innovations, the playground

was linked to the most accessible institution for each child:

the neighborhood school. As.one chronicler of the movement
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asserted in 1910, 4e "Playground movement in this country has

been begun in nearly every'case through private initiative. A

Mothers' Club, A Civic Club, or some other private organization

begins an agitation.
"50

because individuals with such diverse social backgrounds

and political orientations became involved in reform, it is

impossible to explain the history of playground development thr-

ough a single explanatory device like social control. A wide

variety of groups ranging from women's clubs to parent organize-
.

tions to trade unions and Socialist parties in man) different

cities lobbied for school playgrounds. And, in addition to

general voluntary groups that were interested in many'social

welfare reforms, the playground movement even had more highly

specialized organizations of lay people who lobbied solely for

this innovation. Examples included the Children's Playground

Association of Toledo (formed in 1899 and the predecessor of

the Complete Education League), the Children's Playground League'

of Rochester (1903), the Milwaukee Outdoor Art and Improvement

Association (1903), and the Kansas City Public Playground Assoc-

iation (1908). Comprised of reformers from women's clubs, trade
.

unions, Socialist organizations', and a host of other agencies,

these groups fought for suitable areas for organized play.
51

A writer familiar with the accelerated expansion of public

playgrounds near neighborhood schools after the turn of the cen-

t/ tury noted in The Playground magazine that women were in the

for,froht of efforts at, wider use of the schools for recreation.
52

Even though women did not dominate in the playground movement to

the degree that they did in vacation schools, the generalization

had general applicability in American cities. The Women's Educa-

tional and Industrial Union ran a popular playground in a con-

gested part of Rochester as early as 1899 and with other voluntary

grouts firmly supported the municipal funding of recreation.
53

The.Woman's Suffrage Association of Toledo endorsed playground

construction in petitions before the local school board in l095,

when the modern playground movement was just beginning in Amer-

ican cities. In that way it anticipated the later activist role
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of the City Federation of Women's Clubs and the Women's Educa-

tional Club.
54

In Milwaukee as elsewhere women were prominent in the play-

ground movement. The Woman's Club of Wisconsin, the Woman's

School Alliance, the Social EconomideClub, the Social Culture

Club, and the Council of Jewish Women were involved in most child

welfare reforms in .their city during the Progressive era, and

playgrounds were' no exception. And, as in other cities4 these

women did not stand alone, for the local movement was championed

by the men and women in the Children's Betterment League, the

South Side Educational Association, the Westminster divic Club,
57

trade unions, and the Social Democratic Party.-
5

Citizehs in

the Kansas City Public Playground Association built upon the

work of the Athenaeum, which had privately funded vacation schools

and playgrounds withthe aid of mothers' unions after the turn of

the century. Women therefore continyed_to exert considerable

influence on social policy related to children's welfare.
56

Labor unions also contributed notable leadership in the

playground movement in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas

City. Winfred Smith, a leader in the Central Trades and Labor

Council of Rochester, was an official of the Children's Play-

ground League and 'nationally prominent in the Playground and

Recreation Association of America. Ir 1907 the Rochester Labor

Council "cheerfully" endorsed the work of local playground en-

thusiasts. The unions attacked piZposals by city officials that

sought to expand Rochester's beautiful parks but ignored the

needs of inner-city children. "We need breathing places for

our little ones in the crowded centers of population far more

than we need any addition to our°1arge park system," grumbled

the Labor Journal in 1907.
57

The Toledo Union in 1897 similarly applauded the expansion

of accessible parks and playgrounds for area children. It espec-

ially praised the pioneering work done for the children at Golden

Rule Park and Golden Rule Playground, the brainchild'of Samuel M.

Jones. The toledo Union Leader, founded in 1907, was also a

staunch supporter of more parks and accessible playgrounds.
58
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The Industrial Counci,/ of Kansas City even had a working -class

poet who conceived of lyrical paths to reform. Entitled "Give

Them Playgrounds," his poem read:

How about the little children,
And a place for them to play;

will the Park Board keep them waiting
°Until the Judgement Day?

The children cannot raise a fund
to help their cause along,

gut public sentiment you'll find
-In their behalf is strong.

We all know that playgrounds

For the children are a boon,
But the mottoofthe Park Board

Seems to be, "Not Yet, But Soon.
"59

Earlier the ill-fated Labor Political League included children's

playgrounds in its municipal platform in 1904, and the labor and

Socialist Missouri Staats-Zeitung gave total support to this phase

of school extension.
.6o

Socialists realized that parks, playgrounds, and other social

programs would neve,: eliminate crime or replace their basic goal

of,redistributing wealth and power in America. Still, they joined

with liberal reformers and viewed the_ establishment of playgrounds

as a form of social justice. Rochester's Sociatist Labor Party,

while further to the left than the Socialist Party, urged munici-

pal playgrounds for children as early as 1899, and the Labor

Lyceum banded together with almost a dozen other organizations

to secure municipal funding for playgrounds, vacation schools,

and social centers in 1907. Socialist clubwoman Mabel Kennon

optimistically predicted that when private property was abolished

in the future, local children would'have many places in which

to romp And play.
61

Christian Socialists like Golden Rule Jones

and prominent clubwomen in Toledo who believed in his principles

were also active in the Children's Playground Association. Over

in Kansas City, the Socialist Party wrote a long diatribe in 1904

against the school board for lagging-behind playground construc-

tion and the welfare of the working-classes generally. According

to the Socialists, the school board was "absolutely'eapitalistic,
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and the class it represeA4 is not int ested in taxing itself

to give the children of the working class any further facilities

for education."
62

The, thousands of trade union members in Milwaukee's Feder-

ated Trades Council and in the Social Democratic Party strenuously

endorsed playground expansion. As early as 1902, the party plat-

form had playgrounds on its list of educational demands, which

soon included lunches, social centers, the direct election of

the school board, full funding for the schools, and ether ideas
63

that had increased appeal with the grass roots. it The Social

Democratic Herald and the Milwaukee Leader openly supported civic

associations, parent groups, and women's clubs that led the local

)0layground movement. The Leader in particular contained scathing

indictments on the failure of the city to provide safe places

for children to play. Cartoons showed how children were forced

to dodge trolley cars and automobiles, andhow they played on

garbage duiaps and on rooftops because capitalists refused to paY--

their fair share of taxes and enable Milwaukee to care properly

for its children. Emil Seidel, the Socialist mayor in 1910 and

alderman for many years, was long remembered in the city as a

friend of the children and of playgroultd expansion.
64

Like the vacation schools, urban playgrounds were often

viewed as "experimental" programs, were initially funded privately,

and became very popular with Any local residei4ts. The Women's

Educational and Industrial Union of Rochester opened a playground

in a principally Italian neighborhood in 1900. Located at the

No. 18 _school, which was northeast of tentral city, the school

attracted foreign and native-born children from across Rochester.

One day on the overcrowded and popular playground, a newspaper

reporter found "all types of miniature humanity: Celtic eyes

that twinkled with fun; swarthy little Hungarians; Fritz and

Dorothea with florid complexions and round merry faces; Norse

boyi with blue eyes, flaxen hair and almost defiant lock: and

the clean-cut classic features of the American girl."
65

Ethnic stereotypes aside, the playgrounds of Rochester fairly

swarmed with all kinds of children. After countering the oppo-

d-'
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sition of local neighbors, the Children's Playground League

established a playground at Brown's Square in 1903. Brown's

Square had a reputation for radicalism, for it was the tradi-

tibnal location for many labor rallies and SOcialist marches

through the city. But the Playground League competently estab-

lished a supervised playground in the area. Literally thousands

pf children' were taken by its members on summer excursions to
e

Rochester's beautiful outlying parks. Serial Gospelers, tradr,

union members, women, and other graSs-roots activists partici-

pated in the local effort, which reportedly, yielded sple

results. Commentingon the summer excursions, the Child 71

Playgro ague noted that "No one.who witnessed the pleasure

of the children had a shadow of a dOubt of the success of the'

undertaking, nor hid he fail to be personally interested."
66

The Children's Playground League of Toledo,\under the

guidance of Golden Rule Jones and assorted libeIal reformers,

established the city's first supervised playground in 1899..

Located on Canton Avenue, a few blocks from d4ntown in a poor

and congested area, the playground was built on an old garbage

'dump. Jones and other volunteers carried "102 loads of old tin

cans, bottles, and like rubbish" away from the site to give child-

ren another place to play.
67

The Toredo Blade reported that this

"experimental playground" had children "swarming on the lot ever

since the work was started," and concluded that such,a reform

was &good antidote to associations in "the streets and gutters"

which often fostered "strong dispositions toward vice,and

crime."
68

A large number of social welfare association's contributed

to playground development in Milwaukee,, and here too the popu-

larity of the innovation was equally striking. Both the Daily'

News and the Free Press, for example, commented on the popularity

of supervised playgrounds, and the Sentinel added that they would

.help combat vice and crime.
69

One of the first supervised play-

grounds established by the Milwaukee Outdoor Art and Improvement

Association was on the corner of Greenbush and Mitchell on the

Polish South Side. On,opening day in 1906, four to five hundred
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children anxiously awaited their chance to play, and "in rushed

hundreds oNrimy-faced, ragged youngsters to take possession

of the swknqs, see-saws, and other attractions.," "My littlest

brother wouldn't eat no dinner, he was so anxious for the play -'

ground to open," stated one little girl, who strained her voice

trying vainly to coax her brother home.
70

But who could eat

when there was a chance to play that popular game, mumble --he-

pegs

Not everyone liked the playground movement,. 'Overcrowding

and.boisterouiactivity at the playgrcunds occasionally became

a source of conflict and neighborhood complaint. Social control

theorists, of course, have primarily argued that the playgrounds,

were an exercise in social manipulation and have focused almost

exclusivdly on the intellectual rather than the social history

of play.
71

That ts, they deal with the intent of many reformers

but not the children themselves. These writers fail to deal with

children as conscious,, active fdlii'Who havemeani,and mo ives--

abeetimes quite contrary ones.

Parks and playgrounds were indeed tauted from time to time

by reformers as 'breeding grounds of good citizenship, American-
,

ization, and civic virtue. Liberals, radicals, and even conser-

vative curmudgeons grudgingly admitted that the playgrounds

offered alternatives to the street and to environMents that

nurtured impLre thoughts and questionable behavior. "Play is

instrumental and helpful indeed in making Americans of for-

eigners," claimed a confident wri-dr in The Playground in 1912,

and tons of paper and ink were sa.xificed In the effort to prove

that organized play hindered crime.
72

But did the olaygrmunds

in any way attain any of these eAds? And, given the popularity

of the institutions with many children, can it be concluded that

children and their parents approved of these objectives? Or,

on the other hand, did parents and children disagree on the

.motives of many reformers but still approve of the idea of

municipal funding for safe and supervised places to play?

No matt-what the intent of different advocates of school

playgrounds, the innovations often became a convenient place for



children to learn to smoke, drink, fight, and curse. By congre-

gating larger numbers of children into a smaller space than was

possible on many city streets, playgrounds in some instances

became an even better source of social disorder than any prey-

ioUsly available. Undoubtedly many children were socialized.

to orderly values, Americanized to some degree, and taught dis-

cipline,'cooperation, and respect for he rights of others and

for public property. At the same time, it is vely clear that

the children mast in need of socialize on and discipline, as

far as some reformers were concerned, could easily stay away

from the playground since it was a voluntary institution. When

schodl playgrounds were regularly supervised, the most unruly

children always stayed away. The so-called loafers, street

gamins, and gang leaders always found better things to do with

their time than play in a pile of sand. When poorly supervised;

playground became a vehicle for chaos and disruption in local

neighborhoods.

Isolated forms of dissent against school playgrounds sur-

faced in many cities. Newspaper editors occasionally likened

them to new forms of state socialism, like penny lunches and

vacation schools, which improperly relieved parents of their

responsibilities for caring for their children. In 1908 the

Rochester Federation of Catholic Societies, which correctly saw

playgrounds, .vacation schools, and social centers as closely

related aspects of school extension, attacked all of the inno-

vations as Socialigtic, expensive, and conducive to mass pauper-

ization.
73

More typical complaints were that poor childien were

unruly and could not be tamed. When the Children's Playground

League of Rochester promoted a playground for Brown's Square,

action was delayed for a year, until local residents were assured

that the grounds would be supervised and would not become a_ haven

for thugs and criminals. Civic clubs attached to neighborhood

school social centers after 1907 repeatedly had to defend poor

childr-n, who were/sometimes accused by other neighbors of low

morals, vile habits, and dis.4gard for private property. The

playgrciAnd at the No. 9 school in an Italian neighborhood was
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attacked by some fervent Catholics who disliked Sunday baseball

games. They told the local alderman that "there was so much

noise at the playground every Sunday tht the peace of

neighborhood was disturbed."
74

Republican newspaper edit-rs in Toledo claimed that all

play and no work was the underlying phil,,sophy of the new educe-

tion and that playgrounds would make 'Jack an "idle snirk."
75

St..me teachers at the Erie School, located in an impoverished

neighborhood `/orth of downtown Toledo, feared in 1906 that a

proposed playground there would only increase crir"e and become

a hangout for "drunkards and toughs " Only after the Federation

cf Women's Clubs and the school board, which jointly sponsored

the playground, assured them that there would be sufficient

supervision were the teachers agreeable to the plan.
76

Exactly,s:

how "uch so-called vice and cri;ne spr'ad 5ecause of .(or, conver-

sely, was prevented by) local' playgrounds is lifficult to assess.

More :hart once, however, Emil Seidel and Milwaukee's trade union

leaders repudiated charges that "Nightly Orgies" abounded ac the

local playgrounds. From time to time local residents attacked

the evening behavior of many immigrant and working-class child-
77

ren.

In Milwaukee as elsewhere there were the usual problems of

children breaking'windows; trespassing-on neighbor's lawns, and

trampling vegetable patches while in search of that missing base-

ball. Some citizens occasionally complained that the local play-

grounds were much toc popular, teeming with child;On who reveled

into the dark night. When neighbors chastized local children

for their rudeness dr questioned their activities, children often

replied with "impertinent answers" and told them to mind their

own business. And, in addition to these examples of how neighbors

feared the proliferation of disorder on the school yards, there

were also those who believed that the playgrounds would lessen

their property value. A few delegations of citizens ai,r-__ared

hefore the school boards of different cities and opposed play-

grounds in the interests of peace and tranquility, but they

generally swam against the current of the times. Additional
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playgrounds, increased tax support for municipal recreation, and

the continual expansion of school social s..,-vices were character-

-1-istic of municipal reform movements of the Progressive era, even

though a defiant minority of citizens realized that playgrounds

were not necessarily a cure for the ills of the city street.

Like the vacation school an integral part of the new educa-

tion, school playgrounds therefore had some contradictory results.

Moreover, the majority of the city's children never had enough

playgrounds at thrAr disposal for their recreati...nal use. This

situation e'isted despite all the enthusiasm and work of dozens

of voluntary groups that wanted to serve every child in their

municiF lity. When the Children's Playground League assembled

in 1903, it promised to labor until it found "a spot for every

child in Rochester to play. "78 When the Children's Playground

Association opened its second public playground before hundreds

of appreciative residents, Golden Rule Jones told the audience,

"when your children grow old, there will be hundreds of them.

There will be playgrounds for everybody. "79 Numerous playground

associations and civic groups elsewhere similarly believed that

they would inaugurate a new era in public recreation, one which

would satisfy the desires.of all children for safe and organized

play.

Playground enthusiasts never reached their desired ends.

In the first place, insufficient money was a continual problem,

both for voluntary groups and municipal school boards, which

rountinely adopted additional playgrounds after the turn of the

century. School enrollments increased rapidly, causing a short-

age of funds at times for basic school construction. Playgrounds

also competed with every other innovation for an appropriation.

Moreover, class considerations greatly determined which neighbor-

hoods received new playgrounds. Reformers argued that, as in the

case of vacation schools, &.....1dren in the most congested sections

of town were most in need of organized play and more spots of

green. This problem was further compounded by the fact that the

areas most in need had the moat children per acre but also the

most expansive and scarce real estate. One observer noted that
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building a playground in particular neighborhoods might utilize

land better used for more housing; the price of obtaining a

playground was not only dear but its construction luld possibly

force rents higher than before.
80

The class bias in school playground policy was extensive.

Taxpayers agreed, for example, that the native elite on Milwau-

kee's East Side had larger homes, more spacious yards, and easier

accessibility to the parks. The South Side, on the other hand,

had smaller homes and yards and larger families, as well as less

money foL carfare for their children. Hence many local reformers,

believing that more playgrounds would equalize opportunities for

the poor, centered their efforts in the most congested, working-

class areas. Such logia'meant that the voluntary associations

of Rochester placed their first playgrounds in the Italian and

immigrant neighborhoods and at Brown's Square. Toledo's were

placed in poorer areas_hear downtown an at the industrial East

Side. And, in Kansas City, reformers tried to center Lheir

attention on the North End and the First Ward, the most crime

ridden and poverty stricken areas in town. As previously noted,

playground associations publicly called for playgrounds every-

where, for all children; privately they, began their efforts in

selected neighborhoods, making the playgrounds in part a form

of municipal charity.

Gradually/ however, playgrounds fanned out across the city,

and many wealthier wards which had single diplling housing with

convenient yards also received more school playgrounds. In that

ray some of,the class determinants of public play for children

were eliminated. By 1912, Toledo had playgrounds for approxi-

mately one-third of its schools, Rochester had a slightly lower

proportion, followed closely by Milwaukee and Kansas City. Com-

parative statistics on the number and public use of playgroums

are often misleading or notoriously difficult to assemble, since

the information was gathered irregularly, calculated by different

methods, and printed with conscious political intent. Reformers

undoubtedly emphasized the bright side of school use, showing

'row well cehaved the "hundreds" of zhildren were on a particular
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afternoon. Everyone counted with particular goals in mind. When

newspapers, for example, reported in 1902 that 15,000 children

went on school excursions E-1 by Toledo's City Federation of

Women, they failed to explain who gathered the statistic, how

many children participated one,, two, or three times, whether

\there were limits on attendance, and whether the statistic was

n estimate or scientifically deterAined. 81

Information on the size of playgrounds from city to city

and neighborhood to neighborhood is also difficult to collect

and of limited value. More important, it is virtually impossi-

ble to state precisely which children of particular neighbor-

hoods or sections of the city attended various playgrounds.

Newspapers regularly noted that children would often travel

from different districts to use a popular play spot, and one

cannot presume th playgrounds in a predominately Italian

neighborhood were only used by Italians. Rochesterians, it will

be recalled, found all forms of "miniature humanity" at the

No. 19 school: swarthy immigrants as well ds gentile Americans.

At the same time one cannot conclusively state what types of

children attended the playgrounds. Certainly gang leaders,

"Ftreet gamins," and other objects of reform would have c)fLen

rejected the idea of supervised slay, and those presumably most

in the need of discipline and socialization as far as reformers

were concerned probably slipped through the educational net.

If available statistics are unsatisfactory indicators of

popular use, there are many other types of materials that

Illuminate the social role of playgrounds in different communi-

ties during the Progressive era. Numerous local stadies, for

example, were published near the end of the period that tried

to assess the influence of different public amusements and re-

creational facilities on the quality of urban life. Quite

zlearly, contemporary playground enthusiasts realized that play-

grounds, vacation schools, and social centers rarely competed

effectively against the wide range of amusements and ac4vities

provided by private enterprise and the city street. In the

battle between the street and the school, the street usually
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emerged victorious.

A special report sponsored by the Milwaukee City Club in

1914 discovered what everyone already knew; more children played

on streets than on playgrounds. For this reason, the cover of

the report had a photograph of a "street gamin" who, according

to the caption, had "No Place to Play." Actually there were

Many places to play, but the playground was only one possible

source of diversion and entertainment after the turn of the

century. At best Milwaukee's playgrounds couA handle perhaps

one-third of the city's children between the ages of four and

nineteen, and that assumed that 300 children could fit comfort-

ably on every acreof playground space. At least two-thirds of

the childhood population, therefore, played elsewhere. The

expert in charge of a school board survey met many children who,

when asked where they played, quickly responded: "We play in the

ally, that's our yard."
82

Children in Milwaukti had little danger of being unduly con-.

trolled by the playground. As in most cities, the poorer dis-

tricts had smaller private yards in which to play but also pro-

po-tionally fewer open spaces and school playgrounds for their

childhood population. And there were many other sources of

recreation besides the playground for every child with even a

few cents to spr'id. The Milwaukee City Club survey estimated

that although 32,000 children between four and nineteen were

within a reasonable distance from a supervised playground,

three-fourths of the total childhood population were not, so

they "spend their playtiie in streets, alleys, and vacant lots."
83

There were also pool halls, cheap theaters, dance halls, gangs,

and many other sources of diversion with whiqh the schools could

never adequately compete and certainly never supplant. There

was the "Aver!, Street Gang," Which usually fought with the

"Patrick Avenue Gang," or anyone else who stepped into their

territory. And there was reportedly a colorful gang of seven

year olds whose chief activity, 'ccording to its leader, was in

"bearin' up dc fellers on de next street.
"84

A massive survey df Kansas City's recreational resources
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by the Spar of Public Welfare at the same time similarly found

that playgrou s were a small aspect of public recreation for

the majority of children. An examination of the Northwestern

part of the city showed the situation at its worst extreme.

This district included moStiy the First Ward, near the bend in

the Missouri River. With approximately 12,000 residents, mostly

poor native whites and over a dozen foreign nationalities, the

ward had one of the.highestwcidences of crime in Kansas City.

Of the 1138 dwellings in, the area, over half were inspected by

the city for this survey. They £ncluded 48 lodging houses, 47

"bawdy" heUsee,-end 203 tenement houses. About 4,000 homeless

men at least roamed through the streets, comprising most of the

potential tenants for the lodging houses. Some of the men,

claimed one contemporary, included "cap4le workingmen displaced

by industrial depressions, disturbances, or labo4-saving inven-

tions; all classes of casual or seasonal laborers between jobs;

boys out on a lark or seeking their fortunes; the inefficient

on account of sickness, age, and disability; victims of drug or

strong drink; vagrants, beggars, and occasional strays from the

ranks of professional criminals."
85

The area had infamous gangs of blacks and foreign and native

born residents, dozens of saloons, and for the nearly three thou-

sand parochial and public school children--one playground. The

playground competed with the largest number of commercial enter-

tainments in all of Kansas City. These included 19 motion

picture shows, 60 pool halls, 10 dance halls, 6 penny arcades,

4 shows for "men only," 2 "medical museums," and shooting gal-

leries, bowling alleys, and theaters. In addition to these

attractions, of course, there were countless activities for free

4711 the city streets and alleys. Conditions were less extreme in

other !arts 1f Kansas City, but the Northwest area was where

`reformers tried to search for alternatives to street education

and recreation provided by private enterprise--all with dismal

results.
86

\

To some degr e the class stigma associated with playgrounds

disappeared over time, since few people today reoard municipal
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funds for recreation as solely desirable for the poor. But play-

grounds and many other social services that were part and parcel

pf school extension were initially esAblished.primarily for the

poorer classes, for immigrants as well as native.born. IA wide

range of voluntary associations comprised of both men and women

reformers fought numerous battles against the temptations and

lures of the city street and made the first inroads into the

area of public responsibility fqr organized play. The popular-

ity of many of the playgrounds demonstrates that many parents

endorsed this new alternative to the alley and street, prefer-

ring supervised play at the local school than their child's

membership in groups like the Aver /- Street Gang or other youth

groups. But the playgrounds, while an important example of

school extension in the Progressive era, were only one of

many alternative places of recreation, a single option com-

pared to more exciting and alluring activities found on many

city streets.
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The Spirit of The Little Red School House

Good citizenship in a democracy ie
the consciousness and the practice
not only of resoonsibility for
obeying the government, but for
participation in being the govern-
ment.

Edward J. Ward, 1913

Two ideas are fighting for mastery
in the educational world. One
would make the schools into
"efficient," card catalogued,
time clocked, well bossed
factories for the manufacture
of wage slaves. The other would
have the schools a part of our
social life, specialized to
hasten the development of
children into free human beings.
These two ideas clash from
kindergarten to university.

Victor Berger, 1915
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From the hot and dustlicity streets, with their many lures

and temptations, the story of school extension must shift to the

more alluring shores of Lake Mendota on the University of Wiscon-

sin campus. The year was 1911. In a large, fortress-like build-

ing known locally today as the Red Gym, hundreds of delegates from

across the country assembled for a conference on one of the most

fascinating and significant educational reforms of the early

twentieth century: the social center. Sponsored by the Univer-

sity's famous extension division and inspired by Edward J. Ward,

the reformer who made Rochester's social centers the showcase of

the nation, the meeting attracted many distinguished visitors.

Those in attendance included the new Socialist working-class mayor

of Milwaukee, Emil Seidel; the next President of the United States,

Woodrow Wilson; Kansas City's industrial relations expert, Frank
i .1

P. Walsh; and the New York religious divine, Josiah Strongl:

Delegate from rural and urban areas debated the fine points

of the soci01 center movement for several days. In the end, how-

ever, enough agreement was reached that a constitution was drafted

and a newforganization formed: the So,Aal Center Association of

America. "A s rit akin to the fervor. of a great religious revival

liactuated the w le conference," wrote an observer in the Survey

magazine. "It seemed to those present that America was at last
,

about to develop a true democracy."
1

The spirit if the meetings

was indeed intense, reaching a crescendo when several hundred

people broke out into song on the final day:

Come close and let us know the joy
Our Fathers used to know,

When to the little old schoolhouse
Together they would go.

Then neighbor's heart to neighbor warmed
In thought for common good;

We'll strike that fine old _herd again- -
A song of reighborhood.2

The conference will never be remembered for its memorable

song lyric's. Still, the meetings symbolized that the social center

movement had reached national proportions. Cities like Rochester,
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Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City represented only a handful of

the hundreds of communities' across the nation that established

these centers. Because of the rise of a popular, grass-roots

movement for the wider use of the schools, the social center idea

was endorsed by 1910 if for slightly different reasons by educa-

tors of tue stature of John Dewey, G. Stanley Hall, and Charles

W. Eliot. Later it was sanctioned by professional organizations

like the N.E.A., the National Munigipal League, the Playground

and Recreation Association of America, and by political reformers,

like Robert M. LaFollette, Woodrow Wilson, and Theodore Roosevelt.

The movement produced a-national organization, a short-lived jour-

nal, and numerous informational bulletins funded by the U. S.

Bureau of Education and the Russell Sage Foundation.
3

And, on

the local level, educational reformers ranging from Socialist

trade unionists to middle-class women's t..lub acts ists fought for

wider school use.

School extension and the idea of the wider use of the schools

in the Progressive era found its greatest expression in the social

center movement. The desire to utilize the schools for broader

public purposes than in the past--through programs like vacation

schools, playgrounds, and the use of the schools as meeting pla-

ces--had actively stirred in the minds of many Americans since

the years of social turmoil in the Nineties. After the turn of

the century, many citizens struggled to make the schools more

easily accessible for local residents. While the social back-

gtounds of scAool board members became more elite comnarsd
/

to

previous years, and superintendents gained more control internally

over decision making, numerous voluntary groups tried to counter

these moves through their own movements for change from outside

the system. Formally trained educators, of course, ultimately

endorsed the establishment of social centers to different degrees.

Yet the earliest thrust for the innovation came from the grass

roots, from men and women who lacked power in policy decis ns,

who believed that control of tne r tools had drifted too fa away

from local neighborhoods, and Who disliked the "tatter class"

individuals who regularly dominated on urban school boards.
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Like many Progressive school innovations, the social center

movement had complex origins and was supported by individuals

representing a broad social and political specttum. Nearly

everyone, however, agreed that the idea of wider use had clear.

historical antecedents and was not merely a modern social inven-

tion. Some activists rooted the idea in the tradition of the

colonial New England town meetings, others pointed'to the previous

successes of evening schools, ,lyceums, and chautauquas in educat-

ing the community, and more daring reformers believed that the

Roman forum actually set the precedent for Progressive refotm.4

Although the concept of "efficiency" sometimes figured in the

writings of Edward Ward, the leader of Rochester's social centers,

he typically pitched,his arguments to the character of his aud-

iences: to businessmen, fuller use of the schools meant dollars

and cents economy; to physicians, a way to curry favor in the

neighborhood; to conservatives, a way to reduce delinquency by

offering children alternatives to street gangs; to democrats, a

free forum for public debate of timely subjects to increase civi

intelligence and general knowledge.5 Such eclectic arguments were

common on the national and local levels and did more than simply

'mirror some corporate efficency ideology. Moreover, the parents

and children who 7oluntarily attended the school centers possessed

m4ny different aims and motives of their own; their ideas did not

necessarily coincide with the views of municipal officials, maga-

zine writers, or even local educators.

Rural imagery was nevertheless common in the writings of soc-

ial center advocates. Edward Ward, for example, occasionally made

nostalgic appeals for the spirit of the little red school house.

"The real ancestor of the public school social center is not the

social settlement," Ward claimed in the Survey magazine in 1909,

"but the little red schoolhouse back home, which, in the evenings,

was user! f:J. 4 common meeting place for the neighborhood."6 Watd,

sin ordained Presbyterian minister, had once worked with country

folk in the village of Silver Creek, New York, where he absorbed

an enduring sense of rural simplicity. A correspondent in the

American Education in 1912 similarly invoked rural imagery in
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asserting that "the little red schoolhouse of our fathers and

mothers' day with its spelling matches, singing schools, and

Sunday services blazed the trail which was lost for a time but

which recently has been rediscovered.

To many observers, the supposed glories of the rural past

did not adequately explain the nation's current fascination w.th

social centers. An Adqlophile lixe Woodrow Wilson, for example,

saw the centers as a manifestation of our Teutonic flair for

organization and representative government. The editor of the

Independent in 1902 heartily agreed, believing that the school

would be the focus of the neighborhood just like the town meeting

of old New England.8 Others more commonly believed that the

movement was a response to the isolation of urban life and the

deprivations caused by advanced stages of industrial growth, with

its ill effects on family life, income distribution, and general

social welfare. "The root of the movement lies deep down in the

growing realization that those upon whom falls the heat and burden

of the day have a right to more than mere existence," claimed a

spokesman of this view in the American Review of Reviews.
9

Surprisingly few advocates of the social centers argued that

they were trying to reestablish a form of community life that once

existed in the city. Ward, for example, had lived in cities as

well as in rural areas but evinced little personal understanding

of what type of "community" life existed in these schools before

the late nineteenth century, when the ware system of school gover-

nance gave way to smaller boards elected at large. Although more

research is needed in this area, the leaders of the ward system

were not especially enthusiastic about the use of schools for

various:community meetings; democratic -localism through machine

politics may have served many functions but easy access to schools

was never one of them.

The rules and regulations of many urban school systems in the

nineteenth century expressly forbade the community use of the sch-

ools. Whether that was due primarily to the architecture of the

average school., which was designed for children rather than adults,

or for more complex reasons remains a central issue. Certainly
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many civic organizations, including various women's clubs, labor

groups, and radical third parties had to work diligently in the

1890s to open the schools for wider%tse. Late nineteenth-century

urban school systems permitted school use for graduation exercises

and special occasions, but regular and routine use was uncommon.

Rule 32 of the Milwaukee school board in the 1860s remained in

force for a long time, however-shortsighted and narrow it seemed

to a later generation of Progressives:

Scholars shall not assemble about the
school building exceeding thirty
minutes before school, and then they
must enter their respective rooms, take
their seats, and pursue their studies...
NO PLAYING MUST EVER BE ALLOWED IN THE
SCHOOL BUILDING.10

Such a rule was hardly conducive to sal center work, but it was

found in Rochester, Toledo, Kansas City, and many American cities.

Strictures against parental and adult use were common and

lapSes from such rules usually temporary. One type of exception

was in Toledo. In the 1860s General Hill convinced his peers on

the school board to permit high school cadets to use the schools

for military drills. Teachers were also occasionally allowed to

use the schools for free in the summer, so they could operate

"select" schools to supplement their meager incomes.
11

In the

1840s the Rochester schools, later the preeminent leader in the

social center movement, went even further by allowing religious

services in the local schools on weekends due to a shortage of

available buildings. Neighborhood use, however, was short -lived

when other segments of the community demanded the separe.tion of

church and state; for various reasons the schools were then sealed

from religious as well as non-religious groups for several decades.

Clarence Perry, the efficiency expert'of the Russell Sage

Foundation who rivaled Edward Ward as a major promoter of wider

use, aptly described this state of affairs:

The childten who went t ool back in
the eighties skipped out of t school
house door at.half past three d

scampered down the street s o ing with
glee. T 3truction was finishe for the
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day and the building turned over to the
janitor for sweeping.13

Beginning primarily in the 1890s in response to many -sided grass-

roots' demands for the broader use of the schools, this narrower

:onception of education slowly changed. The quality and extensive-

ness of new evening schools, recreational programs, and social

centers varied from city to city. As in the case of vacation

schools and playgrounds, the realities of the social centers

often fell far below many people's expectations. Still, the soc-

ial center movement--whether it was cs14ed school extension,4 school

socialization, the Rochester moveme0, or the wider use of the

school plant--was a dominant conce4 of professional and community

groups interested in educational policy in the early twentieth

century.

II _

Urban social centers had their roots less in the rural past

than in the behavior of women's and parental organizations that

increasingly predominated in school reform in many urban communi-

ties in the late nineteenth century. Edward Ward and many Progres-

sives were especially conscious of this aspect of urban reform.

"Wherever, as at many of the schools of Rochester, there is a

flourishing Parent-Teachers' Association," Ward believed, there

was also "the germ of the development of a Social Center." 14

Perhaps the most important and earliest forces behind the wider

use of the schools were indeed the mothers' unions and Parent-

Teacher Associetions that first permanently organized in American

cities in the 1890s; these local agencies for reform became nation-

ally'poweaul with the formation of the National Congress of Mothers

in 1897.
15

By actively supporting innovative educational programs

and social services LI the schools, they helped break down the

isolation of institutions whose increasingly professionalized and

centralized nature threatened to drive them far away from the life

of.the average citizen. Vacation schools, playgrounds, social

centers, school lunches, domestic science and manual training pro-
,

grams, as well as other innovations, received much of their impetus,
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and strength from these organizations. Indeed, this effort by

voluntary groups to restructure education upon a foundation of

activity, experimentation, and soci,1 ,-%alfare reflected changing

popular perceptions of the social functions of the urban schools

and constituted a forgotten grass-roots expression of Progresre

Education.

Women's club members in the 1890s found that their own par-

lours were ill suited for their meetings, especially when their

organizations grew to several hundrld members. As a result they

tuined to one of the most convenient ana central institutions in

their neighborhood: the local school. By the late 1890s, women's

organizations had successfully convinced ward lead5Ts to permit

them to meet in various neighborhood schoolsOisually on a weekly,

bi-weekly, or monthly basis. This was t-ae of the Women's Educa-

tional and Industrial Union of Rochester, the Women's Educational

Club and affiliates of the City Federation of Wot-an's Clubs in

Toledo, the Woman's School Alliance of Milwaukee, and the Athen-

aeum of Kansas City. By opening the schools to they_ 'omen's

associations, sc.lool officials unknowingly helped propel a move-

ment for even wider use of the neighborhood schools.

In addition to women's groups, which contained mothers as

well as some single and childless women, t: a next important cata-

lysts of wider use in the Nineties were mothers' uniol.s ana newly -

formed parent trgani...ati,hs Compared with the immediate post-

Civil War decades, the Years from the depression of the 1890s to

World War I witnessed the r?pid formation of parent organizations.

W4th the elimination of ward renresentation in the schools came an

increased emphasis on community participation. Ephemeral local

groups had organized for educational purposes in-`,he nineteen'._n

-century, but the emerging puLlic enthusiasm for the idea at the

turn of the century impressed many contemporary iriters. "The

Parents' Association," wrote a University of Cnicago professor in

1908, "seems to be a veritable exception to the c:eneral statement

that 'there is nothing new under the sun.'" 16
Several years later,

Mary Beard, the social activist, noted that "today there exists an

incredible number of organizations whose main aim is cooperation
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with the schools in one way or another." And, she perceptively

noted, "a study of these organizations and their aims justifies

the belief that many of the very best features the present

educational system owe their existence to private suggestion and

assistance and experimentation."
17

Cooperation, of course, had been a nominal goal of the orig-

inal common school movement. It will be recalled that in Roches-

ter, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City, a wide range of profes-

sional educators. school board members, and other citizens urged

parents to meet m9te regularly with the teaching staff and to

appldad the work'of the new school systems. Once again in the

1890s, there began a new effort for cooperation between home and

school, one which produced tangible results. Women not only met

in the schools, bat they also actively endorsed the formation of

neighborhood mothers' unions and parent organizations whenever

possible. Prominent Jlubwomen and school activists like Helen B.

Montgomery of Rochester, Pauline Steinem of Toledo, Lizzie Kander

of Milwaukee, and Rtith 'of Kansas City all aggressively pro-

moted greater cooperation b tween the home and the school and

greater organizational activities to reach that end.

Similarly, all of the prominent female social welfare organi-

zations in these cities devoted part of their energies in the

Nineties to parent associations. Urging more frequent visits by

parents to local schools, a subcommittee of the education division

of the Women's Union in Rochester believed in 1897 that this would

help citizens "become fully acquainted with our school system and

to bring about a closer, more friendly relation between teacher

and patron."
18

Helen Montgomery claimed that parent organizations

fostered that "intelligent cooperation" between home and school

that would "bring to bear on the child the strongest possible in-

fluence for good."
19

Her counterpart in ',oledo, iauline Steinem,

argued that parents should not be timid when meeting with teachers,

wno in turn "should feel that they are as much directly respons- 4

ible to the parents as to anyone."
20

In Milwaukee, the Woman's

School Alliance claimed that the creation of "intimate and cord-

ial relations between teachers and parents" was a prerequisite to
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all educational progress.
21

Since so many of the members of wo-

men's clubs were mothers as well as former teachers, they had

stood on both sides of the bridge which usually separated home

1and school. The par nt-teacher organization seemed like the

ideal way to connect parents and teachers in the best interests

of the child.

While local women's clubs began to popularize parent-teacher

associations in the 1800s, kindergarten teachers also eagerly en-

dorsed the need for regular interaction between home and school.

In that w v they also contributed to the wider use of the schools

and, ultimately, the social center. Kindergarten teachers con-

tinually promoted the establishment of inothers' clubs. :Inspired

by the writings of Frederich Froebel, who desired an almost myst-

ical unity of mankind, these teachers formed many of the nation's

first permanent mothers' clubs in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee,

Kansas City, and other places. The main thrust of professional

teachers' organizations in the Progressive Era was job security

and economic well-being, but kindergarten teachers above all re-

mained leading PTA enthusiasts in the early twentieth century.

They had expanded upon FroebeJ's call--"Come, let us live with

our children"--to include 'arents as well.

The nation's kindergarten teachers were often employed in

the late nineteenth century in the poorest, immigrant-populated

sections of the Americzn city. In Rochester, nowever, the first

of a series of mothers' meetings sponsored by a kindergarten

teacher met at the No. 14 school, a middle-class residential area

east of downtown. As the Democrat and Chronicle noted in 1896,

"these meetings are for the purpose of bringing the teachers and

mothers of children together for a better understanding of the

work" of the schools.
23

Much of the success of mothers' unions,

22

as well as parent organizations which often evolved out of them,

depended on the mutual respect of teachers and parents. Miss

Adele Brooks, a kindergartner who was locally known as "the motner

of Mother's Clubs" for her central role in organizing them, effec-

tively worked with clubwomen and others until mothers' unions

formed at nearly every Rochester school after tne turn of the
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century. By then, an annual mass meeting of several thousand

mothers met every June, in addition to the monthly meetings held

by local organizations. Brooks effectively organized people

from very different social backgrounds. "Poor mothers, rich

mothers, old mothers, young mothers, white mothers, and black

mothers attended the mass meeting" in 1901, according to the

Union and Advertiser.
24

Little wonder, then, that one observer

in 1905 asserted that the mothers' unions were "in a flourishing

condition."
25

In Toledo, a number of parent groups A:io flourished by the

early twentieth century. Forumo t among these was the Golden

Rule Mothers' Club, which met at lden Rule Hall and was ener-

gized by the Christian Socialism of Samuel M. Jones. Occasion-

ally a sympathetic; newspaper editor would also encourage more

parental organizations. "Let's get the parents of Toledo organ-

ized and interested in the schools," editorialized the Evening

Bee, which supported Complete Education though not all of the

political ideas of Golden Rule Jones. "Let' ee if we can't

do something to make the schools so pleasant that children will

be eager to attend them."
26

And, as always, parents and teach-

ers who banded together emphasized the be'nefits of cooperation.

The Newberry School Club, formed in 1898, typically emphasized

the importance of meeting teachers on a common ground And added

that the school association was "the best way to promote the

interests of their children."
27

During her tenure on the Toledo school board between 1905

and 1909, Pauline Steinem took an active interest in community

and parental organization. Earlier she had joined other grass-

root Progressives to restore partial district representation on

the school board, and now she personally held parent rallies in

.early every district school. Steinem also held weekly recep-

tions for parents, who came and talked and criticized every

conceivable educational idea with her and with teachers every

Wednesday. Steinem believed that these meetings and parent

organizations promised to "give the teachers a oetter insight

into the character of the pupils, and the parents an unprejudiced
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opinion of the teachers.
28

By 1910, cne Toledo principal re-

marked that although "there was a time when parents seldom

entered a schoolhouse except when they'were angry and went
29

there to scold...we are getting away from that very rapidly."-

Within two years, a Cooperative Parents' Club assembled that

united the numerous individual organizations. Its : ms were

threefold: "the betterment of Toledo schools, the use of the

. public school buildings for all purposes of an educational

nature, and a more active co-operation between parents, teachers,

and school officials."
30

In both Milwaukee and Kansas City, mothers' unions and

parent associations similarly gained access to the schools for

their meetings and thereby laid the basis for their wider use.

In the working-class Jones' Island neighborhood in Milwaukee in

1897, Principal Mary F. Flanders and kindergarten teachers organ-

ized poor German and Polish mothers "in order to awaken the

interest of parents in the work which the schools e doing."
31

The Sentinel reported that the meetings were well attended and

profited both home and school. In Kansas City as in many cities,

kindergartners again took the first steps in the formation of

mothers' unions during the depression of the Nineties, anu by

,17101--the Daily Journal wrote that "scarcel a month passes with-

out the organization of some hew union."
32

Superintendent

James M. Greenwood gloated two years later that on the newly

established "Patron's Day," it is not an uncommon thing fcr

three or four hundred parents to visit one of the ward schools

and familiarize themselves with the working of tbs. school which

their ch'ldren attend."
33

As a result of this :.furry of activity,

Kansas City's Parent-Teacher Associations, an autgrow_n of these

mothers' unions, had the largest parental organization in the

world in 1919.

For cities like Rochester, Toledo, and Milwaukee, where local

representation on the school board had suffered a decisive set-

back during the Progressive era, parent organizations provided

at least one mechanists by which neighborhoods united to promote

their interests. In Toledo, for example, parent associations
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sough World War I actively lobbied for new and improved school

facilities as well as for various so:ial welfare programs. After

1910 in particular, when a rural-controlled state legislature

passed the Smith Law, numerous parent organizations routinely

appeared at the school board meetings and demanded new facilities

and improvements for local neighborhoods.
34

The Smith Law placed spending limits on Ohio cities to the

extent that school construction lagged far behind rising student

populations. Very often, the most persistent parental lobbyists

locally received new schools. In 1913, an indefatigable Iron-

ville delegation from the working-class East Side, as well as

many other parents, petitioned for and received notable building

i provements for their schools on account of their persistence.
35

I a place like Kansas City, where elite control of education had

become engrained in its history, parent organizations probably

brought the local schools and teachers into closer affiliation

with parents and children. The often impersonal ways of the

administration were not altered by new parents' groups, but moth-

ers and fathers continued to work on the outside of the system

for local and city -wide educational improvements.

Parent groups in these four cities engaged in various activi-

ties in the Progressive era. Their aim was to better home relation-

ships with teachers and to make the schools -lore serviceable to the
......_ _.

community. On different occasions they championed along with oth-

er civic groups the inauguration of penny lunches, playgrounCs,

school gardens, medical and dental inspection, free eyeglasse

for children, better sanitary conditions, and any number of/
provemfnts. Most important, they well contributed to the c \vic

activism of the period. 'Not content to let the schools drift

ther away from their control, many parent organiza ions tried t10

draw the schools closer to local neighborhoods. rlilthe process,

they notably contributed to the idea of wider school use and

ultimately the conversion of neighborhood institutions into so-

cial celers. In reaOtiOn to many of the centralizing features

of the age, parents and other grass -roots forces fought for inno-

vations which might establish what local cities had never really____
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known: the spirit of the little red schoolhouse which, as the

song said, "our fathers used to know."

As many new social services and programs entered the public

schools after the turn of the century, many reformers soon en-

dorsed the establishment OY "social centers" in neighboYhood

schools. It was a simple step from the centering of many inno-

yations in the school to the larger belief hat the scheor was

in fact the center of the community, a centripetal forte around

which numerous and varied social activities quite natutally

gathered. By 1904, Rochester's new school superintendent learned

that every grammar schr.ol with en assembly hall waft a growing

center of community activities. The halls, he wrOte, are in

constant lice and become the centre of the life of the school.

They are used as assembly rooms; for classes in ausic and gymnas-,

tics and free games. "36 Mothers' unions, too, congregated there

in the evenings to discuss educational topics,with the teachers.

In many ways it is easier to appraise the degee to which

specific programs like vacation schools, playgrounds, or enny

inches entered the schoolt than to assess how often schools

became genuine "social centers." To many people, the idea con-

jured up such notions as the use of the schools as reading rooms,

branch libraries, gyms, meeting places, polling places, and all

forma of extension. But it is impossible to say exactly when

enough prove existed simultaneously to conclude that the

schools ,ere in reality functioning as a social center in the

neighborhooc; Did it occur, for example, simply when parent or

women's groups gained access to the schools for their meetings

in the 18908? How many programs constituted a true center?

Even though playground activities varied AS well as the cur-

riculum for vacation schools and the items on the school luncheon

menu, moat contemporaries coul e on how to distinguish these

innovations from each other. The "social center," however, was

usually a shorthand expression for a hodgepodge of different

programs or cluster of ideas than a single entity. As Edward A.
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Krug has written in The Shaping of the American High School,

delegates at the national social center conference held in Mad-

ison in 1911 vigorously quarreled over what constituted a social

center, and wnen it could be said that a school had become one

No'two people, he noted, could totally agree on a definition

for the social center.
37

Krug's position was verified in a statement by Carroll G.

Pearse, the superintendent of the Milwaukee schools. In his

Annual Repoilt in 1909,kPearse epdorsed easier access for many

citizens and associations to the local schools yet noted:

Different cities are working out the Social
Center idea along different lined; some in
one direction, some in another. The term
Social Center does not as yet m-.,an any one

thing; no "type" has been developed. But
by experiment and comparison, we shall
gradually work out a standard plan, as we
have for the coiunon and high schools.23

One could count playgrounds, vacation schools, and penny lkihes.

It was much more difficult to estimate how often or whether _ h-

cols became social centers.

The lack of precision in the phrase "social center" does not

preclude making estimates on the effects of wider use in educa-

tion, as long as one carefully observes the different meanings

it sometimes had in various contexts. For most peopl , social

center meant the after-hours use cf the schools in se eral non-

traditional areas for chillren an0 adlielt. Since nearly every

school house in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City

was regularly used as meeting places for mothers' u ns, parent

1associations, and women's clubs after the Ninetiect P y were all

in a senre! social centers. At the same time, some schools placed

more emphasis on evening recreational programs for the community;

others, like the Rochester centers during their formative years,

became nationally renowned beccuse of the innovative conceptions

of Edward J. Ward. Rocheste-'s centers were like no other ones

in the nation.

'.ne distinctive quality of social center development in.

Rochester especially captured the nation's attention between 1/G7
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and 1911. "There lip hardly a city in the United States but what

is unfamiliar with the work of the Rochester social centers,"

claimed -n author in The Play round magazine in 1910. 39 Indeed,

Blake McKelvey, Rochester's esteemed historian, has written that
43\-

Rochester's social center experiment was perhaps th_ city's most

original contribution to social welfare in the Progressive era.
40

Under the leadership of Edward J. Ward, the city enjoyed national

recognition. The successes of ' a centers were described in lay

periodicals like-,the Outloe, and Independent, in professional

magazines like American Education, the Journal of Education, and

the American School Board Journal, and in welfare journals like

the Child-Welfare Magazine, Survey, and Charities and Correction.

Progressives like Judge Ben Lindsey, Lincoln Steffens, and Brand

Whitlock gave Ward's experiments unqualified praise and h -lped

publicize them across the United States.

Rochester's social centers were not significant because they

were the first ones established in the United States. So-called

social centers had operated in several cities for a few years

before the Rochester plan was approves' by the city council and

the board of education in 1907. Even the circumstances surround-

ing social center development in Rochester were especially note-

worthy, since numerous centers across the nation owed their exis-

tence to the spirit of cooperation that oft,n united civic organ-_
izations. Yet the circumstances certainly seemed unique and

dramatic to the people of this city. Over a decade of civic

struggle in Rochester for various social and school reforms cul-

anated in 1907 with the creation of a School Extension Committee.

"The BOard of Educatioa had absolutely nothing to do with the

organizItion of this movement," claimed the President of the

school board in 1910, when he was attacked from many sides for

the centers' allegedly unAmerican activities. 41

President Forbes was a professor at the University of Roch-

ester, a Good Government leader, and a supporter of Edward J.

Ward and the social centers. He was also correct in his histor-

ical analysis, for the demand fox social centers came not from

within the schools but from specific community groups. The School



AW Extension Committee represented diverse segments of the community

and claimed to represent the views of fifty thousand citizens.

The eleven orc slzations that c3mprised the group were hardly a

monolithic lot, for they included the Playground League, the

College Women's Club, the D.A.R., the Local Council of Women, the

Officers' Association of the Mothers' Club, the Political Equal-

ity Club, the Social Settlement Association, the Women's Educa-

tional and Industrial Union, the Humane Society, the Central

Trades and Labor Council, and the Labor Lyceum, who were better

known locally ;Is the Socialists. Social Gospel ministers also

aided the cause.
42

The Labor Journal summed up the local feeling when it simply

wrote: "The schools should be the people's clubs. The city's

money is the people's money."
43

Phis general display of civic

cooperation between grass-root forces that had first gained

public recognition after the depression 3f the "ineties was in

many ways a culmination of over a decade of reform efforts in

Rochester. Under the neu centralized school board, which took

power in 1900 through the combined support of Good Government

leaders and Boss Aldridge, the first (,ecade of the twentieth

century witnessed more school reforms than any other comparable

period in the city's educational history. Under the leaderthip

of Susan S. Anthony and other Progressive women in the Nineties,

the Women's Educational and Industrial Union locked horns with

the ward leaders on the unreformed school board and agitated

for sewing classes, domestic science programs, vacation schools,

penny lunches, am: other innovations. After the turh of the

century they joined community interest groups like the Children's

Playground League am, the Central Trades and Labor Council t

initiating similar types of service programs. This heightened

concern with the welfare of the city schools produced the Feb-

ruary, 1907, meeting that produced the social center proposal.

'Jnder continued pressure from these groups, the city council

and board of estimate steadily increased the social center bud-

get from 1907 to 1910, though it is clear from hindsight that

Boss Aldridge's political influence made the centers extreme",
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vulnerable.
44

If the Rochester centers, like those elsewhere, were the

product of voluntary group pressure and the culmination of

previous reform efforts, their operations were nevertheless

quite distinctive compared to other cities. Most of the differ-

ences between the Rochester centers and those elsewhere resulted

fromne efforts of Edward J. Ward, who was the social center

supervisor between 1907 and 1910. AmOng recent "revisionist"

historians, Joel Spring in particular has condemned the social

center movement and the philosophy of Ward. Spring contends that

Ward was a typical Progressive elitist who tried to establish

community relations within a framework of corporate capitalism.

Ward was anti-democratic, corporate-oriented, and technocratic;

like the views of his peers, his paternalistic philosophy dic-

tated that the "better" people should rule. 45
Similarly, anot-

her historian views Ward as an advocate of social engineering,

a rural romantic, and a proponent of moral uplift. Ward and

fellow Rochester Progressives, he argues, worked to undermine

democratic values and eliminate SoCialist alternatives to the

social order.
46

These critics of the social center movement are correct on

one point: the extent to which the broader use of schools was

generally promoted through the use of factory metaphors. Charles

W. Eliot of Harvard helped set the tone for future discussions

of wider use when he argued that the underutilization of the

school-plant violated the principle of business efficiency. "It

is obvious at a glance that so partial a use of an industrial

plant would never be thought possible" by businessman. "No

productive industry could be successfully carried on with. so

incomplete a vie of an expensive plant."
47

School plant became

synonymous with school house, and factory metaphors were employed

in many school reports, popular magazines, and books that dis-

cussed the value of community extension.

"When the public pays for schools, it pays for institutions

that lie...in profitless idleness eighteen hours out of every

twenty four," claimed an author in World's Work in 1303. The

2s5
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schools are ''fenced in bugbears, in cities at all events, shunned

by the children for whom they have been erected, a waste of invest-

ment that private capital would not tolerate for a moment."
48

"No sensible manufacturer would sanction such a policy in the

management of an extensive plant," agreed an educator in a pro-

fessional journal.
49

Clarence Perry, who carefully gathered

statistics for .tht Sage Foundation and ttye U. S. Bureau of Educe-

443444.4tion, wrote in th rican City in 191 that businessmen on sch-

ool boards were finally "beginning to ee that the utilization

of the expensive school plant less than half the time...does not

jibe with the policy followed in their places of business."5°

Stanley Schultz and other writers have demonstrated that

factory metaphors were liberally used by educators in the nine-
-00

teenth century. During the efficiency movement of the Progres-

sive era, they often became irresistible to many policy makers

and educators. Efficiency, however, was only one of the many

arguments writers used to evoke a favorable impression on wider

use. Settlement workers in New York and Chicago were often

swamped with requests from groups like unions and socialists who

lacked meeting places, indicating a rising public demand from

below for community use noticed by various social observers.
51

Wri..ers in magazines from Charities to The Playground, while

endorsing economic efficiency arguments, commonly presented a

wide range of justifications to secure results--from the need

for more democracy, for more citizenship training, and for whole-

some places where different types of citizen! could meet on a

common ground Superintendent William Maxwell of New York City,.

for example, believed that more than economic efficiency was at

itake, for when schools were closed in the evenings and stumer

months, it was "not only to waste the peoples' money, but to

deprive the benefits of [their use tc] many thousands of persons

of all ages who might otherwise take advantage of them.
"52

While historians have popularly labelled Ward as an effi-

ciency Progressive, this famous social center advocate could

--Atell the difference between pig-iron and people and between the

t`arrow a,d broad methods of argumentation. In stud ing his
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widely-read volume, The Social Center (1914), as well as,other,

writings, one is impressed not by the occasional interjection

Of words like efficiency in the analysis but by his broadly con-

ceived views on education and numerous justifications for wider

use. Writing in the American City in 1914, Ward poihted out in

fact that arguments on economic efficiency constituted the "least"

important reasons for community centers;'more important in his

writings were family and home metaphors, since he wanted to

connect the primary bonds of familial association to the entire

neighborhood through the local schools.
53

In The Social Center

he entitled one chapter "Like Herne" (mit "Like a Factory"), where

he called for a greater use of the schools by neighborhood fami-

lies and Citizens to discuss significant social issues and to

make them a "homelike institution."54

Details of Ward's social philosophy that might present him

in a more favorable light to modern riaders have been systema-

tically omitted in recent histories. For example, pacifists

might be drawn to his belief in social cooperation'a-d arbitra-

tion as a legitimate consideration in an interdependent world;

historians of academic freedom might be interested in the circlum-
.

stances surrounding his dismissal from a college teaching post

for his allegedly radical views; women's rights advocates might

be concerned with his full support for equal voting privileges

for women; and critics of the competition spawned by a capital-

ist social structure might perceive in his writings more than

some narrow efficiency rationale.

Ward believed that modern society was based on the laws "of

the brute--pretense, suspicions, fear, deception, exploitation,

dog- eat -dog, caveat emptor."
55

In condemning self-centered indi-

vidualism and the abuse of public rights by private corporations

and the stranglehold of "political and economic bosses" over the

citizenry, Ward ',ibited that sense of moral outrage typicalll

shared by many local Progressives. Undoubtedly these varidus

aspects of his social thinking caused this Social Gospel minister

to leave the clergy, to join the Socialist Party as a young man,

and to seek other avenues of pftlic service.
56

To simply describe
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him as an efficiency expert is to force his ideas and behavior

into an ill-fitting straight jacket.

Despite current historical appraisals, Ward was in the con-

*text of his times faiLly democratic in his perspectives. After

being hired by the Rochester school board as social center direc-

tor in 1907, 11A proceeded to employ his novel ideas in formulat-

ing public policy. In many cities, the community use of the

schools was based on a philosophy"of social uplift, which meant

that the poorest neighborhoods ,(often one also targeted for

vacation schools and playgrounds) first received-the social cen-

ters. Ward, however, ,aimed to establish the Centers without any

hint of class, ethnic, or racial bias. Contrary to the claims

of recent writers, he was deeply critical Of social uplift the-

ories that were specifically aimed at the poor. In a general

sense Ward believed.that social centers "uplifted" the community

by spreading democratic ideals. He.accepted the belief that

poor people "need the wholesome entertainment, the opportunities

for physical and literary culture, and the inspiration which

comes th: ugh club association."
57

But poor people were not the

only individuals who could benefit from the wider use of the

schools: all people could profit from the social centers. Ward

emphasized that "the Social Center, according to the Rochester

:.dea, is not a.municipal substitute for a social settlement.

There is no taint of 'Charity,' no paternalistic spirit of

philanthropy about it.
"58

7
Ward firmly believed that the social centers as he conceived

them promoted good citizenship, but citizenship training was a

participatory process, not something the better class of people

or the schools did to others. Ward believed that charity organ-

izations were condescending in their treatment of the poor, and

h' did not want the social centers- i- Rochester to suffer from

"the stigma of class service" or become "a'sort of municipal

charity institution.
"59

For that reason Wardestablished the

firit center at the No. 14 school, located in a middle-class

area, before additional centers spread out across the other

sections of the city. As he argued in the Survey magazine,
4
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every city stiotad)stablish its first'center in a "relatively

well-to-do neighborhood" and not in a section where one pLter,

natistically attempted to "uplift the submerged, the poor.
H60

'The Rochester centers were also distinctive because .they
6

followed Ward's plan of emphasizing adult civic clubs over

community recreational activities that were common elsewhere.
6.

This was the heart of the Rochester social cefiter movement and

what made Ward's contributions to schooling and to democratic

theory so engaging. Historians who have argued that these clubs

were similar to the high school civics classes enerations of

Americans have suffered through greatly exaggerate the compar-

ison.
61

Ward gave wide latitude to the adult clubs in terms
J''

of self7government, a position that was'strongly opposed by

ome members of thechool administration: Ward claimed in the

Independent in 1909 that "fromthe beginning therehas been

absolutely no limit;tion upon freedom of disCussion, and the

clubs have uniformly shown a desire to have every question

fairly presented fromrboth sides.
H62

Historians who condemn

Ward as a "social engineer" greatly urderemphvize how'hiA

reluctance to interfere 'with the in':.erhal operations of the

clubd helped destroy his local experiment.

The -only requirement that Ward "mvied on the adult civic'

clubs was the:. everyone in the city could join,them and that

everyone must have achance to participate in themeetinqs.

The meetings must not simply..be non - exclusive in character, he

argued: they must_ positively be ':all-inclusive." School Alper-
*

intendent Herbert Weet later reminisced in a history of the

centers that Wards extfeme views were simply unacceptable.

The adult clubs, Weet complained, were "self-directing organi-

zations.
./

The only restriction placed upon them was that they

could not be partisan or exclusive either in neetingi or discus-

sion. Any adult, therefore, Alms eligible to attend and to par-'

ticipate with discussions, subject only to such rules, as the

club itself might see tWto make." As'a result; he continued,

these clubs "had in them a full quota of extremists for one

cause or another." Anarchist and Socialist "extremists" would

2Q n
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monopolize discussions, spread their heretical. though false doc- I)
c:,trines, an "give expression to extravagent andpoorly timed views

on pubic questions. These things are, of 4ourse, inherent in'

the open forum.
63

Weet disliked open, unrestricted discussions,, and he surely

exaggerated the radicalism of local social center' participants..

'Yet Weet understood that the relatively at-',nomous poSitionof
s..

the Adult clubs was the novelty of the Rochester experiment.

Ward likened socialcenter directors to hired clerks: they

scheduled meetings, contacte4 potential speakers, and helped

organize various affairs- In his writings he repeatedly argued ' .

%;i..

that it wa- lbsurd for either social center employees or school

board Members to tell idu]is and taxpayers whatsubjects to dis-

cuss and howto -sgall,30..them at-their meetings. Addressing the

N.E.A. in 1912, Ward asserted that the social center director .

1' and "his assistants in the various neighborhoods are not teachers,

but servants of these neighborhood civic clubs, aiding in tl-Ae

preparatioh of programs, the work of pubilicity and otherw

serving the owners of the building."
64

Good citizenship in a

democracy meant not simply obeying laws and voting but fully

participating ii the formulationof public policy through debates

and citizen interaction./

Ward's support for free speech and for autonomous adult par-

ticipation was widely applauded by Progressive membersof the

school board and the various community groups that were respon-
A.

sibie for the Rochester movement. Under his guidance the social

centers and civic clubs evolved in representative parts of-the ),

City along with ths establishment of vacation schools and play-

grounds for chi4Osen. Within two years the civic clubs grew

from a single club to sixtedn clubs with 1,500 members; a*League

of Civic Clubs united these diverse groups ter...press for increased'

appropriations for the centers. Besides men's and women's civic

clubs, junior clubi of adolescent girls and boys weie formed.

These,clubs usually met on alternate weekday evenings, free of

chat*, followed bit a general 7:Ohborhood meeting of all inter-
5

ested people on Saturday night..
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Ward's desire that the, civic organizations should be all-
,

inclusive groups was fulfilled, since the adult civic clubs weie

often highly representative of Rochestdr's'class, ethnic, ideo-

logical, and racial interests. Besides Jews, Catholics, Protes-

tants, and atheists, organized labor and business represertatives

often served on the steering committees of the l'o'cal clubs.

While Kansas City ih particular followed the Color line in its

"community",centars, the Rochester clubs were racially integrated

and prominently publi'Cized.as 1Gch in social center publicatians.
66,

The centers gained a reputation' locally fo radicalism and in-

tense criticism of various municipal poli ies4 and4they were

reportedly-utilized by "people of all creeds, parties, and

incomes." Italians and Swedes predominated in a.few of the civic

clubs, reflecting the local ethnic makeup of their neighborhood,
.-.

as many different segments of Rochester found value in the concept

of wider use.
67*

. Free speech, debateand interaction were the heartbeat of
d"8

the adult clubs... socialists argueetwfth capitalists;
.

critiqued the Chura,

of the Prohibitionist

that affected the lite

and the Turnver,in countered the
A

Party candidates. A broad range

of 'the average citizen captured
tIP

atheists .

charges

of subjects

the atten--

tion ofTerticiPants. During the first year, for example, spetk-'

ers discussed the "Duties of an Alderman," "Rochester's Milk,"

"Trusts," the "Tax Levy," "Socialist Policies,1 and the "Prog-

lems of This Community:,"', In6reasingly the city boss looked

suspiciously upon such disdussiohsf.whibh were often decidedly

critical of his power and .politiese By 1908, the chief Aldridge
4

4
organ, the Rochester Tins, began to popularize the notion tha-

1

Socialists controlled thecenters And threatened public order

And morality. While careful not ta condellin the idea of wider

use in theory, the editor condemned the fact that

other than Socialistsd permitted .them to "have the

in discussions. .Unless a "representative audience

attended the centers, "persons whom we call cranks

form the majority and crowd others aside.
68

When

the centers should be closed.

2
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Within the next several months the city's five major news-

papers followed the lead of the Times and demanded the end of

the centers.or at least a radical departure from paspolitics,

namely, the firing of Ward, the purging of Socialift influence,\

and the end of free speech for adults. The pretext for. the

disso]'ition of the Rbchester experiment w provided not y Ward

asmuch as by the actions of his friend, &ndrick Shedd, a

'University of Rochester prOtessor who was the directorcof the

No. 9.center. Shedd, who was later fired from the.tniversity
0

for hi radical views, wad also the director of the RochesAer

Socialist SundaY Schools and the Young People's Socialist League.

An extremely popular speaker, he had once lectured to the Labor

Lyceum en the fallacies of Socialism but somehow became attracted

to it before 1910.
69

ti

In many respects the entire fate'of the local movement, pub-
N.

licly hingedon the Not 9 ceter, which had a reputation for

radicalism because Of Shedd's prF and the school's location

in an immigrant neighborhood. One Sunday afternoon in 1909, Shedd,

sponsored a masquerade ball:in-which children reportedly dressed

in costumes of the-opposite sex. This activity caused a furor In

the city. '.Catholic priests and various Protestants in the Min-

ister's Association condemned the desecration rf theSabbath and

hinted at sexual permissiveness that was headlined in the'lbcal

newspapers. The speeches of any radicals or.Socialists who talked

at the centers were increasingly dramatized in the press, while

milder discussions were often ignored. -Conditions ripened'for

Boss Aldridge, who could po:ntto these criticisms as justcauie

for the end of the experiment. The Timea denounced the centers

as the "hOtbeds'of Socialists" and the home of "Ferrerists,

Socialists, Anarchists, and other ists" the Post Express claimed

that "Mr. Ward's organization is a sort of socialist hatchery

supported at the expense of the taxpayert"; and the Union and

Adverjiser called the centers "a fungus, growth on the school

system that should be got rid of.
"70

Ward and Shedd tried to undermine mounting criticism by

pointing to the Innocence of the masArade ball. New rumors,
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liewever, surfaced whenever Ward was out of, the city'on short

trips. AL' one point Ward's greate§t clerical opponent, Father

A. M. O'Neill (who called the centers Socialist centers) attacked

the clubs for increasing class., ethnic, and reV.gious conflict

in'the.city through the policyof unregulated'discussions;. he
AV'

.also accused Ward in the Iramaculate ConcePtion.Magazine of

falsifying his statistical reports to prove that Oe centers

were popular. TherCA minister reported that Ward,, who had left

the church, had approvingly written that the modern churches

were dead and would' ultimately be replaced.byVetsocial cen-
ters. Ward

an
//d

this charge and polipted out that the churches

were lithited as a community force'because they were denomina-

tionaltional institt...ions while the centers wete for everyone in the

community.
71

The Herald
4
swam with the, tide and,assailed Ward's

policy of permitting "unregulated and irresponsible aterantes"

at the centers.F Ward again was forked to respond, affirming

the right of,free speech for all citizens. Whether or not he
J.-

.

\._

-, agreed with a speaker.:s-viewpoint,. Ward argued, Was immaterial,.

as long as everyone had a'chance to express their beliefs at ,,the

school house meetings: Adults in a.demociacy were capable of

making up their own minds on.public issues...

pLetters to the editor and editorials on the social center
,

controversy filled the local newspapers in late 1909 dhd early
.,

1910. The Shedd incident, the,O'Neill accusations, and the Ward

reputtals made tremendous news stories: Since the center approp- '

iation for the next year would be determined in February, 1910,
.

delegations of citizens floOded the mayor's office with resolu-

tions and peisonal appeal3. The Union and Advertiser helped

indrite)that the debates would be- heated when, 'in a jgint effort

with the other newspapers to throttle the local movement, it

called Ward;a radical and his associates a 'motley array of

Socialists, free thinkers,iand apostles of discontent.
"73

Ward's

admission tt critics that he was indeed a Christian Socialist

only inflamed local debate, for it was now more forcefully asserted
(-

that "the social center idea as advocated by Mr. Ward and his

friends is the thin edge of the socialistic wedge.
"74

The No. 9
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civic club reaffiried its commitmeneto free speech if not Shedd's

political. views and further intensified the debate,'sciaiming that

"Our movement has been started.vpon the proper basis--Free Dis-

cussion. Anything short of that ,spells failure. "75

The community groups that had initially supported Che R9ches-

ter experiment did not desett the,'cause. yompn's civil', members

marched onAcity hall. ,S0 did the delegates of the Central Trades

. and Labor Courcilr'which "unanimously" gassed a resolution

tfavoring full funding for the centers. They were joined. by the
5

Turnverein, settlement workers,.mothers' clubs, and

other associations that lobbild.in vain for the survival of free

speech and adult use of the schools.
76

The centers, which had

- gained a national reputation, were all but eliminated by the .

city bqss, who used Catholic opposition and major editorials

from the press as proof of, the unpopularity of the loCal %inno-

vatiOn. Ward and his associates were dismissed, to the regtet

of Progressive community 'groups and reformOrientedmembers of

the school board. Rochester's centers after 1910 were almost
0

indistinguishable from those in many parts of the nation, as

they increasingly emphasized recreational' programs to the virtual

exclusion of adult civic participation, .By the summer of 1910,

Ward left Rochester for Wisconsin, where he became a state organ-

izer of social centers in the'extension division of the state

university a1 Madison. Ward viewed *theoTAilure of the Rochester

movement at, a failure in democracy. "Blinded by prejudice,
I

narrowed by partisanship, made cowardly by suspicions, we have

been kept back'from the joy of human fellowship, we have let the

government get out of 09: hande, we have failed of great

achievement."17

Thanks to Professor Shedd, however, the No. 9 center, which

was given a tiny appropriation by the school board to carry on

its work, wa' able to provide one final example of how political

bosses could crush efforts at free speech, especiallywheh dis-

cussions led to somewhat radical and 4ffeatening positions on

capitalist rule. The Rochester Socialists continually gained in

electoral strength'in these years and constituted a possible

-77
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threat to boss rule; and they were always quick to denounde

George Aldridge publicly as an enemy of the people and Social-14,

ism. In 1911, however, the'city administration was finally

able, to help eliminate Socialist speeches in the schools when

Shedd gave a speech at No. 9 which praised therred flag as the

true international symbol of peace and human brotherhood; the

stars and stripes, he argued, where limited tothe love of a

particula J country, but not mankind. .(
.

I

Shedd's words were twisted out of context by the mayor and,
..

_ the city press and termed by the Demgcrat and Chronicle as "rad-

icalical and revolutionary,propagandism. .78 The .mayor actually bar-

red Shedd fromispeaking in any municipal'building. Shedd never-
. .

theless accepted an invitation from the Labor Lyceum to speak on

the subject of "Free Speech,"'-but the Socialists, who had been

permitted to meet on Sunday evening in the city hall, were re-'

fused admittance. Once again, the./publican machine'seized the '

oppottunity to consolidate its power and defeat its opponents,

whether they were the Good Government for'cestbr the Socialists.
. e N

'Political" speeches were thereafter banned in' the schools and

the Socialists were lockbd out ,g City Hall. 'After being arres-

ted witil'other Socialists-for "obstrUcting the sidewalk" at one

protest ra lly, Shedd was forced to resign front the University of

Rochester, from a pose he haft held or many years.
79

Thus ended

the most famous effort of the Progressive' era to adapt the spirit

of the little red school house to an urban setting.

By 1914 Edward Ward had-become the leading social center

advocate in the nation.. Forced to leave Rochester when Boss

Aldridge's Board of Estimate slashed the social'oenter approp-

riation, Ward gained new visibility as an Advisor in Social Cen-

ter Development in the extension division of the University of

WiAconsint There he worked for several years, until 'finally

finishing his career decades later in the Justice Department in

Washington. After 1910, Ward continued to publicize the value

of neighborhood civic cluos, the wider use of the schools, and
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'general educationalextension. Andhe did not let his failures

in Rochester dim his optimism. Writing in 1914 in Rochester's
.

leading social welfare journal, The Common Good, Ward criticized

local individuals who feared than perhapsAldridge and others

were correct in believing that the centers were a bad idea.

"Cheer up, old pal," he responded, "your RochestA may 'be stuck

in the mud},. but - -There are other Rochesters.,'
,80

There were indeed many other potential'Rochesters across

the nation that tried to emu'ite some'of the best features of

Ward's ideas from the city oa the Genesee. For years after Ward'

and his staff were fired in.NewYork, local newspapers like the

now independent Toledo'News-Bee and'the Socialist Social pemo-

cratic Herald and Milwaukee Leader publicized'the extension

-activities that brought fame to theiRochester centers. In fact,

one of the first acts of the new Socialist working-ckhss admin-

istration elected to %ffice in Milwauke in 1910 was to h ire

Ward, a fellow Socialist, as a pechni al advisor.on civic club

development:
81 Heakthere were indications of other Rochesters,

and Ward personally helped- erganize hundreds of social centers

'in small towns and villages throughout' Wisconsin. 'And in city

after city. from Toledo to Milwaukee/t
/o

KansasCity, local

formers worker with different degrees of success Lo capture that

elusive'sPirit of the little:red school house.

Like sO many other urban schools, Toledo had a rule against

ComMunity use of the schools except for special occasions. Wo-,.

men'p clubs and parent organizations, however, gained permission'

4to the 'schools,d4ting the late Nineties. The idea of broader

community use of the schapols also comp ised.acentral concern

of the mayoral administrations of Samuel M. Jones and Brand Whit-

lock between 1897 and 1913. Jones' Annual ileports to th! city

council always contained glowing statements on the value of new

social services and school extension. With the support of female

leade4s like Mary Law'and Pauline Steinem, he and Whitlock agi-

tated for the use of the schools 0 community meeting places,
82

After it Secauc. e clear that the "reformed" school board after the

passage of the Niles Bill was Republican and devoted to business
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efficiency, the Democratic %Evening Bee also endorsed this effort

at school extension. "If Toledo were to build public halls or

meeting hoUses in every ward in the city," speculated the Bee in

1898, "the people would probably get together once in a while to

discuss matters of public interest. As it is they think there

is no place to meet...What's the matter with the school build-

ings for public meetings? They belong to'the people.
"83

Although the wider use

%, similar to the neighborhood

later develop in Rochester,

Rule Jones'4nd the Complete

school board for permission

concept in Toledo was not exactly

civic clubs that Edward Ward would

by the turn of the century Golden

Education-League petitioned the

to, hold weekly.neighborhood meet-

ings and entertainments in individual schools. An-outgrowth of

the Children's playground Association, the Complete Education

League was formed in 1900 and, as will be recalled, fought for

a wide range of school social services and prograMs. Despite

the personal animosity of many school board members like J. Kent

Hamilton toward Jones, there was

women's and labor groups for the

League's petitions were approved

enough popular support from

social center idea that the

and a new educational Aperi-

ment began in this Ohio city.

. jith the help of the Complete Education.branch of the City!

Federation of Women's Clubs, Jones ana his followers ran various

copmunity programs in the local schools between 1900 and 1904,

the 'year of the mayor's death'. Like so mane of the innovations

thsponsored by Jones, the centers aWactdd wide support and Con-

aiderabletpUblicity in Toledo. At first the school board only

let the Complete Education League meet in a few buildings, deter.-

maned-largely by whether or not they had a schopl auditorium. In

early!'1900, the Lagrange School, located in a Polish neighborhood

north of central city, was opened for weekly entertainments.

Jones himsel',peribrmed or stage, joining withlocal singing

groups and c mtributing some tunes on his violin. 84 The response

to these entertainments'was overwhelming.' Latge groups of for-."'

eign and native-born citizens flocked to these entertainments.

-Racially mixed audiences, reportedly containing individdals with

29'
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a Wid e rangeof economic backgrounds, gave them a stkong community

116.
feeling. Over 1,300 pdol)le acked into the Lagranq.6 auditorium

on one occasion, and Jones typically urged the school board to

}peh every school in "the city for wider use. The Evening Be4

noted that Jones was a bit of a crank, but agreed that few inno-
i

vations ,in the history of the city had attracted such popular

''support in such a short period of time. "Why not bring the

parents into c/oses assqciation with the schools?" asked Negley

Cbchran of the Bee, for then the schools could' betome "a club
a

.. 85 P.
for the people at nignt." e

.

Between 190Q and 1902, the .Complete Education,League expanded

its work across the city to poor as well as v)eal y neighbor-
.

hoods, 65 the elite sections on Collingwood aN w 1 as on the

East Side: Aiding in the wank were Complete Education Leagues

that org ized in several of the ward schools. Some of the enter-

tainment, and invited speakers.at local centers were so popular

ghat every seat in the meeting rooms was occupied by sever o'cldck,

an hour before ,the festivities, and police officers were routinely

dispatched to the schobls to help people find a seat safely.
86

While popular 'Itipport developed foi this aspect of, the new educa-

tion, the essentially Republican school board dominated by J. Kent,

HaMilton rejected petitions from the League urging it to fund more'.

extensive phograms and to construct auditoiiums for every school.

Finally; ih a dramatic confrontation between board

and Jones' followers, the school board in 1902 limited ttie League

to a handful of schools. While petitioners claimed that "the

tendency of the times is to provide assembly rooms in school

buildings, for the use of teachers, pupils, and their parents,"

businessmen called the reformers faddists who would lead the

schools to economic ruin.
37

"The public sClool buildings 4elong 'the people,7 argued

the News-Bee in1904 in an effort to.stir additional supipart for

the wider use of the schools. "They are paid for with money

taken from the people by taxation. Yet every night in thq yeM

the buildings and dark and closed, while the owners of the ladild,

4 ings are hunting for small halls in'which to hold public gather-
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ings.
"88

By closing almost all the schools for evening use, ,the

. Hamilton school board contributed to its own downfall; it was

replaced in 1905 by a more Progressive membership generally sup-

portive of the new education and especially social centers.

Nine new auditoriums were constructed in the city by 1909, and

additional ones were planned by the...school board and its new

superintendent, William B. Buitteau (1909-1021), _Guitieau was

a dynamic individual who had once been an activist among the

*sr

younger teachers and was dedicated to school. expansion. He was

a personal friend of Pauline Steinem and Brand Whitlock, two of

Toledo's leading grass-roots reformers, And he wrote long arti-
,

cles in praise of Rochester's social centers for local news-

, papers.
89

Despite the faVorable local atmosphere for wider use,

however, Toledo's social center movement died a quick death after

.1912 when the Smith Law passed in the state legislature placed

severe tax limitations on Ohio's cities.

The Smith Law prohibited Toledo's school board from increas-

`ing any particular annual budgetin excess of one per cent of the

previous year.
90

Inflation rapidly increased after 1910, the

growth of the school age population continued, and therefore

local school boards, while sympathetic to the social center move -

joetween 1905 and World War -I, were strapped economically;

they were unable,to.extend many programs like social centers

without eliminating school construction. The city-wide parent-

teachers' federation called for the use of the schools "for all
/

purposes of an educatiOn nature" in.1912, and women's clubs,

neighbothood groups, and thy Young Men's Progressive League (a

group of recent high School graduates) all petitioned for easy
'

access to'the schools.
91

Gr9ups were allowed to meet in schools

"'With auditoriums, as long as no expenses were incurred by the

school board, but the paucity of public'funds limited the range

of activities; prevented the hiring pf special staff members to

41p coordinate activities, and greatly weakened local efforts

at social cente)1,rdevelopment.

If there were other Rochesters, as Edward Ward believed,

Toledo was not one of them. The neighborhood civic idea that
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briefly existed in Rochester never fullytmatured in the'city of

the Golden-Rule, primarily for economic reasons peculiar to Ohio's

- financial system. As a result, Toledo recAved very little na-

tional recognition for its efforts at school extension, even lass

than Milwaukee, which had a very strong repuCation as a Progre.:,

sive city devoted to social services, child welfare, and of course

Socialism. As in most American cities, voluntary associations

had first opeped the Milwaukee schools for wider use in the Nine-

ties when the Woman's School Alliance and the South Siie Educa- .

tional association gained permissiOn to meet regularly at the

neighborhood schools.
92

. .
The Populists and Socialists, however,

11contended that the ward - based,, council- appointed school board

failed to go fareriough in school eXtension,-and after the turn

of the century the Social Democrats attacked the Commission. im.141r

appointediand then court-appointed schopl boards that also moved'

haltingly towardWider use. I
The Socialists saw the wider use of the schools as one pos-

.

sible vehicle to democratize the city and educate citizens on

the problems of municipal government and capitklism. In 1902

the municipal platform of the Social Democratic Party called I

for the free and unlimited. use of the schools by all neighbor-

hood grouPs. Socialists viewed the reform as part of the larger

class struggle. "The4inions, thanks to the plucking process

of the present industrial system, are compoSed of poor men,"

meet in and at present dingy and mean, and badly ventilated,

claimed the Social Democratic Herald in 1902. "The halls they 1

because they cannot afford to hire better ones."
93

Moreover,

Socialist politicians and later representatives on the school

board emphasized the need for -free speech in the schools, and

they attacked the stateSocial center law of 1911 that permitted

school access only to "non-partisan" and "non-religious" groups.

Meta Berger fought with fellow school board member Lizzie

Kander to delete the restrictive clauses on social center use in

1914, but she failed because only roughly one-third of the fifteen

11member board during the war years were Social Democrats. Kander

was not a Socialist but a liberal reformer. Yet her support for

II
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social` innovations, pacifism, and trade unionism led her into the

Socialist camp on most areas of educational policy .94 Free speech

at the social centers remained a burning issue in municipal poli-

tics. Meta Berger asserted in 1914 that the "fathers and mothers

should be free to use 1the schools] for the consideration of any-

thing that affects their home? or the compunity life. ,95
Kander

and the Social Democrats agreed, but businessmen on the school

board opposed the unregulated use of the schools, fearing that

such a.policy would spread undesirable "isms," as they called

them, throughout Milwaukee. Victor Berger quipped that the idea

of public social centers without free dilcussion--the heart cf

the Ro4pster idea--was like telling children they could go swim-

ming as long as they stayed away from the water. Writirg in the

Milwallip Leader in 1916, he also asserted tha "for parents and

Children alike, the questions of light, transportation, wages,

housing, and all the other important icsues...are certainly of

as great imiirtance as the Three R's. 96 His position never

altered the votes of business elites on the school board but well

expressed the dissenting views of the Socialists on social center

policy in the Progressive era.

With E supPart4____the movement for easier access and

wider use of the schools nevertheleSt-accelerated in the early

twentieth century. Socialist aldermen firetelested to office

in 1904 championed the cause for several years before a-Tiberal

women's g,oup, the Social Economics Club, petitioned the city

council in 1906 for several thousand dollars for rec-eational

programs for congested school dis.xicts. In 1908 a coalition of

gommunity organizations finally helped open an actual center in

the Sixth Street School, a poor district and the earlier site of

the city's first public, supervised playground. The Federation

of Civic Societies, which represented the majority of the volun-

tary associations of Milwaukee, advanced the idea as well as the

Socialists, who promised a comprehensive plan of wider use for

all sections of town if their party attained political hegemony. 97

Partially because of Ward's influence and partially becanse

of the Socialists' continual interest in using the schools for
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social reconstruction, nearly one-fourth of Milwaukee'd neighbor-

, hood'sct6ols h'adadult Neighborhodd Civic Clubs by 1912.98 The

majority of the schools were also us..td after that year as polliqg

places for municipal elections, and the voters approved a special .

tax for social centers, playgrounds, and, vacation schools. Hence,

Milwaukee went'far beyond Toledo in social center reform. There
4

were still numerous i)roblem's with the widespread establishment

of all of these programs because of rising costs, growing enroll-
.

ments, and increased school constrvtion demands. Perennial con-

flicts over the aims of the social centers between community

reformers and school officials also hindered their progress. The

school board -and the superintendents after 1904,"Carroll G. Pearse

(1904-1913) and Milton Potter (1114-1943), all endOhed social

centers,' but they officially opposed permitting all types oft

meetings in the dchools. The social center director was no

Edward Ward, for he diligently_ried.to fulfill the letter of the

law by screening partisan and religious groups o of the schools.

Moreover, men like Harold Berg .of the educational extension divi-

sion wantecrto'usc the centers to Americanize Milwaukee's many

immigrants coups and claimed that extended use of the schools

would iurelchildren away from street gangs and civilize
.4

them.
99

,

There was a genuine ideological conflict,in Milwaokee over

' the mail objectives of the social center. -School bOard president

Will' nelow argued in 1909 that the centers snout(' be "a

study and congenial occupation during the evening, for

those less fortunate in home surroundings.
.100

In essense, he

saw them\as charity iinstitutions, the very things that Ward and

ma4 Socialists abhorred. Many businessmen on the school board

were only interested in the centers because they likened the

schooli to a "plant" whic4.(like any factory, should run dontin-

uously 't.0 ensure maximusoproduction and efficiency. Like many

publicists on the national' level, they narrowly equated the

school house with a factory. "Consider the school house a busi-

ness plant. The greatest return from such a plant is secured

by running it to its capacity," argued John,H. Puelicher, a

banker and the President of the school board in 1911
1101
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Jest as the intellectual, history of social centers in Mi1=-

,waukee was a clash between efficiencyand democratic values, so

too was their social history shap-Jd by'the interaction between

competing and contradictory forces. The Social Democrats never

regarded themselves as "non-partisan," but they were very active

in many Neighborhood Civic Clubs, where they tried to publicize

their critical appraisals of society. Many school officials, op
:

the other hand, believed that the schools were prjme sources of

Americanization and patriotism. Some newcomers undoubtedly

learned enough at tlie naturalizaln classes at the social cen-

ters to earn their citizenship ptpers, yet it is also clear that

voluntary attendance meant at neighborhoods could ignore pro -

grams, and activities that were dekeaning or insulting. Finns,

Poles, Swedes, and Russians all petitioned successfully for the

free use of thescitools for community meetings, formed -cohesive

Neighborhood Civic Clubs, and found value in the concept of

wider use even if' they did not desire full Americanization or

Eo become cogs in a civic efficiency machine.
102

The Milwaukee Free Press, oneof.the_most volatile anti-

Socialist papers.in the citY, sent.reporters to investigate the

progress of Milwaukee's first social center. Since the neighbor-

hood was

numerou

and B

a hodgepodge of different, nationalities, they found

immigrants reading books in Yiedish, German, Polish,.

ion: most were aliens who could not speak any English

and were only able to communicate with the.young librarian at the

branch library. The libraripn was a remarkable man who hid mas-

tered five different languages. Congregating all of these people

under a single roof might seem like afi ideal means of Americani-

zation, but the Free Press.cgglained that' tipese adults would

perhaps listen attentively (or s it seemed) to a lecture

Sanitation, but "in religion and race loyalty they are immov-
-

able.
.103

By the same token, Italian parents whose children,

tended extension activities at the Detroit Street School kept an

inordinately close watch on their siblings, undoubtedly to keep

a firm hand in their chi.ldren's socialization. "They come in

.crowds to allomeetings, either to take part in social activities
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or to look or when their children takt part in school activi-
r) fil04

ties.

Even Americinizers who praised the good work o#,the natural;

ization classes found in some social centers admitted'that the c
"prevailing foreign language of the neighborhood is catered to

through books and periodicals," or there was a distinct possi-

that no Ime would attend them,
105

M keover, ethnic groups

occasionally formulated social center activi.' s with the expressed

intent on preserving their ethnic culture and reta ing American-

ization. Over a thousand Jews from the Ninth Street School neigh-

bdshood successfully petitioned the schools in 1915 for their own

class in viddish history, literature, andVbetry. "We seek to

establish this school," they -argued., "to perpetuate the Jewish

rade."
106

Milwaukeeans were therefore no'. simply clay that was molded

.at will by the social center directors or the board of education'.

Segments of Miltlaukee's society used the schdolste* best they

could for their own intellectual, cultural, and social ends. They

did this despite tbe fact that schooljealers did not always share

the same perspective on their cultuktldt view them as more than-

mere material frit- school productlen-.Eiten-children _and young

adults,tdsome degree shaped recreational programs to fit,some

of their own.needs. "The working boys of Milwaukee are not found

to be ptrt/pularly fond of formal gymnastics afterya hard day's

work, so athletic gables are featured," wrote one social

director. "The girls have shown a distinct inclination

wand and duMb-bell drills, aesthetic 4ancing, and folk

Schoo' populations voluntarily attended the vacation/so

center

for club,

denting."
107

hools,

plaftround arid social centers. As a result they often became

a force'off their own in these situations.

This does not mean that the Milwaukee schools were trani-

formed into ideal community centers in the Progressive era.

Overcrowding in some neighborhoods and a lack of funds meant

1

'that some audi....-Jriumsj,re converted into make;hift classrooms,

'

thereby hurting adult access to the local g!chool.
108

The 'non -

',partisan" and "nor-religious" restrictions of the schools remained
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on the books despite Socialist opposition. And, as will later

be seen,. school board officials used the social centers to props-

gandize and justify American involvement in World War I, again

in Spite of'Socialist and pacifist criticism. Free speech, a

key issue in the whole social center movement in some cities,

was sacrificed in the interestd of furthering the war effort.

Yet the Milwaukee schools to some degree had become another

Rochester, as Ward had hoped when he first helped theSocialist .

administration in Milwaukee in 1910. 'The Neighborhood Civic

Clubs lasted longer than they had in Rochester, and in the 1920s

the Milwaukee social centers were regarded as some of the best

and' most innovative in the nation. Rochester's, on the other

hand, were mostly remembered for the short.if glorious reign

e' of Edward, J. Ward.
109

In a short pamphlet called The Social Center. in Kansas City

(1913), the Board of Public Welfare demonstrated that James M.

Greenwood's Kansas City was not untouched dy.,.the national move-

ment for the wider use of the schools. Emphasizingtthe import-

anceof cities like Rochester, Milwaukee, Chicago, and New York

in sociacenter development, its author traced the slow develop=

ment of the idea in Kansas City. First came the mothers' unions,

which blossomed into P.T.A.'s which pounded on the s ool house

door seekingdmission for their meetingsand thereby setting

the basis for wider use. Then came,women's-groups and some civic

associations by' the turi of the century, also viewing the schools

as the center of the local neighborhood. What-the author of this

document failed to examine critically, however, was how community

groups struggled as they had in Milwaukee and other cities against

a conservative school administration and school board members who

viewed the centers dimply through the lens of business efficiency. 110

James M. Greenwood first became seriously interested in social cen-

ter ideas in 19Q4 when.he noted in his Annual Report that "the

school houses lie idle 165 days out of every 365. There Is no

other great business institution in whit there is so much money

invested, that shuts up its doors for three-sevenths of its time

and does not *operate."
111
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Greenwood's ideas, of course, were not original, and he

consistently avoided explaining how different segments of the

community pushed for wider use but did not necessarily think in

terms of business efficiency. As the Industrial Council resolved

in 1911, the school administration and Greenwood had not "at

es in the par- given to organized labor that consideration

that i 'ntelligence and good citizenship should command."

Hehce they now should approve free and unlimited accest to the

schools for discussions of any conceivable subjects fOr those

"who work in the factory, in the workshop, in the fierga, in the

mine. "112 Although the lorml social center movement was as

usual energized by many, orces from the grass roots -- mothers'

unions, labor unions, women's clubs, and Socialist parties- -

Parent Teacher Associations in the long 'run dominated in the

life of Kansas City's social centers. It is difficult to argue

conclusively that the reason organized parents gave, so much
1

,attention to the centers in Kansas City was due to the entrenched

school board, comprised of elite bdtinessmen and professionals

since the 1870s, and to the long .term rule of Greenwood from 1874

1

to 1914. But certainly the associations tried to bring the schools

closer to particular neighborhoods, to better relations with teach-

ers, and to make the schools generally of more service to the

community.

By 1914 nearly every one of the fifty -nine schools of Kansas

City,lin both black and white as well as native and foreignborn

neighborhoods, had active P.D.A.'s. Because of mounting citizen

pressure, 'the school board designated a few white and bla k schools

as "social centers" after 1910 where, in these segregat settings,

neighborhoods received popular lectures and different entertain-

ments in the local schools. While the Rochester and Toledo social

centers were definitely integrated, the Kansas City centers, like

the P/T,A.'s, were not-.
113

In their own separate spheres, white , I

and black parents endeavored to increase their civic intelligence

through public lecture series, to decrease their boredom through

civic discussions, and fn many other ways to use the schools for

personal and social improvement. As in most cities, partisan and
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,
religious organizations were prohibited from.using the schools,

but the local P.T.A.'s did their best t' keep the idea of wider

use alive. The several thousand P.T.A. members utilized the

schools on a mcnthly
V
or bi-monthly basis, fOrming the largest

group locally ;that engaged in after-hours attendance in the

local schools.
114

The social center movement, as it was variously conceived A ......0°°"'

on the grass roots in different urban contexts, was in many ways

a reaction against the centralizing tendencies of the age. The

thousands of parents in Kartas City who regularly met at their

schools were on1)4part of the larger effdrf on thdlocal level

to makerschools more serviceable,l'elsser to the people, and
4 4

relevant., For foamy grass-roots Progtessives--whjper they were

.44in parents' organizations,'labor unions, women's clubs, or

Socialist parties--the social center symbolized a growing belief

that the schools could help improve the quality of urban life.

Like so many otheripnovations, it became a bOtleground between

many individuals who were critical of the movement away from
10

local control and the Mutual Admiration Societies that had swept

into power in barmy cities by the 'turn of the century. Because

'-of conflicts tween community groups and school leaders, the

centers were not merely ffective instruments of social manip-

illation and repression as historians have occasionally argued but

like all voluntary institutions a product of give and take, with

the schools clearly in a position of power though not complete

dominance. Socialists, immigrants, and many other citizens fought

against the restrictions on free speech and the efficiency aims

11 of the school managers and to the best of their ability tried to

keeps the spirit of democratic revolt and social interaction alive

in local cities.

Like the vacation schools, playgrounds, and othernew inno-

vations, the social centers suffered from a basic lack of funding,

class biases, and ideological_confliot. Many people easily agreed

on the virtues of wider use but strenuously disagreed on how it

would be implemented. And, compared to the many other social

institutions that still existed in local neighborhoods--like

290



saloons, pool halls, and other sources of amusement and general

education--the social center activities found in any particular
V4.

scho61 were never widespread enough to challenge the more acces-

sible'institutidhs. .0ne did not have to-petition the saloon°

xeeper fbr permission to discuss public issues at his bar, nor

did one have to adk him whether partisan and.religious issues

were taboo. Saloons were undoubbeery more the people's Club'
o'

than the schools could ever hope to be. For many, beer and

free sandwiches, were better than red tape. As gar as Edward----

Ward and many grass -roots Progressives were_dOncerned, the heart

the real social' center idea was-free speech, for if

uals were limited in public discussions to such extents as they

ofte%were in the social .center, the schools ,could not- possibly

contribute to the intelligent formulation of public policy in

a representative democracy. The so-called spirit of the little

red school house remained more an image of a distant rural past

than a reality of the urban school.
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The School Health Movement

309

It is useless to try to educate
starving children. The hungry
child cries out for food, and
we give him a book.

Meta Berger,41909

A ifliry little study of sociology

will convince the advocat's of
the 'racc suicide' idea that a
few perfect children are far
better for the nation and the
family than a dozen unkempt
degenerates, who add pathos to
the struggle for existele,, and-
who sink under the inflexible
law of the survival of the
fittest.

A physician in the Review of
Reviews, 1907
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The school helith movement cf the Progressive era illustrated

Victor Berger's claim that two contradictory forces416%quest for

efficiency and a search for democracy- -v for mastery in th9

sch001s.
1

This movement to broaden the school's responsibility

for children's health attracted narrow-minded advocates of-scieni-

tific management and business efficiency as well as Socialists
.

and grass-roo liberals and i'Rdicals. School health crusades
v.

&ming these fe s included the first sys erratic efforts to
. . .

4. establish breakfast, lunch, and general n tr/tion programs fbr

the children of the poorrthey also included medical §nd dental

inspection, special classes for anemic apd tubercular children,

increased emphasis,.on sanitatiori_andhygiene, and attempts to

vaccinate every school child. Many IA-ass-roots reformersIviewed

th

les

programs as an tempt totimprovesthe qualityof urban

life; to the e aity of poor children to excel in their

studies, and to compensate for the substandard home and school

Ili&

environments caused by the economic system. Many school super-
-..--

intendents, elite school board members, and other powerful

individuals, however, viewed better school health not as an

v exercise in democracy but as a form of capital investment,. a

response to so- called inferior immigrants who populated local

-neighbOrhoods, and a tool of social integration and control.

The concept of a healthy mind in a healthy body was a time-

.honored one in educational theory by the turn of the century.

O

Only then, however, were specific programs established to improve

children's health and, it was argued, to give them an equal chance

to learn. Explaining exactly why many individuals suddenly em-

braced the ancient notion of in =pore sano at this particular
7 .

time remains central to understanding the evolutionof new urban

social services in the Progressive era; Educators had long argued

that sanitation, hygiene, and the overall health of children and

the physical quality of their home and school environments directly

affected school achievement. Throughout the years of egrly common

school reform in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City,

school leaders 'emphasized the significance of the ventilation,
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heating, and overall

tiongand health were

nineteenth century.
2

construction of school buildings.. Sanita-

key aspects of educational thought in the
tok

But few educators then entertained the

notion that the school had the responsibility to feed children,

even if they were starving, or to examine their bodies for den-

tal caries, adenoids, or heart disease. The line between holm

and school responsibilities, sp carefully drawn in the nineteenth.:

century, gradually shifted in the Progressive era. The schoo.l.

became increasingly involved in health programs, recreation,

vacations, and her activities once considered private concerns.

This change was not an adcident of history, and it provided

considerable debate and controversy in many communities. By the

late nineteenth centuryr.for example, scientific investigations
_

had demonstrated to many people the validity of the germ theory

of disease.. The work of Edward Jenner and other pioneers in the

,treatment of communicable diseases in particular was legitimized
, .loy prominent leadersin the scientific community. fnoculation,

however, was not always'accepted by every urban citizen or by all
4 physiFianseani-people still viewed diseases like tuberculosis "'

askherpditary, or saw them as'a sign of God's displeasure with

E

the so-called'immorality of the poor, and reacted strongly against

the idea\of placing foreign matter in the humar bloodstream.,
3

lh the past health officers and school officials had excluded 0

,individuals with.infedtious diseases froi the general population

through quarantine. Now, however, they increasingly sought to

diagnose many non - communicable ailments and to eliminate medical

impediments which presumably encouraged 'the development of "dull"

and "backward" children. Science seemed to-offer hope at last.

that healthy bodies would 'indeed produce .healthy minds--or at

least"children who could properly'recite their lessons, correctly

do their sums, and sit.in'classes of the tame age6group.

There was more'behind the school health movement than some

simple though humane desire to improve the health of each indi-
,

vidual and to enhance personal development. Physicians and edu-

cators who wrote the leading books and journal articles on,school

health in the Progressive era often agreed on the wonders of
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science in improving human comforts. At the same time they often

agreed on the inferiority of the new immigrant populations and

Ithe poor who formed majorities in many urban neighborhoods. 1,

Poverty-stricken neighborhoods, wrote one professor of public

health, had "a concentration of tuberculosis stock, of alcoholic I
f .

stock, of feeble-minded stock--poor protoplasm and a bad environ-

ment supplementing each other in a vicious cycle."4 Of all

0oups, the urban poor were therefore most in need of inspection

and scare. Science was not value free, conducive to culturally

plural beliefs, or necessarily critical of the economic system

that helped produce poverty,illnees, and disease. -Instead, the

wider use of the schools for health reform often centered on the

need to perfect a stronger race, to promote personal and social_

"efficiency," and. to pinpoint the obvious flaws in the children

of the native-bow and immigrant poor:

"The children of to-day must be viewed as the-raw material

of the State," wrote Lewis Terman in 1914. ,"To conserve this

raW materiel is as logical a function.of the State as to conserve
. -

the natural resources of coal, iron, and water power." 5
A

.-
nation-

prominent advocateof eugenics, efficiency, scientific man-
,

agement in education, and psychological testing, Terman reoresepted

a netwave of educational thinkers who equated the school house

with the school plant and saw medical inspection as a panacea for

most educational ills. Like so many other writers, he believed

that school failure was produced by the health problems of speci-

fic classes and immigrant groups; he rarely discussed the possi-

ble environmental causes of personal maladies or appreciated the

,cultural gaps that separated many immigrants from the public

schools. Yet hewould have had little quarrel with those who

believed that better school health promoted "race betterment"

and "the production of greater efficiency" in school and society.
6

Leaders of the efficiency movement for school health scoffed

at the so-called sentimentalists who wanted healthy children as

a moral end in itself. "The movement to save human life is not

alone a matter of mere sentiment. It pays to keep people alive,"

wrote an educator in 1912 in the Pedagogical'Seminary, a journal
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which soon evolved into the Journal of Genetic psychology.
7

Although human life was increasingly reduced by many to a matter

of dollars and cents and tied to cost accounting-like perSpec-

tives, this dominant viewpoint was not unchallenged. Many people

believed that efficiency was a narrow and unacceptable rationale
.41

for bettering the health of the nation's youth. This conflict
I

between efficiency and democracy, between theories of human cap-

ital formation and more humane beliefs in bettering children's

lives, informed many of the ideologiCal and educational debates

of the Progressive erafrom the playground movement to local

social center e4eriments. From the time of early common school

reformthroughthe Progressive era, competing social and poli-

tical interests vied for the attention of the state. And nowhere

was the conflict now better dramatized than'in the movement to

feed the malnourished children of the urban poor. Conflicting

ideas vied for supremacy in the urban school.

II

The French statesman Danton once noted that "after Bread,

Education is the first ,need of'a people."8 Like many writers

before him, he believed that sufficient food and education should

- be the cornerstones of a strong national state. It was not until

the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen urics, however; that

a wide range of individuals searched for the xact interrelation-

ship between nutrition and learning. During t ese years there

emerged a transatlantic reform movement, inclu4ng numerous edu-

cators, physicians, political activists, and gras-roots citizens,

that publicly *bated the connection between nutritional develop-

ment and educational attainment 0 its possible ii{ipaot on social

policy. The suggestion of feeding starving or poorly nourished

children at public expense raised a host of competing ideas,

which still face modern policymakers: _parental versus school

responsibilities, socialist versus capitalist views of the social

order, and the rights of the child and the state.

Municipal and state funding of school meals were volatile

political issues in Europe and America in the late nineteenth and
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early twentieth centuries. Meals for the urban poor in France,

Germany, and other European nations pre-dated American efforts

in the early 1900s, and Socialist trade unirns were often in

the forefiont of state intervention. The Social Democratic

Federation of England, for example, denounced the role of pri-

vately sponsored soupmkitchens and charity meals given to under-

nciiiished street waifs. "If justice were done, charity would

be unnecessary," it regularly proclaimed. 9
Hence it is not

surprising that when the Federation formed in 1884, It immedi-

ately included one free meal per day, for every child, not as a

charity butas alluman right. The Fabian Society, organized in

the same year, also endorsed this'platform. 10
From the very

start, therefore, the issue of feeding children at state e erase

was a highly political one, certain to polarize those forces

that competed for the control of mass education and public wel-

fare in the twentieth century. What was at stake in many Western

nations was the control and political power of the, dependent

classes and the urban poor.

Socialist and working -class groups in America like those

overseas strenuously fought for government intervention to feed

hungry children as a matter of justice. When it came to that

most fundamental duty and pleasure--to feed their children, and

to feed them well--the laborers who presumably created the world's

wealth often lacked the means to care effectively for their falai-
%

lies. Class dominance, radicals argued, ensured that workers and

their families remained in a precarious nutritional state. Before

leaving the priesthood to become an organizer for the Socialist

Party, Rev. William Brown of Rochester asserted in 1902 that j

workers had to sell themselves to the lowest bidder on the market-

placeor else starve along with their dependents. 11
The Rochester

Socialist a few years later berated the fact that "little babies"

lacked sufficient food while millionaires tended to consume goods

conspicuously at lavish parties and in other activities.
12

Socialists and different segments of Toledo's working class

similarly believed that starvation was an unjust reward for its

labor. Asa,representative of the Central Labor Union argued in
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1897, an acceptance of social ChriiElani-ty_ meant that "men are

not born to huncer and die in the midst of plenty. "13 Perceived

contradictions of progress and poverty, so obviously apparent in

the depression Nineties, made such, reanalysis of Christian faith

and practice commonplace among working groups and urban radicals.

The Socialists of Toledo in 1905 tried to win seats on the school

board through a platform calling for free clothes and food "for

children requiring the same."
14

Their local new aper,The

Social$st, repeatedly featured exposes of starving childram in

the city and across the nation. "If I am ected to the school

board, I will do all in my power to secure the eeding of hungry

school children, and the clothing of them, if nece sary," argued

Josephine Bates in 1909 during an unsuccessful bid o office.
15

-\ Milwaukee's Social Democratic Party and the Federated Trades

Council warmly endorsed publicl"'- financed meals programs for

school children --for all of them, not just for the poor, and as a

human right, not as a charity. "The hunc,ry child cries out for

food, and we give him a book," noted tle leading Socialist club-

woman and school board member, Meta Berger.16 The Milwaukee

Sot.. lists saw starvation or malnutrition as a convenient means

by which wealthier classes continued to control the working

classes. Moreover, the Socialists continually called for free

meals as a "humane gesture" of the citizenry, not as a way to

promote "efficiency" or "race betterment." In what it termed

a "humanitarian resolution," the Federated Trades Council in

1909 called for immediate aid for the "many children who are

suffering from an insufficiency c food."

Resolved, A civilized community should
hold itself responsible for its rising
generation, and unless it takes practical
measures for their proper care and pro-
tection it will be punished for its
cruel indifference.17

The contradicons of living in a nation which extolled the

virtuessKindustry..application, and labor and yet permitted

aunge ng many hard-working citizens was not lost upon many

Kansas Citians during the same period. The editor of the people's

Advocate in 1902 elcpressed his disgust through simple rhyme in a
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poem entitled "A Modern Business Sermon."

I know a bold and honest
Who strives to live on a
But poor is he and poor
At home a starving wife,

a wreck is he.18

man,

Christian plan;
-'11 he be,

on

"Labor is the source of all wealth. Without it the wheels of

commerce would cease to move and chaos and starvation would immed-

iately follow," rgued the Labor Heraldin 1904.
19

But the wheels

of commerce reeled and men, women, and children still hungered, as

urban radicals'repeatedly testified. "Capitalism is slavery,",

contended the editor of the Missoi'ri Staats-Zeitung in 1909. The

industrialists "have the masses under ,heir control. They can

. starve them to death, or freeze them to death, or work them to

death."
20

Certainly not all workers were hungry, freezing, or

starving, but the fact that the promise of American life was denied
, .4

to some motivated many individuals to espouse reform.

Working-class organizations and Socialist patties thioughout

urban America repeatedly championed the cause of underfed and

malnourished school childien. In their speeches and newspapers,

they presented muckraking exposes of tenement life and reprinted

selections of famous books that dealt with the problems of hunger

and human want. Photographs of h angry children with peering eyes,

and desperate appearance touch the hearts of many readers. And

through popular magazines an books:Americans were exposed to the

undersida of social life. n his classic volume Poverty, the

moderate Socialist Robert unto sympatheacally described the'

millions of Americans who were underfed,.underclothed, and badly

liused," all the while emphasizing that 'the great majority are

children who have neither violated social laws not committed any

sin."
21

John Spargo, author of The Bitter Cry of the Children,

L
imilarly inspired social action when he discovered thousands of

ldren trapped in a "heritage of poverty."
22

The nation's first systematic efforts to feed the children of

the urban poor d%?ring the Progress ye era did not simrly develop

through working class and Socialist pressure. Social chang?\:was

an interactive process, full -of conflict between dominant forces_

and challenges to the status gun. A brief comparison between
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England and America highlights the broader political and ideo-

logical context of early school meal programs. Initial state

in'olvement in meals for urban childrenlin the early 1900s did

not indicate a national acceptance of any full-blown welfare

state in either England.or America. Rather, this was a transi-

tional period in which the ethic of personal responsibility and

individualism clashed with newer theories of public intervention

for prirate welfare. Many influential individuals of the era

retained traditidnal notions on the causes of poverty and the

value o6 philanthropy in ministering to the needs of the poor.

Strong ideological and class perceptions on education, nutrition,

and state involvement discouraged the creation of comprehensive,

equitable school meal prOgrams for, all urban school children--

-despite considerable evidence that meals helped iMProve the health

and well-being of the urban school child.

The cirddmstanc 4 surrounding the passage of the Provision

of Meals Act in England (1906) and its eventual implementation

highlight these basic oc=idarations. The act disheartened many

people: conservatives who preferred Social Darwinist ideals for

the marketplace, and socialiA'trade uniors that wanted a more

expansive nutritional aogram.
23 .

The national Trade Union Con-

gresS,.which adopted the socialist position on free meals in the

late nineteenth century, increasingly clamored for the theory of
i

"state maintenance"; ey the ear: '900s, the tiekunionists

lobbied for their cuase in the halls of Parlia4 through Liberal

leadership. The Liberel rejected the ideological precepts on

which maintenance restea--the establishment of a socialist state.

They responded to political pressures from below with legislation

mandating pensions for the old and meals for the young within an

pesentially capitalist framework.
24

This clash between labor radica s and Liberal politicians

clearly flected the class confli underl?ing the meal debate,

and it 2esaged similar struggles that ld occur in this country.

The Meals Act itself survived only through the persistence of

Liberal Imperialists lik pr. Thomas J. Macnamara and the Tory

leader Sir John Gorst, bo )of whom rejected socialist alternatives
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to the existing social order and worked to undermine any rther

radicalization of the working classes.
25

While supporting

ious levels of state intervention for nutritional programs, these

prominent leasers who guided the legislation through Parliament

were not motivated by an unadulterated sympathy for'the poor; in-

stead, they feared the effects of racial deterioration and its

possible it lct on preserving a national empire. `

I

I
In many ways both men perfectly reflected,the theories of

racial superiority current in contemporary intellectual thought,

oeliefs that attracted otherwise conservative empire builders to

meal programs. The first royal commission incidentally concerned

with.the health and eating habits of the working claiies convened

iri'lZ23; it assembled primarily because it was recognized that

many recruits failed their military physical examinations during

the Boer War. Hence the socialist trade union` and various

settlement workers who proposed increased state entry into nutri-.

tional projects would never have secured legislative attention'to

their cause unless the ruling classes above them simultaneously

perceived that an inferior racial stock meant the destruction of

the empire and their current political and social dominance.
26

Macnamara's plan was to give free meals to all school child-

ren, not only to the poor, and then fine and imprison working

parents who failed to reimburse the state for the cost of the

meals (unless they were previously declared paupers). Labor rad-

icals denounced the plan as idiotic and insulting; many other

citizens, on the other hand, viewed it socialist and utopian.

Opponents to the plan commonly believed at workers would never

pay for meals if they could get them for nothing and that the

cost would therefore be exorbitant, a,position that did not dis-

turb their opponents in the leait. Macnamara nevertheless convin-

cad his Parliamentary associates to overcome their fear of state

involvement and view the meals as a form of self-interest and

national investment. As early as 1899, he described his plan in

the Londbn Times, reminding his readers that "it is quite im-

possible to expect successfully to equip the intellect of the

child whose stomach is empty." That, however, was insufficient
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cause to merit statelintervention. As micnamara increasingly

argued to fellow Imperialists in the next several years, the

nation must learn to fear "not Krupp guns and Continental jeal-

ousy" but the "wastrel, the ne'er-do-well, the social wreck, and

the criminal" element that undermined,the empire Ad the national

health.
27

"Empire," Macnamara later added, "cannot be built on

rickety and flat-chested citizens." 28

School meals in this nation also evolved within a specific

political framework and foreign policy orientation during the

Progressive era. Beginning in the 1890s with the annexation of

Hawaii and culminating with the war with:Spain, American foreign

policy shifted from a policy of internal acquisition of contiguous

territory between, the Atlantic and the Pacific, a policy usually

referred to as "manifest de / tiny." ,Growing interest.ln markets

abroad and competition with other Western nations led to control

over islands like the Phillipines and Puerto Rico and an aggres-:

sive "big stick" diplomacy that characterized the administrations

of Theodore Roosevelt, William #oward Taft, and Woodrow Wilion.

During these decades there were numerous military interventions

in the affairs of Caribbean and South and Central American nations,

including intervention during the MexiCan Revolution. All of

these activities were nurtured by a concern for national strength

and hemispheric dominance and, as it was openly perceived, racial

superiority.
29

The existence of an aggressive foreign policy in search of

markets and colonies helped nurture the rise of the school health

movement at the turn of the century. Efficiency reformers and

activist physicians, for example, continually dismissed "senti-

mentalists" who simply wanted to feed hungry children because

they were starving, might fail in their studies, or die prema-

turely. These matters interested them, but so did fear of racial

decline and support for national strength. Leonard P. Ayers,

co-author of the moist important book on health care in education,

Medical Inspection of Schools (1908), was well versed in imper-

ialist thought, in the so-called genetic basis of intelligence, ,

and in theories of racial superiority. For several years he was
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the General Superintendent of the Schools of Puerto Rico before

joining the Russell Sage Foundation as an'expert in child car

and hygiene.
30

In the beginning of their famous book, Ayres a

his medical associate, Luther Gulick, emphasized that health

care in the schools was largely a response to changing patterns

of immigration to this nationprincipally new stock and poOr

Central and Southern,Europeans. By the end of their volume,

Ayres ar.d Gulick highlighted not the importance of_helping child-'

rdn as a moral end in itself but of maximizing "efficiency" and

of saving money by establishing'a healthier racial stock: 31

In both England and America, therefore, accelerated interest

in school meals rested upon elite' fears of a deteriorating racial

stock and desires for national development. children were per-

ceived as "raw material" and equated with "natural resources"

like water and oil. Even if they sometimes had "poor protoplasm,"

they represented the potential manpower for a strong foreign

policy. Influential individuals like Macnamara in England and

Ayres in America condemned the existence of starving populations

in their respective countries. They understood that poorer clas-

ses suffered from more diseaSe and illness than wealthier citizens.

Yet these reformeri nevertheless refused to criticize the economic

system that contributed to inadequate housing, lOw wages, deter-

iorating neighborhoods, and subsequent disease. Since they were '

often attracted to eugenic-based theories of development, these

men concluded that health problems were-of a personal or group

origin and did not especialll result from structural defects in

the larger social system. Illness stemmed from defective and

inferior iacial stocki, and better -health care protected the

citizenry from these individuals and increased national strength

and efficiency.

Whether one believfd in the. power of eugenics /or in the

environment, in bolstering the prevailing economic system or in

establishing a new social order, numerous individuals at the turn

of the century assumed that starving children made poor scholars.

This belief was a constant theme in contemporary literature on

education and nutrition. Is it possible with empty stomachs to
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pay attention to the multiplication tables?"'akked Jonathan Taylor,

a prominent English Socialist, as early as 1884. 32
After visiting

poverty-stricken sections in England in the 1890s, William T.

Stead, the Christian Socialist author of the best seller, If

Christ Came to Chicago, concluded: "To 'drive children into school

in order to fill their heads when they have nothing in their stom-

achs is like pouring water into a sieve." 33

Studies on the importance of early childhood nutrition in

scholastic achievement and later physical and mental4growth pro-

liferated here as in England; and they (perhaps incorrectly) in-

ferred a cabsal effeci.from the high correlation they discovered

between malnutrition and school'failure among working-class

groups. The moderate American Socialast Robert Hunter wrote that

"learning is difficult [for thepoor) because hungr/ brains and

languid bodies and thin blood are not able to feed the brain." 34

"A poorly fed child, it is quite plain,., is unable to prosebute

his studies with zest; he cannot piepare for the coming battle

of life," asserted the Philadelphia North American in 1905 in a

special report on underfed children in major American cities. 35

Various social analysts in many cities concluded that mal-

nutrition seriously impaired children's' scholarship. "Undernour-

ished children are'especially susceptible to all diseases," claimed

a woman'a club leader in Rochester jpeo added that medical problems

blocked the academic progress of many children. 36 A principal' of

a poor neighborhood school told the Toledo Blade in 1908 that "it

is as inhuman as it is impossible to compel a child to sit and

study and recite with its stomach empty.
.37

The local school

superintendent similarly argued that canx children were "so emac-

iated and hungry that it is a crime to expect them to be active,

either mentally or physicitly.!'. As one Toledo Progressive

asserted in 1912, "The brain cannot gnaw on problems while the

stomach is gnawing on its empty self.
"39

In Milwaukee as in Kansas City, there were similar testi-

monies on the perceived connections between school failure and

human hunger. "With children, being properly fed, is half the

battle," asserted the Milwaukee Free Press in 1906. "In many
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cases it makes the difference between the fretful,, ailing child,

in no condition,for study, and the bodily comfort which promotes

good temper and alert attenti-m.
.40

A survey of numerous teach-

ers in Milwaukee in 1911 concluded that proper nutrition made

children who were "restless, dull, and difficult to manage" into .;

"studious, tractable, and bright", soholars. 41 Even if all citi-

zenedid not accept the a3leged racial superiority of old stock

immigrants or endorse theories of human capital formation, many

still believed that proper nutrition better equipped children

for their studies.

Many jadividuals accepted the common viewpoint of the Kansas

Citian who wrote in 1906 that "in our large cities many thousands

are shelterless, thinly clad, and starving." 42
There were always

some local residents, of course, who denied that anyone in America

w s hungry, but considerable numbers,of people believed that many

children in particular lacked proper nourishment. What citizens
40

really disputed was whether 1!.Scal governments had any responsi-

bility for this personal distress and whether state intervention

would undermine parental responsibility. When the Chicago school

-board ordered an investigation of underfed children, nearly every

charity group in the city opposed any intimation of municipal

intervention, since that would only_"increase dependency and

cause parents to shirk their responsibilities. .43
"Who hesitates

to take advantage of the State?" asked a worried member of the

Ohio Board of State Charities, who feared a loss of "individual

duty and responsibility" through such capricious actions. 44
Or,

as the New York Times editorialized in 1909:

Anything that enables, the family provider
to shift his'burdens upon the State tends
directly to State Socialism...The home
has been regarded asthe cradle of religion,
intelligence, iadustry, and patriotism.
Can the State, which sprung from the family,
supercede it, or even exist without it ?45

Despite these and other forms of opposition that periodically

surfaced, women's croups, labor organizations, Socialist parties,

liberals, and many educators after the turn of the century began

the nation's first programs to feed impoverished school children.

r.
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By 1913, nearly three dC4Zen cities had some form of meal service,,

besides many prOgis in towns and rural communities. Prominent

members of the General Federation of Women's Clubs, the Council

of Jewish Women, and the National Congress of Mothers privately

funded many of them, hoping "eventually that the School Board..,

will' inaugurate the systeM in all public schools as part of their

work and not as a charity.
"46

Like many other social service

reforms of the Ptogressive era--iiich as vacation schools, play-

grounds, and many social centers-Jschool.meals were nevertheless

_initially targeted for the native and foreign-born poor. However

,much humanitarian impulses guided some advocates of school meals,

this innovation became stamped as a municipal charity for the

poor and caught between the tensions of efficiency and "race

betterment" and a more humane consideration for children suffer-

ing from various'health problems.

'Domestic science advocates like Ellen Richards agitated for

atLcost lunch programs in the Boston high schools as early'as

1894. Similar programs also bega n in the secondary schools of

Milwaukee, Rochester, and other cities llter in that decade. 47

More commonly, however;'contenporary women's clubs desired inno-

vations in the elementary schools, which the majority of the

children attended. The Rochester school board in the Nineties,

however, equated school meals with "strte paternalism" and "social-

ism." The only children who received any municipally-supported

meals were the juveriile delinquents and street waifs who stayed at

the State Industrial School, a residential facility where they

received "milk, mush, and beans.
48

Representatives of the Women's

Educationakand Industrial Union nevertheless argued in 1897, that

all children "need sufficient nourishing food, comfortable home-
e.,

like surroundin5s, plenty of exercise and sunlight. 49 At the
. .

... .

, turn of the century, the Union operated inexpensive luncheons for

working girls in 1.ocal factories and served free milk Vetheir

vacation schools between 1899 and 1906. Between 1911 and 1913,,

they operated a handful of school lunches for poor children, until

they finallicdtvinced'the local school board of the value af
**N

nutrition and school progress
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A wide range of reformers advocated school lunches in Roches-

, ter as well as in Toledo. One of the first experiments withat-

cost lunches -in Toledo was at Golden Rule Jones' Acme Sucker Rod

Company, whe4 the mayor regularly ate with his employees. In-.

creasinsly, however, local reformers turned to the problems of

hungry school children. ,As early as 1899, the Democratic Evening

Bee argued that children "havea right to have enough to eat and

to have rood that the system needs. "51 By 1904, the Be` had pro-

vided several sensationalist examples of how undernourished school

children failed in their studies. Soon many women's clubs, Inde-

pendents,, labor unions, and the local Socialit Party agitated'for

more attention to the nutritional needs of the poor. The Repub- .

lican Toledo Blade accused parents Of "negligence" for not feeding

their children properly, but in spite gf this many grass-roots

reformers demanded new municipal programs.
52

As in all aspects of social welfare during this period, club

women and parents' groups were prominent in nutritional reform.

An invited speaker before the Toledo Women's Educational Club in

1906 emphasized the poor quality of the food eaten by "the working

classes" and undescored the plight of "the struggling poor, who

eat only the slightest kind of a breakfast, go to work with a

dinner bucket containing'anything but nutritious food,.ald their

children, no better fed. "53 PaulineSteinem, the Chtistian Social-

ist school board member and the friend of Golden Rule Jones and

Brand Whitlock, endorsed free clothes, shoes, and food
s
for any

disadvantaged child. In such an atmosphere, Superintendent

Charles Van Cleve soon dgveloped a strong personal interest in

aiding,uhderfed children_ "The child is not responsible for being

in the world, nor for his condition in the world," wrote Van Cleve'

in 1908. This is the only justification I ask for feeding child-
.

ren when they are hungry."
54

In 1907 the Women's Educational Club established mid-morning

luncheons in some of the poorest neighborhoods of Toledo. It

first served meals to the Polish children in the Lagrange School

(the site of the popular social center entertainments earlier

conducted by Golden Rule Jones and the Complete Education League).

k
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A. sympathetic school board in turn installed gas stoves in several

schools on the industrial East Side--at Birmingham, Ironville, and

neighboring buildings. It was here that contemporaries responded

to what John Spargo called "the bitter cry of the children," for

it was here that thegpoorest children of Toledo attended school.

Superintendent Van Cleve was overwhelmed by the conditions at the

Biimingham school near the steel mills. "I noticed scholars whose

faces were covered with heavy, water scabs, and who appeared to

be suffering.to such an extent that attention to study could not

be expected. '; believe that the disease, whatever it is, is

largely not altogether, due to malnutrition."
55,

tipved by such

scenes, School officials and local women's groups jointly operated

breakfasts and :hes in the poorest Toledo neighborhoods through-

out the Progressive era.

Milwaukee had the most extensive meal programs of all of these

cities. With the firm support of.local trade unions, several vol-

untary asciSciations, and the Social Memocratic Party, the Woman's

School' Alliance established the first free'lunches for poor child-

,reh in 1904. In that year a non-Socialist alderman who was moved

by the spectacle of hungry children reported that malnutrition

prevented many of them from excelling in their studies, The

Alliance held a meeting to discuss the issue in October, and it

unanimously resolved to fund luncpeons in several schools. the

women announcetirthat it has always been the aim of the Woman's

'School Alliance to support any measure tending to the betterment

of existing conditions of children attending the public schools.
"56

Since 1891 tip Alliance had dispensed free :lothes and shoes to

deserving children, aided the vacation school experiments, formed

parent teacher associations, lobbied for manual training and

dOmestic science programs, and attacked corporal punishment. Year

after yer they fought for more money for the public schools, and

now they took the major responsibility for funding another school

social service.

Because of severe overcrovidinsin many Milwaukee schools,

Apiance members served soup and crackers in their own homes at

noon time for hungry children between 1904 and 1907. Only when
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adequate space was found at local schoolip did the luncheons fin-

ally move out of members' homes. By 1908 the Alliance operated

about eleven luncheoni that served an incredible 50,000 hot meals

annually. It was clearly an enormous undertaking. School plays

generated_ operating revenue, supplemented by contributions from

organizations like the Social Culture Club, the South Side Women's
4

Club, the Social Economics Club, and neighborhood parent and civic

.organizations.
57

Mrt:... Charles B. Whitnall, a Socialist school

board member, was the chairman of the Alliance's penny lunch divi-

sion and consistently championed the rights of the poor. The

President of the Alliance was also an activist, and she told the

working-class Daily News in 1909 that "we believe it is the right

of every child,that is born into the world to have enough to eat

and suitable clothes to wear.
"58

Spurred on by such ideals, the

Alliance joined with Socialists and liberals on the Milwaukee

school board and demanded more attention to nutritional services.

They pressured public officials until the board of education fin-

ally established school meals in 1917.

In many cities, therefofe, local women's organizations

ially operated the earliest school 'meals. May served them at

the vacation schools or in poor neighborhoods during the regular

year of, as in the case of the Women's School Alliance, in their

own homes when necessary. They then pressured the efficiency-

minded business and professional elites on 1dCal school boards to

fund programs in selected schools, achieving success roughly by

World War I. By then approximately one hundred cities in the

United States had school meals for the 9bor, variously funded in

different areas by voluntary organizatons, charity groups, and

local thunIcipalities.
59

re..

Despite all the attention aroused by fears of racial deter-

ioration and by desires to help Children overcome nutritional

handicaps, America as well as many European nations failed to

establish equitable and comprehensive nutrition programs for /

urban school children. Nearly two-thirds of the school dis ricts

of England, f'..)r example failed to create state-supported tieal s,
).41

since the Meals Act of 06 was permissive rather than mandatory'
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legislation.
60

Like the playgrounds, vacation schools, social

centers, and other social service reforms of the turn of the

century, school meals in America never reached the majority of

school children, including many poor children who were supposedly

most in need. Resistence to the expansion of these programs

emanated from many different sources, and it blunted the effec-

tiveness of this new social.reform.

Since Socialists were often the earliest and most consistent

champions of free meals in Europe and America, Catholic organiza-

tions in Rochester, 'Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City strenuously

denounced school meals as a form of state paternalism that would

lead to a Socialistic and presumably_ atheistic government. The

Rochester Federation of Catholic Societies, it will be recalled,
- k

attacked social denters.vacation schools, and playgrounds and

denounced Christianjpocialists like Edward J. Ward. It also

adamantly opposed any oth r tax-supported social services, includ-

ing free meals.
E;

/ When C lotion Socialists like Pauline Steinem,

liberal school boar's members, and clubwomen secured municipal

e funding fork,school meals in Toledo, the Lucas County Federation

of Catholid-Societies in 1909 similarly condemned this new educe-
,

time]. paicy. The distribution of free food, it claimed, was

"unsound and most harmful to the spirit of American liberty, Amer-

ican independence, and American self help. "62 This Catholic organ-

ization typically called for more parental'responsibility, urged

parents to feed their own children, and warned the citizenry of

further state encroachment. The'Smith -Law more than Catholic

opposition paralyzed the local meals program, but Catholic influ-

nce clearly undermined greater efforts at reform.

In Milwaukee, where Socialists increasingly qerved in all

evels of government including the school board, Catholics also

intensively opposed new school services. After the turn of the

century the Social Demotratic Herald wrgte glowing articles on

state maintenance in Europe, endorsed the labors of the Woman's

School, Alliance, and promised comprehensive nutritional programs

for all children at municipal expense under the forthcoming

Socialist state. The Federated Trades Council attackedothose
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who claimed that intemperance among the working classes caused

hungry children, and Meta Berger asserted that the causes of

hunger were assuredly complex but essentially economicsin nature.

Still, Catholic organizations in 1915 effectively blocked permis-

sive legislation for free textbooks and meals, berating the idea

as Socialistic.
63-

Besides denouncing labor unions, Archbishop

Sebastian Messmer claimed that free textbooks, meals, and other

services would destroy the family, establish "state paternalism,

and...lead to advanced socialism."
64

Because of Catholic political

influence, the Milwaukee school board did not adopt the work of

the Woman's School Alliance until 1917, culminating nearly two

decades of grass-roots struggle.

While Catholic opposition to social services generally took

organized form, advocates of school meals faced an equally potent

though less visibly united opposition by citizens who believed

that nutrition was a private rather than a public responsibility.

Some people endorsed parent education over the.feeding_of child-

ren, suggesting that it was not poverty but ignorance that caused

parents to underfeed or misfeed their offspring. Other people

denied that anyone was starving and argued that Socialists, women,

and other reformers were sensationalists and munici "al busy-bodies.

When the Socialist workihg class and the woman's School Alliance

unsuccessfully attempted to receive an appropriation for school

weals from the Board of County Supervisor; in 1909, a Democrat

responded that "women would go out loafing if their children were

fed in school." A Republican at the same meeting asserted that

"all mothers could easily provide meals for their children if they

really loved them."
65

Such critics could not be swayed, either

by appeals to efficiency-or conscience, to vote in eavor of a.

county appropriation for meals for the poor.

One of the biggest stumbling blpcks to comprehensive mitri-

tional programs in every city was the widespread belief that parents

were responsible for their own children. A leading advocate of

lunch programs summed up this feeling accurately ih the Psycholo-

gical Clinic in 1912:
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No one doubts that there is a close
relationship between poverty and under-
feeding- -the terms are practically
synonymous. Mapy persons, however,
insist that the immediate cause of most
of the underfeeding among the school
children in American cities is not poverty
buc ignorance- - that if the majority of
incomes, slender as these are, were
expended wisely, the children might be
properly fec14,40

Many well-educated individuals blamed the poor for their own pre-

dicament. A New York City physician, for example, bluntly told

the American Medical Association that "in_the majoty of families

among the poorer classes the food is poorly chosen, poorly cooked,

and poorly served.
"67

Other members of that staid orgahization

throughout the Progressive era often asserted that'the poor bought

unr,itable food "not because these people have not enough money,

but that they have no idea of what constitutes nutritious food. "68

With Often limited political support and opposition of this

nature, grass-roots reformers had to work diligently to feed the

maicimum number of children. Like playgrounds, vacation schools,

and other innovations, the meals were often popUlar with local'

parents and childrerieven if they '.id not reach everyone in need.

While,chastizing those Who feared that municipally-supported meals

would lessen the child's initiative, the'Central Unienof

Toledo publicly applauded theawork of women's clubs And the school

board. "School authorities in this cit., are "fully alive .,to con-
,.

'ditions among working people," claimed the Toledo Union Leader in

1908. "The authoriiies aze battlihg with hunger versus pride,

and are attempting to solve the.question of feeding children and

at the same time not have them stamped as receivers of charity.
"69

Nutrition advocatps in Europe and America devised intricate methods

toOprevent children from feeling like objects of charity. In

Fiance', children separately entered booth' where they gave teach -

ers a hoMinal sum to defray the costs of theit meal if they were

so able; those'children thout money still received a ticket for

meal, and prey, no one but the teacher knew which partic-

ular children could affrd the price of a bt kfast or lunch.
70

VA
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Toledo and other cities employed different methods to try to pro-

tect children's pride, but undoubtedly many ragged youngsters

were teased, by other children and suspected of not having a penny
-i/

1 for their lunch.

Because class prejudices were so potent, according to muni-

cipal Socialists; only a comprehensive and freetmeal program for

all children would have eliminated the class stigmas that remained

attached to seh9o1 meals in the Progrestive era. Yet the club

women, urban radicaiS, and other grass-roots reformers who claimteed

that all childre00 n had a right to,sufficient and nourishing food--

and that the state should provide tt--were like voices in the

wilderness, far ahead of public opinion and unable to alter class

biases in nutritional policy. The members of the Woman's School

Alliance, the Women's Educational Club, the womeh's Educational

and Industrial Union, and the Atheneaum nevertheless tried to

aid all children Ln distress. More children came to their meals

than they could possibly feed'every year, and women again testi-

fied to their importance in Progressive social reforms Conflict

between Cathdlics, efficiency advocates, Socialists and other
A

interests on the grassroots and national level guaranteed that
\

the issue of perfecting children's health through the schools

remained a pressing issue of the age. If Meals were insufficient

means to perfect childten's health, perhaps medical inspection and'

other measures might bring relief to unhealthy arka hungry scholars.

III

"Whatever else may be added to the three R's of the public

schools," wrote the editor of Charities in 1906, "medical super-

vision is bound to be looked upon as fundamental." The editor

dismissed critics who viewed medical inspection as a n infringe-

ment of personal liberty.by responding that "these people seem

to overlook the spirit of our entire educational syste"' and that

it is nothing more than reasonable, after forcing a boy to go to

school, to see that hb does the work with no serious handicap,

and thus close one of the greatest doors to discouragement and

dissatisfaction, leading to truarIcy."
71

Medical inspection
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became one of the most highly tauted panaceas of the Progressive

era. iIt was variously endorsed akay to eliminate "backward"

and "dull" students, to ensure all children equal educational

opportunities, to pro to the vitality of the "rate," and to make

parents more responsi e citizens. Medical inspection was also

one of the most unpop ar social services of the early twentieth

tentury, leading toe ensive civil disobediance including school

boycotts and occasional-riots. Deep divisions often separated

home and school. People who labored to establish many different

school innovations disagreed strenuously on the merits of many

school health reforms.

Despite considerable popular opposition to medical inspec-

tion, the health movement flourished in American cities after

the turn of the century. Boston had led the way by establishing

the first medical inspection program in the United States in 1894.

By 1900 eight cities in the country had followed its example. The

greatest rate of growth of medical inspection, however, was between

1905 and 1910, when the number of urban school sys srwith medical
72inspection Ashroomed from forty-four to three hundre

)

and twelve.

As divisions of medical inspection and school hygiene organized in

local schools, additional health personnel besides physicians

joined the school staff. By 1910 dozens of nurses worked in the

public schools, especially,in the industrial Northeast. Rorghly

fifty cities had school dentists. Because of these trends a

writer in American Education in 1911 sated that "there are now

but few progressive cities in the country which have not estab-

lished at least the nucleus of a system of medical inspection."
3

The justifications for medical inspection resembled those

popularized for the closely-related school meals mcvement. Poor

health, it was argued, caused children to fail in their lessons.

"The examination of school children with reference to their phy-

sical condition," argVed a contributor to Education in 1905, "has

led to the discovery of mental and physical ills which prevent

the victims from making normal progress, and unfit them for class-

ification 'ith children sound and healthy."
74

According to the

skeptical editor of the Nation, medical inspectors unanimously
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believed that pc)r health was "the real trouble in most cases which

we inaccurately call stupidity, inattention, indifference to study,

ill-temper, sullenness, malicious disobediance, and truancy. "75

Or, as one physician told a national charity organization in 1910:

What can a child learn who is constantly
annoyed by blurring in reading, by head-
aches, by sensitiveness to light or who is
always fatigued by close attention of any
kind? What can one accomplish whose blood
is impoverished by deficient oxygenation
and whose brain is anemic or inundated with
unoxidized products?76

While assuming that sound minds could not coexist with un-

healthy bodies and that wellness furthered academic excellence,

school health advocates saw medical( inspection as an educational

and social, cure-all. A physician in the Review"of Reviews in 1907

claimed that since poor health led to truancy as well as "moral

obliquity," health inspection would eliminate both maladies.
77

Speakers at meetings asses 2d that poverty and paupers

would disappea- if all diseases were diagnosed and then eliminated

through proper treatment; perfect health produced hard-working
a

citizens anu maxikAzed efficiency. And numerous writers repeat-

edly emphasized the basic need to elevate the "physical standard

of the race," to improve "the efficiency of the race," and, as

one analyst claimed in 1915, "tc move in the direction of race
/8 ,

betterment."

Advocates of medical and dental inspectim of urban school

children openl' preferred genetic over tnviroamental interpreta-

tions of human development. Many of them believed in the super-

iority of the so-called Teutonic race and in the inferiority of

the PIV WaVO of "swarthy" immigrants that migrated to, American

cities. Medical inspectors and health officers were often attrac-

ted 'to Theoddre Roosevelt's theory of "race suicide"--the fear

that new immigrant families had disproportionately large families

compared to the older, immigrant stock. Selective breeding, health

reformers believed, might reverse this trend, but some also argued

that even old atoct -itizens should have cmaller families. As

one author argued, & "few perfect children" of any ethnic origin

4
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were better than "a dozen unkempt degenerates, who add pathos to

the struggle for existence, and who sink under the inflexible law.

of the survival of the fittest. "79 As Clarence Karier and other

historians have argued, such logic helped promote eugenics-based

;sterilization laws for-the poor in many states in the Progressive

era, since it gave scientific legitimacy to many
o
legislators and

to their constituents who discriminated against the lower

classes.
8Q

Since health reformers often believed in the supremacy of

genetics as well as ethnic determinants of school failure and

Xuccess, they usually placed the blame for unhealthy children OR

the shoulders of immigrants and the poor. One commonly- heard the

statement that "children are allowed to suffer, not so much be-
.

cause medical treatment is costly, as because parents are ignot-

4

ant."
81

Walter S. Cornell, the director of Philadelphia's medical

inspection department and a renowned health reformer; longed for

the day when the-state would actively prosecute parents who chose

to ignore the orders of local medical inspectors. Sines poor
;parents wets so ignorant of hygiene, sanitation, andlthe elemen-,

tary principles of child care, according to a writer in the

American Education, the state had to intervene.in family life to

rescue qhildren from "ignorance on the part of-parents. It be-

comes, therefore, the duty of
/
the s ool'authorities to see tb

tit that such children are protecte d gainst influenbes that will

seriously handicap them through life, often making them an eco-

nomic burden to society."82

Armed with a set of questionable genetic theories and con-

vinced of parental ignorance of medical knowledge, health reformers

built a national network of information through dozens of articles,

books, and pamphlets 2n the spbject of medical inspection. Urban

school systems gave increased attention to health care, and new

medical personnel-joined the school bureaucracy. The problem

with the medical inspection movement was not that it overempha7

sized the existence.of disease, for poot children still experience

inadequate health cars, considerable illness, and disproportionate

,school failure. Unfortunately, health reformers smugly assumed
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that health was the primary determinant of school success and that

dental caries and adenoids produced problems like truancy; boredom,

inattentiveness, and immorality.
83

Filling cavities, announced

one writer, cured children's dullness. Certainly many children

with poor teeth, adenoids, scabies, scarlet fever, and diptheria

had an unequal chance to learn, as the health leaders claimed.

They ignored the fact, however, that good health is only one

factor in whether children excel in their studies and that many

children who were hungry did well at school. Though the medical

knowledge of the health reformers was limited (at least frizz a

modern perspective), they condemned parents and other citizens

who opposed them as ignorant, narrow - minded, and superstitious.

Medical inspection began in very similar ways in cities like

Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City. , Leading figures

in local boards of health, medical societies, and dental associa-

tions typically pressured urban school boards to adopt systematic

health inspection. Though some health reformers gave random exam-

inations of school childreh in different kinds of neighborhoods,

investigations usually centered in congested areas inhabited by

the poorest working class populations. George Goler of the

Rochester Health Department, 'for example, was a very active re-
elk

former. Along with the Rochester Academy of Medicine in 1901, he

petitioned the board of education for permission to examine child- .

ran in the poorest neighborhoods. The board initially rejected

the program as exceeding its jurisdiction, but several years later

nurses and other health staff were employed in the poorest Rochester

schools.
84

The Rochester Dental Society inspected poor children's

teeth for the first time in 1905, giving free exams and basic care

for the "worthy Roos." The Women's Educational and Induatria.A.

Union also contributed to the health movement. In 1909 it supported
1

a handful of nurses in the schools. Soon tooth brush drills and

updated lectures on hygiene and sanitation supplemented the school

health program.
85

Members of the local boards of health, together with philan-

.

thropiciphygicians and dentists, also inaugurated medical inspec-

tion in Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City after the turn of the
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century. Toledo's dentists examined poor children's teeth for

free as early as 1901, and women's dubs, liberals, and health

advocates pressured the school board to hire its first medical

inspector in 1910.
86

By then some Toledo dentists already oper-

ated a free dental clinic for poor children, and school nurses

soon ministered,to their medical needs. The procesiof school

health reform in Milwaukee and Kansas City was almost identical.

As a result of agitation by boards of health, physicians, dentists*

and some women's organizations, these cities joined the hundreds

of municipalities that established programs of medical inspection.

And as the health staff grew in size, children in every school

received annual physical and dental exams by nurses and physicians,

who kept extensive records on the physical development of the

thousands ofagaividuals in these urban systems."

Just as they had earlier predicted, medical inspectors often

uncovered numerous unchecked diseases and physical defects that

impaired the health and schooling of individual children,. Even

if one acknowledged that health reformers worked to publicize

the "widespread" existence of disease, there was still consider-

able evidence that serious health problems afflicted many child-

ren. When centemporaries asserted that three out of ten children

had serious, uncorrected vision problems and that seven out of

ten needed dental work; few people disagreed with them. Careful

investigation demonstrated that almost half of Rochester's public

school children in 1912 required dental attention. Thousands

more had various communicable diseases, enlarged tonsils, adenoids,

and poor nutrition. Though the statistic seems exaggerated, one

Roche orian asserted that almost 1,300 children out of 15,000

eximin d in one study had some form of anemia. 88 An examination

of Tol do's school children in 1911 similarly found thousands of

children either in need of glasses, dental care, or nutritional

aid.89

Detailed statistics gathered on children's health in many

cities often demonstrated that it was greatly influenced by class

background. Consider, for example, the Italian children at the

Third Street School in Milwaukee**,, living in,the impoverished
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"Bloody Third." Their school-usually led in the number of cases

of impetig(5, eczema, and ()tiler maladies, even though lice, scabies,

and ringworm appeared in virtually every Milwaukee school.
90

In

1912, Miligaukee physicians discovered over 1,200 different cases

of infectious diseases like measles, mumps, and chicken pox; they

found 239 cases of diptheria and 317 cases of scarlet fever, Eye

and skin diseases were very common. Nearly 3,000 cases of lice

were also identified that year, along with ringworA scabies, and

other sources of children's discomfort. According to published

reports in all of these cities, children's teeth were also in a

deteriorating state. School dentists found plenty of diseased

gums, various forms of pyorrhea, and hundreds of thousands of

dental caries.
91

Parental opposition to different aspects of medical inspec-

tion expressed itself in several ways. There were angry letters

to the editor and to the school board and boycotts of the neigh-

borhood schools. Parents often resented the insults hurled at

them by health reformers, took Pride in thefr own cures for

children's diseases, and sometimes denounced the treatment their

children received at school. Toy, often medical inspectors char-

acterized all opponents as ignorant, narrow-minded people who

interferred with those who wanted to perfect children's health.

One New York City health officer said in 1914 that reformers

encountered "a fusillade of prejudkce, tradition and superstition,

ignorance, distrust, apprehension, indifference, irresponsibility,

poverty and antagonism.
"92

Lewis Terman equated anyone who con-

demned school health work with 'sectarian' physicians, quacks,,

and patent-medicine vendoZs. "93 He accepted the principled

opposition of Christian Scientists to medical treatment, but like

other health advocates Terman believed that the uninformed-public

generally hindered medical progress.

Many parents distrusted the claims of health officers that

medical inspection wetild cure every'social ill, and they opposed

any treatment of their children without their written permisaion.

A school riot began in a Jewish neighborhood in New York City in

1906 when'school physicians removed adenoids from the children.

33C
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A rwaor,spread through the neighborhood that children's throats

were being cut, and "an excited mob demolished several windows

and doors before the children could be dismissed."
94

During the

same year 1,500 angry Italian mothers in Brooklyn fought police,

pelted the local school with stones and.other objects, and pre-
-

vented any medical treatments. School inspectors lacked the

legal power to force parents to provide their children with med-

ical careor operations, but many parents disliked the notes

children brought home urging specific treatments. When one health

inspector complained to a mother about her son's body odors, she

quickly told his instructor: "Teacher, Johnny ain't no rose.

Learn him; don't smell him. "95 School baths only reached a tiny

fraction of the school populations in any American city, and

parents often rejected school interference in what they consid-

ered private family matters.

Even though parents were always ridiculed for opposing med-

ical inspection and for Indorsing 011 World treatments for various

illnesses, they often possessed a more complex understanding of

social and educational problems than better schooled health offi-

cials. It must have raised more than a few eyebrows when Toledo's

health commissioner proclaimed in '1907 that poor eyesight caused

insanity. Or when the head of Rochester's health department called

for "selective breeding" and confidently told one community group

that most criminals had adenoidal as children and breathed through

their mouth, causing their abnOrmal social behavior. And school

boycotts and popular opposition to modern "science" were almost

predictable when local physicians on the school staff urged the.

teaching of eugenics in classrirm to educate everyone on the

alleged inferiority of P s, Italians, Slovaks, and other ethnic

and racial groups.
96

School inspectors scoffed at the "traditignalism" of immigrant

groups, who ironically often had a more basic understanding of why

some children disliked school or had health problems. School

ihysicians were always certain that good health almost guaranteed

academic excellenc : they incorrectly believed that truancy, mis-

behaving, poor scho rship, and all of the other ancient evils of
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the schools would suddenly disaPpear if everyone followed their

lead. parents remained sk.iptical. One leading health advocate,

Walter S. Cornell, reprinted the following letter from a parent

in his seminal volume, Health and Medical Inspection of School

Children (1912):

We received, the note from the Doctor and
will say that we give [our son] medical
attention when he needs it. -We know that
George has headaches but when he comes
holop from schoo! he complainp of a boy
in the 3rd grade by the nameoi Andrew
Aimeck who knocks him down and [sic]
jomps on him. T wish you would give this
your attention. I know boys are all
aiike but this boy is [sic] mutch bigger.97

Similar letters supposedly proved that parents were incompetent

guardians. At the very least, however, they showed that Andrew

Aimeck might cause headaches as well as other medical problems.

Some officials in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas

City faced numer "us challenges to their authority. School phy-

sicians and nurses often received letters from parents that lam-

basted them for their arrogance, their snide remarks on children's

physical state, and their cocksure belief that all problems stem-

med from so-called physical imperfections. One child in Rochester

was sent home by the school nurse in 1913 because he had a severe

case of acne. His angry mother secured little Fred's immediate

readmission:

I'don't.see why he should stay at .

home all the pimples he has are on
his face and 1 want them left just
as they are if all the children and
teachers that have pimples were [sic]
send ham there would be only a few
left in school.

Yours truly his mother.98

Christian Scientists in city after city took school boards to court,

boycotted classes, and demanded medical freedom. And when medical

inspection staffs and health reformers tried to vaccinate every

child, it virtually guaranteed additional cultural and social

divisiveness.

"The vaccinator," wrote an author in the Arens in 1907, "cares
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nothing for individuality, idiosyncracy, temperament, condition

of life or age of his subjects."
99

As a result he vaccinator

became one of the most hated men in American cities in the Pro-

gressive era. While some members of the medical community

accepted the validity 9f Jenner's work with inoculation and the

germ theory of disease, many physicians, healers, and urban

citizens strongly opposed comOuliory vaccination. SoMe parents

might endorse checking children's teeth and inspecting their

eyes, ears, nose, and throat, but,anti-vaccination crusades united

many citizens of different backgrounds and political persuasions.

As one-poet of the opposition proclaimed:

Hail, 0 Shade of once great.Jenner!
Stalk fortes from they place awhile,
And kindly take the witness stand,
Vaccination is on tria1.100

The history of school vaccination is not a saga of how heroic

physicians used the tools of modern science to rescue little child-

ren from disease ,and premature death. It is largely a tale of

conflict between the school and the home, one of the most striking

COntroversiesof the Progressive era. Strong popular resistance,

to vaccination had been registered in America since the seven-

teenth century.- Resistance in the twentieth century continued to

hamper effol's by urban boards of health to establish basic school

inspection programs. The working-class Kansas City Mail warned

as early *as 1893 that "a large number of people, respectable people,

see that much evil results from vaccination. They see the state

like a giap seize the little trembling babe and instill intoiits

young life the germ of many diseases. These people see all around

them persons afflictei with scrofulous and syphiliti diseast, the

result of vaccination with impure virus.
.101

Many citizens opposed

vaccination on religious grounds, viewing the body as a pure vessel

which should be free from all foreign matter. Still others be-
t

lieved that vaccination caused tuberculosis, syphilis, and other

diseases. and that no rational person would Willingly let a physi-

cian put small pox vaccine into the human bloodstream.
102

A compulsory school vaccination law in New York in the 1890s

faced considerable dissent in the Rochester schools. The school
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board unanimously opposed the law, noting that it was impossible

to enforce. According to optimistic estimates, perhaps half of I

the city's children were already vaccinated, but thousands re-

fused to comply with the law. The Democrat and Chronicle ,1.4h4h_

opposed compulsory but not voluntary vaccination, claimed that I

many parents feared that the virus "arouses diseases that have

been lying dormant in the body.
.103

George Goler and the health I

board threatened various legal actions against non-compliant
-

parents and the school board. Opposition to the law neverthe-

less continued throughout the Progressive era. In 1912(the par-

ents of a twelve year old girl even defeated the school board in

a court case. The girl had been inoculated in compliance with

the law, only the vaccination did not "take." Her parents pointed

out that technically children only had tu be inoculated: the 11

law did not require that it was successful. Thousands of Roches-

ter's parents refused to submit their children to the vaccinator,

no matter what the law stated.
104

A similar compulsory law existed in Ohio in the 1890s, pro-

ducing considerable parental and ethniC opposition. The Turnverein

passed a resolution against the law in 1897, and parents and child-

ren routinely boycotted neighborhood schools after the turn of the

century. The health department had pitched battles in local Pol-'

ish neighborhoods, where opposition to vaccination flourished on

religioui grounds. There was a so-called "police riot" in the

Lagrange school distriet in 19414 when local officers protected

health officers from residents who pelted the detested vaccina-

tors. Golden Rule/Jones, who basically subsisted on rye bread,

nuts, and "natural" foods, opposed vaccination, and he was very

popular with the Poles. He attacked the health department and

defended the rig4ts of immigrants' to medical freedom. Jcnes said

"plainly that He did not believe in kicking in doors...and did

not approve of the rough handling" of local citizens.
105

Toledo's

health commissioner called Jones and the ?oles "Ignorant" and,

vainly tried to make Catholic priests alter the medical bqliefs

of their parishioners.

The Toledo Evening Bee'routinely asserted in 1903 that "the
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1

controversy over vaccination has lost nothing in bitterness in

years, and that a great many very intelligent persons sincerely

believe that it is worse than the
((intelligent

Improper inocu-
-=

lations and unpredictable viral strains caused death in many

cities, which only fueled popular resistance. Local chapters of

the League for Medical Freedom formed in Toledo as elsewhere, and

a city-wide school boycott ag st vaccination crippled the school

system in 1914. In ry the children held what the,Ibledo

Blade called an "antiJvaccihation strike. "107 Approximately 50

per cent of the high 'school class and 65 per cent of the elemen-

tary students boycotted classes rather than submit to vaccination.

Once gain, popular resistance made the law requiring vaccination

unenforceable. At the Waite School,- children followed thuir

parent's orders and refused to leave their seats when school in-

spectors ordered them home. Meanwhile, parents from the Detroit

district "accompanied their children to school and waited for

inspectors to make their appearance.
"108

Only when local author-

ities agreed to accede to parental wishes did classes cross the

city resume to their regular schedule--with the majority of child-

ren still unvaccinated.

Through boycotts, occasional riots, and threats of legal

,action, therefore, parents often ig.tervened effectively in health

work in the schools and.confounded the efforts of many- school

health reformers. Parents continued to wield considerable influ-

ence in health education and care for their children. Parents 4

were less successful, however, in preventing the use of psycho-
.

logical tests that were often promoted by health officers and

other educational experts. Historians have demonstrated that

these tests, which were used to track children into classes for

the "feebleminded," "exceptional," or "sub-normal" as well as

into vocational classes, were culturally biased against immigrants

and the poor.
109

Although-a detailed examination of the implemen-

tation and social uses of thesis tests is not featible here, these

innovations that were champion d by Ayres, Terman, and others had

profound'influence in the trea nt and education of urban school

children. Tests went hand in h nd with the 'eugenic theories on



which much of the health movement resred, and they reflected the

power of efficiency and scientific management theories in school-

ing after 1910: Like all innovations, tests produced cultural

and class divisions in the urban schools, providing further exam-

ples of the conflictual basis of educational policy..

Not all of the health services that entered the urban schools

had inhumane or undemocratic results. _Parents adamently opposed

many aspects of the school health movement, but undoubtedly many

children benefited from medical and dental inspection in terms

of personal comfort if not always in terms,of academic success.

Many children who could not afford glasses, who unknowingly had

hearing oblems, and who suffered from maladies from heart ail-

mehts t s in diseases profited from greater attention to their

health. In Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, Kansas City, and other

places school officials established classes for tubercular and

anemic children. Here children were given (with their parents'

permission) a special diet, individual attention, and adeauate

exercise. In "open air" facilities 'for tubercularly-prone young-

sters, children dressed in eskimo suits and held their classes

in open tents or in park pavilions. There teachers nurtured many'

children back to health, added stamina to bodes weakened by,

disease, and helped children return within a few months to the

regular classroom. These experimental schools were extremely

popular in many cities; Toledo's program had a long waiting list

of poor, unhealthy children whose parents believed that the open

air, rest, and exercise might cure their disease.

Study after study by layman and expert alike demonstrated

the value of these programs in improving the health and at times

the academic progress of individual pupils.110 It is easy to

dismiss all of the effoi s of medical reformers as self-serving,

ill-conceived, and unpopular, though undoubtedly many of their
A

programs were so Perceived by community groups. School health

advocates promised too much, too soon, and with too little respect

for the rights of many individuals. Their belief that proper

health care would eliminate many "dull" and "backward" and,"re-

tarded" children was a simplistic assessment of the causes of
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,Lschool failure among the poor. By labeling ch.Lliren through biased
,L

school

tests as backward, dull, feeble-mianded,'exceptional,

or retarded, these reformers often created entire student popula-

tions who suffered under the stigma of being inferior, an enor-

mous price for any child to pay for the advancement (c science.

"Scientific authority is, in the nature of things,'a most

powerful instrument, whethe.r it be established in error or in

troth,'" asserted an opponent of vaccination in 1890. "Once

established, the authority of science will be apt to secure abso-

lute deferende and obedience, most of all from the class who like

to express their opinions in all matters non-scientific. 9111

Parents did not always defpr to the presumed wisdom of the health

reformers, who continually regarded their own logic and theories
.

as unimpeachable products of scientific research. Many citizen-

properly distrusted the eugenics and efficiency theories cf

these men of science, preferring Old World cures for their ail-

ments and traditionalism OVer modernity. Incidences of I lerci-

losis in America declined by about 30 per cent in the Pr( .essive

era, but this did not result from vaccination, or other m, .ical

inventions as far as histrrians of medicine can determine. 312

And more medical inspection did not cause a reduction in truancy

or dropout rates, end listlessness, boredom, "moral obliquity,"

or all the other evils perceived by the new medical mandarins.

Health reformers, like all people who try to improve the

world, believed that the problem really r..ted with a lack of

power, resources, and will If only more money, more staff, and

better methods of examining and treauing children were found,

they argued, surely the ancient problems of the classroom would

be solved. Like many other social services in the Progressive

era, however, health reforms were expensive and competed with all

the other new programs that simultaneously entered the schools.

Not every citizen or policymaker accepted the theories of health

reformers, and neither did tax payers desire even heavier economic

burdens. As a result, the oasis for school inspection was laid

'111 the Progressive era, but school :Iygiene departments were under-

staffed and small compared to the rest of . Le school bureaucracy.
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Toledo) for example, had only five physlciens and one nurse for

thousands of students in 1917. The City Club of Milwaukee esti-

mated in 1919 that the local hygiene department would have to

double in size to be effecti.,e. And, in Kansas City, four nurses

in the same year mintered to the needs of forty thousand
113

children.

.till, the testers and medical and psychological examiners

had power disproportionate to their numbers. Just as new avenues

in recreation, play, vacation activities, and community use of

the schools opened in the Progressive era, so too did urban systems

expand into other areas of social welfare. Like many social re-

forms of this period, health innovations were initially targeted

for the children of the poor, competed for scarce funds, and

contributed to enlarging tie social functions of education. And,

like every other innovation during these years, theselprograms

became enmeshed in struggles between efficienCy advocates and

local interests that respected parental rights and community

interests in formulating eeacational policy. Efficiency and

democracy once again struggled for mastery in the schools.
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World War I And The End Of An Era

Labor is opposed to war because war
is opposed to the interests of
labor and to the interests of the
world's civilization. Labor fights
in all wars. Labor suffers and
perishes in all wars.

Kansas City Labor Herald, 1915

Toledo school buildings present
scenes of an unusual industry these
pleasant spring-like days. On the
playgrounds and on the approaches
to the buildings can be found groups
of boys and girls knitting on
sweaters, socks, and other Red
Cross r

Toledo Blade, 1918
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Richard6Hcfstadter once argued in The Age of Reform that "war,

has always been the Nemesis of the liberal tradition in inerica.
1

Whether war is actually an extension of the reform spirit or a

reactionary tendency in opposition to it has been vigorously de-

bated by many schblars, but it is clear that war has often fol-

lowed crusades for domestic reform. The Civil War, for examp/e,

followed closely behind antebellum reform. Three decades of

domestic reform that began in the 1890s also concluded-with Amer-

ican involvement in World War I. The New Deal of Franklin D.

Roosevelt ended with the-prosecution of wars on several continents.

And the great upsurge of recent domestic improvements best expressed

in Lyndon Johnson's Great Society in the 1.960s ended with American

involvement in Vietnam. Although historians are still analyzing

the exact interrelationships between domestic activism. and mili-

tarism, every period of liberal reform seems to culminate in war

and to shift attention away froth solving domestic social problems.

By the time of American entry into WOrld War I, grass-roots

Progressivism had already spanned nearly three decades. The

immediate origins'of domestiC-reform began in the 1890s, when a

number of different organizations and political leaders who were

virtually Unknown before then responded to the economic and social

crises ot ,the depression. By the turn of the century men like

Victor Berger, Golden Rule Joned; Edward J. Ward, and many other

individuals had already contributed much to the rise of a new

social spirit. Helen Montgomery, L:zzie Black Kander, and Pauline

Ste name only a few of the'llew women-who emerged on. the

urban scene--similarly organized with thousands of women across
. '

the nation to champion programs of _social amelioration. And there

were countless liberals, radicals, and ordinary citizens in

Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City who shaped educa-

tional ref,-xr in the Progressive era: the workina-class poets

who called for playgrounds and food for their children: the par-

ents who refused to surrender their children to the vaccinator;

the who attended the soci,'_ centers; and the men and

women who marched in Labor Day parades and prayed for justice in
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the'market place and for political equality. How to improve the

schools often became an all-consuming issue in these cities be

tween the depression of the Nineties and the outbreak of World

War I. Competing interest groups with varying perspectives on

the state viewed the sch is as a central institution for social

rprogress. Liberals, co n servatives, and radicals, of course,

strenuously differed on who.Should direct the pace of change, who

should benefit from specific reforms, and who should control the

nation's educational institutions. Conflicts ran deep within

local communities, and antronistic community forces continued

to strive to shape public policy during the war years.

By the time of America's involvement in the war, most of

the'important social services and urban educatibnal reforms of

the Progressive era had already been implemented. Although the
. ,

funding of these programs was initially often meager compared to

the total budget, and although innovations never reached every

school child, school lunches, social centers, playgrounds, vaca-

tion schools, manual training andrdomestio science, medical and

dental inspection, and other programs gradually affected urban

schools across the nation. Psychological testing, vocational'

education, and special programs for the blind, deaf, crippled,

and the feeble-minded also began. Educational extension, and

expansion were the trademarks of the Progressive era, as the

schools broadened their influence in local neighborhoods and in

the lives of area children.

The war did not eliminate any of these new programs. In the

case of psychological testing and vocational training, the war

actually accelerated the movement toward change. For example,

the widespread use of psychological tests for military recruits

and the Smith Hughes Act brought more attention to, the value of

testing and some financial support for vocational education.2

But on the local level the war was less important for its effects'

on innovftion than in how it noticeably divided grass-roots forces

that nad vied for influence in education since the 1890s. In

many respects, World War I was :t as influential in smother-

ing the spirit of community coweration as the depression had
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been in nurturing it threw decades earlier.

Grass-roots progressivism had never been a single, static

entity in American cities. It gathered force over time, and

/othird party efforts were more successful it some cities than in

others. many different community forces Pressed for specific

educational improvements after the 1890s. Women, for example,

agitated for vacation schools, playgrounds, and other social

services and used school reform as a way to expand their power

beyond the confines of the home. Socialists disliked the non-

radical aims of many of these liberal women, but they, too, en-

dorsed similar municipal and state intervention wherever that

seemed to offer ir'ediate benefits to working-class and poor

children. And countless other organizations, like local parent

groups, civic leagues, and neighborhood associations contributed

time, money, and effort to expand the social functions of urban

education. Through the years liberals and radicals often had to

set aside their differences temporarily when banding together to

espouse a particular reform - -as; for example, a demand for full

funding of the schools, or a demand for a new social center.

The war, however, divided these grass-roots groups more than any

other event in local communities. The only other issue that had

generated nearly as much division between these voluntary assoc-

iations was the earliek movement for school board centralization

and reorganization. But even then the differences between rival

Community interests did not produce the ugly scenes that marked

the war at home between roughly 1915 and 1920.

Members of organized labor had warned for many years that

involvement in wai would turn contemporary minds away from

domestic reform'. When the schools became a domestic extension

of the war abroad', laboring groups in particular dissented from

infusing the schools with a militaristic epirit. Numerous labor

unions in the Progressive era passei.resolutions against American

militarism and argued that wars were inimical to labor. A member

of the Central Labor Union in Toledo, for example, warned in 1397

that "the jingoism which causes men to orate on Fourth of July

and picture a condition of liberty and happiness which does not
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exist, is misleading to say the least. To blind the people to

the abuses which exeis7;Th\no panacea for the ills of humanity,

and is the most cruel deception which can be practiced upon a

people. "3 Many other workers agreed. Unions repeatedly attacked

thu "Flag 'idiots" who waved the national banner, on every patriotic

holiday but who then ignored the need to improve social conditions

for working people. According to many Socialist as well as non-

Socialist working people, whenever military conflicts occurred

between any nation, poor men fought the rich man's war.4,

Trade union newspapers in Rochester, Toledo, and Kansas City

-as well as in other urban areas after 1914 attacked the prepared-

ness movement which, they believed, would draw America into the

war in Europe.- Many articles in local working-class papers as-

serted that Wall Street and munitions manufacturers sought pro-'

fits through war-making and that they posed a greater danger to

American freedom and liberty than th Kaiser or any other Euro-

pean despot. No group, however, was as critical of preparedness
ig

activities as Milwaukee's Socialist working class; it especially

denounced preparedness movements in the schools. The Federated

Trades Council always asserted that wars primarily benefitted the

world's capitalist ruling classes, who by necessity sought new.'

markets for their goods while they simultaneously made working.'

people become enemies on the battle field. The burdens orwar,
V

resolved the Council, "Ceil heaviest upon the workin9,61ass, who

have no interest in any such hostilities."5 As result, Socialist

trade union members joined the Social Democrat in a large anti-

s war rally in Milwaukee in 1914, where the attackcd all foreign

policies that seemed to cause the na0e6n to drift toward war.

When the ultra-conservative tional Security League then

asked the Milwaukee unions to/March in a preparedness parade, the

Federated Trades Council )41/2ntly responded:
e

We do not dpsire to lend ourselves to a
movement/to weaken democracy and enthrone
plutocracy. Industrial plutocracy is as
oppressive as the autocrac kings...
We are for the of a work day
that will not exhaust the,Worker's vitality
and a wage that will enable him to rear his
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children in corn ort, without depriving his

./ children of their childhood. We would
prepare'our nation's defense by keeping its
children from veins stunted in mine and

,mill and factory.6

WorkarS in other cities passed similar resolutions attacking the

preparedness measures of Woodrow Wilson's administration, of local
..,

i
/business leaders, and of clite.members of the school board. Since I

.L numerous citizens tried to utilize the schools for military pre-

paredness, Socialist and working-class groups who opposed the war

and disliked war-related work in the schools engaged in one final

battle over educational policy in this period.

One histdrian of the war and educational development has

noted that the federal government and many other citizens con-

sciously viewed the public schools as an iietrument of national

defense and preparedness. "Federal agencies, scores of patriotic

societies, and manY school systemi proceeded to formulate courses

in patriotism and to initiate war activities. "7 Schools increased

their efforts to Americanize aliens through special evening schools

and Americanization classes, thereby promoting "one hundred per

cent Americanism." Children sold millions of dollars of war bonds

and Thrift Stamps, marched'impitriotic parades, and knitted clothes

for the wounded. School gardens flourished and alleviated food

shortages in many communities. And, to ensure that the entire

school staff firmly supported the Allied causer loyalty oaths be-

came commonplace, as teachers were forced to testify to their pat-

riotism. What a writer in the Toledo Union Leader called flag

idiocy seemed to overwhelm public education.
8

ar-related work in the Urban schools in Rochester, Toledo,

Milwaukee, and Kansas City was common after 1914. Labor unions

and Socialists in particular opposed preparedness activities in

education, while women's organizations and many other liberal

organizations parted company with them and endorsed graater atten-

tion to national defense. For example, the Women's Educational

and Industrial Union of Rochester, the City Federation of Women's

Clubs of Toledo, the Woman's School Alliance of Milwaukee, and

the Athenewlm of Kansas City all Contributed to war garden work.
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knitted clothes for civilian casualties in .1rope, and together

with many parent organizations supported national efforts at

preparedness.
9

After America finally entered the war, a number

of women who believed that Wilson would press for full, suffrage

afterr-the military activities ended,became especially attracted

to Red Cross work and other patriotic activities. The war, there-

fore, produced some highly congenial support for the, war ori the

home front. At the same time, however, local communities witnessed

vicious attacks on German culture and on pacifist sentiment and

the ostracism of anyone who for matters cf.conscience opposed

American involvement overseas. Much heralded as a i'war for de-

mocracy" here and abroad, World War I had a devastating effect on

many Americans' civil liberties.

Both the Toledo and Kansas City schoold began a training prop-

gram for military cadets in the high schools that was widely con-'
A

damned by many unions and working people. Toledo's labor leaders

is particular vigoroUsly attacked the preparedness movement as

well as military training. The Toledo Union Leader,' the official

organ of the Central Labor Union, had )ong opposed jingoism and

American military involvement overseas. When several school board

members in 1916 endorsed the Wyoming Plan--which was a voluntary

military cadet program funded in part by the federal government--,

the Union vocally attacked the idea as undemocratic and contrary

to the interests of labor. "We union men are the ones who will

have to go out and shoulder the guns," claimed a union leader who

attacked the business elites who sat on the school board.
10

Unions

also criticized preparedness parades, urged_neutrality in foieign

policy, and stood opposed to the war and military training in the

schools. As late as the spring:of 1917, the 2,400 members of

the Toledo Machinists Union unanimously opposed the establishment

of the military draft.
11

Unlike organized labor in.kansas City, which also opposed

local preparedness movements, Toledo's workers had continually had

some political representatives who were abtive in the peace move-

ment. Golden Rule Jones, for example, was a major proponent of

arbitration, belonged to nationar peace organizations, and de-
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nol.nced the Spanish-American War and imperialism generally. Labor

also elected a perennial peace activist to Congress, Isaac R.

Sherwood. A local Civil War hero, Sherwood nevertheless became

a major Congressional opponent.of World War I. Widely denounced

by Toledo's Republican press and viewed by business leaders after

1915 as a coward and German sympathizer, he had considerable

popular appeal in Toledo and for his principled stands received

his largest electoral pluralities during the war years.
12

The

Central Labor Union had been influential in establishing a mum-
.

cipal school for the worgg classes as part of the University

of Toledo, and one of its leading radical professors, Scott

;Nearing, was also one of labor's leading anti-war heroes.

Nearing was a radical economist with Socialist and pacifist

leanings. He had become nationally known when the University of

Pennsylvania reportedly fired him'because of his political views.

While in Toledo he wrote a seminal essay on elite control of

school boards by business interests. The Central Labor Union

defended Nearing. on numerous occasions for his pacifist and anti-

big business:: beliefs, and the Toledo Union Leader continually

wrote editorials in his behalf. In 1916, Nearing told the Women"s
15

Educational Club that war is "uncivilized and must be abolished.
"13

"We need protection," he warned, "but not against Berlin, or

London, or Paris, or Petrograd, but against Wall Street.
.14

Soc-

ialists and working men who opposed the war gravitated to his

side when several so-called community leaders attacked him as un-

patriotic and demanded his removal from the university. At one

mooting of several hundred members of the Commercial Club in

1917, Reverend Patrick O'Brien echoed the sentiments growing

against Nearing when he proclaimed, "I reel tonight like taking_

him by the nape of the neck and hanging him to the nearest

tree.
.15

The priest never followed up on hIs threats, but the

university regents soon dismissed Nearing despite the heated

opposition they received from Socialists and organized labor.

Opponents to the war were often treated harshly by Toledo

society and rebuked by school' offi.dals throughout these years.

Superintendent William B. Guitteau, who, was an Anglophile,
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promised citizens in 1914 that the schools would treat the war in

the classroom "in a dignified, scholarly manner, just as we study

the other great wars of history. 416
Within a few years, however,

with continual prodding from the Commercial Club, Guitteauand

the school board_established military training as a high school

elective, distributed copies of Wilson's Fourteen Points to every

classroom, and forced every teacher to sign a loyalty oath. He

also applauded the elimination of German language training. "War

gar:.ens" by the children were actively promoted to increase the

food.supply, women's patriotic Leagues *above all other groups,

were permitted to use the schools as social meeting places, and

children were pressured to sell war bonds and thrift stamps and

to march in patriotic parades. 17
Guitteau also became active in

the local Committee of One Hundred, which was primarily comprised

of businessmen and manufacturers who informed the federal govern-

went of suspected spies and otherwise trieto intimidate war

resisters and pacifists. The Toledo Blade captured the local

mood when it sensed a strong "growing demand for straight'Ameri-

canism...We are through in this man's town with hyphenated citi-

zenship.
"18

The Toledo school boatel, could never have turned the schools

into a domestic extension of the-r4r,without public support. All

the while that many trade unions, pacifist organizations, and

German-American leagues firmly opposed these new trends in school

policy, other elements of society openly welcomed them. Toledo's

large Polish community, for example, stood squarely on the side

of the Allies, who presumably would guarantee the autonomy of

Poland. Thousands of Poles marched through the Nebraska and

Lagrange neighborhoods in loyalty parades in 1917. As the

Toledo News-Bee asserted, "The spirits of Kosciusko and Pulaski,

those Polish allies of our revolutionary fathers,-marched thru

the streets of Toledo...as a new testimonial of their pledge of

Poland's heart and hand in America's fight for democracy." 19

Approximately one thousand Poles assembled in 1913 at the meet-

ing house of local Polish Socialists, manhandled their opponents,

and forced several of-them to salute and kiss the American flag.
20
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The mayor vetoed requests of pacifist groups to meet in public

buildings, a Socialist council member was removed frod office,

and Scott Nearing's home was raided by members of the Justice

Department since he was regarded by the federal' government as `

a German sympathizer and a spy.
21

Socialists in many sections of the country were torn by

whether or not to oppose the war, but the opposition against

American involvement by Milwaukee's Socialist working class

especially led to intense local conflicts and educational policy

debates. Through their opposition to the war, the Milwaukee

Socialists exposed themselves ta an inordinate amount of crit-

icism. rlhey were denounced as "the local BolsheViks" and "the

trash of the world. "22 With a plethora of ethnic groups that

inhabited Milwaukee whose homelands were'involved in the war,

any strong position on foreign policy Was naturally destined

to alienate specific groups of people. Yet the Socialists paid

a heavy toll for their anti' -war stand. "Everyone wanted to be

a 100% American, and 100% citizens usually resorted to abusive

unsigned letters," recalled Meta Berger.
2

.

3
She received a letter

on school stationery that read: "Mrs. Berger, Why don't you

hide your dirty head in shame and take your stinking sausage
.

and go back to Ger many. "24 :t mattered little that Meta Berger,'

while of German parentage, was a native Milwaukeean and the

daughter of a prominent school commissioner.

War hysteria overwhelmed Milwaukee. The Milwaukee Leader

was banned. from the mails by the federal government for its anti-

war stand, and Victor Berger was sentenced to twenty years in

federal prison under the Espionage Act; the conviction was later

averturned'by the Supreme Court. Paint was splashed on the

homes of numerous pacifists; German-owned restaurants and busr-

'nesues changed their names tb indicate'their loyalty; and innuendo

and circumstantial evidence ruined many reputations. The City

Club, comprised of reformers of varying political stripes, stopped

debating war-related topics to preserve its organization.
25

More

important, one radical remembered how the war erased much of the

earlier progress the Social Democrats had made with the Milwaukee
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p
Poles: "The Poles of South Milwaukee, many of whom we had cap-

tured for,the Socialist Party, were now fighting the battles of
N

Poland-in the twelfth and fourteenth wards." 26 ..As in Toledo and

Rochester, Nthe Poles held huge loyalty paradeS, always denouncing

the Socialist§ as traitors, atheists, and opponents of free
Poland. Numerous foreign language branches of the Social Demo-

cratic Party also wrote angry letters to party leaders, express-

ing their displeasure with the official anti-war position of the

Socialists.
27

Socialists and pacifists on the Milwaukee school board made

numerous speeches during the war years in defense of free speech,

foreign language training, and the right of citizens to dissent

peacefully against established national.policy when it came

to counting votes, however, theirs were cast on the losing side.

Repeated complaints and opposition by anti-war activists did not

prevent the schools from becoming a blatant instrument of pre-.

paredness and war. Lizzie Kanderp-pacifist settlement worker),

the handful of Social Democrats on the school board and, occa-
----.

/ sionally, the former Popullit William Pieplow, were the only

school officials to exercise any genuine opposition or restraint

when confronted by patriotic pressure groups. ,The first impor-

tant crisis occurred in June 1916, when a non-socialist member

resolved that the board march in an upcoming preparedness parade.

Meta Berger, ever tactful, divided the resolution into two sec-

tions, the board formally apptoved'of the parade but did not

require any members to participate. 23
Morris Stern, a Hungarian-

born Socialist on the Boar', angrily complained: "Our fuhction

is to administer the duties of the school board. No one can

compel me.to march in the parade. This is a personal matter. "29

Heated debates continually flared between the Socialists and

their opponents on the board, and in the future the Socialists

would not be so fortunate.

By early'1917, Meta Berger joined the Milwaukee Emergency

Peace' Committee, which tried to prevent navy recruiters from

speaking to high school. students. "I know that to Oppose a

measure as this is tb lay oneself liable to being called
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unpatriotic, but I do not believe our schools should be used

111

for such purposes," she claimed in the Milwaukee.Leader.
30

In

March, Lizzie Kander joined her Social Democratic friends, arguing

that "I wouldn't say anything against this if the whole thing of

the navy wasn't to teach (children] to kill."31 Their mutual'

effort to deter war recruitment in the schools' failed. So did

a number of other joint recommendations. They lost in an attempt

to increase the compulsory schoolage from fourteen to fifteen,

to hold young people from joining the service for an extra year;

they lost when the children of the city marched in numerous

patriotic parades, sold and purchased Thrift Stamps and TAberty

Bonds, and operated victory war gardens. The social centers

were declared "seditious and traitor 'Is" by the non-socialists

because of anti-war speakers sometimes heard there, and the

schools were closed to all but oatriotic organizations, presum,

ably to conserve fuel aid in the prosecution of the war.
32. _

The Socialists fought strenuously against these actions, won

few victories, and were called traitors for their efforts.

The movement against free speech in the Social centers was

coupled with the abolition of foreign languages and the approval

of l*alty oaths for teachers and even children. Numerous ethnic

groups, especially the Germans,. protested against the elimination

of foreign-languages, but every language except Eng]isn was

ssentially eliminated by the end of the war. Ellen L. Minehan,

a firebrand organizer of the Milwaukee teachers, had earlier

joined the Federated Trades Council in denouncing Milwaukee's

corporate tax-dodgers. Now she turned her sights from'big busi-

ness and attacked the German language and the Socialists. "The

vigorous protests of Ptussianized Germans against cutting down

the teaching of the German language in the public schools...is

a part and parcel of the pangermanic scheme to PruEsianize the

world," she declared before the Westminster Civic Club.
33

Like

the Poles, she became an enemy of the Socialist working class.

The Soci &l Democrats read long petitions favoring the reten-

tion of all languages, a useless enterprise in this conservative

atmosphere. They also fciled to halt an aggressive witch hunt
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for German sympathizers on the teaching. staff undertaken by pat-

riotic zealots on the school hoard and in the community at large.

A fourth grade teacher was dismissed for allegedly urging the

Kaiser to.sabotage a local munitions plant. Arauing in her de-

feuse, the Socialists claimed that the teacher was indeed a

pacifist and probably a single-taxer, yet had committed no crime.

And there was,no rule against the employment of pacifist teachers.

As organized labor announced, "If so, under such a rule, Christ

himself mould have been barred from our schools, for He was,

without question, the first of the pacifists." 34

One abuse of civil liberties in the schools followed another

in the atmosphere of the Red Scare. The rights of minorities and

peaceful dissidents were consistently violated. Usually only

the Socialists spoke out against these outrages. Aliens previ-

ously hired to teach A the schools were pressuredeto secure

their citizenship papers immediately or face removal from their

jobs. Loyalty oaths were passed from school to school for

teachers and children to sign. Protests against suc1i policies

were consistently aired yet repeatedly ignored. One Socialist

board member, Elizabeth Thomas, former secretary of the state

party, complained of .the ridicule heaped upon children who re-

fused to sign a pledge' because of parental wishes or persone.1

desire.
35

Also, there was tremendous pressure "to make each

school a 100% Red Cross school," wrote -a fellow Socialist, "arid

this made a child's life miserable at 'hat time. War hysteria

is an awful'<thing.
"36

, It is so awful, in fact, that the Social-

ists in 1918 pledged themselves "to support every effort desic7ned

to eliminate reactionary tendencies and to make our school system

a democratiC institution."

Writing in this age of hysteria and patriotism, the Social-

ists proceeded with their resolution:

Resolved, That we condemn the poisoning of the
mind of the pupil with imperialism and

militarism; the pernicious practice of using
the school youth as a medium of spreading war
propaganda; the practice of constantly begging
for funds; the drilling of youth to act like
puppets; and the brutal practice of sub;ecting
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a pupil, indicating a dislike for these prac-
tices, to ostracisn.37

Despite such adversity, the Social Lemocrats still continued to

endorse the enlargement of school programs and facilities, higher

pay for teachers, and more attention to areas like public recrea-

tion. The abuses of civil liberties in Milwaukee were also not

unheeded by many citizens. Later that year, the entire county

ticket of the Socialists was elected, making it a strong minority

party there. Victor Berger, already unc'r indictment as an enemy

of the state, was reelected to Congress though officials in

Washington refused to seat him. The Republic County chairman

only groaned at the thought of radical resurgence when he lament-

ed, "Socialism, socialism seems to have taken hold of the people."
38

The blatant abuse of power by the patriotic citizens on the

school board and in the city may indeed have led to an unexpected

backlash in the 1918 elections. But by and large the war had

dealt the Socialists a heavy blow. The war years in Rochester,

Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City led to an intensification of

community conflict, especially when school superintendents and

school boards in each of these cities openly utilized the schools

for patriotic ends that were popular with some but not all citizens.

Conflict and debate had shaped educational policy from the earliest

days of the schools, but the war polarized community groups to an

excessive degree. Since the early 1890s, different elements of

the gra3s roots had struggled to initiate a number of innovations

in the schools. Througi, civic cooperation on many issues, they

fought for changes that promised to increase the usefulness and

service of the neighborhood school. The war destroyed the spiric

of community activism, for it undermined the faith in social

cooperation that had once energized grass-roots Progressivism.

lZ

By the end of the war years, many of the grass-roots Prr:gres-

sives who first became active in municipal reform in the 1890s

took stock of their accomplishmt.,Lts. "The expansion of the

school system has been remarkable and the improvements in many
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respects noteworthy," asserted Milwaukee's school board President,
William Pieplow, in 1919. "Forward -- Wisconsin's motto--was the
course followed by, the directors and that is Why Milwaukee is
favorably recognized educationally today." 39 A Populist and a
protege of Victor Berger in the Nineties, Pieplow became a'con-
serVative Republican after the turn of the century, when he began
a seventeen -year tenure on the school board. Not every grass-
roots activist viewed the various innovations of the age with
so great a sense of accomplishment, of course, out Pieplow accu-
rately sensed that some momentous changes had transpired in his
generation. In the Nineties the community activists fighting
for the new education were outsiders, battling against an array
of male ward politicians who disliked public meddling in their
affairs. By the Twenties many innovations had been adopted in
the schools, providing tangible proof of the new spirit of social
reform that had captured thc attention of many urban citizens.

An examination of the process and extensiveness of school
innovation in Rochester, Toledo, Milwauke_, and Kansas City
yields many generalizations on the nature of school innovation
in the Progressive era. In the first place, the Progressive
period was clearly more than an age when "new middle class"
school superintendents and centralized school boards dominated
in the shaping of the urban school. Their power, of course,
cannot be underestimated. Historians like David B. Tyack have
demonstrated how centralizing administrative reforms hindered
the flow of democratic and popular input into school policy at
the turn of the century. But educational innovation in the
Progressive era was more than, simply a tale of how educational
experts and elite school board members controlled the rest of
the citizenry. Numerous voluntary associations of liberals and
radicals competed for power and occasionally elected their

representatives to the school board; they also contr.buted inno-
vative ideas on social welfare and- otherwise added to the pool
of ideas that shaped school policy. Many community interest

groups played aggressive roles in the history of urban educa-
tional policy making, and their story is a central and not
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incidental part of the larger process of social change in the

period.

What grass-root,, Progressives, especially radical reformers,

contributed to the urban scene was social and political complexity

and diversity that are often ignored in historical interpretations

of early twentieth-century school reform. One can easily document

the sometimes inhumane, prejdicial, and narrow opinions of the

dominant socio-economic, political, and educational interests

of the age: the elite school superintendents, the efficiency

experts, the vaccinators, and the super-patriots who ran rough-

shod over the rights of less powerful citizens. There was always

resistance to them, however, ana the actions of dominant groups

are always shaped to an important degree by threats against the

established system of power. Historians have often called for

a more "di stical" interpretation of social change in educa-

tion, but Kistorians have nevertheless tended to emphasize the

idea:: and actions of dominant groups, acting as if no one else

shaped the past, affected elite activity, or protested against

undesirable social policy.

Because elite figures in history leave more literary records

of their thoughts and activities than common folk, historians are

often forced to depend on their opinions and appraisals of soc4.a1

life in the past. But aren't the views of ordinary parents and

children who sent angry notes to the school nurse and boycotted

classes as important as the annual reports of the local medical

inspector? The clash of competing interests was apparent in

every school innovation initiated at the turn of the century;

to emrhasize one group at the 'xpense of opposing forces over-

simplifies the past and drains it of important tensions and

conflicts. It is clear, for 'example, that dominant interests

often triumphed in the establishment of nutritional programs in

the Progressive era: only when efficiency advocates saw school

lunches as a form of capital investment and race betterment di.d

they become interested in these Socialist - inspired programs to

aid the poor. By establishing school meals as a form of municipal

charity, school leaders reinforced class stigmas in social welfare
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and undermined radical objectives. Although this was true botn in

England and America, it is only part of the history of nutritional

innovation. It is important to remember that some children un-

doubtedly benefitted from a school meal, or a dental examination,

just as it is important to recall that some people were dissatis-

fied with theories of human capital investment add proclaimed

that all children had a right to sufficient food as a matter of

social justice.

Progressive school reforms such as these were not simply

imposed on the so-celled unsuspecting masses, a position often

implied in social control models of education. Some people did

not accept the existence of obvious inequalities in the schools

and in the larger social order and vigorously demanded many

improvements. Social change in the schools was a product of

give and take; there was widespread cooperation within commun-

ities on some issues but widespread disagreement on others.

European Socialists, for example, first agitated in the 1380s

for free meals for all school children. The subsequent inter-

vention of elite interests in the formulation of school policy

meant that Socialists never shaped educational innovation exactly

as they pleased. Programs were created but not for every child,

and they were never free except for he very poor. But the pro-

grams' very existence depended on Socialist initiative in the

first pace, even if dominant interests guaranteed that radicals

only achieved limited victories. The nature of almost every

social service innovation that enttred the schools was deter-

mined by the tensions ttlat divided different community groups

anu that divided their representatives and elected school offi-

cials. To leave either dominant or subordinate forces out of

the history of social change in education igngres the conflic-

tual process from which many different innovations emerge..

The interplay between many contrasting forces therefore

shaped the social history of urban education in the Progressive

era. Oh the one hand, large numbers of men and women believed,

in the efficacy of reform at the turn of the century, agitated

for schbol innovations as well as other changes to achieve social
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progress, and made 4e neighborhood school a central institution

in larger social reconstruction. Through its supporting institu-

tions, the state seemed to offer relief and social amelioration.

But certainly not all reformers agreed on which specific educe-

tional.changes were desirable, who should control public educa-

tion, and whether educational reform by itself would cure most

of society's ills. After the depression of the Nineties, for

example, many liberal women wanted to increase their influence

over children's welfare and to augment their power generally in

the city. That almost inevitably led them to the schoolhouse

door. Once there, however, they encountered numerous other

reformers who also saw schooling as a_mechanism for social im-

provements and a way to help maximize their influence in the

community. There were visionaries liketSamuel M. Jones, who

believeC that school playgrounds and other innovations would

teach human brotherhood and cooperation and help institutionalize

the Golden Rule. There were parent groups and kindergarten

teachers who tried to bridge the gaps that separated home and

school. And there, too, women also met the trade unions and

Socialists like those in Milwaukee, who saw schooling as a poten

tial aid in social amelioration but also as currently a support

of capitalist domination. Instead of a community chorus for

reform there sometimes seemed to bea babble of voices.

4 What all of these grass-roots forces contributed to the

twentieth century, however, was a spirit of civic activism and

faith in the power of men and women to change institutions peace-

fully for human betterment. They realized that public apathy

could paralyze the social spirit. Whether they quoted Marx or

Jesus, many Progressives spoke out against social injustice even

when they realized that the road to social improvement was find-

ing, hazardous, forever full of unexpected impediments. None'of

the most radical reformers ever witnessed the establishment of

a society based on the Golden Rule or saw the redistribution of

national power and resources among all citizens. Victor Berger's

prediction in the mid-Nineties that Milwaukeeans in 1945 would

be living in a SociAlist state was unfulfilled. Yet such faith
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and hope typified the Progressive generation, and men and women

like Victor and Meta Berger for all their faults held out the

prospect of a more just social order. By the end of the war,

elites dominated on the school boards of many cities. Still,

that never deterred radical reformers from continuing their

struggle against the powerful in the name of the powerless.

Schooling in Rochester, Toledo, Milwaukee, and Kansas City

in the Progressive era was the product of the intense opposition

of contradictory forces: the movement for administrative cen-

tralization and the call for local representation, the rise of

expert supervision versus the interest of parents and lay people

in schooling, the existence of male educational leadership and

the challenge of the new woman, and the widespre4 struggles

between proponents of efficiency and democracy. Business effi-

ciency interests often triumphed in the schools, but not without

a fight, and never totally. School boards indeed became Mutual

Admiration Societies because of school board centralization, but

liberal women and Socialist representatives in some cities ex-

emplified the spirit of dissent against the status quo common

for the times.

Similarly, voluntary associations forced many new social

service programs onto the schools, programs which were once pri-

vately funded, "experimental" innovations like playgrounds and

penny lunch s. Dominant political interests that controlled the

schoo f course,, controlled these and other programs and

blunted their potential as a way to transform education. Hence

social centers began, just as numerous grass-roots agitators

desired, but free speech was denied. Cities increasingly funded

lunch programs, playgrounds, -and other welfare reforms, but they

failed to reach every child in need. And, during the war years

in particular, conservative business elites on the school boards

encouraged war hysteria, denied civil liberties to teachers and

other citizens, and demonstrate.. the power which centralized

control brought to those in office.

More effective community control over urban educational

policy would nave required a more democratic governing structure.



That, /however, was impossible after Good Government forces and

some liberal Progressives, had centralized school boards after

the turn of the century. A ward-based structure would not have

guaranteed that all classes, sexes, races, and ethnic groups

would have fair representation on the school board. This never

existed before the elimination of ward-based school boards in

many cities, and many ward leaders resisted school innovation,

endorsed hard line pedagogical ideas, disliked meddling women

and parents, and gave little power to teachers, who lacked tenure

and served at the pleasure of local elites. But if the ward

structure never guaranteed enlightened leadership, the at -large

-.structure almost guaranteed elite dominance. Many local neigh-

borhood Interests suffered when the business efficiency wing

of municipal reform movements ushered "a better class of men"

into power.

Radical reformers at the turn of the century realized that

the actions of the centralizers were not irreversible. History,

they believed, would be shaped by those who organized most effec-

tively and offered the people relief from the prevailing social

order. Groups like the Milwaukee Socialists, for example, undt.r-

stood that at-large elections denied many citizens adequate

political representation, that non-partisanship was impossible
i

since society was divided into social classes, and that central-

ization benefitted theest wealthy and influential citizens.

Efficiency, they realized, would have to be sacrificed if power

shifted back closer to local neighborhoods, for representative

democracy could only be achieved if citizen participation and

parental input into the educational process became widely ac-

cepted and the power of school officials thereby reduced. The

failures of decentralization plans in large cities,in the recent

past highlight the problems that communities will face in future

struggles. It remains to be seen whether localism will receive

the attention it deserves in a society dominated by corporate

interests and centralized power.

One legacy of radic.-al thinking of the Progressive era was

the belief that the contradictions of progress and poverty at key
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points in history would inspire large numbers of people to unite
for social reconstruction. Although it was of little immediate
consolation to the victims of various forms of discrimination,
the Milwaukee Socialists it particular placed their struggles
against corporate capitalism in broad historical perspective.
By the 1920s they realized that their early bouts against the
prevailing economic, political, and educational system were
necessary and worthwhile activities and provided a foundation
for more commnity action in the future. The spirit of hope and
struggle never really died in Milwaukee and in other cities, and
many radical reformers attempted to remind contemporaries that
the struggle for social justice transcended their own age.

When the Great Depression sent the nation into near chaos,
the Socialist working crass of Milwaukee pointed with pride to
their activism in the past and remained confident of the future.
"Our influence has created a real civic heart and consciousness,"
claimed to local radicals in their municipal campaign of 1932.
"The period since the election of the first Socialist mayor has
been the era of MilwauAee's greatest progress." And, they added,
the partisans of the proletariat must aid the age-old struggle
"in meeting oppression, wiping out poverty, and establishing
industrial democracy, in place of the selfish, inhuman capitalist
sytem of exploitation." 40 Written at a time of economic and
polit al despair, these words captured tne activist spirit of
gra s-roots reform.
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America (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1967); Stephen
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Historical Society 22 (September 1966): 112-19.

21
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1880-1910," Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin- Madison,
1471.

22
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23
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25
McKelvey, The Quest for Quality, p. 146; and Report on

Population of the United States at the Eleventh Census, pp. 671-
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cal Perspective," Rochester History 19 (October 1957): 1-16;
and "The Germans of Rocnester: Their Traditions and Contribu-
tions," Rochester History 20 (January 1958): 1-28.

26 -------

.

Stephen J. Bartha, "A History of Immigrant Groups in .,

Toledo," M. A. thesis, OhioState University, 1945, conveniently
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Marvin Jay Glockner, h thsimilation of the Immigrant in the United
States As Characterize by the Poles in Toledo," R. A; thesis,
University of Toledo, 1966, P. 56. On the Hungarians, see
Hrivnyak, "Birmingham: Toledo's Hungarian Community," Chap. 3.

27
Et2ILL2LEalallpttne United States Census at the

Eleventh Census, pp. 670-73. The black population of Kansas City
grew from 3,400 in 1870 to 17,500 in 1200 (out of a total popula-
tion of 163,000). See especially Brown and Dorsett, K. C., pp.
96-97; and Asa E. Martin; Our Negro Population: A Sociological
Study of the Negroes_of Kansas City, Missouri (New York: Negro
Ur versities Press, 1913).

28
Kansas City Mail, 27 Aug. 1894. The best volume on atti-

tudes toward immigration in the Progressive Era is still by John
Higham, Strangers in the Lank: Patterns of American Nativism,
1860-1925 (NewYork: Atheneum, 1963). Also valuable is Barbara
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of Chicago Press, 1956.

29
Kansas City Mail, 24 Sept. 1895.. The Italians of-Utica,
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Italian Passage (New Haven: Yale University,.Press, 1978).

30
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 15 Jan. 1898; and Kansas

City Star 6 May 1894; and 20 February 1895. In the M4r, article,
the star attacked the new "swarm" of immigrants as barbaric, law
breaking, and cliquish; in the February editorial it chastifed
particular members of the lo^ Protestant clergy for 'Dein§ overly
sympathetic to the new immigrant poor.

31
Industrial Milwaukee (Milwaukee: The Merchants' and Manu-

facturers'.!.ssociation, 1903), p. 1. The famous quotation was
--riftPLIC-ChaXtes Dickens, hard12±14Z4e/-76-ff: The gew American
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utilitarianism and educational developMent in England.

32
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intellectual histories include Henry Steele Commager, The.
American Mind (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1950): Larzer
Ziff, The American 1890s. (New York:, The Viking Press, 1966);"
and the older volume by - Thomas Beer" The Mauve Decade (New York:
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spite of the depression of '93 and the brief heroics of the war
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Published by the Society, 1942): 41742.
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Moment in Anterior (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976);
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N.Y.: Kennikat Pregs, 1975), p. 45.

34
Thelen, The New_Citizenshin, Chap. 4; Douglas W. Steeple4s,
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Mid-America 47 (July 1965): 155-75; and Melvin,Holli, "Urban
Reform in the Progressive,Era,"-in The Progressive Era ed. Lewis
Gould (Syracuse: Syracuse University'Press, 1974), who has
written: "The shook of that event reverberated throughout the land,
but it shook the cities with a speci,.1 ferocity." (p. 133).

0

35
Kansas City Mail, 2c, Aug., 1893. The Toledo Evening Bee,

2/ Mar. 1894, similarly editorialized; "The panic had its effect
upon,nearly all classed-of society.. It produced a fright that
permeat °d everywhere, and from-it sprun- up a crop of calamity
howlersthatonlyincreaseditsintensity."

36
William J. Reese, "Between Home and School: Organized

Parents, Clitbwomen, and Urban Education in the Progresaive Era,"
School Review 87 (November 1978): 3-28; and Allen Devis, Spear-
heads for Reform: The Sodial Settlements and the Progressive
Movement New York:. Oxford UniverSity Press, 1967), Chap. 3.

37
-, The Kansas City Star, for example, continued to editorial-

ize that things were better in Missouri than elsewhere, which was''
little consolation to the thousands of unemployed. It went so
far as to call iheseyears."An Era of Good Cheer.": See the paper
for 3 Jan. 1894; 3 'mar. 1894; 8 May 1894; and 11 June 1894. Also
see. the Toledo Evening Bee,:8 July 1895, for the recurring theme
that prosperity was right around the'corner.
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39
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contemporary studies werepublished by Edward
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(August 1953): 324 -45.
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40
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41
Kansas City Star, 12 Jan. 1892. Though it is-highly
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the,local press is William L. McCorkle,' "Nelson's Star and 'Kansas
City, 1880-1898,n Ph.D. dissertatidn, University of texas-Austin,
1968.

42
Kansas City Mail, 12 Oct. 1.892.

43
The Star's position is easily *aced through its editorials

and news reportifor 20 May 1893; 6 June 1893; 10 June 1893; 13
June 1893; 20 June 1393; and ] July 1893.

44
Kansas City star, 15 July 1393.

. .

Details on local bank .
failures are,from the, Kansas City Mail, 14 July 1893 and 17 July.
1393. The Star reluctantly admitted on,Auqust 4 that in all
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45
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46
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47
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,49
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C. Stevens, "Analysis of the Phenomenon of the Rajas in the
United States irlf1893,d" Quarterly Journal of Economics 8 (January
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50-
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52
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dent Association promised to run its charity on "business prin-
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lifestyles of potential recipients. See the Star for 15 Dec.
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Rcchester Democrat and Chronicle, 11 Nov. 1893. ,
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&ansas City in.the'1890s," (1932), p. 1 (Elmer N. Powell Papers,

western Man6scripts Collection, University of Missouri, Folder
2102).
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Kansas City Star., 5 July 1894. The extensiveness of the
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1900," Ph.D. dissertation, University of Kansas City; 1962, pp.
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64
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Lizzie B. Render, "The Evolution of the Husband," a paper'

presented to the Wednesday Afternoon C1Lb (No4ember 28, 1902).
(Lizzie Black Kander Papers, State HistviCal Society of
WisconsiA, Madison, Wisconsin.)

2
Sheila Rothman, ;roman's Proper Place: A History of Changing

Ideals and Practices, 1870 to the Presents(New YOrk: 'Basic Books,
1978),'p. 4; more generally, Morton Keller writes the following in
Af airs of State: Public Life in Late Nineteenth Centur America
(C. ,, idge: The aelknap Press of Harvard University. Press, 1977),'
p. 517: '"Voluntary associations, always significant American

institutional took on increasing importance in th4 late nineteenth
century." The women's club movement is discussed in Gerda Lerner,
'The Woman in American History (MenloPark, California: Addison-
Wesley L'ublishing Company,' 1971); Lois.'W.)Banner, Women in Modern
America: A Brief History (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1974); and Mary P. Ryan, Womanhood in America: From Colonial =

times to the Present (New York: New Viewpoints, 1975): For a
discussion f antebellum voluntary associations Zor women, consult -
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Barbara J. Berg, The Remembered `Gate: Origins O'f American
Feminism: The Woman and the City, 1800-1860 (New York: Oxford
Uhivereity,Press, 1978), Chap. 7.

Samuel-T. Dutton and David Snedden, the.Administtation of
Public Educationin the United States (New York: The Macmillan
Company, +19Q8), p. 592. .

4
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My initial investigation on Vie role of women in Progressive

schdol reform wasp "Between Home and School: Organized Parents,
ClUbwomen, and Urban Education in the.Proglessive Era," School
Review 87 (November 1978)': 3-28. For ,the standard study of
Progressive intellectuals, see Lawrence A. Cremin, The Transfor7
mation of the School (New York: Random House, 1961). The
literature on the feminization of teaching is /menisci, but at
least see the following: Michael B. Katz, The Irony of .Early
School Reform (Boston: Beadbn Press, 1968), pp. 56-57, 193; .

Ravid B. Tyacs, The One Best System- (Cambridge: Harvard
idhiversity Press, 1974), p. 59-64; and Redding S. Sugg, Mother-
teacher: The Feminization of American Education (Charlottesville:,
University Press of Viwinia,1978). On the importance of women.
in daan ProgressiVism, see David°P. Thelen, The,New Citizenship:'
Origins of Progressivism in Wisconsin, 1885-1900 (Columbia:
University.of Missouri Press, 1972), Chap. 5; Mary Ritter Beard,

r Woman's Work in Municipalities (New York: D. Appleton and Company,
1915); and Jill Conway, "Waken Reformers and American Culture,
1870-1930," Journal of Social History 5 (Winter 1971-72): 164-82.
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Era are by Robert Wiebe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920 (New
York: Hill & Wang, 1967); and by Tyack, The One Best System.

6
Milwaukee School Report, 1878,4). 78.

7Milwaukee Sentinel, 13 Dec. 1891; and Toledo Bilge, 114

Nov. 1890. The Blade editorialized that women had too much
commdn sense to be attracted to,CoRtempoiaryiwomen'S clubs.

4

8_-
Kansas City Star, 19 Feb. 1891.

9
Toledo Blade, 13 Jan.,1894. Also see the- Toledo,fvening

Bee for Jan. -1898',.whdre it 4as argued _that "never in 'the
history orioledo have women taken such interest in civic
affairs as at present." '!he Blade (27 July 1899; estimated
that 54 clubs.existed 'in the city by the end orthe decade.

10 \
Rochester Democrat and Chrbnicle,.6 Feb. 1898 and 2 Feb.

1899.

, -
11
Kansts City Mail, 7 Dec. 1892.

ik

12
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 11 Apr. 3093 and 8 Dec.'

1893. Also,examine Mrs. Harriet Dow:, "The Influence, of Women in
the Life of Rochester," in Centennial History of Rochester,-New
York ed. Edward R. Foreman, 4 vols. (Rochester: Printed py John
P. Smith Company', Inc., 1933), 2: l8 207; 'Jeannette W. Hunting-
ton, Women's Educational and Industrial Union (Rochester: Written
for the Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration, 1943), pp. 1-11;
"Minutes of the Women's Educational and Industrial Union," 1893-
'896 volume, pp.- 83-89'(Women's EduFational and Industrial Union ".
(W.E.I.U.) Papers, Rochester Public Libra -y, Rochester, New York);
and Blaka McKelvey, Rochester:- The Quest for Quality, 1890-1920
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1956), pt. 11-12.

13
Toledo Blade, 13 Feb..1909.

14
Thelen, The New Citizenship, pp. 69, 93-94, 1/9; Jerome A.

Watrous, ed. 2 vols. Memoirs of Milwaukee County (Madison:
Western Historical Association, 1909), 1: 403-04; and Proceedings
of the First'Annual Meeting of the Wisconsin State Federation of
Women's Clubs (Berlin, Wi: Printed by George C. Hicks, 1897),
pp. 28-35.

15Kansas 23 May 1894; and 26 May' 1894; Child-
WelfareMagazine 13 (August 1919): 330; Carrie Westlake Whitney,
3 vols. Kansas City; Missouri, Its History and People, 1-808-1908
(Chicago: The.S. J. Clarke Publishing Company, 1908), 1.: 627-30;
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and Kansas City and _Its Schools Wansas City: Prepaed foi the
Department of SuperintenAence.ot the National Education Associa-.
tiori, 1917), pp. 89-90.

t

16 ...---

See; for example, Constitution, By-Laws, and Standing Rulet
of the Woman's School 'Alliance of Wisconsin (Milwaukee, 1897),
pp. 8-10( for a primary source. The widespread activities of
the women's clubs are well documented in the'fine study by Karen
J.'Blair, "The.Clubwoman as Feminist:. The Wompap's Culture Club

li
Movement i the United States, 1868-1914," Ph.D.: dissertation, .

State Univ sity of New York-Buffalo,-1976. A useful study of
Ohio club w men is by Annie Laws, History of the Ohio Federation
of Moments Clubs (Cincinnati: :The Ebbert & Richardson Co., 1924)1
_ q

.

17
Whitaey, Kansas City Missouri, 1:' 6-29p and Reese, "Between

Home And School," pp. 8-9.
4

' 18
Lizzie alack Kander, "Graduating Essay," 1878. (Kander

Papers)'. ,A valuable study of Kander's .life is by Ann Shirley
Waligorski, "Social Action and Women: The Experience of Lizzie -
Black Kander," M.A. thesis, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1970.

4
.

19
Kander pointed out that the reputations of assimilated

Jews were at stake as thousands of impoverishpd immigrants came
to America. She was nut surprised that firomany recent
arrivals were-suspicious of the motives of settlement workers.
"They cannot conceive how-anyone can devote time and money to a
cause; without some expectation of gain," Kander wrote in 1900,

. and she added that perso61 gain was obviously one product of
philanthrOpic effort. See the "President's Annual Report,"
Milwaukee Jewish Mission, 1900 (Kander Papers).

20
Part of Kander's early life is"set 'to song in "My Sewing

Society," and in an undated address before the-Milwaukee Giris'
Trace School, pp. 1-6 (Kander Pipers). Also consult Waligorski,
"Social Action and Wdmen," especially Chap. 4, for her community.
activities.

21
See the newspaper crippings in the Kander Papers.

22
"The President's Annual Report," Milwaukee Jewish Mission.

1900 (Kander Papers).
e

21
See eSpecially.Kander's essay,0i-Is the Saloon an Evil, &

If So What is the Re dy?" n.d. (Kander Papers).

24"
Diary of a Down South," 1895 (Kander Papers).
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McKelvey, Vie Quest for Quality, pp. 11 -12; and Peck,
tioiry of

.

Rochester, pp. 232-33.
. .

. Il
or-

.

26
Blake McKelvey, Rochester: The Flower City, 1855-1890

II
(Cambridge: Harvard Onixersity'Press, 1949), p. L58. The
literature on Susan B. Anthony is' naturally extensive., Several
Older-volumes are still valuable: Ida H. Harper, The Life and
Work of SusanB. Anthony, ,3 vgls."(Indianapolis: The Holfenbeck
Press, 1908); and Rheta Childe Door, Susan $. Anthony (New York:
Frederick A. `Stokes Company, 1928).

e

/

-

.

. 27
. -Toledo Blade, 26 Apr. 1894; and 18 May 1894'. A short

biography of Segur'is provid9d in the Toledo Evening Bee, 25
Feb. 1895.

R'
18The literature is 'cited: in Reese, "Between Home ana

p. 5. In partidular see Lerner, The Women in4Merican History,
p. 118) and Rothman, Woman's - Proper Place, pp. 14-18.

29
The Herald, a conservative organ of the Republican machine,

had red-baited Montglmery in January, 1897. Philip Jackson,
leading Socialist, promptly corrected e-editor and defended
Montgomery in a letter to the editor. Both sourdes are in the
W.E.I.U. "3crapbcole1896-1901," Pp. 137-38 (W.E.I.U. Papers).
Montgomery's activities can be traced in the Rochester Democrat
and Chronicle,,8 Dec. 1893 9 Apr. 1896; 4 Feb. 1'897; and through
.her addresses in the annual. reports of. the W.E.I.U. in the.organ-
ization's manuscript collebtion..' /-

30
_Yearbook of the'Woman's Educational and Industrial Union,

1896-97.(Roches,ter: 1897), OP. 43-14 (W.E.I.U..Papers);,ana
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle,'9 Apr. 1896. Her lecture in
the Democrat and Chronicle was appropriately entitled "The New
Woman."'

31
Rochester_Deiocrat and Chronicle, 18 J'n. 1895.

1 32
Toledo Evening Beer, 11 Nov. 1898. THe address.was before

the City Fdaeration Of Women's Clubs on the subject of school
extension.

1
33
Kansas City Mail, 7 Dec: 1892.

.

. r' \
34 .

Blade, 4 Feb. 1897. The B adc,later asserted (27
July 18991 that "the club idea is makin great headway among
women. Whet is doing in Toledo ie but n index of the progress
alOng this line all ow.ir Ohtc--and in fact all Over the Wesft."
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35
Tenth Biennial Convention of the General Federation of

Women's Clubs (Newark, New Jersey: General Federation of Women's
Clubs, 1910), p. 65, notes that "Woman is the mother of the race:
she is the conserver and preserver of the world. Organized
womanhood is a civic force of unlimited power:" Richard Jenson,
i'p a study of the backgrounds of several thousand female leaders
of the Proqressiya-;Era, has discovered that'no variable explains
civic participation in certain types of reform activities'more
strongly than "Motherhood. ' Mothers in pubs and other organi-
,zations,demonstrated a greater interest in humanitarian reforms
than childleis wives in these clubs. See,"Family, Career, and
Reform: WdmenLeaders of the Progressivd Era," in The American
Family in Social-Historical Perspective ed. Michael Gordon (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1973), pp. 276-78. The grass-roots
'nature of "the club movement is described in William L. O'Neill,
Everyone. Was Brave: A History of Feminism in America (New York:
Quadrangle rooks, 1969), p, 89.

36
Toledo Bled* 4.Feb. 1897. Also see The Work and Words of

the Fational Congress of Mothers (New York: D. Appleton and
Company, 1897). On the rise of parent teacher associations see
Steven L. Schlossman, 23efore Home Start: Notes'Toward a History
of Parent Education in( America: 1897-1929" Harvard Educational

'Review 46 (1976): 436-67; Julian Butterwork, The Parent-Teacher
Association and Its Work (New York: Macmill4n Company, 1928);
and the various sources listed in Reese, "Between Home and School
pp. 23-28.. 1

37
The West Side Mothers! Club, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 1912-13

(Milwaukee, 1913), p. 1. (The West Side Mothers' Club Papers,
.f.(ilwil'ukee County Historical Society, Milwaukee, Wiaconsin).

38
Proceedings of the Fourth Annua. Convention of the Wisconsin

State Federation of %omen's Clubs (1910), p. 7. Rheta Chilqe Dorr,
in a widely read account of organized women and social reform in
the Progressive Era, also assertedkthae "Women's place is Home.
Her task .is homemaking: But, Home is, not contained within 'the four
walls of an individual home. Home is the community. The city full
of people is the Family. The public schoollis the*real Nursery.
And badly do the Home and the Family and the Nursery need their
mother." See What Eight Million Women Want (Boston: Small,
Maynard, & Co:, 1910), p. 327. Alsotsee Peter'G. Filene,Him Her
Self; SexRoles in MOdefn America Chew York: Harcourt1 Brace,
aovanovich. 1975)4 p. 15.

7, 39
Rochestex Democrat and Chronicle, 14 Feb. 1896.

7

./40
Rochester. Democrat and Chronicle, 8 Mar. 1895. This club

was the leading suffrage organization in the city.
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41
Toledo Blade, 24 Oct. 1894.

4
2Ibid.

f: 43
Toledo Blade, 30 Nov. 1895. Miss Emily Bouton continued:

"Dangers there'alwaysare in the propess of taking a step forward
involving so much that is vital to the'home, and thus to the

- child's welfare. And...there was-never a time when woman's
responsibility was greater than it r4 teday...The increased
responsibility does nit rest alone upon the few who have gained

,the higher education, or upon the 'many who, from choice or necep-
sity stand outside of that home lifep.in which woman is the center,
but upon each and all alike."

,
44
Milwaukee Sentinel, 1 Oct.' 1898.

Dorr, Eight Million Women, p. 57; and Beard, Women's Work,
Chap. 1, where the author noted that women'sinterst in schooling
was due "partly because of their intimate family relation through
little children and, partly because of the fact that women teachers
formed ipn easy bond for .cooperation. Today there exists an
incredible number of organizations whose main'purpose is. coopera-
tiod with the schools in one way or another." (pp. 38-39). The
bonds were not that .easy to form, but Beard's assertions were very
insightful.

a /
46
TJledoillade, 24 Oct. 1894.

Constitution, By-Laws, and Standi"q Rules, of the'Woman's
School Alldance of Wisconsin, 1897, p. 2: When the4Allianee formed,
"the ladies felt that there were many things in school life which
are aj5pa.ent to mothers that are Unnoticed by fathere," as quoted
by Mrs. Harriet Holton Roberti6n, "Women's School AlUalIce of
Wisconsin," in Milwaukee's Great Industries, ed. W. J. Anderson
and Julius Bleyer (Milwaukee: Association for the Advancement of
Milwaukee, 1892), p. 36.

48
Toledo Blade, 27 Feb. 1892.

49Toledo Blade, 24 Oct. 1894.

50
.Tnough supe4rintendent's'reports have been extensively used

by historians who have emphasized the importance of the new.middle
class, school proceedingsi newspapers, and the original records of

11

local women's groups demonstrate the Importance of voluntary
associations in school reform in the entire Progressive 'Era.' All
of these materials must be used to present a full view of the
reform process, since various interest groups were engaged in
regular interaction with each other and with school officials.
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51
While teachers have been. depicted in a-very critical fashion

in contemporary literature on schooling, particularly on urban
education, a more sympathetic apprai;a1 is available in Tyack,
The One Best System, pp. 97-1Q4. A useful examination ofthe
powerlessness of the teacher in one city is by MarkWan Pelt,
"The Teacher and the Urban Community: Milwaukee, 1360-1900,"
(M.A. thests,' University -f Wisconsin-Madison, 1978), which

tried to reconstruct the process of nepotism and the insecurity
it caused in the.lives of individual teachers.

52
Rochester Democrat and Chonicie, 23 Sept. 1898; and Yearbook

of the Woman's Educational and Industrial, Unieqp, .1896-97 (Rochester,
1897}, p. 3 (W.E.I.U. Papers).

53
Law's background has been pieced together from articles i4

, .

the Toledo Blade, .17 Mar. 1894 and 11 Oct. 1898; and'in the Toledo
Evening Bee,-14 Feb. 1895 and 27 Nov. 189p; and Harvey Scribner,

Association, 1910), 1: 286.-

ed. 2 1.411s. Memoirs of Lucas County and the City of Toledo (Madison:
Western Historic]

-11
j .

eA
54
Constitution,, By-Laws, and Standing Rules of the Woman's

rSchool Alliance, 1897, p. 2; Proceedings of the First Annual ..

Meeting of the Wisconsin State Federation of Women's Clubs,
pp. 28-29.

55
The names were drawn from the above Alliance document,"

pp. 11-15.
at

. ,
56
Flanders was an energetic woman. She was involved Al.

settlement work with Lizzie Kander and had considerable success
with'mothersk meetings and parent-teacher associations. On the
popularity of the mothers' meetings, see the' Milwaukee Sentinel,
22Jan. 1897ron the settlement work, see Lizzie Black Sander,
"Presiderit'i Report," The Settlement, 1905 (Karider Papers).

o

, 57 Jones'
Island is described in Bayrd Still's Milwaukee:

', The HisrorY'of a City (Madistin: The State Historical Society
of Wisconsin, 1148), p. 363; and by. William George Bruce, A
Short:History of Milwaukee '(Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing
Company, 1936), p. 139.

58
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 22 Feb. 1896.

59
In 1896, Helen Montgomery argued that parents and others

had of ten ckticized the teachers but never visited the schools
enough. See Huntington, Woman's Educational and Industrial
Union, p. 3. Montgomery later argued that "we aim to bring the
mother in closer touch with the schools, to encourage more
frequent visiting on her part, deeper interest,1/4,more intelligent
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cooperation with the teacher, to bring to bear On the.child the
strongest possible inflpnce for good,It in Yearbook of the
Woman's educational and Industrial Union, ,1896-97, p. 12.

6
°Rocheiter Democrat and Chronicle, 4 Apr. 1890. This

organization. had been formed a year aarlier and had a fitful
existence in the early 1890s. Many professors from the Univer-
sity of Rochester were active in the group", which supported
women for the school board and the application of good government.'"
reforms to the schools, namely, school-board centralization-and
a greater attential to the professional development of the
teaching staff. Also see the Democrat...and Chronicle for 18 Mar.
1890; 3'Apr. 1891; and 8 Feb. 1894. McKelvey briefly discusses
the association in The Quest for Quality, p. 34.

tkToledo- Blade, 1 Feb. 1895.

J

62
Reese, "Between Home',and School," pp. 3-28; Thelen, The

New Citizenship', phap. 5; Beard,. Women's Work, Chap. 1; and Door, ,

Eight Million Women, Chap. 2.

63
The best sources for the evolution of Progressive'ideas' on

the loCil level are the grass-roots petitions'and original writings
of the women and parents themselves. Helen Montgomery, for exarRle,
delivered an address in 1896 on the "new education," a term which
was later used interchangeably with "progressive education,.." just

-
0044

as the "new woman" was often referred tp as a "progressive woman.'
See Montgomery's speeCh in the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle,
30 Jan. 1896. In Toledo, as in the other cities in this study,
chib women in the Nineties, attacked corporal punishment, cramming,
overtesting, and other aspects.of what they called the ,"old system
of education." Many were familiar with Froebel's writings which I

emphasized motherhood themes since they were teachers themselves.
See, for example, discussions of the old And new education by
these women in the Toledo Blade, 1 Feb. 1895; and the series of
editorials written by the Toledo Evening Bee in September, October,
and November, 1898. The positions of women in these cities will
be more apparent as the chapter proceeds to an examination of
their actual demands before local school boards. After the 1880s,
there is a 'large number of periodical articles in state and

national educational journals on the new education. An important
essay on the origins of reform is Timothy L. Smith, "Progressivism
in American Education, 1880-1900," Harvard Educational Review 31
(1961): 168-93.

64
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 19 Mar. 1898. 'This

phenomenon is noted by Steven L. Schlossman, Love and he Amer-
ican Delinquent: The Theory and Practice of "Progressive'
Juvenile ustice, 1825-1920 (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1 7), p. 76.

Numerous letters,to the editor appeared in the-Kansas City
Journal of Commerce from the last half of December, 1892, through
the middle of January, 1893.. 1
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66
Kansas City Journal of Commerce, 21 Dec. 1892.

67'
Kaneas City Journal of Commerce, 25 Dec. 1892. These sorts

of criticisms were made famous by Joseph Mayer Rice in his°famous
articles in The Forumin 1892 and 1893, and gathered in The Public
act(29]t.SstsnofttJet7ni.ted ;tates (New York: Aimo Press, c. 1969).

68
James,M. Greenwood,-to Josephine Heermans, Aug. 10, 19041

(James M. Greenwood Papers, Kansas City Public Library, Kansas
City, Missouri). Here Greenwood wrote: 'John Dewey, like the
most of those Chicago folks, is,striving after something he
hardly knows what. Should he decide to turn his attention to
Greek mythology,for the purpose of ascertaining what the hierarchy
of Gods thought of Jupiter's thoughts, he possibly might dig up
something not heretofore known." Since Greenwood was at one time
the Prnident of the N.E.A. and a prolific contributor of essays
to educational journali on the state and national level, he was
well known across the country. There are may short studies of
his long career, bnt the most accessible analysis for most
readers is Wilfred R. Hollister and harry Norman, Five Famous
Missourians (Kansas City: Hudson-Kimberly Publishing Company,
1908), pp. 265-333; and the eu]ogy entitled "Dr. J. M. Greenwood,"
Missouri school Journal 31 (September 1914): 401-06.

69
Kansas City Journal of Commerce, 25-Dec. 1892. 1

70
Kansas City Journal of Commerce, 26 Dec. 1892. The principal

of the Karnes School aii-dwrote a series of rebuttals against the
.4"m "unfair critics" of the school system.
ti

71
Kansas City Journal of Commerce, 28 Dec. IS9.2,

7:
Kansas City Journal of Commerce, 31 Dec. 1892, where the

writer asserted, "As a class, teachers are kindly conscientious- -

a true teacher always so. But nressure from above changes maternal
promptings toward helpless children into self-preservative methods
against tha martinet marker into whose hands is committed her
financial fate, as shown to the School board on an ascending
Scale from 0 to 10 plus."

73
Kansas City Journal, 3 Jan. 1893. The teacher claimed that

pedagogues stood in constant fear for their positions. "Military
order is quite as objectionable to many teachers as to parents.
But if it is not maintained, the assistant superintendent will have
a billet doux on your desk to the effect that 'dignity of position'
is essential to effective work." "If a teacher, more daring than '

her colleagues, ever asserts her rights or individuality, she is
speedily transferred to a school on the outskirts or beyond the
city limits, where she can cool down and repent at leisure."
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74
_Dorothy Galloway, "James Mic borough Greenwood: An

Evaluation of'Hlos Services as an Educator d His Contributions
to Educational Thought," M.A. thesis, Washington University, 1931,
pp. 16-17. Galloway erred in dating this event but otherwise
,accurately assessed the social effects of this plan on school
board membership. Mbre will be said of this in.later chapters.

75
Kansas'City Mail, 7 Dec. 1892; 19 Dec. 1892; 4 Jan. 1893;

10 Jan. 1893; 20 Jan. 18931 9 Oct. 1893; and 21 Feb. 1894. In
the initial editorial cited, the Mail stated: "Kansas City
people indulge in a pleasant,little fiction that their own public
schools are the best in the country, and embrace in their curric-
ulum all the broad and progressive ideaswhich can be picked up
anywhere...Some of the mothers of the city, however, who are not
upon the school board, are rapidly waking up."

76
Kansas City Star, 30 Dec. 1892.

77,
This is based on a close reading of Milwaukee's newspApers

and the petitions of the Alliance presented to the school board:
See especially the following dates in the Proceedings of the
Milwaukee, School Board: 2 June 1891; 6 Oct. 1891; 1 Dec. 1891;

* 3 July 1893; 5 Feb. 1895; 3 Mar. 1896; 7 Apr.14096; and 11 Apr.
1899.

78
Milwaukee Sentinel, 8 Apr. 1391.

.

19
Proceedings of the Milwaukee School Board, 11 Apr. 1899.

P80
The president's quote is from the Proceedings of the

Milm? ikee School Board, 5 May 1896; the committee's rejoinepr is
fr h 7 May 1896.

bl
A typical list of Alliance demands is found in the Proceed-

ings of the Milwaukee School Board, 5 Feb. 1895.

ti 82On the appointment of the woman, see the Milwaukee Daily
News, 4 Mar. 1896; Milwaukee Sentinel, 4 Mar. 1896; Still,
Milwaukee, p. 416; and Watrous, Memoirs of Milwaukee County, 1:
405, who argued that the female school board member's appdintment
to theviSiting committee "was regarded in the nature of-a joke,
as the visiting commit& was more theoretical than practical.
But Mrs, Merrill [the Alliance representative) infused new life
into it and made it of some utility. Cellars and garrets of school
buildings were visited by her direction, sanitary conditions were

r .

improved, and reforms in ventilation, heating, etc., were instituted."

83
Milwaukee Sentinel,'14 Mar. 1995. In Toledo a German , the

school board,simply said, "we don't 'rant no vomen aroundt," _ cord-
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ing tO%the Toledo Blade, 2 Kar. 1892.

1
84

Milwaukee sentinel, 14 1"ar. 1895.

85
The Milwaukee SentiLel; 3 May 1895,,provides some com-

mentary on the stand of-the German newspaper. Of the thirteen
members of Council who,voted against the appointment of a
woman, nine were German.

86
The controversy between the women and the school board

is easily traced in the Toledo Blade on 16 Feb.. 1892; 1 Mar.
1892; and 2 Mar.11892. On the anti-Catholicfeelings of the
American Protective Association regarding Law's candidacy, see
idem, 16 Mar. 1895,

87
Toledo Blade, 18 kaL1894.

88
0n ballot irregularities and political intimidation

tactics, see tie 4tledo Evening Bee, 16 Mar. 1895; and the
Toledo Blade, 20 /gar. 1895.

89
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 17 Aug. 1897. The

Commissioner also said "The school is no place to teach sewing;
if the laliesdesire to reach the children, let them go from
house to house, and teach the mothers, and then let the mothers
impart instruction to their children."

90
Rochester School Report, 1890, p. 54; He continued his

&ttacks on "faddism" in.the RochastejiSchool Report, 1891, p.
54; Rochester School Report, 1395, n7 21; and Rochester Annual
Report, 1897, p. 5, where he favored :'fundamentals" over "showy
experiments."

91
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 11 Nov. 1894.

92
Yearbook of the Woman'.s Educational and Industrial_ Union,

1896-97, p. 13.

"*4
93
W.E.I.U. "Scrapbook, '93-1896," pp. 152-53. (W.E.I.U.

Papers).

94
Rochester School Re ort, 1897, pp. 93-95.

95
Ibid., p. 94.

96
Quoted in Schlo'ssman, Love and the American Delinquent,

P. 76.
4
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"Notes to apter 4"

1
The of the "new middle class" has been brillantly sur-

veyed in Robert Wiebe, The Search for Order, 1877-1920 (New York:,
Hill & Wang, 1967); and in David B. Tyack, The One Best System:,
A %story of .American Urban Education (Cambridge: Harvard
University Preso, 1974).

2
Toledo Blade, 15 Nov. 1895.

3
Israel Kugler, The Trade Union Career of Susen B. Anthony,"

4 Labor History 2 (Winter 1961): 90-100; Bayrd Still, Milwaukee
The History of a City (Madison: State Historical Society of
Wisconsin; 1948), p. 284; and Toledo Blade, 16 Pe . 1892.

1
1

4
This point was earlier made in WillkamJ. Reese; "'Partisans

.of the Proletariat': The Socialist Working Class and the Milwaukee:
Schools, 18901920," History of Education Quarterly (forthcoming).
Jones' influence on women's ideas 'will be clarifiedjn later
chapters.

45
American Industry and ManufaCturei in'the 15th Century (Elms-

ford, New York: MaxwellReprint Company, c. 1970), pp.. 996-1003,

o
\ 6

Alan Dawley, Class and Community: -The Indl:strial Revolution
in Lynn (Cambridge: Harvardkiniversity Press, 1976};' p. 143.

7
By reading through the proceedings and Minute books of the

boards of education of these several cities for.theyro5ressive
era and corresponding newspaper reports of_these meetings, one
can easily reconstruct which laborihg groups had direct impact
on school innovation. ;so say that this "labor aristocracy" was '
more visible, of course*, is not to say that other laboring groups
were unimportant elements of urban life. Later chapters will
show how the Milwaukee Socialist movement in particular tried to. ,

expand beyond its German and skilled base.

8
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 18.Nov. 1896.

9
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 2 Sept. 1890 and 2 Apr.

1894. r

10
,Evening Bee, '1 Aug. 1899.

11
Kansas City Star, 4 Sept. 1893 and S Sept. 1893. Under new

ownership, the Kansas City Mail blamed workers for the depression
and the radiCal tendencies of the times. On'March 2, 1897, it

Tr
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argued: "The truth is that the attitude Oi labor toward capital
and employers of labor is the great trouble with the business ok
the country today...Union labor is a constant menace to business
life." Also see the Mail for 16 Apr. 1894; 26 May 1894; 12 June
1894; 28 June 1894; and 12 July 1894.

Ap.
12
On laborrlSrganizations in these cities see Blake McKelvey,

"prganized Labor in Rochester before 1914," Rochester History 25
(January 1963): 1-24; rEdward Stevens, Jr., "The Political Educa-
tion of Children in the Rochester Public Schools, 1899-1897: An
iztorical Perspective on'Social Control in Public Education,"

. . diss4rtation, University of Rochester, 1971, Chap. 4; G.
Maude crown, "A History of,Organized Labor in'Toledo," M.A.
thesis, niversity of Toledo, 1924; Thomas W. Gavett, Development
of the r Movement in nilwaukee (Madison: The University of
Wisconsin Press, 10651; and Ae Theodore Brown and Lyle W. Dorsett,
K. C.: A History of tansas City, Missouri (Boulder: Pruett
Publishing Company, 1978), pp. 91 -93.

r--13
Blaike McKelvey, Rochester: The Flower City, 1855-1890

(Cambridge Harvard University Press, 1949), pp. 75-77; and idem,
"Organized Labor," pp. 6-7.

14
Toledo Blade, 15 May 1863; and Toledo Commercial, 27 July

1870. Even Toledo's historian, Randolph Downes, in History of
Lake Shore Ohio 2 vols. (New YrIrk: Lewis Historical Pdblishing

eCoMpany, Inc., 1952), L: 578, argued that in the depression of
the 1870s organized and unorganized-labor "struck blindly" against
lower pay: "They caused much loss of life and property." Unlike
McKelvey's volumes on Rochester, which are superior examples of
the craft of local history,, Downes' volumes ape unsympathetic to
the history of working -class struggle,

15
Brown, "Organized Labor in Toledo," Chap. 41

,16Kansas City Mailt, 24 July 1893. Religious zetaph rs, as
will be shown throughout-this essay, were common in work g-class
literature of protest.

17
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 8 Feb, 1892.

18
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 18 Nov. 1896.

is
Rochester.Damocrat and Chronicle, 29 Sept. 1896. This

stateMent was made by a-New York Socialist who emphasized that
at least 5 million workers were already unemployed in the nation.

On ochester's economic,situation, see Albert C. Stevens, "Analy-
sis of the Phenomencin ot the- Pani:: in the United States in 1893,"

212111111xloursalsEjamIL.A 8 (January 1894): 257.
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20
Constitution, By-Laws, and Rulr,q of Order of the Central

Trades and Labor Council of Rochester. and Vicinity (Rochester:
The Labor Journal, 1904), p. 3. These themes were common in
radical and non - radial workingclass literature.

21
RandorlPh C. Downes, Industrial Beginings (Toledo: The

Toledo Printing Company, 1954), pp. 125-264 and Toledo Blade,
10 Mar. 1893.

22
The People's Call, 8 Sept. 1894.

23
Attacks against Debs and Altgeld in particular were long

and severe. See the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 10 Jan.
1895, which applauded Debs' imprisonment; the Evening Bee, 6, 12,
and 16 July 1894, which did likewise; and the Kansas CityEtAr,
which ran a string pf editorials against Debs during'and-after
the Pullman Strike.

24
. ,Kansas City Mail, 15 Nov. 1892..

1

25Rochester
Democrat and Chronicle, 29 Sept. 1896.

,

26
The Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, for example, urged

. ,

workers to use the ballot box and ignore the "class struggle."
"In this country the ballet is irresistible. Why should men
who control that tremendous force waste their time and strength
in strikes and boycotts and such-like futilities?" (10 July 1894).
Though additional sources can easily be marshalled, the Kansas
City' $tar best st*Imed up the usual position when it asserted on
January 12, 1892 that "the American workingman, native and
naeuralized...is the best paid, the best read, the bast fed and

, - -17
clothed and schooled and nurtured, tbe most independent and the
most ambitious man of his class in the world." Even as the
depression creat economic chaos in Kansas City, the Star made

1an identical poi in an editorial on Seember 3, 1894.

27
Rochester Labor, 6 June 1896; and"Kansas,City Labor, 7

Deck 1895.

28
Midland Mechanic, 28 Apr. 1898.

29
Midland Mechanic, 14 July 1898.

30
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 23 Sept. 1897.

31
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 2 Jan. 1899. Lippelt

engaged in a long harangue against plutocratic control of the
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press, the church, and the economy.

32The
People's Call,

2
5 Aug. 1894.

Gavett, Development of the Labor Movement, p. 3.

34
R. Ogden, "The Great Goddess Prosperity," Nation 69 (Decem-

. ber 14, 1899), p. 442.

et
35
In cities like Chicago, for example, the police force vio-

lently attacked peaceful Socialist marchers in /:abor parages-ttlie
Kansas City Sear endorsed this police action on 12 Nov: 1891 and
18 Nov. 1891.

36
N

Konstitution and Neben-Gesetze der Brauerei-Engineer and
FuerleUte Lokal-Union (MAlwaukee, 1913), p. 3. Marx's famous
words were commonly placed on banners and publications of the
Federated Trade Council in the 1890s.

37
Lawrence Goodwyn, Democratic Promise: The Populist Movemdef

in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1976); David P.
Thelen, The New Citizenship: Origins of Progressivism in Wisconsin,
1885-1900 (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, '1972); and
Herbert F. Margulies, The Decline of the Progressive Movement in
Wisconsin 1890-1920 (Madison: the State Historical Society of
Wisconsin, 1968), p. 12. Because few oricinal records of the
urban Populists survive, I have relied on wspaper reports of
their meetings in the regular press and accessible Populist
newspapers for the period.

38
Rochester Democrat and Chronitle, 14 Sept. 1894.

39
Toledo Blade, 4 Feb. 1893. 'That the Populists succeeded

was doubtful:

40
Kansas City Star, 2 May 1892. The opposition Mail asserted

on October 11, 1893, that 7Mormons and Socialists should be scat-
tered to the four winds."

41
Kansas City Star, 19 July 1894 and 23 Sept. 1894; and Kansas,

City Mail, 22 'Feb. 1894. Also see Brown and Dorsett, K. C., pp.
90-91, 110.

42
Williams Jennings Bryan, of course, was nominated as a

fusion candidate for President by the Democrats in 1896, but he
was not a true Populist.

43
On the history of the Federated Trades1Council, see espec-
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ially its own writings, The Federated Trades Council Dire ory
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin (Milwaukee: Published by the T de and
Labor Assdciation, 1892); Artisan Day Souvenir (Milwaukee:
Meyer-Rotier Printing Co. 1884); End of the Century Labor Day
Souvenir (Milwaukee: Germania Press, 1900),..as well as. its
manuscript collection and minutes deposited at the State Histor-
ical Society of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin (which will be
later cited throughout this study). Excel
include Gavett, Development of the Labot
Chap. 12; and Gerd Korman, Industrializati
Americanizers: The View fiom Milwauk06, 18

nt secondary treatments
ement; Still, Milwaukee,
,'Immigrants, and
6-1921 (Madison: The

State Histprical Society of Wisconsin, 1967), Chap. 2.
A

4
4Siill, M p. 289;

Movement, Chap. 6; and Jerry M.
Guard in the Milwaukee Riots of
History 55 (Augumn 1971).

Gavett, Qpvelopment of the Labor
Cooper, "The Wisconsin National
1886," Wisconsin Magazine of

45
Sti11, Milwaukee, Chap. -12; Gavett Development of the Labor

Movement, pp. 12-77.

46
Federated Trades Council, Artisan Day Souvenir, n. p.

47
wisconsin Vorwarts, 21 Jan. 1894.

48
This Milwaukee SOcialist

Labor, 7 )ec. 1895. He added:
Milwaukee now, (since there .are

men, roaming .about the city, in
have nothing to subsist on, not
their head for a night's rest."

was guoted'in the Kansas City
"These are prosperous times in

j 7,000 to 8,-000 idle working
search for work, have no homes,

'even a place where they can lay

49
Federated Trades Council, tisan Day Souvenir, n.p. I am

indebted to Thomas Gavett's bookdfor the initial lead on this
citation.
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50
Wisconsin Vorwarts, 22 Nov. 1893; 25 Nov. 1893; .Nd 21 Jan.

1894.

. 5-Wisconsin Vorwarts, 13 Nov. 1893. Earlier in the month,.on
November 6, Berger editorialized that the People's Party was not
as 11progressive" as a Socialist party. Also see Fredelick I. Olson,
"Milwaukee's Socialist Mayors: End of an Era and Its Beginnings,"
Historical Messenger of the Milwaukee County Historical Society
16 (March 1960): 5.

52
Wisconsin Vorwarts, 30 Apr. 1893; 10'Febr. 1894L and 1 Nov.

1896; and Frederick I. Olson, "The Milwaukee Socialists, 1897-
1941," Ph.D. disserletion, Harvard University, 1952, p. 71 and,
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for an examination of politics and athletics, Frank P. Ziedler,
"When Milwaukee Turner's Were Mors Than Gymnasts," Historical
Messenger of the Milwaukee County Historical Society 11 (March
1955): 11-15.

5
3Wisconsin Vorwarts, 11 Feb. 189 6,011

'54
Wisconsin Vorwarts, 13 Nov. 1898; and also.examine-an

important letter, "Secretary of Socialist Society tothe
Central Committee ofthe People's Party of Milwaukee, September
16, 1896," _(William Pieolow Papers, Milwaukee County Historical
Society, Milwaukee, Wiscotsin,

55
Milwaukee Socialist thought ikactiOn are best described

in Gavett, Development of the Labor Movement; Still, 4ilwaukee,
Chap. 12; Olson, "Ithe Milwaukee Socialists," and Marvin Wachman.,
The Hkstory of the Social-Democratic Panty of Milwaukee (Urbana:
The University of,Illinois Press, 1945). A valuable biography
of Victor Berger is by Sally M. Mil r, Victor Berger and the
Promise of Constructive Socialismi_t010-1920 (Westport, CcImn.:
Greenwood'Press, Inc., 1973).

56
Because scholars have repeatedly emphasized the importance

of the new middle class like urban superintendents in school
reform, there hat not been sufficient attentionAgiven to the role
of various community groups and labor unions in education fn
Progressive era. An important essay which is interested in
different questions about the working class and schooling is by
David Hogan, "Education and the Making of the Chicago Working
Class, 1880-1930," History of Education Quarterly 18 (Fall
1978): 227 -270. John D. Buenker's Urban Liberalism and Pro-
gressive Reform (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 1978)
retrieves laborers from the dustbin of histgry but too often
exaggerates their singular influence on Progressivism.

57
Federated Trades Council Minutes, 19 Dec. 1900. ederated

Trades Cguncil of Milwaukee Papers.)

58
Die Munizipal-Platform der Sozial-Demokratischen von

Milwaukee fur das Neujahr, 1904, n. p.

59
Wisconsin Vorwarts, 16 Oct. 1895. Berger wryly noted that

it was difficult for Milwaukee's workers to'celebrate the city's
golden anniversary when, as he estimated, "10,000 wage earners"
were unemployed.

60
Constitution and By -Laws of the Federated TradesiCouncil of

Wisconsin (Milwaukee: The Edward Keough Preis, 1900), p. 4.
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61
Wisconsin Vorwarts, 24'Dec. 1899.

LIP
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..62
Quoted in Rev. orlo J. Price, "One Hundred Years of Protes- og

tantism in Rochester," in Centennial History of Rochester, New
York ed. Edward,P. Foreman, 4 vols. (Rochester: Printed by John
P. Smith, Inc., 1933), 3: 241. ,

63
Henry F. May, Protestant Churches and Industrial America

(New York: Harper & Row, 1949).

64
Arthur M. Schlesinger, A Critical Period in American

.Reliiion, 187441900 (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, c. 1967),
p. 44. The literature on the rise of the SocialGospll is vast.
In addition to May, Protestant Churches, see at least Charles
Howard Hopkins,"-the Riseof,the Social Gospel in American
Protestantism, 1865-1915 (NewiHaven: Yale University PreSs,
1940); Aaron I. Abell, The Urban Impact on American Protestant-
ism,*1865-1900 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1943); and,
more recently, Ronald C. White, Jr., and C. Howard Hopkins, The
Social Gospel;(Philadelphia: Temple University,Press, 1976).

65
Rochester pemocrat and Chronicle, 18 Dec. 1893. The wage

earners adopted a resolution that attacked charity nd demanded
thatworkers "enjoy equal rights.apd privileges in he pursuit -

.1, of lappinesseend.enjoyment with any other class of .itizens."
rior an excellent survey of local religious response to the working
class, see Blake McKelvey, "Walter Rauschenbusch's Rochester,"
Rochester History 14 (October 1954: 1-27.

i Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 29 Sept. 1894.

67
Evening Bee, 26 Oct: 1893. The Bee's editorials urged

workers to attend church, despite their differences with it.

68Federated Trades Council, Artisan Day Souvenir
(Milwaukee: Federated Trades Council, 1895). p. 50.

69
Kansas City Mail, 19 July 1892. In appraising different

wayst in which the church could end its estrangeMent with workers,
the Star' (24 Feb. 1895) concluded that formal religion currently
lacked the proper emphasiS on delivering a "spiritual" message to
wage earners.

1

7
0Midland Mechanic, 13 Jan. 1898,and 26 Jan. 1899. In the

former article entitled, "Christ a Vagabond,". Rev. Myron Reed
wrote: "What wax Christ killed for, and who killed him...Right
down at the bottom, Christ was killed-4= his sympathy with the
poor and contempt for the rich and unjust. He was regarded by the
respectable classes as an outlaw and a felon, and, if you please,
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an anarchist."
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.

71
Report on Statistics of Churches in the United States at

the Eleventh Census: 1890 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1894), p. 91.

72
McKervey, The Flower City, p. 312; idem, "Walter Rauschen-

busch's Rochester," pp. 1-27.

73
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 19 May 1890.

74Rochester
Democrat and Chronicle, 6 Oct. 1894. This Bap-

tist, in line with religious commentary for the times, "asserted
that the workingman was not to lib found in the churches in any
great number4."

75
Herbert G. Gutman, Wprk, Culture, and Society in Indus-

trializing America (New York: Vintage Books, 1977), Chap. 2.

76
welter RauschenbUsch, Christianizing the Social Order

(New York:, 'The Macmillan Co., 1912); P.,9: and Schlesinger, "A
Critical Period," p. 26, who argued that -'these attempts to 0
socialize Christian thought and practice, of course, represented
the efforts of energetic minorities." For an international
perspective, see Ralph Miliband, The State in Capitalist Society
*(New'York: Basic Books, 1969), pp. 202-04.

77
Patricia Youmans Wagner, "Voluntary Associations in Kansas

04y, Missouri, 1880-1900" Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Kansas City, 1962, pp. 98-99. The Midland Mechanic, on October
13, 1898, went out of its way to call Rev. Northrup "thefrieng
of the laboring classeb." Also see Brown and Dorsett, K. C.,
p. 89. For information on other pro-working class members of
the clergy and the rise of the-Social Gospel, consult McKelvey,
"walter Rauscnenbusch's Rochester," pp. 1-24; Downes, History of
Lake Shore Ohio, 2: 510-11; Gordon A. Riegler, "The Story oS
Religion in Toledo, 1875-1900," Northwest Ohio Quarterly 25
(Autumn 1953): 218- idem, Northwest Ohio Quarterly 26
(Winter 1953-54): 69-991 eleh, Origins of Progressivism,
Chap. 5; and Hugh H. Knapp, e Social Gospel in Wisconsin,
1890-1912," M. A. thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1968. Nearly
every standard secondary source on Progrlevive reform as a

national phenomenon contains a section on ?Ile development of
the Social Gospel.

78
For a typical comment by-a Universaliet minister whtsi leaned

toward the Social Gospel, see "If Christ Came to Rochester" in the
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 19 Nov. 1894. On the civic and
institutional church, read the representative essays by Williac., T.
Stead (who wrote the famous tract, If Christ Came to Chicago),
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"Civic Church," Revifiw of Reviews 8 (October 1393): 438-45; and
P. Tyner, "Civic Church," Arena 17 (Fall 1897): 371-87.

x7
9
There is a wide literature on Golden Rule Jones but still

no book length study, which should be rectified since Jorrs'
massive papers:iore now available on microfilm. The interpreta-
tion that follows is based on his original writings and corre-
spondence, supplemented with useful information drawn frbe.L_the
following works: Hapey S. Ford, "The Life and Times of Golden
Rule Jones," Ph.D. dissertation, University 'of Michigan, 1953:
George E. Mowry, The Era of Theodore Roosevelt (New York:
Harper & Row, 1962); Melvin G. Holli, "Urban Reform in the
Procgessive Era," in The Progressive Era, ed. Lewis L. Gould
(Syracuse: SyracuseNUniversity Press, 1974); puenker, Urban ,

Liberalism; Russel B. Nye, Midwestern Progressive Politics
(East Lansing:* Michigan State\University Press, 1951); and
James H. Rodabaugh, "Samuel M.\Jones--Evangel of Equality,"
Northwest Ohio Quarterly 15 (J4nuary 1943): 17,-46. ,

80
Samuel M. Jones, The New Right: A Plea for Fair Play

Through a More Just -Sc:ciel Orde (New York: Eastern Book
Concern, 19399), p. 43. Many of the most common details of
Jones' life are contained in thi work.

81
Ford, The Life and Times,," Chap. 1-3.

82
Mrs.' Edwin Hearth to'SemUel M. Jones, August 29, 1397, p

(Samuel M. Jones Papers, Lucas County- Toledo Public Library,
Toledo, Ohio. All of the letters cited in the remainder of this
chapter are from this manuscript collection.) This particular.
letter was among the dozens of urgent pleas that he annually
received for economic aid. Letters came note only from:roledoans
and Ohioans but desperate people from all over theination.

83
Jones, The New Right, pp. 61-62. ,

84
Jones tolilepry DemorestoLloyd, May 28, 1897. In a letter

to C. D. Wright, the United States Commissioner of Labor, on June
15, 1897, Jones argued that "tlierindustrial depression is so
great in this city and the surMunding country that I am [sic]
lead to conclude that the number of men in enforced idleness at
the present time is greater perhaps, as it seems to me, than at
any other time in our history. I am something of a radical, and
believe it is necessary to adopt radical teasures to correct the
unjust conditions that afflict us in many departments of our
social life."

85
Jones, The New Right, pp. 118-19. In his letters Jones

continually complained that the economic system was out of
harmony with Christian ethics, and no subject so preoccupied
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his thoughts as that of unemployment. He believed that all able
bodied people who wanted a job had'a right'to one; moreover, he
encouraged unionism at a time when it was still regarded by many
a. subversive. In a letter to Frank W. Holmes, on July 6, 1897,
in the matter of unemployment, Jones typically wrote: "To be
contented while such injustice prevails around me seems to me a
little short of being pagan, and I am utterly unable to under-
stand how.one can claim to be 'christian' at all, who is indif-
ferent to this sitgalon."

ille
86
Toledo Blade, 12 Nov. 1895. Over and over again in his

h
correspondence, Jones praised Herron and argued that Herron
first impressed_upon him at an acceptance of tk Fatherhood
of God logically led to an acceptance of the Brotherhood of Man.
See Jones to Re' Crafts, October 28, 1897;'Jones to George D.
Herron, February 11, 1898; Jones to W. A. Kling, February 15,
1898; and Jones to W. R. Waddell, October 12, 1398.

87
Jane Addams, Twenty Years at Hull House (New ork: Signet

Classics, 1961), p. 140.

88
Jones to F. H. Boke, February 2, 1899. A characteristic

statement by Jones on the failure of the churches to match up to
the teachings of Christ can be found in a letter to James H. ;

Hoadley, July 19, 1897. "I_am becoming more and more impressed
with the thought that the church is not 'christian'; that by
separating life into fragments of sacred and secular she has
misled the people, and there is very little of the christianity
of the Carpenter of Nazareth, as I understand it, irk our churches
today."

89
Jones to George P. Waldorf, October 11, 1999.

90
Samuel M. Jones, Letters of Labor and Love (Indianapolis:

The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publisher, 1905), p. 59. See also
Jones, The New Right, pp. 121, 227-28, and 401; and Frank Tracy

' Carlton, "Golden-Rule Factory," Arena 32 (October 1904): 408-10,
for an examination of Jones' ideas in action.

91
Jones, The New Right, pp. 227-228. Here Jones went on to

complain that in most factories "men are treated as impersonal
'hands', not as brothers or human beings." '

kSaf lton, "Golden-Rule Factory," pp. 403-10; and Ernest
Crosby, Golden Rule Jones (Chicago: The Public Publishing Company,
1906), pp. 12-15.

93
Foa, "The Life and Times," pp. 90-91, who notes that Jones

"infuriated': manS, of Toledo's ministers when he took out subscrip-
tions of the Toledo Union for all of them.
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Samuel M. Jones, No Title 1.s Higher Than Man

found is the Junes Papers.
a song

95
Jones attacKed the American Protective Association, racist

bigots, and those who called immigrants "scum scrub." See Jones
to Dr. J. Thomas Lee, September 29, 1898. To nativists, Jones
simply responded: "I believe in Brotherhood, universal Brother-
hood." On the affections of different ethnic groups to Jones,
more, will be said in later chapters.

96
pJones to Rev. L. M. Fisk, February 2, 1898.
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c.

"Notes to Chapter 5"

*1
Aswide variety' of literature a the 1890s ...nd Progressivism

is cited throughout this study which ,describes these trends; on
business consolidation, see Gabriel Kolko, The Triumph of Conser-
vatism: A Reinterpretation of American History, 1q00-1916 (Glencoe,
Ill.: The Free Press, 1963).

2
The importance of structural changfp in school governance

was largely ignored in the first major historical examination of
Progressive education, Lawrence Cremin't The Transformation of
the School: Progre'ssivism in American Education, 1876-1957 (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962). This has been rectified in a so-
called "revisionist" literature written from many different
ideological perspectives. Compare, for example, Joel Spring,!
Education and the Riselof the Corporate State (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1972), Chap. 7; David B. Tyack, The One Best System: A
History of American Urban Education (Cambridge: Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1974), Part 4; and Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis,
Schooling in Capitalist America (New York: Basic Books, 1976),,
Chap. 7.

Recent criticism of school board centralization is part of
an older literature of dissent. See Scott Nearing, "Who's Who
on Our Boards of Education," School and Society 5 (January 1917):
89-90; and George S. Counts, The Social Composition of Boards of
Educltion: A Study in the Social Control of Public Education
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1927).

4
Tyack, The One Best System, p. 77, passim; Bullough,

Cities and Schools in the Gilded Age (Port Washington, New York:
Kennikat Press, 1974), p. 75; and Clarence Karier et. al. Roots of
Crisis (Chicago: Rand McNally College Publishing Company, 1973),
p. 109, note 4. For numerous case studies within a similar

.

theoretical perspective, also'see Samuel P. Hays, "The Politics
.

of Reform in Municipal Government in the Progressive Era," Pacific
Northwest Quarterly 55 (October 1964): 157-691 idem, "The Social
Analysis of American Political History, 1880-1920," Political
Science Quarterly 80 (September 1915): 383-84; Elinor Mondale
Gersman, "Progressive Reform of the St. Louie*. -School Board, 1897,"
History of Education rlarterly 10 (Spring 1970): 3-21; William H.
Issel, "Modernization in Philadelphia School Reform, 1882-1905,"
Pennsylvania Magazine ofHistory and Biography 94 (July 1970):
381-82; and Ronald M. Johnson, "Politics and Pedagogy: The 1892
Cleveland Schooil Peform,"Ohio History 84 (Autumn 1975): 196-206.

5
Cf. much of the previously cited ftterature in this chapter.

Though this analysis does not share her ideological defensiveness
and support for. centralization reforms, also see Diane Ravitch,

,, The -Revisionist-ReVised: A Critique of the Radical Attack on the
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Schools (New Yor!._: Basic Books, 1977), especially Chap. 7.

6
Morton Keller, Affairs of State: Public Life in Late Nine-

teenth Century America (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1977), p. 534.

Blake McKelvey, "Rochesier's Public Schools: A Testing
Ground for ommunity Policies," Rochester History 31 (April 1969):
9-13; William J. Reese, "The Control of Urban 'School Boards During
the Progressive Era: A Reconsideration," Pacific Northwest
Quakterly 68 (October 1977): 164-74; Milwaukee School Report,
1897, pp 58-64: and "Educational Organization and Progress in
Aierican cities," The Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science 25 (January 1905): 182.

a
Although Wisconsin had a schooIsuffrage law for women, it

was essentially a dead letter. City directories and school
reports constituted the major 'Source materials for'the collective
biographies in this chapter.

9
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 9 Apr. 1892.

10
Rochester DemocA:..1. andChronicle, 10 Jan. 1899. Graft and

corruption were so common that President Nell added: "No defi-
ciencies and no scaleals attach to its business methods."

11
Again, the nameeand occupations of school board members

were examined in local school reports and city directories.

12
The number of members on the school boards of different

cities was usually idefitioll w the number of established wards.
Also see W. W. Chalmers, "Brief aistory of the Toledo Public
Schools," in James J. Burns, ed. Educational History of Ohio
(Columbus: Historical ?ublishing Company, 1905), p. 395.

13
D. F. DeWolf, "Toledo," in Historical Sketches of Public

Schools in Cities, Villages, and Townships of the State of Ohio
(Columbus: Ohio State Centennial Educational Committee, 1876),
p. 5.

14
Charles Sumner Van Tassel, Story of the Maumee Valley, Toledo,

ndand the S lipky Region 2 vols. (Chicago: The S. J. Clarke Publish-
ing Comp ny,A41.929), 2: 1560.

15
Toledo School Report, 1890, p.

Chronik des Deutschen Pioqer-Vereins
Gilsdorf Printing Company, 1898), pp.
long-term member of the Toledo school

11; and Peter J. Mettler,
von Toledo, Ohio (Toledo:
108-09. Zirwas was a
board, and he was always
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singled out by Good Government reformers for his exemplary char-
acter and contributions to public education. See the Toledo
Blade, 3 Feb. 1897.

1 6Patrick
Donnelly, "The Milwaukee Public Schools," in John

William Stearn, ed. The Columbian History of Education in Wiscon-
sin (Milwaukee: Press of the Evening Wisconsin Company, 1893),
pp. 462-63.

. I
.

17
Amerlcan Industry and Manufactures in the 19th Century

(Elmsford, New York; Maxwell'Reprint Company,/c. 1970), p. 988;
and the appropriate table in the Appendix.'

18
The best analysis of the ward system is in Tyack, The One

Best System. .It is not as critical, however, as his interpreta-
tion of the Progressive era.

ti

19
Toledo School Report, 1896, p. 14. For a similar complaint

on the inequalitieS that existed under the ward system, also see
the report in Milwaukee School Proceedings, 2 May 1893.

20
See, again, the appropriate literature on the social con-

sequences of school board consolidation in footnotes 2, 3, and 4.

21
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 21 June 1898.

22
On the Toledo A.P.A. and Major's activities, see Henry J.

Desmond, The A.P.A. Movement (Washington: The New Century Press,
1912), pp. 25-26, and 68-69; Donald L. Kinzer, AnjW12C!eilljlti-
Americanism: The American Protective Association (Seattle: Uni-
versity of Washington Press, 1964), pp. 98-99; and Harvey S. Ford,
"The Life and Times of Golden Rule Jones," Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Michigan, 1953, pp. 81 -84.

23
For a Oetailed breakdown of the social origins of ward

school board members.in Toledo just prior to consolidation in
1898, see William J. Reese, "William Backus Guitteau and'Educa
tional Reform in Toledo During the Progressive Era," M.A. thesis,
Bowling Green State University, 1975, pp. 36-61, 115-20.

24
The Kansas City Labor Herald was a persistent critic of the

school board in the Progressive era. More will be said about
Kansas City trade unions and educational reform in later chapters,
but the Herald's editorial on March8, 1912 summarizeda common
complaint: "The dissatisfaction among the citizens of this city
with the school board is becoming so strong as to command serious
,ttention to the party representatives responsible for the situa-
tion. Instead of the board being servants of the people, they
have become masters."
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25
-- Fourteen different city, county( and state histories of

Missouri were used in assembling this collective biography,
along with census materials, the, annual city directories, and
the Kansas City School Reports. Spare limitations prohibit the
formal listing of the various sources.

26
Kansas City Times, 23 Sept. 1883; and 10 Mar. 1882, which

contains the-statement guotNi at the head of this chapter.

27
Kansas City Star, 21 Oct. 1891; and Pen and Sunlight

Sketches of Kansas City and Environs "(Chicago: Phoenix Publish-
ing Co., 1892), p. 64; and Dorothy Galloway, "James Mickleborough.
Greenwood: An Evaluation of His Services as an Educator and His
Contributions to Educational Thought," M.A. thesis, Washington
University, 1931, pp. 16-17.

28
A.,J. D. Stewart, ed. The History of the Bench and Bar of

Missouri (St. Louis: The Weal Publishing Co., 1893),'in its
biography of perennial board member Ronald L. Yeager, po. 663-64;
and "Educational Organizatio%,and Progress in American Cities,"
p. 182. Yeager's own business orientations are reflected in
."School Boards, What and Why?" National Education Association
Addresses and Proceedings (1896): 973 -7'i.

29
Kansas City Mail, 16 Feb. 1894; and the Labor Herald 20

July 1906: 15 Mar. 1912; and 27 Mar. 1914.

30
Most popular historians and biographers of the Kansas City

area viewed these developments uncritically. A characteristic
view is by Carrie Westlake Whitney, Kansas City, Missouri, Its
History and People 1808-1908 3 vols. (chicagd: The S. J. Clarke
Publishing Company,- 1908), 1: 318. In reference to the bipart-
isan'plan, 'she wrote: "The leading residenta,of Kansas City
believed that the personnel of the school board should be free
from the influences of politics and sectarianism." It was also
free from ordinary people. A. Theodore Brown and Lyle W. Dor-
sett acknowledge he elite character of the board of education
in K. C.: A History of Kansas City, Missouri (Boulder: Pruett
Publishing Company,, 1978), pp. 84-85.

31
Ibid. Also see "Educational Organization and Progress,"

pp. 182-83.

32
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 7 Jan. 1899. The paper

ran pro-centralization editorials and articles'throughout January
...."".

and February. "The people of Rochester demand a reorganized
school board," it argued on January 24, "the general view seems
to be that the present board is needlessly bulky, and represents' '1 I
respective localities rather than the city at large."

,)
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33
Toledo Evening Bee, 25 Jan. 1898; Reese, "Another Look,"

pp. 165-66.

34
Duane Mowry, "The Milwaukee School System," Educational

Review 20 (Summer'1900): 147.

'35
Although-historians have often commented on the role of

Good Government associations in centralization reform, not
enough attention has been placed on women's influence in social
change. As was indicated ih Chapter 3, women were active in
almost every phase of educational change in urban education in
the Progressive era.

36
Tyack, The pne Best System, p. 95.

37
Dorothy S. Truesdale, "The_Three R's in Rochester, 1850-

1900,"in Blake McKelvey, ed. The History of Education in Rochester.
(Rochester: Published by the Society, 1939): 120-21. Typical
examples of scandals and poor business practices for simply a
short period of time are given in the Rochester Democrat and
Chronicle, 22 Mir. 1890; 30 Oct. 1890; 4 Nov. 1890; 6 Nov. 1890;
14 Nov. 1890; 19 Nov. 1-390; and 12 Jan. 1891. In the article
on November 4, the paper asserted that "the session ofthe Board
of Education last evening was asjlarmonious as though an. inves-
tigation of its proceedings was an unheard of matter."

38
fxamples are too numerous to cite. By the late 1890s com-

peting newspapers wire.filled with essays on mayoral vetoes; d
board members and the city administration exchanged many
words over the financial behavior of the ward leiders.
problem pf nepotism in the Milwaukee schools is examined in Mark
Van Pelt, "The Teacher and the Urban Community, 1860-1900," M.A.
thesis, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1978.

39
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 19 Nov. 1890:

40
Rochester School Report, 1891, p. 58.

41'
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 12 Jan. 1891; 13 Jan.

1891; 20 Jan. 1891; and 3 Feb. 1891. The records were stolen
from the Free Academy, the 'building that housed the city high
school and the placp whve.the board kept its official documents.
It wasp classic example of having the foxes guard the chicken
house.

42
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 17 Feb. 1891. A similar

action was taken by the Milwadkee school commissioners after Au-
gust Schattenberg bilked the schools for over $40,000.
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43
The Toledo Blade and Toledo Evening Bee ere fillad with

almost daily reports on the affairs of the school board and the
progress of legislative reform in January, Februaky, March, and
April 1898. See, for example, the Bee for at least the following
important issues: 25 Jan. 1898; 26 Jan. 1898; 27 Jan. 1898; 28
Jan. 1898; 29 Jan. 134;98: 30 Jan. 1898; 31 Jan. 1398; 1 Feb. 1898;
2 Feb. 1898L7 Feb.1__________193;--.9--Feb. 1898; 17 Feb. 1898; 18 Feb. 1898;,
19 Feb. 18987-&-Mar. 1898; and 23 Aar, 1898. Besides Reese,
"Another Look," pp. 164-74, 41so see idem, "Progressive School
Reform in Toledo, 1898-1921," Northwest Ohio Quarterly 47 (Spring
1975)i 44-59.

44
Quoted in Ford, "The Life and Times," p. 178.

45
In the early Seventies, for example, the Seebote attacked

members of the Lchool board for land swindles and backroom deals,
as cited in the 'Milwaukee Sentinel, 17,Feb. 1372. Also see Mowry,

Grow
"The Milwaukee School System," p. 141; William Lamers, Our Roots

Deep (Milwaukee: .Milwaukee-Public Schools, 1974), p. 84; .

and Jerome A.'Watfous, ed. Memoirs of Milwaukee County 2 vols.
(Madison, Wi: Western Historical Association, 1909), 1: 406.

46
Proceedings of the Common Council ofthe City of Milwaukee

(Milwauke4, 1890), 16 Dec. 1899. The vote was 17 to 16. William
Gauder, a prominent German school commissioner, mentions the
scandal in the Milwaukee School Proceedings, May 1891. Also
see tne Milwaukee Daily News, 7 May 1890 and 1 Apr. 1892; Milwau-
kee Sentinel, 6 May 1891. Compare the assessment of one of
Schattenberg's contemporaries, Watrous, Memoirs, 1: 406.

47
M4lwaukee Letter," Wisconsin Journal of Education 20

(January 1890): 24.'

48
An important analysis of mugwumper and its relationship

to Good Government reforms is by David Thelen, The New Citizen-
ship,: Origins of Progressivism in Wisconsin, 1885-1900 (Colum-
bia: Uniilersity of Missouri Press, 1974), Chap. 8

49
Dlake Mc4lvey, Rochester: The Quest for Quality, X890-

1925 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1956), Chap. 4;
Edward W. Stevens, Jr., "The Pdlitical Education of Children in
the Rodhester Public Schools, 1899-1917: An Historical Perspec-
tive on Social Control in Public Education," Ed.D. dissertation,
University of Rochester, 1971, pp. 30-31; Randolph Downes, Indus -
triAr Beginnings (Toledo: Toledo Printing Company, 1954), pp.
157-58; Bayrd Still, Milwaukee: The History of a City (Madison:
The State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1948), pp. 299-301;

Thelen, The New CitizensW.p, Chap. 8; Kansas City Star 25 Jan.
1892; and Kansas City Mail, 16 Feb. 1894.
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50
Rochester Democrat and

51
Rochester Democrat and

I

Chronicle, 19 Jan. 1894.

Chronicle, 8 Feb. 1894.

52
The plan was described in the Rochester Democrat and

Chronicle, 23 Nov. 1894. On Aldridge, pertinent studies include
McKelvey, be Quest for Quality, passim; idem, "Rochester's

.

Public Schools," p. 9; idem, .".The Mayors of Rochester's Mid Years:
1860-1900," Rochester History 27 (January 1966): 21-24; andidem,
"Rochester at the Turn of the Century," Rochester History 12
(January 1950.): 8-9.

53
Rochester School Report, 1894, p. 49; and Rochester Democrat

and Chronicle, 10 Mar. 1894.

*
reaction of the school commissioners to varj.ous proposals for
reorganization in the Rdithester School IlepssuliM, pp. 152-53.

54
Rochester School Report, 1895, pp. 69, 93. Also see the

55
Rochester School Report, 1898, 'pp. 152-53. -Commissioner

Dow, who drafted-different aspects of a reorganization plan that
ultimately bore his name, diligently tried to interest fellow
commissioners in reform. At one particular meeting, he tried to
hold a session to consider reorganization, but "few accepted the
invitation. School reform, apparently, does not strike a respon-
sive chord in the hearts of most of the members of the board,"
See the Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 18 Jan. 1898.

56
Rochester School Report, 1898, p. 153. The usual comment

was still added:- "No persons familiar with school affairs or 4',

school management [sic] was consulted" in the preparation of the
final bill.

57
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 1 May 1898. Also consult

McKelvey, "Rochester's public Schools," p. 9, where he argues:
"Frustrated by continued bickering, the Good Government forces
accepted the promise of Aldridge of a free hand-in the schools if
they would back his nominees for Council." Other relevant sources
include "The. Laws of 1898, As Amended by the Laws of 1900 and
1901," in Rochester School Report, 1902, pp. 5-33; A.1c.4ra
McGregor, "History'of the Public Schools of Rochester, New York,:'
in George R. roreman, ed. Centennial History of Rochester, New
York 4 vols. (Flochester: Printed by John P. Smith Co., 1934),
4: 179; and Herbert S. Weet "The Development of Public Education
in Rochester, 1900-1910," in McKelvey, The History of Education
in Rochester, pp. 183 -86..

. 5
Quest for 84-85. According to

McKelvey, there was proof that the clause was added by the state
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printer at the request of Boss Aldridge and representatives of
the American Book Company.

59
Tyack, The One Best System"provides an excellent examina-

tion of the vacuousness of centralizers' arguments in the area of
"non-partisanship," one in which many subsequent historians have
fully concurred. A convenient synopsis of Tyack's important
contributions. and scholarship on the Progressive era is in David
B. Tyack, Michael W. Kirst, and Elisabeth Hansot, "Educational
Reform: Retrospect and Prospect," Teachers College Record 81
(Spring 1980): 257-59.

60
The Toledo Evening Bee (21 Jan. 1896) wrote an incisive

editorial on Major's plans in the heat of political debate. Also
`see this newspaper for 18 Sept. 1895 and 25 Sept. 1895; as well
as the Republican Blade for 23 JaR. '1896; 24 Jan. 1896; and 25
Jan. 1896; and Hoyt Landon Warner, progressivism in Ohio, 1897-
1919 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press,' 1964), pp. 13, 25.

61
0n the issue of bi-partisanship, consult McKelvey, The Quest

for ,Quality, p. 83. For the Toledo scone, see Reese, "Another
Look," p. 165.

62
Toledo Blade, 23 Mar. 1895.

63
Toledo Evening Bee, 26 Jan. 1898.

64
Toledo Evening Bee, 3 April 1898; and 19 Apr. 1898; Toledo

Blade, 18 Apr. 1898; Downes, Industrial Beginnings, pp. 207-212;
idem, "Tile People's Schools: Popular Foundations of Toledo's
Public School System," -Northwest Ohio Quarterly 29 (Winter 1956-

r 1957): '12-13; W. W. Chalmers, "Brief History of the Toledo Public
Schools," p. 395; and Reese, "Progressive School Reform in Toledo,"
pri). 44-59.

65See
Samuel M. Jones' mayoral addresses for some of his

' public positions on the Niles Bill, especially Annual Statements
of the Finances.of Toledo (Toledo, A1898), p. 22; Annual State-

, ments of the Finances of Toledo (TOtedo, 1901), 16; and
Annual Statiants of tfie Finances of TOledo (Toledo, 1902), p. {l6.

66
Toledo Evening Bee, 26 Mar. 1898. Jones' public life and

activities have been well documented. See eipeciellyjerd, "The
Life and Times"; Wendell F. Johnson, Toledo's Nor Partisan Move-
ment (Toledo: Press, of H. J. Crittenden Co., 1922); Brand Whit-
lock, "'Golder} Rule' Jones," World's Work 8(September 1904):
5308-311; Peter Jerome FredeLick, "European Influences on the
Awakening of tfie American Social Conscience, 1886-1904;" Phh.D.
dissertation, University of California-Berkeley, 1966, Chap. 9,;'
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and Gary Bailey, "The Toledo Independent Movement: A Test of the
Urban Liberalism Thesis," M.A. thesis, Bowling Green State Uni-
versity, 1977.

ev.

67
The Toledo Union, 19 Mar. 1898.

68
Downes,' II The Pecple's.Schools," pp. 13-14. For a small

sampling, for example, see especially Toledo Building,Trpades
Council to Jones, March 10, 1899; Granite Cutters National Union
to Jones, March 17, 1899; and Knights of Labor to Jones, March
28, 1899.- (Samuel M. Jones Papers, Lucas County-Toledo Public
Library, Toledo, Ohio.)

69
Tucker's fife and activities in the schools are easily

traced in Neyin 0. Winter, A History of North4est.Ohio 3 vols.
(Chicago: The Lewis Publishing Company, 1917), 2: 676; J.
Hazard Perry and Mason Warner, The Lincoln Club (Toledo: Warner
and Perry, 1899), pp. 353-54; and Harvey Schribner, Memoirs of
Lucas County and the City, of Toledo.2yo1s. (Madison, Wi.:
Western Historical Association, 1910),.2: 518-19. See also the
detailed information in'Tucker's obituary in the.Blade 12 Jan.
1921.

70
Toledo Blade, 28 Jan. 1898. The Blade editorialized that

Tucker could not read the handwriting on the wall and called him
a demagogue who failed to see that nepotism and paterhalism, not
representative government, was,really the heart of the ward
system he defended. The Evening Bee (28 Jan. 1898 and 1 Feb.
1898) similarly lashed out at the "Tucker gang" that ran the
schools. Although Tucker's defense of the ward system was bold
and highly principled, somehow he forggt that just two years
earlier he had attacked the inequitable distribution,of school
resources under that very system. See the Toledo School Report,
1896, pp. 14-15.

71
Toledo Blade, 27 Jan. 1898.

72
Jones helped Tucker and his followers secure legislation

for some.district representation on the school board in' 1904.','
Jones' Complete Education League, a social service organization:
comprised of many liberal and radical men and women, organized
soon after the election of a business-dominated, efficiency-

.

minded board ,in 1898.

73
John A. Butler, "School System," Annals of the American

Academy 25 (January.1905): 171-79. Butler was a Yale educated
attorney who was the leader of the Municipal League, and his
background and activities are well described in Thelen, The New
Citizenship, Chap. 7.
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I

Nilwaukee School Report, 1872, p. 70; Milwaukee School
Proceedings, 14 Feb. 1887, which :;as a good statement on the
importance of geographical repres6ntation in democratic govern-
ment; and reactions to other plans on 7 Feb. 1888; 5 Feb. 1889;
20 Feb. 1889; and 7 May 1889. Much more will be said of the in-
fluence of the Socialist working class in direct election plans
in future chapters.

I

75
Milwaukee School Report, 1872, p. 70.

76
See especially the citations in note 72.

78Much
c his analysis was documented in the preceding

79
Milwaukee Daily News, 20 Apr. 1897. The News wrote a long

ti- ommission editorial on February 10, 1897, which alto at-
tacked the present system of appoinplent by the ward aldermen.
It called for the direct election of all boards of education by
the people. An older historian, Jerome A. Watrous, wrote in
1909 that "the law of 1897 caused considerable popular dissatis-
faction, many people contending that the school directors ought
to be elected 13\a vote of the people." See Memoirs of Milwaukee
County, 1: 407.

80
Wisconsin Vorwarts, 20. Apr. 1897.

81
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 15 Feb. 1898 and 14 May

1898; "Minutes of the Women's Educational and Industrial Union,"
1893-1896 volume, p. 165 (Women's Educational and Industrial
Union Papers, Rochester Public Library, Rochester, New York);
and Mrs. He G. Danforth, "Rochester's Gay Nineties," Rochester
Historical sBciety Publications 20 (Rochester: Published by the
Society, 1942): 47.

77
Milwaukee School Proceedings, 7 May 1889; 5 July 1892;

and 19 Mar. 1895:'

chapter.

82
Toledo Evening Bee, 15 Mar. 1898; and Toledo Blade, 2 Apr.

1898.

83
\\,

The WOman's School Alliance support for the commission plan
was documented in the Proceedings of the First Annual Meeting of
the Wisconsin State Federation of Women's Clubs (Berlin, Wi.:
Printed by George C. Hicks, 1897),, pp. 34-35.
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*4

"Notes to Introduction to Part 3"

1
"The School Community Plan," School Journal 62 (February

2, 1901): 128.

2
Although these sources do not exhaust the voluminous litera-

ture on Progressivism, see at least the following: Robert H.
Wiebe, The Search for Ordel, 1877-1920 (New York: Hill and Wang,
1967); Gabriel Kolko, The Triumph of Conservatism: A Reinterpre-
tation of American History, 1900-1916 (Chicago: Quadrangle Books,
1963); James Weinstein, The Corporate Ideal in the Liberal'Sate,
1900-1918 (Boston: Beacon Press, 1968); Robert Wiebe, Businessmen
and Reform: A Study of the Progressive Movement (Chicago: Quad-
rangle Books, 1962); Richard Hofstadter The Age of Reform: From
Bryan to F.D.R. (New York: Vintage Books, 1955); Lewis L. Gould,
ed., The Progressive Era (Syracuse: Syracuse University Press,
1974); John D. Buenker, John C. Burnham, and Robert ,M. Crunden,.

'Progressivism (Cambridge: Schenkman Publishing Company, 1977);
and John D.,Buenker, Urban Liberalism and Progressive Reform
(New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1973).
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"Notes to Chapter 6"

1
There is a wide literature on the significance of municipal

reform movements in the Progressive era. See, for example, Russell
B. Nye, Midwestern Progressive Politics (East ransing: Michigan
State University Press, 1951); George E. Mowry, The Era of Theo- .

dore Roosevelt. (New York: Harper & .JW, 1912); John D. Buenker,
Urban Liberalism and Progressive Reform (New York: W. W. Norton
& Company, 1973); Melvin G. Holli, "Urban Reform in the Progres-
sive Era," in Lewis L. Gould; ed. The Progressive Era (Syracuse:
Syracuse University Press, 1974); and the new interpretations in.
Michael I. Ebner and Eugene M. Tobin, eds. The Age of Urban
Reform: New Perspectives on the Progressive Era (Port Washington:
Kennikat Press, 1977).

2
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 28 December 1897.

3
David B. ryack, The One Best System: A History of Amer-

ican Urban Education (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1974), Part 4. The literature on the period is too extensive
for full documentation. See, however, at least the following:

c ,,'Lawrence Cremin, The Transformation of the School: Progressivism
inAmerican Education, 1876-1957 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1962); Edward Krug, The Shaping Of the American High School,
1880-1920'(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1969); Joel
Spring, Education and the Rise of the Co orate State (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1972); Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, School-
ing in Capitalist America (New York: Basic Books, 1976); and
Paul C.. Violas, Education and the Training of the Urban Working
Class (Chicago: Rand McNally College Publishing Company, 1978).

4
John Dewey, "The School as a Center of Social Life," Jour-

nal of the Proceedings and Addresses of the N.E.A. (1902): 373,
380.

5
See especially Cremin, The Transformation, p. viii. Cremin

noted the importance of new social services and innovations in
his introduction `jut did not examine the rates at which different
changes entered the schools in different rural and urban environ-
ments. More analysis of the claim of social "transformation"
will be made in later chapters.

6Much of the literature on the e nsion of school programs
and services is cited in note 2. See e ecially Krug's history
of the high school, which is really a comprehensive study which
ranges far beyond secondary educatio , one of the most notable
areas of growth during these years. , Spring's Education and Rist
of the Corporate State and Violas' Education and the Training
of the Working Class shoull be contrasted with the viewpoints
in this study with respect to social services.
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7
On Milwaukee, examine Bayrd Still, Milwaukee: The History

of a City (Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin, 1948);
Thomas G. Gavett, Development of the Labor Movement in Milwaukee
(Madison: The University of Wisconsin Press-, 1965);&Gerd Korman,
Industrialization, Immigrants, and Americanizers:_ The View From
Milwaukee, 1866-1921 (Madison: State Historical Society of
Wisconsin, 1967); and Frederick I. Olson, "The Milwaukee Social-
ists, 1897-1941," Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 1952.
Toledo has a less well-developed historical literature than
Milwaukee. A numbef of valuable sources nevertheless remains
useful in gaining a general understanding of the city in the
Progressive era. See, ford example, Nye, Midwestern Progressive
Politics; Hoyt Landon Warnei, Progressivism in Ohio, 1897-1917
(Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1964); Jack Tager, The
Intellectual as Urban Reformer: Brand Whitlock and the Progres-
sive Movement (Cleveland: Press of Case Western Reserve, 1968);*
Robert M. Crunden, A Hero in Spite of Himself: Brand Whitlock
in Art, Politics, and War (New York:.- Wilfred A. Knopf, 1969);
Harvey S. Ford, "The Life and Times of Golden Rule Jones," Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Michigan, 1953; a ary Bailey,
"The Toledo Independent Movement: A Test of he Urban Liberal-
ism Thesis," M.A. thesis, Bowling Green Stet Uniyersity, 1977.

8
The best literature on,the period is A. Laura McGregor,

"History of the Public Schools of Rochester, New York," in
George R. Foreman, ed. Centennial History of Rochester, New
York 4 vols. (Rochester: Printed by John P. Smith Company, 1934),
4: 171-88; Herbert S. Weet, "The Development of Public Education
in Rochester, 1900-1910," in Blake McKelvey, ed. The History of
Education in Rochester (Rochester: Published by the Society,
1939), pp. 183-232; Blake McKelvey,-"Rochester's PublicSchools:
A Testing Ground for Community Policies," Rochester History 31
(April 1969): 9-15; and idem, Rochester: The Quest for Quality,
1890-1925 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,1956). Also
see William J. Reese, "The Social CenterwMovement and Progres-
sive Reform,"in Diane Ravitch and Ronald GOOdenow, eds., The
Community Study of Urban Educational History (.New York:
Teachers College Press, forthcoming).

9
Labor Herald 14 Nov. 1919; end Kansas City School Report,

1914, 29-32; Kansas City School Report, 1916, pp. 19-46;
,

and Cammack's long statements in the foreomrli. to Kansas City and
Its Schools (Kansas City: Prepared for the Department of Super-
intendence of the National Education Association, 1917).

10
Rochester Upion and Advertiser, 17 Feb. 1899. On women's

increases emphasif on voluntary association, see also the Toledo
Blade, 13 May 1902, which described "a decided quickening of *
club interest in Toledo." The Milwaukee Sentinel ;23 Oct. 1907)
as well as other Wisconsin dailies contrasted the power of women
in social reform after the turn of the century to earlier days,
while the Kansas City Daily Journal (8 Mar. 1901) noted the
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phenomenal growth of mothers' unions in Misso ri. Women's role
in school reform in Kansas City is fully acknowledged in pansas
City and Its Schools, pp. 88-90.

1 1Child-Welfare Magazine 17 (1919): 330; old Kansas City
and Its Schools, pp. 89-90.

12
Like Sam Jones Do No Good," The Socialist, 25 Max.

1905. This newspaper had a short-lived career in Toledo.
Reactions to Jc'ies' death and long descriptions of his funeral
procession are available in the mid-July 1904 issues of the
Toledo News-Bee and the Blade. Also see Brand Whitlock, Forty
Years of It (New York: D, Appleton and Company, 1914), p. 139;

and idem, "'Golden Rule' Jones,"'World's Work 8 (Flptember
1904): 5308-11.

13
Besides Victor Berger's own Broadsides (Milwaukee:

Social Democratic Press, 1913) and his many editorials in the
local ncdspaperS, the next best introduction to his life is
t..e fine biography by Sally M. Miller, Victor Berger a,1 tne
Promise of Constr'ctive Socialism (Westport, Conn.: GreenW6c,)
Press, 1973), Also -see several of the secondary sources cited
in note 7.

14
See, for example, Herbert N. Casson, "Draining a Political

Swamp in Toledo," Atena 21,(June 1899): 768-71; Washington
Gladden, "Mayor Jones. of Toledo," Outlook 62 (May 6, 1899):-

.
17-21; "The Late Mayor Jones," Triependent 42 (July 21, 1904):
162-63;.Frank TracyCarlton, "Golden RulelkFactory," Arena ;2
(October 1904): 408-10;;Brnest Crosby, Golden Rule Jones
(Chicago:, The Public Publishing Company; 1906); and Wendell F.
Johnson, Toledo.'s Non-Partisan Movement (Toledo: ,Press of the
H. J. Chittenden Co., 1922). For secondary accounts peruse the
literature in note 7.

ti
15
Anti-partyism was a mainstay in Jones' thinking after he

bolted from the Republican Party kn 1899. This perspective was
confirmed in his many writingi 4g well'as in his personal corre-
spondence. Typical viewpoints were included in Jones' "Government
by the Golden ,Rule," Hunsey 28 (January 1903) : 506-09; and the
Republican dominated realities are documented in John M. Killits,
Toledo and Lucas bounty, Ohio, 1623-1923 3 vols. (Chicago: S. J.
Clirke Publishing Company, (952), 2: .578-72; and Randolph Downes
Industrial Beginnings (Toledo; Toledo P-inting Company, 1954),
pp. 162-68. Also see Ford, "The Life and 'times," Chap. 10, for
an analysis of the circumstances causing Jonet' break from the

, Republicans.

.
.-.,,,,/-?'

16
Letters inc (de tugene Debs to Samuel M. Jones, March6,

o , 189S: .and Samuel M. lon's to Eugene Debs, 30 Dec. 1398. (Jones
Papers). Jones was an (admirer of Debs, who occasionally spoke

p.

I;
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to Toledo citizens at his request.

17
In "The Toledo Independent Movement," p. 21, Gary Bailey

notes that Jones' popularity with the citizenry probably would
have kept hi in office indefinitely. -Jones diedof complica-
tions'arisin0 from pneumonia and a recurrent asthmatic condition.

18
The context is described in William J. Reese, "The Control

of Urban School Boards during the Progressive Era," Pacific
Northwest Quarterly 681TOctober 1977): 166-172. The Democratic
Evening Bee was especially critical of the Hamilton-era boards,
arguing on several-occasions that business principles were fine
but not when they froze children in the buildings and stood in
the way of educational innovation. See especially the editor-
ials and news reports on the huge debates which occurred between
the Complete Education League and Hamilton, 23 Mar. 1902; 24
Max. lOb2; 3-Apr. 1902; and 4 Apr. 1902. Undoubtedly the fact
that the school board was primarily Republican after 1898 fueled
the flames of discontent. The Bee nevertheless refuLad to
nominate party members for office (fulfilling tha spiritof the
Niles Bill) and continually endorsed the major programs of the
new education. Setting itself up althe."champion-drthe child-
ren" in 1898, it called for playgrounds, social_ centers. evening
schools, manual training and domestic science programs; it later
endorsed medical and dental inspection, school gardens, and'
lunch programs. It similarly championed parent teacher assoc-
iations, teacher unions, and moat of the principles of the
Complete Education League. The list.of citations on these pro-
grams is much too longto cite here, yet the Bee's overall
position was best expressed 6n April 4, 1900, when itCUrged
parents to "Kick a few holes in that system." Its-rival. the
Republican B1ada, was on the whole moreisupportive of business
efficiency and suspicious of many of 'the programs of the new

'educatior.

19
Toledo Blade, 21 May 1901, where Law added: "Electing

members at large is an improvement upon the old wa.*'d plan of
representation, but the board, as at present constituted, is
too small, and the term, five years is too long, and the plan
of electing'but one member a year is destructive of progress
or change." Earlier the Evening Bee (20 Mar. 1900) apty noted
that the idea of "taking the schools out of politics" was in
practice a euphemism for taking Democrats out of politics; they
were virtually excluded from the school board because of the
Hiles Bill. Foui out of five members in 1900 were Republicans,
and the Bee claimed along with many that it was "pretty much of
an old fogey board" interested in "false economy" and "slave
riving." (25 Mar. 1900).

20
A-

Quoted in Randolph Downes, "The People's Schools: Popular
Foundations of Toledo's Public School System," Northwest Ohio
2uarterly 29 (Winter 1956-1957): 113.
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21
Ibid.

22
The Broadway Civic Club, like so many parent organizations

in history, failed to leave any manuscript collections or minute
books. The use of contemporary newspapers, howe4er, helps re-,
trieve them from the dustbin of educational history, since they
regularly reported on the activities of these associations in
columns devoted to voluntary, association work. On the Broadway
'Civic Club, the most useful bf dozens of available articles are
in the Toledo Evening Bee, 7 Feb. 1898; 7 Mar. 1898; 16 Mar. 1899;
17'Sept. 1899; 15 Mar. 1900; 13 May 1900; 15 Feb. 1901; and 14
Feb. 1905. While applauding the elimination cf the Hamilton
board and endorsing the election of a more Progressive school
board in 1905 (in the last article cited), the, Club praised the
new educational policy of "recognizing the eqUal rights of
children, parents, and teachers."

23
Toledo Bee, 23 Mar. 1902. Like the Broadway Civic Club,

newspaper reports of meetings are the only reliable reCords, of
the C.E.L. activities along with minutes of the Toledo school
board. Though the sources are extensive, see especially "Com-
plete Education," in the Toledo Blade, 17 Jan. 1900 and 6 Feb.
1900; Toledo Evening Bee, 17 Jan. 1900; 28 Feb. 1900; 29 Mar.
1900; 19 Nov. 1901; 23 Feb. 1902; and 23 Mar. 1902. The strug-
gles of the League with the school board can be traced in the
Toledo Boareof Education Minutes, 5 Feb. 1900; 19 Feb. 1900;
19 Mar..1900; 16 Apr. 1900; 7 May 1900; 17 Sept. 1900; 18 Nov.
1901; 21 Apr. 1902; and 15 Dec. 1902. (Center for Archival
Research, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio).

24
Samuel M. Jones to William H. Rite, February 10, 1899,

where'the Golden Rule Mayor also provided a variant form of the
poem found at the heading of this chapter. Also consult Jonee.'"'
First Annual Message of Mayor Samuel ML. Jones to the Common
Council of Toledo, Ohio (Toledo, 1898), p. 14; Second Annual
Message of Samuel M. Jones, Mayor (Toledo, 1899), pp. 14-23;
and Sixth Annual Message of Samuel M. Jones, Mayor of Toledo,
Delivered to the Common Council, March 2, 1903 (Toledo, 1903),
p. 13. All of these materials are found in the Jones Papers.

25
Fifth Annual Message, Samuel M. Jones, Mayor of Toledo,

Ohio, for the Year 1901 (Toledo, 1901), p. 4.

26
Toledo EveningBee, 17 Jan. 1900 and 24 May 1900; and

Toledo Blade, 17 Jan. 1900 and 8 Feb. 1900. More attention will
be paid to their support for the reform& enumerated in the text
in later chapters.

27
Complete Education (February 1902), quoted in the Toledo

Evening Bee, 23 Feb. /902. 11.



28
According to several newspaper reports, the club often

met at Segur's house. Her involvement in the organization was
traced in the Toledo Evening Bee, 12 Oct. 1898; 6 Mar. 1899; 15
Feb. 1501; and in the Toledo Blade, 11 Oct. 1900; 7 May 1901;
7 Jan. 1902; and 11 Jan. 1902. Like so many other clubwomen,
Segur agitated for higher pay and tenure provisions for public
school teachers.

29
Samuel M. JoneS to James H. Ferris, December 16, 1898.

In a letter to Gerinne Brown, March 2, 1898, Jones believed
that women's clubs would be a powerful source of social change
in many cities during his lifetime. The importance of the
Golden Rule and family metaphors in Jones' views on women are
explored in Ford, "The Life and Times."

30
Samuel M. Jones to Walter L. Young, July 19, 1899r.

31
Most of this inform6tion has been pieced, together through

newspaper reports,on the lives of these women. Segur was very
active in suffrage associations from after the time of the Civil
War. Steinem's life is examined'in Elaine S. Anderson, "Pauline
Steinem, Dynamic Immigrant," i, arta Whitlock, ed. Women in
Ohio History (Coluthbus: The 01.J.o Historical Society, 1976),
PP. 13-19. As briefly mentioned in earlier chapters,'Law was
a formet nchool teacher who operated a kindergarten
training school and unsuccessfully ran for the school board
in 1898. Another prominent clubwoman and suffrage leaAr was
Kate Shertipnd, who was the most outspoken supporter of labor
ur2ons and working people of all of these women; her husband
was the preeminent labor'representative in Congress for the
Toledo area during the Progressive era. All of these comen were
active in the work of the Complete Education' League.

32
Ander3on, "Pauline Steinem," pp. 13-19. Through .the work

of Sherwood and Stpinem in particular, the City Federation of
Women's Clube had a Complete Education division by May of 1901.
See the Toledo Blade, 22 May 1901.

4 -3 3Long eulogies on the 'death or Mrs. Sherwood provide useful
inf...clnation on her life. They are found in the Toledo Union
'Leader, 20 Feb. 1914; in the Toledo News-Bee, 18 Feb. 1914; and
in the Toledo Blade, 16 Feb. 1914. The Blade gave some solid
reasOna for her friendship to Jones when it argued that while
t'chnically a Presbyterian, in reality she practiced religiOus
tolerance and love for all people. "She was a Christian Social-
ist in the broad meaning, or, as she said herself, 'a primitive
Christian,' in that she took the teachings of Christ literally
and gave to the needy to the limit of her means." Sherwood
marched in many I r day parades and helped energize women's
clubs to boycott -ati-union shops in the city on different
occasions. The Eveninci,Bee reported on March 16, 1899, that
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111

the Broadway Civic Club had u
for mayor. On the cooperati
ation of district represent
Schools," p. 13; and the n
the Toledo Blade and News
Of 1904.'

nimously backed Jones' candidacy
.

of different groups on the restor-
ion, consult Downes, "The People's
rous articles on the subject in
in January, February, and March

34
Warner, Progressivism in Ohio, pp. 10-11. Jones' refusal

to enforce Sunday closing laws was the major public scurce of
disagreement with the Pastor's Union, which in turn refused to 0
congratulate him when he was elected to office, contrary to past
policy. Jones regarded the saloons as the "poor man's'club."

35
Like many Social Gospelers, Jones believed that the chur-

ches had veered from the primitive Christian perspectives of
Jesus Christ. As a result he argued that workers would only
return to the fold in large numbers when the churches rediscov-
ered their roots and became part of working-class life. See
"Why Do Not People Go.to Church?" in the Evening Bee, 28 May
1899. In addition consult Samuel M. Jones,-The New Right: A
Plea for Fair Play Through a More Just Social Order'(New York:
Eastern Book Concern, 1899); and "American Workingmen and
Religion," Outlook 65 (July 1441900): 640-42.

36
BrandBrand Whitlock to Re, Thomas H.,Campbell, January 7, 19D5,

in Allan Nevins, ed. The Letters and Journal of Brand Whitlock
(New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1936), p. 40.

. 37
.As Jones told Washington Gladden on April 20, 1897, "I

seen to think of nothing better at present than to use my utmost
endeavor,- through ,progressive or radical utterances, if you please,
to call the attention of the people to the conditions as they
exist arqund us." Writing to H. V. Caton on December 19, 1898,
he wrote: "You look'upon the situation exactly as I do; this
office is a pulpit, from which I am preaching the gospel of lib-
erty for all people more effectively than I could do in priva_e
life."

38'
Toledo Evening See, 7 Apr-. 1403.

39
Brand Whitlock, in the unpaginated introduction tO Samuel

M. Jones, Letters of Labor and Love (Indianapolis: The Bobbs-
Merrill Company, 1905),.

40
Whirlock's life is well described in Tager, The Intellec-

tual as 'Urban Wormer; Crunden, A Hero in Spite of Himself;
Bailey, "The Toledo Independent Mdvement"; Randolph C. Downes,
History of Lake Shore Ohio 2 vols.. (New York: Lewis Historical
Publishing Company, Inc., 1952), 2: ,413-15L and Killits, ed.
Toledo and Lucas County, vol. 2, pp. N410,-84. Documentation of
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sources on Whitlock's support for specific Progressive educa-
tional reforms will appear in later chapters.

41
Robert F. Hoxie, "The Rising Ride of Socialism," The

Journal of Political Economy 19. (October 1911): 609-31. Mil-
waukee had, "more than one-eighth of all the Socialists in
office."

42
Gavett, Development of the Labor Movement, Chaps. 10-11;

Frederick Howe, "Milwaukee: A Socialist City," Outlook 95 (June
25, 1910): 411-21; George Allen Englad, "Milwaukee's Socialist
Government," Review of Reviews 42 (OctOber 1910): 445-55; "A
Socialist City in America," World's Work 20 (June 1910): .12995-
12996; and the Social Democratsiowil History of the Milwaukee
Social Democratic Victories (Milwaukee: Social Democratic
Publishing Company, 1911). The importance of Milwaukee in the
Socialist Mo4ement in the Progressive era is undeniable. For
a framework for Socialist development in Milwaukee and in the
nation, at least read the following: Howard Quint, The Forging
of American Socialism (Indianapolis: The Bobbi-Merri/l'Company,
1953); David Shannon, The Socialist Party of America (Chicago:
Quadrangle Books, 1944); Daniel Bell, Marxian Socialism In the
United States (Princeton: Prfnceton University Press, 1,967):
James Weinstein, The Decline of Socialism in America, 1912-1925
(New York: Vintage Books; 1967); David Herreshoff, American
Disciples of Marx: From the Age of Jackson to the_ Progressive
Era (Detroit:. Wayne State University, 1967); and'the essays in
Bruce M. Stave, ed. Socialism and the Cities (Port Washington,

AIL New York: Kennikat Press, 1975), especially Sally M. Miller,
"Milwaukee: Of Ethnicity and Labor," pp. 41-71.

43
Milwaukee Leader, 7 July 1915.

44
Quoted in Still, Milwaukee, p. 312.

45
Elizabeth H. Thomas, "The Milwaukee Election," Interne-
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Wisconsin(JOurnal bf Education, 1857-1920.

Youmaris,,Theodora W. "How Wisconsin Women,Won the Ballot."
Wisconsin Magazine of History 54(1921-1922/: 3-32.

Dissertations and. Theses:

'Clark, James, Ira. "The Wisconsin State bepattmentof Public
Instruction, 1903-1921." P.D. dissertItion, University
of Wistonsin-Madison, 1561.

Qlson, Frederick I. "The Milwaukee Socialists, 407-1941.1'
4 .

Ph.D. disseitation, aaryiVniversity, 1952. -

.01'1

Simon, Roger David. "The Expansion of an Industrial City:
Milwaukee, 1880-1910." Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 1971.

Stachkowski, Floyd John. "The Political Career of Daniel Webster-
Moan." Ph.D. dissertation, Northwestern University, 1966.

Van Pelt, Mark. "The Tea-diner and the Uiban Community: Milwaukee,
1860-1900." Master's thesis, University of WisConsin-
Madison, 1978.

WaligOrski, Ann Shirley. "Social Action and WoMen: The Experience'
of Lizzie Black%Kander." Master's thesis, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 1969.

Manuscripts: r

4,
Except for the Morris Stern Papers, which are held privately
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A

by the Stern family, the'most important manuscripts on Milwaukee
for the peribd are at the Milwa:akee County Historical Society
(MCHS) and the State Historical Society of Wisconsln (SAW). The
Milwaukee,Scbool Reports; 1848-1920, and the Proceedings of the
Milwaukee School/Board, 1880-1920, are accessible at the State
Historicil-S^ciety of Wisconsin and the Milwaukee Public Library.

)*
Meta Berger Papers 4SHSWI,

CitA Club of kilwatkee Papers (SHSW)

Federated Trades Council Papers (SHSW)

Lizzie Black Kinder/Papers (SHSW, MCHS)
.

Williath PieploW Papers (MCHS) ,

Milton Potter Papers (MCHS)

Emil Seidel'PaperS (SHSW)

Social Democratic Party Papers (MCHS)

_aocial...Economics Club Papers (MCHS)

Social Science Club Papers (SHSW)

Morris Stern Papers (private),-

Newspapers:

/

All of the Milwaukee newspapers for the Progressive era were
consulted at the Stateristorical Society of Wisconsin,

Gemara./ Und Abend-Post, 11898-1510 '

Milwaukee Daily News, 1890-1915

Milwaukee Free Press, 1906-1915 '

Milwaukee Leader, 1911-1920

Milwaukee Sentinel, 18907190y
Social Democratic Herald, 1898-1913

Voice of the People, 1910, 1918

Wiscolsi )VorWarts, 1893-1920

1
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ROCHtSTER

Articles'and Books:

Air

c

The Common Good, 1907-'1914 (University of Rochester Library).

Danforth, Mrs. Henry G. "RoChester's Gay-Nineties." Rochester.,
Historical Societv,Publications.20 (1942),:y 41-49.

Dow:4Mrs. Harriet. "The Influence of-Women in thecLife of
Rochester." In Centennial History of Rochester, New York,

, edited by Edward R. Foreman.. Vol. 2. Rochester: Printed .

by John P. Smith Co., 1933.
irk

SEllis,S. A. "A Brief History of the Public Schgols of the City
-f Rochester." Publications of the Rochestdr Historical
Society 1.(1892): 71-89.

\% IFisler,'Patricia E. "The Depression of. 1493 in Rochester."
Rochester History 15 (June 1952): .1724.

A,Histort of the Publicitchools of R chester, New Yor", 1813-1935.
Rochester: Board f Education, d, (Rochester 'ublic
Library, typescript).

Hodge, Katherine Talbot. History'of the Women'%Educational and
Industrial Union, 1893-1943. Rochester, 1943.

McGregor; A. Laura. "The .Early History of the Rochester Public
Schools, 1813-1850." In The History of Education in Rochester'
edited by Blake McKelvey. Rochester: Published by the
.Socibty, 1939.

McKelvey, Blake., Rochester: Tile Water-Power City, 1812-1854.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1945.

McKelvey, Blake. Rochester: The Flower City, 1855-1890.
Cambridge: Harvard University Prebz, 1949.

McKelvey, Blake. Rochester,: t_ri.e.i.j2itstloratxialit,1890-1925'T.
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1956.

McKelvey, Blake, ed. The History of Education in Rochester.
Rochester: 'Published by the Soeiety,.1939.

McKelvey, Blake. "A History of Social Welfare in Rochester."
Rochester History 20 (October 1958): 1-28.

.."

McKelvey, Blake. "Walter Rauschenbusch's.Rochester." hester
History 14 (October 1952): 1-27.

McKelvey, Blake. "ROchester Learns to Play: 1850-1900."
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1

Rochester History 7 (July 1946):. 1-24..

'

McKelvey, Blake. "An Historic View of Rochester's Parks and
Playgrounds." Rochester History 11 (January 1949): 1-24.

McKelvey, Blake. "The LuFe of tileCity: Rochester in the 1890.5.",
Rochester History' 28 (October 1966): 1-24.

McKelvey, Blake.
Progress."

. McKelvey, Blake.
12

"Woman's Rights in Rochester:

Rochester HiAory 10 (July 1948)
%

"Rochester at the TUrn of the Century." Rochester
(January 19501: 1-24.

A Century of
1-24.

McKelvey, Blake. "Susan B. Anthony." Rochester History 7 (April
1945): 1-24.

g" .

McKelvey, Blake. "Orgdhieed Labor in Rochester before 1914."
Rochester History 25 (January 1963): 1-24.

.McKelvey, Blake. "Rochester's Public' Schools: A Testing Ground
for CommunityIolicies:" Rochester History 31 (4pril 1969):
1-28.

O'Reilly, Henr etches ;of Rochester. Rochester: Published
by William Alling, 1838. ''

Parker, Jenny March.. Rochester. Roch4ster:- SciantoriC, Wetmore,
-and Company, 18d4 T----"77

Perkins, Dext2r. "Henry O'Reilly." ROChester History 7 (January
1945):41-2'. -

A

Stevens;, Edward W. "Social Centers, Politics, and Social'Effi-
`ciency in the,Progressive Era." History of-Education
Quarterly 12 Ipring 197e: 16-33.

Ituesdale, Dorothy S. "The Three R's in Rochester, 1850-1900."
-In perHistory of Education in Rochester,.. edited by Blake
McKelvey. ,Rechester: Publisheddby the Society, 1939.

Ward, Edward J.r ed. The $ocial Center. NewYork: D. Appleton
and Company, 1913.

Weet, Herbert S.
1900-1910."

17 (1939) :

"The Development of
Publications of the
183-232.

Public Education in Rochester,
Rochester Historical Society

Zwierlein, Frederick J. The 1.4fe and Letters of'Bishop McQuaid.
Va. 1-3. Rochester, 1925.

1

Dissertations and Theses:

Cavallo, Dominick Joieph. "The Child in American Relprm: A

7
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I

Psychohistory, of the Aovement to Organize Chil,:lren's Play,
1880-1920." Ph.D. dissertation, State UnivIrsity of New
York at Stoney Brook, 1976.

Finferc Lawrence A. "Leisure as Social Work in the Urban Commun-
ity: The Progressive Redreation Movement, 1890-1920." Ph.D.
dissdrtation, Miohigan State University, 1974:

Stevens, Edward W. Jr., "The Political Education of Children in
_.the Rochester Public Schools, 1899-1917: An Historical

--- Perspective on Social'Control in Public Education." Ed.D.
-dissertation, University of Rochester, 1971.

'Manuscripts

...
.

The following manuscripts, are located at the Rochester Public
Li rary. Also,located there are the Rochester School Reports,
18441910, and the Proceedings of the Rochester School Board,
1890-1920. -A .

.

0

Woren's Educational and Industrial Union Papers

Newspaper Scrapbook Collection, 1908-1913

NewspaNcs:
# a

Rochester's newspapers are available at he Rochester Public
Library, but this study was based'on the holdings of the State
nstoliical Sodiety of Wisiwpin (SHSW) and the Library of Congress

Labor Journal, 19031§14' (SHSW)

Rochester Democrat and Chronicle, 1890-19,15 (LC)

.tt

Rochester Socialist, 1907-1908 (S1SW)

Rochester Union and Advertiser, 1890-1918 (LC).

Articles and Bc)keb:

\TO DO a

A History of Educatiod'in the State, of Ohio. Columbus: The
Gazette Printing Hbuse, 1876.

F

Anderson, Elaine S. "Pauline Steinem, Dynamic Immigrant." In
- Women .in Ohio Histor, edited by Marta Whitlock. Columbus:

4.
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The Ohio 'Historical Society, 1976.

0

.Barclay, Morgan. "Reform in Toledo: / The Political Career of
Samuel M. Jones." Northwest Ohio Quarterly 50 (Summer 1978):
79-89.

Biographica- l Cyclopaedia and Portrait Gallery. Vol. 1-2. Cincin-
nati: Western Biographical Publishing Go., 1884.

Bosiing, Nelson L. The History of Educational Legislation in Ohio

141. 1931,

from 1851, to Mat Columbus: THe F. J. Heer Printing Co.,'

tBramble's Views: Toledo, Ohio; Diamphd,Anniversary,18371.1912.
Toledo: Bramble Publishing Co., 1912.

Burns, James J. Educational History of Ohio., Columbus: Histor-j
ical Publishing Co., '1905.

Carlton, Frank Tracy. "Golden-Rule Factory." Arena 32 (October
1904): 408-10.

V
Carey, Lorin Lee. Guide to Research in the History of Toledo, Ohio.

Toledo:. University of TOledo, 1977.

:tassOn, Herbert N. "Draining a Political Swamp in Toledo." Arena
21 (June 1899): 768-71.-

Commerce Club News:1916-1.917 (Toledo Public Library).

Crosby, Ernest."-Golden Rule Jdnes. Chicago The Publ,ic Pub-
.

lishing Co., 1906.

Downes, Randolph C. History of Lake Shore Ohio. Vol. 1-3." New
York: Lewis Historical Publithing Co., 1952.

Downes, Randolph C. Canal Days. Toledo: Published by the
Historical Society of Northwestern Ohio, 1949.

Downes, Randolph C. Industrial Beginnings/ Toledo: The Toledo
Printing Co., 195A. ,

pow?es, Randolph Ct, "The_People's Schools: Popular Foundations
of Toledo's Public Sch,,o1 Systeil." Northwest Ohio Quarterly
29 (Winter 1956-57.): 9-26.

Folk, Ricitard A. "Thec,I,Gol,den Age of Ohio Socialism." Northwest
Ohio.Quarterly 41 (Summer 1969): 91-11Z.

t

Gutges'11, Stephen. Guide to,Ohio Newspapers, 1793-1973. Columbus:
Ohio Historical Society, 1974.

Historical Sketches of Public Schools in Cities, pillages and
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a.

Townships of the State, of Ohio. Columbus: Ohio Stat-e
Centennial CoMmittee, 1876."

Howe, Frederic C. The Cpnfessions of a Reformer. -Chicago:.
'Quadrangle Books, c..1967.

Johnson, Wendell F. Toledo's Non-Partisan Movement. Toledo:
Press of the H. J. Crittenden Co., 1922.

JoneS, Samuel M. 'TL22libt:heNeTojilL3/4 Throu
a More Just Sbcial Qrder. Nev.York: Eastern Boo Conce n,
1899.

- .

Jones, Samuel M. Letters of Life and Labor. Toledo: The Frank-
lin .Printing,and Engraving Co., 1900.

Jones, Samuel M. "tovernment by the Golden Rule." Munsey 28
(January 1903)1 506-09..

Jones, Samuel M. ,"ATerican Workingmen and Religion." Outlook
65 (July 14, 1900)r 640-42o*

John M. Toledo,and Lucas County, Ohio, 1623-1923. Vol.
f 1-3. Chicago The S. J. Clarke Publishing Co., 1952.

-

Laws; Anie, ed. History of the Ohio federation of Women's Clubs.
Cincinnati: The Ebbert & Richardson Co., 1924.

e "The Public School System of Toledo." Commerce Club News 4
(19195: 1-36.

Me4ler, Peter J. Chronic desZeutschen Pionier Vereins von Toledo,
Ohio. -Toledo: Gilsdorf Printing Co., 1918.

ed. The Letters and Journal ofBrand Whitlock.
.D. Appletbn-Century Co., 1936-.

Nevins, Allan,
New York:

Nye, RuSsel B.
Michigan

Midwestern Progressive Politics. East Lansing:
State University Press, 1951.

Ohio Journal of Education, W52-1855, 1910-1920.

Ohio's Progressive Sons. 42incinnati: Queen City Publishing Co.,
1905

Perry, J. Hazard, and Warner, Mason. The Lincoln Club. Toledo:
Warner and Perry, 1899.

...-

Portrait and Biographical Record of the City of Toledo and Lucas
County and Wood County, Ohio. Chicago: Chapman Publishing
Co., 1895:1'

Progressive Men of Northern Ohio. Cleveland: Plain Dealer Pub-
lishing Co., 1906.
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(

Scribner, Haiveir. Memoiy4 of Lucas County and the City of Toledo.
1-2.. Madison7( Western Historical Association, 1910.

Stiv6ecombe,,Jean L- Reform and Reaction: City Politics in
Toledo. Belmont, Cal.) Wa worth 'Publishing Co., 1968.

Tager, Jac The Intellectual as Reformer!' Brand Whitlock and
the Progressive 'Movement. Cleveland: .Press of Case
Western Reserve, 1968.

Tager, Jack. "Progressives,,Conservatives, and the Theory of
the Status Revolution." Mid-America 58 (July 1966): 162-75,

Tie Tedo Teacher, 1915-1019 (Toledo Public Library).

Toledo Und Seim Deutschtum. Cleveland: German-American
Biographical Company, 1399.

Tsanoff, Stoyah.lk:, Educational Value of the Children's Playgrounds.
Philadelphia: Published for the Author, 1897.

Waggone4L Clack ed. History of the City of Toledo ancrLucas
County, Oh o. New York: Munsell & Co., 18Als.

W ner, Hoy tanclon. Progressivism in Ohio, 1897-1917. Columbup:
Ohio State University Press, 1964.,

Whitlock, Brand. Forty Years of It. New York: D. Appleton and
Company, 1914.

Winter, Nevin 0. A Historyof Northwest Ohio. Vol. 1 -3. Chicago:
The Lewis Publishing Co., 1917.

Dissertations and Theses:

A

"Z

Bailey, Garl L.- "The Toledo Independent Movement: A Test of the
UrbaffLiberalism Thesis." Master's thesis, Bowling G1.4en
State University, 1977.

Bertha, Stephen*J. "A History of Immigrant Groups in Toledo."
Master's thesis, Ohio Stat.: University, 1945.

,,:own, G. Maude.'..r."A History of Organized Labor in Toledo." Master's
thesis, University of Toledo, 1924.

Fenneberg, Doris Richings. "The Development of the American Play-
ground As Illustrated in Toledo." Master's Thesis, University
of Toledo', 1927.

Ford, Harvey S. "The Life and Times of Golden Rule Jones. ..' Ph.D.
dissertation,niversity of Michigan, 1953.
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Folk, Richard A. "A Study of the Socialist Party of Ohio, 19001
1925." Master's Thesis, University of Toledo,'1965.

'Fiederick, Peter Jerome. "European Influences on the Awakening
of the American Social Conscience, 1884-1904." Ph.D.
dissertation, Uni,yersity of California-Berkeley, 1966.

Glcckner, Marvin Jay. "Assimile .ion of the Immigrant in the United
States As Charact2rizedty the PoleS in Toledo." Master's
Thesis,-University of'Toledo 1966.

Hrivnyak, John M. "Sirmingham: Woledo's Hungarian Community."
Mister's Thesis, University of Toledo, 1975.

Reese, William L. 'William Backus Guitteau and Educational Reform
in Toledo during the Progressive Era." ; laster's Thesis,
BOwling Green State University, 1975.

Woloszyn,' Andrew. "The Problem of the Poles in America as Illus-
trated by the Polish Community of Toledo." Master's .Thesis,
University of Toledo, 1927.

Manuscripts:

The following manuscript collections are located at the Toledo
Puh2ic Library (TPL) and the Center for Archival Research (CAR) at
Bowling Green Stet University. Both archives also contain Toledo
School Reports, 18 -19)1; these reports were not published annually
but every seN. ral y

Samuel M. Jones Papers (TPL)

William Backus Guitteau Papers !CAR)

Schools of Toledo Collection (TPL)

Toledo Board of Education Minutes, 1849-1920 (CAR

Women's Educational Club Papers (TPL)

Newspapers:

The following newspapers are located at the University of
Toledo (UT), Bowling Green State University (BGST), the Ohio His-
torical Library (OHL), the State Historical Society of Wisconsin
(SHSW), and the University of Washington at Seattle (UWSi.

The People's Call, 1894 (HSW)

The Socialist, 1905-1906 (INS)
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42.

Toledo Blade, 1848-1920 (BFSU, UT, OHL)

''Toledo Evening Bee, 1890 -1903 (UT, OHL)

Toledo News-Bee, 1904-1920 (UT, OHL)

Toledo Saturday Night, 1899 (SHSW)

The Toledd Union, 1897-1P98 (SHSW)

Toledo Union Leader, 1907-1920 (SHSW, OHL)
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